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CONSUMER DISCLOSURE OF INSURANCE 

TUESDAY, JUNE 23, 1992 

U.S. SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ANTrrRusT, MONOPOLIES 

AND BUSINESS RIGHTS, 
CoMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 

Washington, DC. 
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:38 a.m., in room 

SD-226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Howard Metzenbaum 
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Senators Metzenbaum and Specter. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR METZENBAUM 
Senator METZENBAUM. The hearing will come to order. Today's 

hearing is about how life insurance companies and their agents in
tentionally mislead consumers about how much their life insurance 
policies will cost and what those policies will be worth when they 
need them most. 

I think we can all agree that buying life insurance is confusing 
and frustrating, but I am convinced that it doesn't have to be that 
way. Too many companies in this industry would rather confuse 
consumers than educate them. Maybe, that is because a confused 

· consumer won't ask so· many tough questions, like are there any 
policy cancellation charges and how much are they. 

Today, life insurance shell games are quite sophisticated. Compa- · 
nies and their agents disguise the true cost and true value of a 
policy by using slick, computer-generated illustrations of how much 
a policy will cost and how much it will be worth. They also use 
these illustrations to hide exorbitant administrative fees and policy 
surrender charges. 

But that is not all. These same companies design and market so
called "new and improved" life insurance policies to lure consum
ers into replacing their current polici.es. What consumers don't 
know and are never told is that the real purpose of the new poli
cies is to generate higher fees for the companies and new commis
sions for their agents. These life insurance shell games produce one 
result: consumers get a raw deal. 

It is difficult to believe that this could happen with respect to an 
industry as well recognized and generally well-respected as the life 
insurance industry. But it is abundantly clear to me that the_ life 
insurance industry designs policy illustrations to be confusing-or 
worse, unintelligible. 

To the average consumer, the five illustration charts directly to 
the side of me are just a jumble of numbers, and that is what they 

(1) 
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would be to any average person. What little meaningful informa
tion they contain is hidden in the disclaimers in the small print at 
the bottom. The truth is that these policy illustrations disclose 
almost nothing that a c<:msumer really needs to know to make an 
informed choice about which life insurance policy to buy. 

These policy illustrations were created by five different compa
nies as a tool for selling the same 45-year-old man $300,000 worth 
of life insurance to protect his family financially when he dies. But 
the only thing that these five illustrations have in common is that 
none of them disclose enough information. 

For example, Alexander Hamilton's illustration doesn't make it 
clear that there is no guaranteed death benefit after 12 years. How 
absurd can it be? That means that at age 57, this 45-year-old man 
will quite possibly have to pay a lot more to get new life insurance, 
if he can get it at all. Frankly, no 45-year-old man can make an 
informed choice about which policy to buy on the basis of any of 
these illustrations. 

The most abusive policy illustrations are those that seem to 
promise consumers that their policy will be paid for in a set 
number of years. This is known as a 'vanishing premium because 
no premium payments show up on the chart after 5, or sometimes 
10 years. Naturally, consumers believe that their policy will be 
paid for when their premium payments vanish from the page. 
Nothing could be further from the truth. 

What the companies hide in the fine print is the fact that these 
vanishing premiums are not guaranteed and depend entirely on 
the rate of return the company earns on the consumer's premium 
dollars. So if the company doesn't meet its own earning projections, 
premium payments don't vanish. Instead, the unsuspecting policy
holder is stuck paying thousands of· dollars more in premiums to 
keep ftom forfeiting his or her life insurance. · 

That is exactly what happened to one of our witnesses today. Mr. 
Butler's father sold his business in order to buy a life insurance 
policy to protect his family after he and his wife died. A broker 
sold him a policy that the computer illustration showed would be 
paid for in just 5 years. As far as the senior Mr. Butler knew, his 
policy was paid up long ago. Then just 7 weeks ago, he called the 
company to check on his insurance. He was horrified to hear that 
he would have to make hundreds of thousands of dollars of addi
tional premium payments to keep up his life insurance. To make 
matters worse, Mr. Butler is seriously ill and can't qualify for new 
coverage. So, now, instead of having a paid-up policy, Mr. Butler is 
faced with the prospect of paying a deceitful insurance company 
even more money for insurance that he thought he had paid for 
long ago. 

Many of these misleading policy illustrations are just short of 
fraudulent because the companies actually know that they cannot. 
earn the rate of return that they show on their projections. As one 
of our witnesses will testify, it is not uncommon for a company to 
be peddling an illustration showing a high rate of return at the 
same time it is filing a State disclosure form admitting that it can't 
possibly meet that projection. 

For example, in its 1990 annual schedule .M to State insurance 
departments, Mutual of Omaha-certainly, one of the Nation's 
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most respected insurance companies-admitted that it could not 
meet the rate of return that its illustration projected for even the 
first 2 years of the policy. 

Companies also use computer-generated illustrations to hide ri
diculously high administrative and surrender charges. That is why 
most policyholders don't realize that their agent is making a com
mission of between 55 and 105 percent on their premium payments 
in the first couple of years. Some companies and agents will go to 
almost any lengths to hide the fact that all they really care about 
is how much they can make in commission. As one of Pacific Mu
tual's agent training films put it: "We start with the client's premi
um * * * $10,000. What we are interested in now is how much 
commission we can get on that $10,000." 

Surrender charges are another cost that the companies try to 
hide. Surrender charges are what the company makes a consumer 
pay when the policyholder cashes in his policy during its early 
years. These charges are usually so high that most policies have 
absolutely no value until a consumer has paid premiums for at 
least 3 years, but most consumers don't realize that until it is too 
late to get their money back. 

Many insurance companies even have a way to get a consumer's 
money without the consumer ever knowing about it. Most policies 
have a clause that allows the company, without telling the policy
holder, to dip into the savings component of their life insurance 
policy. This can happen, for instance, when a consumer stops 
paying on a policy because he or she believes that the policy is paid 
up. Then, without even telling the policyholder, the company can 
raid the savings to pay itself more premium. 

We will hear testimony today about a family in Texas which paid . 
premiums on a life insurance policy for their son for 20 years and 
thought it was paid up. When their son asked· the company about it 
years later, he learned that the policy had a cash value of only 
$56.10 because the company, on its own, had decided to use the rest 

. to pay itself more premiums. 
Frankly, everything some life insurance company do is designed 

to make it virtually impossible for consumers to tell whether their 
premium dollars are going to build up the policy's cash value or 
line the pockets of the company and its agents. 

As if they don't get enough money by taking expense charges out 
of premiums for 6 or 7 or even 12 years, life insurance companies 
are constantly designing new policies to sell to their old customers. 
When the unsuspecting customer buys the improved product, so
called, he or she has to start all over paying new and higher com
missions and other administrative charges. As one of our witnesses 
will tell us, only a third of buyers keep their policies long enough 
to break even. 

The purpose of our hearing today is to determine what this com
mittee can do to put a stop to this shell game that life insurance 
companies are playing with consumers. Our investigation showed 

. that many companies offer misleading illustrations, including the 
five companies whose illustrations you see here today. 

While these companies cooperated with the subcommittee by pro
viding materials, none of them wanted to present testimony here 
today. We invited the American Council of Life Insurance to testi-
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fy, but they also did not want to come. They said it was "inappro
priate" for them to be "further fnvolved in these matters." 

I think the absence of the companies and the ACLI at the wit
ness table says a lot about the industry's commitment to providing 
consumers with clear and comprehensive information about life in
surance policies. I am now convinced that the ACLI and the life in
surance companies think that they can keep a sufficient hold on 
legislation in this area that they don't need to move. Well, maybe 
the glare of publicity about their reprehensible practices will make 
them realize that it is not the legislation that this body may or 
may not pass alone, but this body's ability to show the American 
consumer some of the pretty close to fraudulent practices that the 
companies are engaging in. 

This is an industry that has tremendous respect in this country, 
and they have used that respect that they have had to take advan
tage of consumers in this country. They have used the position to 
pretty much control the State regulators, and they have used the 
position to pretty much have their will in the halls of Congress. · I 
think it is high time that the people of this country become aware 
of some of the practices, too many of the practices, that just about 
all of the life insurance companies are using today to rip off the 
American consumer. 

Before I call the first panel, I wish to place an opening statement 
by Senator Thurmond into the record. 

[The statement follows:] 
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STATEMENT BY SENATOR STROM THURMOND (R-S.C.) BEFORE THE 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ANTITRUST, MONOPOLIES AND BUSINESS RIGHTS, SENATE 
JUDICIARY COMMITTEE, REFERENCE HEARING ON CONSUMER DISCLOSURE OF 
INSURANCE, 226 DIRKSEN SENATE OFFICE BUILDING. TUESDAY, JUNE 23, 
1992, 9:30 A.M. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 

The hearing this morning will address concerns relating to 

the ade_quacy of financial disclosures made in connection with the 

purchase of whole life insurance policies. These policies are 

purchased not only for their insurance benefits, but for their 

investment value as well. The issue of adequate disclosure has 

been the subject of several articles which have recently appeared 

in the Wall Street Journal and Forbes magazine. 

Mr. Chairman, although you and I differ on some issues 

relating to.the insurance industry-~ for example, the wisdom of 

substituting federal regulation for state regulation -- I do not 

believe we differ on the issue of fairness to the consumer. The 

articles in the Wall Street Journal and Forbes magazine raise 

questions about whether purchasers of whole life insurance are 

being treated fairly in terms of the information they receive 

about their policies. I believe this issue deserres exploration. 

It is not clear whether deliberate misrepresentations are 

made in the sale of these policies, or whether consumers need to 

be better educated about the product they are purchasing. In any 

event, the hearing this morning will serve to educate us about 

these issues, and to raise public awareness so that consumers 

themselves will be more knowledgeable. 

The insurance industry is an essential part of our economy, 

-1-
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Mr. Chair111an. Many individuals, and almost every business, 

depend on the fi~ancial protection afforded by insurance. 

Obviously, there is no justification for the industry to engage 

in questionable, or perhaps illegal activities, which, at a 

minimum, erode th.e very. consumer confidence that is the key to a 

healthy industry. 

Ml:· Chairman, I look forward to the testimony of the 

witnesses this morning, and thank them for their time and effort 

in appearing before the Subcommittee. 

-2-

-END-
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Senator METZENBAUM. Our first panel today will consist of Mr. 
T.J. Butler, speaking for Garrett Butler, of Houston, TX; Mr. Rick 
K. Nelson, an independent insurance agent with R.K. Nelson &_As
sociates, Northbrook, IL; and Harold G. Mercer, of Mercer & Jen
kins, Ltd., insurance consultants of Alexandria, VA. 

Would the witnesses be good enough to come to the table, please? 
Would you please be good enough to stand? We swear in our wit
nesses. 

Do you solemnly swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and 
nothing but the truth, so help you God? 

Mr. BUTLER. I do. 
Mr. NELSON. I do. 
Mr. MERCER; I do. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Butler, we will be pleased to hear 

from you first. 

TESTIMONY OF A PANEL CONSISTING OF T.J. BUTLER, HOUSTON, 
TX; RICK K. NELSON, INDEPENDENT INSURANCE AGENT, R.K. 
NELSON & ASSOCIATES, NORTHBROOK, IL; AND HAROLD G. 
MERCER, MERCER & JENKINS, LTD.; ALEXANDRIA, VA 

Mr. BUTLER. Yes, sir. Can you hear me well? 
Senator METZENBAUM. Yes. 
Mr. BUTLER. Thanks for your hospitality and thanks for inviting 

me to testify. My name is T.J. Butler. I am 43 years old and I live 
with my family in Houston, TX. I make my living primarily 
through working in a family business. I make about one-third of 
my income in photography. 

My parents are Garrett Butler and Ellen Butler, who also reside 
in the Houston area. My dad, Garrett Butler, is 73 years old and 
has bone marrow cancer. He was diagnosed in 1990 and, since then, 
has been receiving periodic chemotherapy treatments at M.D. An
derson Hospital in Houston. As a result of the progression of his 
disease and the debilitating effects of the chemotherapy, my dad's 
health has deteriorated slowly since 1990. Today, he is unable to 
get around without a wheelchair. His doctors give him 1 or 2 more 
years to live, at the most, and he has bravely resigned to the fact 
that he may go at any time. My mother, Ellen, is 68 years old and 
is the picture of health. She still exercises vigorously by walking 
and -playing golf on a daily basis. We have every expectation that 
she will live well into the next century. 

Prior to his retirement in 1982, my dad made a fair amount of 
money operating a mortgage banking business in Houston. In 1983, 
my dad had enough of an estate to worry about estate taxes . that 
would have to be paid either by mother or by me and my two 
brothers, John and Steve. At that time, he consulted the financial 
planning firm of Linscomb & Williams in Houston for estate plan
ning services. This firm suggested to my father that, among other 
things, he set up a life insurance trust for our benefit and for the 
benefit of our children. 

It was proposed that the life insurance trust be funded with a $3 
million face value second~to-die whole life policy insuring jointly 
the lives of my .mother and father. Because the estate taxes were 
our concern, my brothers and I became involved with the life insur-
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ance purchase and we eventually were made cotrustees of the 
Butler Family Life Insurance Trust. 

My brothers, my dad, and I were presented with the recommen
dation that we purchase, as cotrustees of the life insurance trust, 
the $3 million life insurance policy I have previously described 
from Crown Life Insurance Co. of Canada. We were told that policy 
could be issued so that· the policy paid for itself after a certain 
number of rather high annual premium payments were made. We 
were told that the premiums would be $70,140 per year, and that 
after paying that amount for 6 years we would have $3 million 
worth of paid-up insurance on the joint lives of my parents. 

This plan was compared with another life insurance option in 
which we would purchase regular-term insurance policies with face 
amounts totaling $3 million. Although the premiums under that 
plan would have been considerably less each year, we were told 
that those premiums would have to be paid annually until both of 
my parents died. 

By comparing the results, if my parents lived 10 more years, 
from 1984, were shown that the Crown Life policy would result in a 
premium savings to us of over $189,000. Needless to say, we be
lieved the purchase of the Crown Life policy was in everyone's best 
interests. 

The Linscomb & Williams people we were working with had a 
license _to sell life insurance in Texas and told us that they could 
act as a life insurance agent for Crown Life Insurance Co. We dealt 
only with them in the purchase of this policy. After hearing . the 
recommendations of the Linscomb & Williams firm and after re
viewing the written materials which were provided to us, we decid
ed to go ahead with purchase of the Crown Life policy on my par- . 
ents. We formed the Butler Family Insurance Trust and, as cotrus
tees, my brothers and I made the annual payments on the policy to 
Crown Life, as we had been told to do. 

In exchange, we received Crown Life's $3 million joint wholelife 
policy with the expectation that it would be paid up within 6 years 
and would always have a face value of at least $3 million. At no 
time either before or after we purchased this policy were we told 
that the performance of the policy, as represented, was in any way 
contingent upon a continued high dividend rate, the earnings of 
the life insurance company, the availability of policy loans at acer
tain rate of interest, or anything of the sort. We were led to be
lieve, and believed wholeheartedly, that this was a closed-end ar
rangement. 

In March of this year, we became aware for the first time that 
the insurance we had bought was not what we thought it was. 
When my father made an unrelated inquiry to the Linscomb & 
Williams firm about a story he had read describing the downrating 
of Crown Life's financial stability, Linscomb & Williams advised 
him that the current projections for this policy showed that the in
surance policy was in danger of lapsing unless a significant amount 
of new money was injected into the policy by my brothers and me. 
· At that time, we were given two scenarios. In the first scenario, 

it was assumed that no additional premiums were paid into the 
policy. Under that scenario, the $3 million policy which we thought 
we had would continually lose value in the death benefit payable 
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at the rate of about $80,000 per year, so that after 10 years the pol
icy's net death benefit would be less than $2,400,000. If no addition
al premiums were paid after the 10th year, the policy would lapse. 

Under the second scenario, we were given the option of paying 
additional premiums to Crown Life on the policy in order to keep 
the death benefit payable level at around $3 million. In order to do 
that, the new projection was that we would have to pay over 
$92,000 each year for the next 4 years. After that, an annual· pay
ment of over $22,000 would be necessary each year until both my 
father and mother were no longer living. 

Needless to say, this has come as quite a shock to our entire 
family. We paid rather substantial annual premiums through 1987 
with the understanding that this insurance would be . paid up as 
represented and would be in force and effect for at least $3 million 
until my parents died. 

If we are to keep this policy as it is now, we face the choice of 
either, No. 1, having the policy reduced in value every year and 
then lapse after 10 years; or No. 2, prepare to pay annual premi
ums totaling hundreds of thousands of dollars each year until my 
parents pass away. 

Because my father has .become essentially uninsurable, we are 
unable to go out on the open market and purchase other insurance. 
Furthermore, because my mother has every expectation of living 
for at least 10 more years, letting the policy decline in value and 
then lapse after 10 years would be tantamount to flushing our sig
nificant premium payments down the toilet. 

My brothers, my parents, and I believe that we have been seri
ously misled with respect to the purchase of this· insurance policy. 
We have recently sought legal counsel to advise us as to what 
rights and remedies we might have against the parties responsible. 
We have been advised that our situation is not an isolated incident 
either with respect to this insurance company or this type of insur-
ance sales technique. · 

Because litigation over our situation is a significant possibility, I 
have been advised by my attorneys to respectfully refrain from an
swering· any questions you may have. Even so, I hope that you have 
found my statement informative on a situation which may be 
facing a number of· Americans today. I appreciate very much 
having the opportunity to bring this story before you for your con
sideration. 

Thankyou. · 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Butler follows:] 
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DRAfT 

STATEMENT OFT . .J. SUTI.!:l! 

Ky name 1s T • .r. But:er. I am [4l] years old and live wit.~ my 

[fainily] in 3custon, Texas. I make my living [expound on business 

pursuits]. 

Ky p&rants are Garrett Butler and Ellen Butler· who also reside 

in the Houston area. My dad, Gar:et: Butler, is 71 years old and 

has (cancer]. He was diagnosed in [year], and since then has been 

::ec:ej,v.in9 period:f.c: chemo1:...'terapy tzeatmen-es at M. D'. AndeJ:"Son 

Hospital in Houston. As a result of the prograssion of his disease 

and the debiliUting effec:s of the c.~emotherapy, my dad's health 

has deteriorated slowly since [year]. Today, he is unable to get 

around wit.~cut a wheelchair. His doctors gi7e him one er two mere 

years to live at the most, and he has bravely resigned to the fact 

that ha may· go at any time. 

Ky mother, Ellen, is [65] years old and ie the pict:tte of 

health. She still exercises vigorously by [jogging and riding a 

bicycle] on a daily basis. We have everi expectation that she will 

live well into the ne~ century. 

Prior r.o his ratJ.reman-e in [yea=], my dad made a fair amount 

of money [ operating a mortgage lending :business J in Houston. 

[Expound on business pursuits as necessary.] 

By 1983, my dad had enough of an estate to worry about estats 

tues that would have to be paid either by my mother or by me and 

my two brothers, John and Steve. At that t.il!le, he consulted the 

financial planning firm ot t.lnscomb , Williams in Kouston for 

estate planning services. This firm suggested to my father that, 

\mJ.sc3\70S:J -1-
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JUN 22 '92 16:23 NAMAN HOWE':...L 

among other things, he set up a life insurance t~.1st for our 

benefit and for the beneflt of our children. It was proposed that 

the life insurance =~st be funded with a $3,000,000 face value 

second-to-die whole llfe policy insuring jointly the lives of my 

mother and father. Because the estata taxes were~ concern, my 

brothers and I became involved with the life insurance purchase and 

we eventually were made co-trustees of the Butler !°a.'llily Life 

Instirance Trust. 

My ~:ethers, my dad and I were presented with the recommenda

t1ori that we purchase, as co-~:ustees of the life insurance trust, 

the $3,000,000 life insurance policy I have previously described 

from Crown Life Insurance ccmpany of Canada. We were told that 

policy could be lssued so that the policy paid for itself after a 

cer-..ain number of rather high annual premium payments were made. 

We were told that the premiums would be $70,140 per year and that, 

after paying t!'lat amoune for six- years, we would have $3, 000·, 000 

worth of paid up insurance on the joint lives of my parents. 

This plan wae compared with another life insurance option in 

which we would purchase regular term insurance policies with face 

!llllOunts totalling $J,ooo,ooo. Although the premilltlB under that 

plan would have been considerably lese each year, we were told that 

those premiums would have t:o be paid annually until both ·of my 

parents died. By comparing the results if my parents lived ten 

more years (from 1984), we were shown that the Crown Life policy 

would result in premium savings to us of over $189,000. Needless 

to say, we believed the purchase of the Crown Li_fe policy was in 

everyone's best in&ereats. 

\miscJ\705:3 -2-. 

P.3/lZ 
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JUN 22 ''92 16:24 NAMf:N HGWE-L 

The -Linscomb & Williams people we were working with had a 

license to sell life insurance in Texas and told Us that they could 

cct as a lite insurance agent for Crown Life Insurance Company. We 

dealt only with them in the purchase of this policy. 

After hearing 'Che :recommendations of the Linscomb & Williams 

fir:n, and after reviewing the written materials which were provided 

to us, we decided to 90 ahead with purchase of the Crown Life 

polic-, on Irr'f parents. We formed the Butler Family Insurance Trust 

and, as co-trustees, my brothers and! made the annuel payments on 

tlle policy to Crown Life as we had been told to do. In exchange, 

we received c=own Life's $3,000,000 join; whole life policy with 

the expectation that it would be paid up within six years and would 

always have a face value of a1:. .!.east $3,000 ,:ooo. 
At no time either before or attar we purchased this policy 

were we told that the performance ot the policy as ·represented was 

in any _way contingent. upon a continued high dividend rate, the 

earnings of the life insurance company, the availability of policy 

leans at a certain rate ct in~erest, or anything of the sor:. We 

were lad t0 believe, and believed wholeheartedly that _this was a 

0 closed end" urangement. 

In March of this year, we became aware, !or tlle !irst time, 

that the insurance we had bought was not what we thcught it was. 

When my father made an unrelated inquiry t:, the Linscomb & Williams 

firm about a story he had read describing the down rating of crown 

Lita •s financial stability, IJ.nscamb & Williams advised him that 

t:lla cu=ent "projections" !or this policy showed that the insurance 

\mil!c3\70S:3 -3-
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policy was in danger of lapsing unless a significant: amount of new 

money was injected into the pol!cy by my brothers and me. 

A't. tha't. time, wa were given t-:.10 scenarios. ·In the first 

sce·naric, it wa~ assumed that no addi.tional premiums were paid into 

the policy. Under that: scenario, the "$3 1 000,000" policy which we 

though,: we had would continually lose value in the death benefit 

payal:lle at the rate of about $80,000 per year so that, after tan 

years, the policy's net death benefit would be less than 

$2,400,000. If no addit:ional premiWIIS ware paid after the t:an,:h 

year, the policy would lapse. 

Under the second scenario, we ware given the option of paying 

additional premiums to crown ~ife on the policy.in order to keep 

the death benefit payable level at around three million dolla..-s. 

In order to do that,_ the new "pi:ojectl.onn was that we would have to 
Ult/\ Cf.41" 

pay over $92,000ttor the next four years. After that, an annual 

payment of over $22,GOO would be necessary each year until both my 

father and mother were no longer living. 

Needless to say, this has come as quit~ a shock to our entire 

family, We paid rather substantial annual premiums through 1987 

with the understanding that this insurance would be paid up as 

repreaented and would be in force and in eftect for at least 

$3,000,000 ~ntil my parents died. I! we are to keep thia pol.J,cy as 

it is now, we face the choice of either· (l") having the policy. 

reduced in value every year and then lapsa after tan years or 

(2) prapaz:a t'o pay annual premiums totaling hundrads of thousands 

of dollars aach yeer unt:11 my parents pass away. Because my fal:har 

has bec01118 assenl:ially uninsurable, we are unable ta go out on the 

\:nisc3\705:3 -4-
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open market and purchase other insurance. ·Furthermore, because my 

mother has every expectation of living for at least ten more year.a,_ 

letting the policy decline in value-and then lapse after ten years_. 

would· be tantamount to_ flushing our significant premium payments 

down the toilet. 

My ·brothers, my parents and I believe that we have been 

seriously misled with respect to the purchase of this insurance 

policy._ We have recently ·sought legal counsel to advise us as t~ 

what rights and remedies we might have against the parties 

responsible. We have -been advised that our fituation _is not an 

isolated incident, either with respect to this insurance company or 

this type of insurance sales technique. 

Because litigation over. our situation is a significant 

possibility, I have been advised by my attorneys to respectfully 

refrain from answering any questions you might·have. Even so, I 

hope that you have found my statement informative on a situation 

which may be facing a number of Americans today. I appreciate very 

much having the opportunity to bring this story before you for your 

consideration. 

\miscJ\70!5: 3 -5-
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COMPARISON 

PRESENT PLAN I ALTERIIATIYE PI.Allfil 

ADDITIONAL ANNUAL CI\S11 OEATll ANNUAL CASH DEATH ounAY 
~ .!!l!!1M. ~ ~ OUTLAY ~ mill!. (NEIi PLAN) 

1985 $61,500 $ 115,453 $4,019,453 $119,275 $ 146,510 $4,081,280 $51,775 
1986 72,657 203,616 4,035,616 101,375 226,036 4,128,536 28,718 
1987 81,487 305,930 4,062,930 108,388 341,429 _4, 195,419 26,902 
1988 87,747 414,680 4,099,680 31,235 401,174 4,207,484 I 56,5121 1989 92,756 539,092 4,049,092 40,542 476,261 4,230,771 I sz,214) 

1990 92,632 668,156 4,203,156 27,351 551,412 4,350,962 ( 65,281) 
1991 25,085 729,144 4,186,144 -0- 603,271 4,262,601 I 25,0881 
1992 28,660 793,211 4,172,211 -0- 656,187 4,278,967 I 28,660) 
1993 32,465 854,322 4,158,322 -0- 716,606 4,305,757 I 32,465) 
1994 36,695 918,554 4,144,554 -0- 782,697 4,344,737 ( 36,695) 

1999 65,011 1,246,236 4,103,236 -0- 1,218,771 4,717,641 I 65,011 I 

(1 )Alternative Plan Assumes: 

• 
• 

Sec. Conn. term policies are replaced by ordinary lff• polfcl•s of $500,000 each with Crown. 

Th• existing s•cond to die policy 1$3 million) Is e~changed for the new higher pr•mha dlvld•nd series 
which would p~ up in thre• more y•ars. 

-24-
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Senator METzENBAUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Butler, and we 
will respect your counsel's advice to you and not ask you any ques
tions. 

Mr. Rick K. Nelson, independent insurance agent, of Northbrook, 
IL. Mr. Nelson, we are happy to have you with us. 

TESTIMONY OF RICK K. NELSON 
Mr. NELSON. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to 

appear before this committee and share my experiences of over 16 
years as a life insurance agent. 

No one questions the importance of life insurance as a financial 
tool to protect against the risk of premature death, but someone 
with authority must question the methods that insurance compa
nies currently use to convince consumers to buy their life insur
ance policies. Insurance companies say that consumers should trust 
them, but the companies' sales illustrations, used to convince them 
to buy, disclose that cost is based on the interest rate of 7.25%£, · 
which really means 9 percent, if you read the fine print on page 3, 
or assume that 7.5 percent, which really means 8.75 percent if you 
read the additional interest paragraph on another page. 

The insurance companies have relied on a thinly veiled disclaim
er of "based on current assumptions" to absolve them of any liabil
ity should a consumer actually rely on a sales illustration to pur
chase their life insurance. Insurance companies claim that their 
cash-value life insurance products are a long-term solution to a 
long-term problem, but in actuality they promote planned obsoles
cence of their own policies, replacement of their. business, and any 
other company's. The systematic churning of the entire life insur
ance premium base every 7 or 8 years is a financial scandal and. 
would never be tolerated in any other financial business. . 

Insurance companies say they want long-term relationships, but 
they use lapse-supported pricing assumptions · when developing 
their products. This pricing trick allows the insurance company to 
profit more when consumers terminate the policies in the early 
years rather than holding the policies to maturity. 

Insurance companies say they already supply adequate cost dis
closure. I question the validity of these claims when, on a recent 
visit to the Illinois Insurance Department, I reviewed the annual 
reports of 20 of the largest life insurance companies selected at 
random from the files. My focus was on the Schedule M and what 
is referred to as interrogatories. Interrogatories ask the question 
whether the insurance company believes they can meet the project
ed dividend and projected interest rate assumptions for at least the 
next 2 years. In my limited, unscientific sampling, 80 percent of 
the companies said they could not meet the projections for the next 
2 years. 

Confusing jargon, deceptive sales illustration, and pricing the 
policy to profit at its failure are widespread and commonplace, but 
the public's outrage and indignation at these abuses will pale in 
comparison to their anger when they become aware that the life 
insurance business has developed a dual pricing arrangement 
based on the most regressive principle of economic discrimination. 
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Most of the leading life insurance companies now offer two or 
more prices for the same amount and type of life insurance. The 
agent is given a menu of A and B policies from each company. The 
A's have a full price and the agent receives a full commission. Or 
the agent can offer the company's B policy with a cost savings of 20 · 
percent or more to the consumer. The method of obtaining the 
lower-cost quotes varies from company to company. 

Pacific Mutual allows the agent to design the price of his or her 
policy by sitting at the computer terminal and inputting the per
centage of premium that pays as commission. Guardian gives the 
agent a choice between a full-price, full-commission policy or de
signing a lower-cost policy by blending or mixing premiums with 
noncommissionable portion. The ratio of the mix determines the 
premiums that the consumer pays. Hartford recently informed me 
that they are developing a new life insurance product with 10 dif
ferent prices for the same amount of coverage, depending on the 
level of commission. · 

I mention these companies by name because they are financially 
strong companies . using the various dual-pricing techniques 
common to most of the leading life insurance companies. These 
companies have never threatened me with termination of my con
tract or attempted to coerce my silence-that is, until today, Mr. 
Chairman. We will see what happens tomorrow. 

The ability to offer consumers life insurance at a lower cost pre
sented me with the illusion of a marketing opportunity, and I de
veloped a business plan in 1989 to take advantage of it. Adhering 
to the old marketing adage, be first, be best, be different, I started 
to take out advertisements announcing that I was a discount life 
insurance broker and would quote the B policies of each company, 
saving the consumer money. I never mentioned the name of any 
insurance company. . 

The plan was successful in helping me sell millions of dollars of 
life insurance from top-rated companies and saving the consumers 
significant amounts of money. Instead of receiving the customary 
sales achievement plaque, I got letters from Metropolitan, Pruden
tial, and Transamerica Occidental, all canceling my sales agree
ments. The companies also used their agents to pose as consumers 
and request insurance quotes from my business. The avalanche of 
these bogus consumer inquiries was designed to interfere with my 
business and prevent me from competing in the marketplace. 

Throughout the numerous meetings with representatives of the 
three insurance companies, I was told that they objected to the fact 
that I was disseminating information about the existence of their 
lower-cost insurance available for purchase by the average con
sumer; During one conversation, I pointed out to the insurance 
company official that they had filed the policies for purchase in the 
lower amounts of $100,000 or $250,000. The company official told 
me iny problem was that I knew my business too well and I would 
not have had any problems if I had just kept the lower-cost quotes 
in my vest pocket only to be used when in competition on the big 
sales. 

In a recent Wall Street Journal editorial, George McGovern, the 
1972 Democratic presidential candidate, said, "It is only competi
tion or antitrust that tempers price increases." My own experi-
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ences have taught me that competition is unwelcome in the insur
ance business and the insurance business already enjoys the broad
est exemption from antitrust regulation of any business in the 
Nation. What is left to temper this out-of-control financial behe
moth? 

Thank you for the opportunity of addressing the committee and I 
welcome any questions. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Nelson follows:] 
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Mr. Chairman and Distinguished Members of the Senate Committee on the 

Judiciary, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this committee and 

share my experiences of over 16 years as a life insurance agent. I believe these . 

hearings are important in exposing several industry wide sales practices that 

are · not only deceptive and costly to consumers, but threaten the very 

fundamental- principles of life insurance. 

No one questions the importance of life insurance as a financial tool to 

protect against the risk of premature death. Consumers recognize the value of 

life insurance by purchasing more than 13 MILLION new individual life 

insurance policies last year with first year annual premiums exceeding $ 10 

BILLION. Congress has also acknowledged the importance of this type of 

insurance by affording the product special tax treatment that is advantageous 

and enjoyed by no other financial vehicle under the U.S. Tax Code. 

But someone, with authority, must question the methods that insurance 

companies currently use to convince consumers to buy their life insurance 

policies. 

- Insurance companies say that consumers should trust them, but the 

company sales illustrations used to convince. them to buy disclose that the cost 

is based on a rate of 7.5% #, which really means 9% if you read the fine print 

on page 3. Or assumed @ 7.5% .which really means -8. 75% if you read the 

additional interest paragraph on another page. The insurance companies have 

relied on a thinly veiled disclaimer of "based on current assumptions" to absolve 

them of any liability should a consumer actually rely on a sales illustration. to 

purchase their life insurance. 

- 1 -
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• Insurance companies claim that their cash value life insurance products 

are a long term solution to a long term problem, but in actuality they promote 

planned obsolescence of their own policies and replacement of their own 

business and any other companies. The systematic churning of the entire life 

insurance premium base every 7 or 8 years is a financial scandal and would 

never be tolerated in any other financial business. Planned policy obsolescence 

is the only way to account for the fact that total first year premium outlays for 

new individual policies purchased from 1984 • 1990 totaled $ 76.2 BILLION. 

While the total annual renewal premiums in 1990 for all individual life policies 

ever sold is less than $ 52 BILLION (source: 1991 Life Insurance Fact Book by 

the American Council of Life Insurance). 

• Insurance companies say they want long term relationships, but they use 

lapse supported pricing assumptions when developing their products. This 

pricing trick allows the insurance company to profit more when consumers 

terminate the policies during the early years, rather than holding the policies 

to maturity. 

• Insurance companies say they already supply adequate cost disclosure 

and there is no need for any further burdensome requirements. I question the 

validity of these claims when on a ,recent visit to the Illinois Insurance 

Department I reviewed the annual reports of 20 of the largest life insurance 

companies selected at random from the files. These were companies that I was 

familiar with since I had received life insurance quotes or sales literature from 

them. My focus was on the schedule M and what is referred to as the 

interrogatories. The interrogatories ask whether the insurance company believes 

there is a substantial probability that the projected dividend scales and projected 

interest rate assumptions can be supported for at least 2 years . 

• 2 • 
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Answering this question is where the company's chief actuary really lays it 9n 

the line. In my limited, unscientific sampling, 80% of the companies said they 

could not meet the projections for 2 years. If the companies do not want to 

disclose their cost assumptions, they should at least include their answer to 

these schedule M questions as part of every sales illustration. 

Confusing jargon, deceptive sales illustrations and pricing the policy . to 

profit at its failure are widespread and commonplace. But the public's outrage 

at these abuses will pale in comparison to their anger and indignation when they 

become aware that the life insurance business has _developed a dual pricing 

arrangement based on the most regressive principle of economic discrimination. 

The very wealthy and executives of FORTUNE 500 companies are courted with 

the offer of lower cost life insurance while the average consumer pays 20% or 

more for the same coverage from the same insurance companies, 

Most of the leading life insurance companies now offer two or more prices 

for the same amount and type of life insurance. The agent is given a menu of 

A & B policies· from each company. The A's have a full price and the agent 

receives a full commission or the agent can offer the company's B policy with 

a cost savings of 20% or more to the consumer and the agent receives a lower 

commission. The method of obtaining the lower cost quotes varies from 

company to company. Pacific Mutual allows the agent to design the price of the 

policy on his or her computer screen with an input window for the percentage 

of premium that pays the agent a commission. Guardian gives the agent a 

choice between a full price, full commission policy or designing a lower cost 

.policy by blending or mixing premiums that pay a full commission with 

premiums that pay little or no commission. The ratio of the mix determines the 

price to the consumer. Hartford recently informed me that they are developing 

• 3 • 
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a new life insurance product with 10 different prices for the same type of life 

insurance varying by the level of commission. 

I mention these companies by name because they are financially strong 

companies using the vari!)US dual pricing techniques common to most of the · 

leading life insurance companies. These companies know that I offer their lower 

cost policies to all consumers, regardless of their net worth. These companies 

have never threatened me with termination of my contract or attempted to 

eoeree my silence. 

The act of creating a dual pricing structure for its products was a 

conscious act by the life insurance companies since they had to f"lle the policies 

for approval with the various state Insurance Departments and disseminate the 

rates and product information to the agents. Appearances are maintained that 

all consumers· can purchase the lower cost life insurance policies since most 

insurance companies have f"lled th~m for purchases of $ 100,000 or $ 250,000. 

However, that is just window dressing and from my own experiences my 

attempts to sell the policies to all consumers, not just the very wealthy, met 

immediate resistance from the insurance companies that dominate the business. 

The ability to offer consumers life insurance at a lower cost presented the 

illusion of a marketing opportunity to me and I developed a business plan in 

1989, to take advantage of it. Adhering to the old marketing adage of Be First, 

Be Best, Be Different, I started to take out advertisements announcing that I was 

a discount life insurance broker and would quote the "B" policies of each 

company, savfnl the consumer money. I would replace the incremental 

commission reduction on each sale with a substantial increase in volume, 

following the lead of other successful discounters like Sam Walton and Charles 

Schwab. • 4. 
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The advertisements never mentioned the name of any insurance company. 

Rather the ads told the consumers that we would comparison· shop from among 

the leading life insurance companies, offer the policies with lower costs, and 

supply information on the financial ratings of the insurance. companies. 

Comparison shopping and the sales of the· lower cost policies could save 

consumers several $ BILLION annually on their life insurance. 

The plan . was successful in helping me sell millions of dollars of life · 

insurance from top rated life insurance companies with significant cost savings 

for the consumer. 

Instead of receiving the customary sales achievement plaque, I got letters 

from Metropolitan, Prudential, and Transamerica Occidental all cancelling my 

sales agreements (copies of letters included). The companies also used their 

agents to pose as consumers and request insurance quotes from my business. 

The avalanche of these bogus consumer inquiries were designed to interfere with 

my business and prevent me from competing in the marketplace. Throughout 

the numerous conversations and meetings with representatives of the three 

insurance companies I was told that they objected to the fact that I was 

disseminating information about the existence of their lower cost iru.--urance 

· policies available for purchase by the average consumer. During one 

conversation I pointed out that the company in question had filed the lower cost 

life insurance policies for sale in smaller amounts of $ 100,000 and $ 250,000. 

The company official told me my problem was that I knew my business too well 

and I would not .have had any problems if I had just kept the lower cost 

insurance quotes in my vest pocket, only to be used when I was in competition 

on the big sales. 

- 5 -
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Insurance companies are abusing their contractual rights with. agents by 

cancelling any agent that dares to offer their products to all consumers in a 

non-discriminating manner or questions the financial intergrity of some sales 

practices. Insurance company contracts with agents are like pie crust promises 

•.. easily made, more easily broken. 

Recently the American Society of CLU's and ChFC's announced that it has 

approved a revised disclosure questionnaire on the assumptions supporting life 

insurance illustrations. The questionnaire was revised so that "actuaries could 

not blow smoke around them (the questions)", according to a spokesman for the 

Society. The Society is also developing an educational program to help agents 

understand how to use the questionnaire. The very thought that agents are 

supposed to be the watchdogs of the insurance companies is absurd and an 

· indication of how far the abuses have gone. 

Lif.., insurance is an intangible product and when se!Iing an intangible, its' 

perception in the marketplace becomes reality. Insurance companies cannot 

continue to resist adequate. cost disclosure, promote deceptive sales practices, 

employ discriminatory· pricing, and systematically churn its entire book of 

business. 

In a recent Wall Street Journal editorial, George McGovern, the 1972 

Democratic presidential candidate said "It is only competition or antitrust that 

tempers price increases." My own experiences have taught me that competition 

is unwelcome in the insurance business and it already enjoys . the broadest 

exemption from antitrust regulation of any business in the nation. What is left 

to temper this out of control; financial behemoth? 

Thank you for the opportunity of addressing the Committee and I welcome 

any questions. - 6 -

58-720 - 92-:- 2 
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ThePrudent1al ~ 

Personal - Confidential 

Mr. Rick Nelson 

Thamas J. Lynam, CLU, ChFC, AHU 
Oirector 01 Br01<eraga 5eMces 

Prucienlial Mid-America: Brokerage 
caun1rys1aa Executtve Center 
1250 W. Nortriwest Hignway, Suite 400 
PalaUne. IL.60067 
312 3S9-6855 1 800 62i-2420 IL 1 800 4147-8754. IN 

July_ 10, 1990 

666 Dundee Road. Ste.· 1801 
Northbrook. Illinois 60062 

Dear Mr. Nelson: 

This is to notify you that your brokerage privileges with 
The Prudential through Prudential Select are terminated 
effective this date. 

We are taking this action because your advertisements 
regarding rebating and discount insurance are contrary 
to the position and best interests of The Prudential. 

We will complete underwriting on any applications you 
have submitted to date and pay any amounts due pursuant 
to the Broker's Compensation Schedule. 

TJL/js 

Sincerely, _ ,?." -~ -<'--
Thomas~~-:~{.~ cr.u, ChFC 
Director, Brokerage 
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2211 Yom Road. Sullt 504. Oax Br001e. JL 60521 
(7081 954-lJOO 

Edwin J. Lewandowski 
SrmceraQe Oiretter 

C!pq1ntr~ A!OttWlll'.lltM 
LUTC ::;raau,111 
........... ,nl.nMnC.Offl,... 

~r. Rick Nelson 
R.K. Nelson & Associaces 
666 Dundee Road, Suice 1801 
:/orchbrook, IL 60062 

:iear :-lr. :/elson: 
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Metropolitan Life~ 
,>NO AFFlWATEO C:::MPANIES 

E.::ec:ive i=ediacely your broi<erage conc:-ac: wich :-lec:-opolican 
is cancelled due co rebating. 

Sincerely, 

.::.- ✓- . .£. ,../- ,; 
(._...-('.L,l.,u-~'---0'-.~L.., {_,J,:.,c--~'~ 

Ed~in .:. Lewandowski, CLU 
Brokerage Direc:or 

E.:L: foim 

April 25, 1990 

Lite/Healtn/Annuities 
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TRANSA.\.IERICA 
OCC!DE:'<TAL LIFE 

oc-:::cer _., :990 

a.~- ~e!sen & ~ssoc :~c 
666 Dun:ee 3d #lSOl 
Nor:.!'l~rock, !~ 50062 
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Transamenca Occidental 
Lite Insurance Comcia,,y 
Transamenr.a Cell!er 
1 150 Soul!\ Olive 
l.c~ An:;etes. CA 90015-2211 
(213) i4:Z•2111, 

.V.a1,ir.9 Add~u 
P.O. Sox 2101 
1.:s Angeles, CA 90051-010l 

~~e ::ar.same~~ca oc:~Cencal ~:..!e !~su:ance c:c;any ~e:eey elec-:s ~o exer:!se 
:.-:3 :-.:.;:::::· -:: -:a::.:u:..::a.-:.e :.!-:e :::::::-a::-: :es::-:.:::e-= :e!O'.·! :.:: ~!::::.-~a~:e W!..:0!'1 
c::n::-ac: ;,r:•J:.sions. ':!'l.:.s :.er~ir.ai::..:.on •·.:.!! ::ecome ef:"'!c-:.:.Ve ::..ve d.ays ~:-om 
-:!le acove :iace. 

C::N~AC'.: 
3rokeraqe A:;reemen~ 

:::.::i;: OF C:NTAAC'.: 
!'!a:.-c:: :., :sea 

?our a.uc?ior:.~y to :-epresenc :ransamer.:.c.a oc::..den-:.ai '"'1..:.:. e~d on :.:ie c:acs, :,our 
con;rac; ;er:n~na;as. 

!:! you !'lave :'lO'C al:-eady e!lr~er! :.n :-cur su;:;:l.:!.es, .:.nc!u:iinq ::-our '::-ansiimer::.ca 
Oc:.:.:ien~al :~cense. ~o ~he ftqen~/ ~!1.r:uqn wnic~ 7ou ~ave ~een su~mi~~~nq 
your ~us•~ess. wi~! :ou do so a~ ~~e ear!~es~ op~cr-:~n~~7. 

Sir.ce?"l!ly, 

~~w 
/ Sec-::.cn. !':anac;er 

Ac;e~cy Sec~e~ary Oepar-:::ien~ 
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Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Nelson. I will 
have questions, but I think we will first hear from Mr. Mercer. But 
l will say to you that should you hear from any insurance company 
with respect to discrimination or in any way lessening your oppor
tunity to perform your activities as an insurance agent, this com
mittee would want to know about it promptly. 

Mr. NELSON. I appreciate that. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Mercer, of Mercer & Jenkins, Ltd., in

surance consultants of Alexandria, VA. I might say to all of you it 
certainly takes a lot of courage for you to be here and this commit
tee is very grateful to you for your participation. 

Please proceed, Mr. Mercer. 

TESTIMONY OF HAROLD G. MERCER 

Mr. MERCER. Thank you, sir. Thank you for providing me the op
portunity of presenting my views on life insurance today. My 
career of over 16 years has allowed me to represent numerous car
riers. In many instances, those companies have provided the death, 
cash value, and annuity benefits that they promised to families and 
businesses. That is because they were based on sound and realistic 
assumptions and illustrations. 

In my qualified opinion, many of the life insurance illustrations 
promoted by the marketing sector of the life insurance industry 
today are irresponsible. In several instances, carriers' own actuar
ies have told me that their illustrations are not based on valid 

. data. 
To begin with many illustrations depicting blended or combina

tions of life insurance policies or projecting rates of returns of 14 
percent to the policyholder, in virtually every instance these pro
jected yields are as much as 7 to 8 percent in excess of the compa
ny's current net yield on investments. 

Based on data provided by a client's accountant, a recent Pru
dential illustration depicted a 13.4-percent rate of return on the 
premiums paid relative to the projected death benefit at a life ex
pectancy. The current net yield on Prudential's investments for 
1990 was only 8.8 percent. 

My assessment is that there is one or a combination of four fac
tors that will adversely impact these illustrations. Insurance com
panies' projected rates of return on investments must be consistent 
with reasonable risk. Otherwise, there will be abuses of investment 
selection, as occurred with Executive Life. High risk is not what 
the purchasers of insurance products are seeking. 

Second, illustrations should not be presented in such open-ended 
fashion that the company is actually transferring much of the risk 
to the policyholder. My sales and consulting experience indicates 
that the majority of illustrations in the marketplace today are un
necessarily complicated and therefore do not clearly communicate 
that transfer of risk to the consumer. 

A recent Northwestern Mutual illustration combined a $10,000 
whole life base product with a $990,000 term amount. The client 
was told the product was a $1 million permanent program. Howev
er, the term insurance benefit was guaranteed for only 9 years. 
One statement on the illustration left the door wide open for pre-
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mium increases and extension of the premium payment period. Re
sults "may be larger or smaller than those illustrated." A 99-per
cent term element translates into substantial potential cost for the 
consumer. 

Of course, the insurance carrier may be paying 14 percent to 
some consumers and only 2 percent to others. In this manner, they 
may be averaging their. net yield to consumers at 8 percent in this 
example. However, I would not want to be the consumer who is 
shown 14 percent, only to get 8 percent. This is a highly unlikely 
scenario based on what I have seen in the marketplace. 

L~t, the life insurance industry should not be allowed to subject 
consumers to something akin to the time-worn Ponzi scheme, with 
lapse-supporting products that are nothing more than an elaborate 
tontine. What I mean is that illustrations are based on the premise 
that a certain number of insureds must surrender their policies in 
order for the projections to be realistic. In many cases; these sur
render charges are excessive. Thus, only the last p~rson to survive 
gets any reasonable return on their investment. . 

Today, responsible insurance agents, together with consumers, 
are at the mercy of the life insurance industry. This industry is·not 
simply deregulated.· I would submit that it is unregulated. Most, if. 
not all the illustrations that proliferate in the marketplace today 
have been approved by the State regulatory agencies. The Pruden
tial and Northwestern examples referenced are but two of many; 

Another problem is that hidden costs abound in many illustra
tions. Universal life policies are indicative of the industry's short
comings. When the term administrative and loading costs are de
ducted, the consumer receives an interest credited on the amount 
of cash remaining. 

An evaluation of a First Penn-Pacific policy for a client recently 
reflected a 0.25-percent rate of return on cash value projected to be 
available at his age 84. The projected rate of return on death pro
ceeds was an abysmal 4.36 percent. At age 89, the product collapsed 
even if the consumer continued to pay the scheduled premium pay
ment of $600 per year. 

Universal life, as well as other interest-sensitive products, can 
confuse the consumer, as well as many agents, with the difference 
between gross and net yields. The following example clarifies this. 
Let us assume that a client purchases two universal life products 
and contributes $1,000 to each as the annual premium. On one 
product, the agent promotes a 12-percent rate. After subtracting 
$600 in charges, the client is credited with 12 percent earned on 
$400, or $48 gained. The net rate of return in this example is 4.8 · 
percent, not 12 percent. 

In the second product, the agent specifies an 8-percent crediting 
rate. However, this carrier only charges $300, such that $700 re
mains on which to earn interest. Thus, $56 is obtained. Again, the 
net rate is different than gross, 5.6 percent versus ·g percent. Which 
would you rather purchase, the 12-percent product earning $48 or 
the 8-percent product that produces $56? 

In thousands of sales made each day, consumers are provided 
with little discernible information to make a clear choice. Another 
problem with illustrations· is that in many States illustrations need 
only depict the first 20 years and/ or values up to age 65. We typi-
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cally advise attorneys, accountants, and clients themselves to 
obtain inforce illustrations depicting values to age 85. 

In many cases, such illustrations reflect the policy exhausting 
itself when clients are in their seventies or eighties. Conversely, if 
the client wants to retain such coverage, the policy may require 
substantially greater premiums and/ or a longer premium payment 
period than was originally projected. Consumers, as well as agents, 
do not like surprises. Today's illustrations are full of them for the 
unsuspecting purchaser of life insurance. 

Will Rogers once stated that he was more interested in a return 
of his money than on his money. In these days, I think all consum
ers of life insurance would agree with Mr. Rogers. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Mercer follows:] 
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Statement Prepared by Harold G. Mercer. CLU. ChFC 

for the 

Senate Judiciary Committee 

Introduction 

I am a life insurance agent with over sixteen(l6) years experience. 
Like many agents, I have bee~ afforded the opportunity of seeing 
the service provided by sound life insurance products based on 
realistic assumptions. I have delivered several million dollars in 
death benefits. A number of my clients are enjoying secure 
retirements as a result of cash growth over a period of years. 
Others have guaranteed income for life provided by solvent 
companies. 

These results came about through a previously sound and well
managed industry. I would submit that today, however, the industry 
is fragmenting. Its infrastructure is collapsing. My contention 
is that this direction, in large part, is the direct result of 
unbridled greed on the part of many officers and managers 
coupled with virtually no regulation or oversight. 

Currently companies in the insurance industry hold agents• careers, 
livelihoods, and, in some instances, their families' welfare, 
hostage. Agents may report consumer fraud by companies and other 
agents at the risk of having their contracts rescinded. 

While my comments are critical of officers and managers, they 
incorporate the members of these carriers' Boards of Directors, who 
share in the responsibility for the decline in my industry. 

It should be pointed out and emphasized that there are, indeed, 
thousands of agents, company employees, managers, officers and 
Board members who are honest, hard-working individuals. 

Unfortunately those who are honest are being undermined by 
unscrupulous individuals who are, more often than not, gaining 
positions of control in the industry. 
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The current system lends itself to one result--,GREED. In many 
instances I have seen individuals who are in leadership positions 
place their interests far ahead of their policyholders. The net 
result is the t·ransfer of millions of dollars from the rightful 
owners to company executives without disclosure to consumers. 

There is little in the way of required disclosure to consumers in 
the insurance industry, which has become a breeding ground for the 
worst kind of unmitigated consumer abuse. 

Although my experience is limited to those companies that I have 
represented, there is every indication that the practices I am 
describing are rampant in the insurance industry. 

I have previously maintained an agent's contract with both New York 
Life(NYL) and Connecticut Mutual(CML). I have had the opportunity 
to gain an insider's view. Those carriers• officers have totally 
forgotten the underlying meaning of a mutual company. 

A mutual insurance company is one that is promoted as being owned 
by the policyholders. A stock insurance company is owned by the 
stockholders. In my experience, nothing could be further from the 
truth with respect to a "mutual" company. 

My views are the outgrowth of seeing executives plan the transfer 
of policyholder funds for personal use. 

The insurance industry is the only financial services industry that 
has no scrutiny at the federal level. State regulation as directed 
by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) and 
agents' "at will" contracts, have created a feudal system with 
agents as economic slaves. Responsible agents have little chance 
of being heard. When agents take a position that is not industry 
sanctioned, those agents are either shouted down or dismissed from 
companies. 

In the life . insurance industry. consumers have lost. and will 
continue to lose billions of dollars due to a gross lack of 
relevant disclosure. From a consumer's vantage point, buying life 
insurance causes total confusion. This confusion is borne of scant 
state regulation, deceptive illustrations, and fradulent sales 
practices. · 

Of one.thing you can be sure-----there is profit in confusion!----

_BUT NOT FOR THE BUYER! 
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Aggressive Marketing/Lack of Illustration Integrfu 

Aggressive marketing by most companies has resulted in 
illustrations with little integrity or chance of performing as 
depicted. Unfortunately; the policyholder has little knowledge on 
which to base a decision; For example: 

Hidden Product Costs 

Illustrations depicting permanent equity building products from 
five(5) different carriers promoted five(5) different descriptions 
of similar cash value: net cash value; value while living; cash 
value; cash surrender value; and total cash value. None showed 
what everybody needs to know: bottom line value. 

Hidden costs in numerous products contradict not only the 
industry's but companies' own statistics. A company may de·crease 
the cost of its term insurance products in order to make them more 
attractive. At the same time the company may increase the term 
(mortality) cost in Universal Life products in order to make up for 
losses or increase profits. Consumers have no means of making 
themselves aware of these contractions. 

Hidden costs abound in many illustrations. Increases in cost and 
consumer exposure as a result of aggressive assumptions and risks 
are seldom disclosed. Policyholders who purchased such products 
are now told that the premium periods will be longer than 
originally projected, and of far greater annual costs than first 
illustrated. · 

currently the guaranteed levels in many products provide outlandish 
hedges for profitabj.lity. If a requirement existed to provide 
illustrations performing fully when using these "guarantees", the 
abysmal underlying performance would surface. consumers could then 
make valid decisions based on a more level playing field. 

Companies should be mandated to provide prospective purchasers 
comparable illustrations depicting reduced dividend and interest 
rate assumptions. 

Unfortunately many companies either do not have the ability or will 
not illustrate such comparisons, and there is certianly no 
regulatory requirement for agents to do so. 

Of course, there are a multitude of disclaimers that accompany any 
illustration. NYL illustrations, for example, now have five(5) 
such pages. They by no means instill confidence in the cpnsumer. 
They do, however, insulate the company from consumer litigation. 
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Al though not of the common variety of hidden costs,· a more 
insidious approach is now used by Connecticut Mutual. While the 
company touts: "a strong tradition of reliable dividend 
performance--and we intend to keep it that way", .a far different 
message was communicated deep in a company memo. "However, to keep 
up with inflation and the cost of administering policies, we have 
begun subtracting a policy maintenance fee from policy dividends. 
This does not reflect the strength of the policy; it is merely a 
'service charge• for administering it." 

If each of 1, ooo, ooo policyholders is c;:harged $50 unknowingly 
through reduced dividends,· $50,000, ooo can be obtained in short 
order. I believe consumers in mutual companies will see only more 
of similar activity. 

It should also be noted that perhaps one·of'the last vestiges of 
consumer interests is shown by benevolent associations such as Navy 
Mutual Aid. By dealing directly with Navy personnel large 
.acquisition costs are avoided. Their UL product is the only one I 
have seen to date in which there is no surrender charge in the 
first year. ' 

Other companies that deal direct with the public generally have 
better long term rates of return on UL products. However, pitfalls 
still exist at or slightly past_projected life expectancy. 

Two such companies are USAA and Ameritas. In a USAA policy 
provided by a client, the crediting rate was 8. 05%. However, while 
using the scheduled premium payment as- provided by USAA, the 
product exhausted itself at age 89. The consumer's objective is 
not to have the policy expire before the policyholder expires._ 

While the ·Ameritas policy for myself at age 45 exhausted itself 
at the guaranteed rate of 4.5% between 6_5 and 75, it was in-force 
at my age 95 whe~·using the projected gross ~rediting-rate of 7.8%. 
The rate of return on death proceeds at age 85 was 5. 65% and at age 
95, 4.3%. 

Both rates are absurdly low, providing substantial margins for 
profitably to the company. 
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Illustrations--Gross vs. Net 

The persistent interchange of the terms "gross" and "net" in both 
dividend scales and interest sensitive products leads to confusion 
amongst both consumers as well as agents. 

The crediting rate purported on the interest sensitive (Universal 
and interest sensitive Whole Life) products may be the biggest hoax 
ever successfully promoted to the American consumer! The gross 
rate is credited to what remains after cost of insurance (mortality 

.cost), loading and administrative charges are subtracted. 

Let us assume that a client purchases two(2) Universal life 
products and contributes $1,000 to each as the annual premium. 

On one product the agent promotes a 12% rate of return. After 
subtracting $600 in charges the client is credited with 12% earned 
on $400, or $48 gained. 

In the second product the agent specifies an 8% crediting rate. 
However, this carrier only charges $300 for loading, mortality and 
administration costs. Thus, $700 remains on which to earn 
interest. As the end result, $56 is obtained. 

Ironically, many of the financially strong carriers credit 
reasonable rates coupled with reasonable charges. However, most 
second tier carriers that are weak financially tout excessive 
rates and/or usually excessive charges that leave little in the 
long run for the consumer. 

The consequence is that consumers are finding out that their 
purchases are imploding or becoming exhausted unless they make 
additional payments. In thousands of sales made daily high 
attractive rates win out over intrinsic value as these carriers 
"buy business". 

A recent analysis of a First-Penn Pacific product for a referred 
client yielded the following results while the product illustrated 
a 7.65% crediting rate: 

(l)An internal rate of return (IRR) review netted 4.36% on death 
proceeds at age 84 and 0.25% on cash value available at age 84. 
By this I mean that if 4.36% were credited to the premium outlay 
as projected in the illustration, the amount received would 
equal that of the death proceeds as also projected in the 
illustration at age 84. 
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(2)At age 89 the product collapsed even with the continued 
scheduled payment of uninterrupted premium. The policyholder 
would have to pay far greater premiums if he desired to have the 
policy remain in-force. At this point the cost of insurance 
(pure death risk cost or term element) exceeded the proposed 
premium payment. No funds remained on which to receive interest 
crediting. The client had never been shown the long term 
results nor is there any requirement in Virginia to do so. 

Deceptive Practices--Illustrations and Industry 

In many states a life insurance illustration is required to depict 
only twenty(20) years and possibly a year point such as at age 65. 
The illustration may look very attractive as illustrated. However, 
when many of these illustrations are run to age 85 or 90, they 
collapse unless additional premiums are paid. In many cases after 
age 65, the out-of-pocket cost will not only reappear, but increase 
significantly to the unsuspecting consumer. 

Under potential threat of Federal Trade Commission regulation in 
the 1980's, the NAIC responded with required surrender cost and net 
·payment cost indices such as at 10 and 20 years. In actuality 
these numbers on an illustration are worthless for comparison. 

Many companies have simply responded with unrealistic assumptions 
used at these year points. Other companies have .persistency 
bonuses or "spiked" gains to artificially make these figures .look 
more attractive. In using persistency bonuses the illustrated 
increases in both death benefits and equity (cash . value) are 
supposedly awarded to those policyholders who remain in the 
contract. 

This is representative of a tontine, benefits awarded to those who 
remain. What it points out is simply unsound underwriting. What 
happens if those that remain ar~ only the unhealthy risks that 
cannot obtain coverage elsewhere? What happens if more people 

.remain than anticipated?--the projections fail since there is not 
enough to go around. 

The final absurdity is what good does the 1_0 year payment index do 
for the consumer if the policy implodes or exhausts itself in year 
25. 

Computerization has only exacerbated deceptive and. fradulent 
practices. Today, illustrations may be produced with so many 
variables as to create utter confusion. Many illustrations are not 
straightforward, and the use of "spreadsheet" presentations is ·on 
the increase. 
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One noted authority on insurance is Joseph M. Belth, a professor at 
Indiana University. He has stated "If somebody hands you an 
illustration, you should tear it up and throw it into the waste 
basket." In the vast majority of illustrations that I see, I am in 
total agreement. 

In reviewing some clients' current policies, I have seen many cases 
where the policy issued does not correspond with the original sales 
presentation. Some companies now require that the policy owner 
sign an illustration that corresponds to the issued policy when it 
is delivered. This practice gives the consumer an opportunity to 
review the actual purchase. 

In a number of cases referred clients have stated that previous 
agents informed them that policies would be "paid up" when 
illustrations depicted zero(0) out-of-pocket outlays in columns 
labeled "net. premium payment, net outlay, annual premium payments", 
etc. Statements of this nature could not be further from the 
truth, although many companies do little to dispel that myth when 
"training" their agents. 

Recently I looked at a Northwestern Mutual illustration. Although 
it had been promoted to the client as a $1,000,000 ·permanent 
program, on dissection it was nothing more than a $10,000 Whole 
Life product "blended" with a $990,000 term product having an 
increasing premium. The non-guaranteed increase in premium that 
constituted lit of the product was effectively buried by 
illustrating a "single deposit" in excess of $50,000 together with 
annual premiums of $10 1 000 for the next eight(S) years. 

When large amounts of cash are placed in a product early on, a 
number of policyholder risks can be hidden. 

"Blended" products are computer generated illustrations that 
generally combine a permanent equity building program in one of 
two(2) methods: 

(l)A term element having increases in premium. These increases are 
in most cases not guaranteed. The payment of the term cost is 
illustrated.as being paid or supported by projected dividends or 
interest assumptions. Annual costs may increase together with 
the projected premium payment period being extended. 

(2)A cash.enhancement or purchase of additional insurance rider. 
Purchases using this approach gain the benefit of generally 
having to pay commissions of 2 1/2-4% on these funds. The 
exposure in this "blend" is a longer premium payment period than 
originally projected should dividends or interest rates not be 
credited as illustrated. 
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In many product scenarios involving those "blended·" products, 
particularly when having a term element, the premiums may we_ll 
increase to three(3) or four(4) times the origin~! premium as 
illustrated. 

Consumers are, for the most part, totally unaware of the risk they 
are assuming. The travesty is that these substantial increases in 
premium may well occur only after the individual has retired, when 
such costs can least be afforded. 

Few carriers will provide· a pro-rata refund of unearned premium 
when a product is surrendered at a date other than the policy 
anniversary date. If an annual premium has been paid, for example, 
the consumer should be able to recover the pro-rata premium for the 
period when coverage will not be in place. 

Many illustrations during the last few years have depicted rates of 
return at life expectancy far in excess of a company's net yield on 
investments. When mortality risks are set aside, insurance 
companies, like banks, must pay the policyholder less than is 
obtained on investment returns in order to remain profitable. When 
underwriting of risks is poor, the profit margins need to be 
greater, thus leading to high risk investments. 

Time and again illustrations make no allowance for profit margin. 
This is particularly true of some "blended" or combinations of 
product using unrealisticly low projected term costs. 

How can an insurance company in today's interest rate environment 
project 14% rates of return at life expectancy when it may be 
reporting less than 9% net yield on its own investments? 

In order for these projections to come true, my assessment is such 
that one or a combination of fou.r factors must occur: 

{l)Insurance companies.must obtain rates of return on investments 
inconsistent with reasonable risk. 

(2)Companies are actually transferring much of the risk in a 
deceptive manner to the policyholder. 

(3)The life insurance industry to some large extent is subjecting 
the consumer to a derivative of the time-worn Ponzi scheme---an 
investment strategy in which.some early investors are paid off 
with money placed by later investors in order to encourage more 
and bigger risk. 

(4)0r, companies pay.low returns to consumers on some products so 
they can presumably pay higher rates to others. 
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In the settlement of death claims, many companies are promoting 
that the beneficiaries leave the proceeds in a bank account from 
which they may draw checks. In settling a recent claim with 
Connecticut Mutual, Home Office personnel conveyed to me that these 
accounts are insured by FDIC for each beneficiary. As that did not 
sound appropriate, I investigated further. The result was only to 
find that the funds were being held by CML and were subject only to 
the guarantees provided by CML's remaining a solvent carrier. The 
client decided to remove the funds to several banks. 

In.many contracts today the guaranteed premium actually increases 
at some point in the future; i.e., 3 years, 16 years, etc. By 
providing the consumer illustrations using future projected 
dividend or interest values to "curtail or vanish the out-of-pocket 
premium", the actual increases in premium that will occur are often 
buried in the illustration. 

such was the case in a recent sales situation. A stockbroker who 
was also licensed to sell life insurance represented Prudential. 
The product presentation was plagued with confusion and 
misrepresentation. The man's heal th resulted in a rating or 
additional cost. However, the name of the product is SELECT 
PREFERRED. Despite the fact that the policy was issued with a 
"class" rating, the policyholder was. told the coverage was indeed 
PREFERRED. 

Based on the projected premium outlay and death benefit values as 
conveyed to me by the gentleman's accountant, an internal rate of 
return analysis showed that the death benefit at the man's 
projected life expectancy was 13.4%. Unless Prudential begins to 
earn 15% net yield on its investment portfolio, there will most 
assuredly be some cash calls for the unsuspecting policyholder. 

Having been around the construction industry most of my adult life, 
I am fully aware of the profitability to be obtained in "change 
orders". Unsuspecting policyholders are buying. into "forced change 
orders" that in many cases will leave them no alternative. 

In this particular case the policy was a "blended" product having 
an internal term element that is.to be paid in the future based on 
projected dividends. The term costs can increase together with the 
dividend values decreasing. This possible squeeze may force 
additional as well as increased premiums. 

A final point should be made. The guaranteed premium will increase 
according to the schedule in year sixteen(l6). The 
stockbroker/agent apparently either was not aware of this. or did 
not convey it. The dividend projections, however, buried this fact 
by illustrating a zero(O) outlay in that and subsequent years. 
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The moral of this story is a basic one. As long as consumers 
continue to fall for such "slick" presentations depicting totally 
unrealistic values, those illustrations depicting true value will 
lose ground. I am seeing marketing departments, illustrations, and 
agents from traditionally conservative companies succumb to the 
power of this activity. On many occasions when intrinsic value 
loses to hype, consumers lose both ways--from the single 
transaction in addition to the influence exerted on the entire 
market. 

Competitive pressures being what·they are, I see little change in 
the industry's headlong and continued course of consumer abuse. 

Not only are consumers duped, but agents may be just as totally 
unaware of a product's pitfalls. My assessment is that regulation 

· should require that a corresponding illustration be presented 
depicting the full ledger or schedule of premium payments 
throughout. Only then will consumers be able to ascertain what 
will actually take place as to guaranteed premium requirements. 
Many consumers will be shocked. 

Hidden Costs to Taxpayers 

The proliferation of tax-leveraged or tax-supported products is 
again on the rise. Policies are being promoted as having triple 
tax free benefits: (1) income tax deferred growth; (2) income tax 
free death benefits; and (3) tax free withdrawal of funds for such 
purposes as education and retirement. 

In order for these promises to come true as projected: 

(l)The product must perform as illustrated. 

(2)CUrrent tax laws affecting such products must remain unchanged. 

Furthermore the "wash loan" component of these products may create 
phantom income and a considerable income tax bill. If the product 
does not perform as illustrated, it may exhaust itself or require 
substantial premiums in later years. If the product is allowed to 
collapse, the consumer will then receive an income tax bill for .s!.ll 
the funds "borrowed" (withdrawn tax-exempt) in excess of premiums 
paid. 

I have not yet seen this potential "surprise" noted on a single 
sales illustration. 
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For example, Lincoln Benefit Life currently markets this product as 
"One of the Industry's Hottest U.L. (Universal Life) Products". 
Accompanying literature received at a recent continuing education 
seminar sanctioned by the Maryland Insurance Commissioner promoted 
this company as offering "Integrity, Safety and Security". No 
information whatsoever disseminated the product's potential 
problems, tax or otherwise. 

One agent asked the speaker what would happen if the policy 
collapsed. No re·sponse was forthcoming. 

In the rare event the product survives, the u.s tax-payer 
subsidizes its gains, that of the insured making income tax free 
withdrawals in the form of interest free or "wash" loans. For 
those in our society who cannot or will not purchase such abusive 
products, they must still bear the brunt of subsidizing such 
programs if these products are allowed to persist. 

Cash Flow Underwriting 

UL products are indicative of what some in the industry are calling 
cash flow underwriting. This is the practice of "buying business". 
By promoting high gross interest rates with products that are 
attractively packaged while keeping future costs well hidden, 
companies are seeking to increase sales dramatically. Little 
thought is being given to the long term commitments being projected 
in these illustrations. 

Insurance companies are essentially nothing more than banks with 
mortality risk (life expectancy) given some some consideration. 
Agents are basically bankers attempting to obtain capital 
contributions (premiums) for insurance companies to reinvest. When 
greater cash flows can be generated, as noted above, the gains in 
the point spread are anticipated to offset. the expected 
underwriting losses. 

However, the marketing departments of life insurance companies. 
forgot human nature when aggressively marketing UL products in the 
1980 1s. Inherent in those products was the flexibility for the 
consumer to forego premiums for perhaps a year or more if there was 
sufficient cash in the "side fund". 

Most people that I deal with would like to defer such items as 
taxes and insurance premiums. When that trait was coupled with a 
decline in interest rates· and a recession, it left and is still 
leaving companies with little cash to offset the losses that are 
occurring. 
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While the flexibility of paying/deferring premiums was an 
enticement for the consumer, it has proven disastrous for 
companies. Those anticipated gains in cash flow and point spreads 
have evaporated, leaving companies with poorly underwritten risks. 

It.was quite appropriate that First Capital Life, the outgrowth of 
E. F. Hutton Life Insurance Life Co. which introduced UL products 
in 1979, was among the first to fail. The UL segment of the life 
insurance industry is in the initial throes of death. Ironically, 
one of the only items that could. save it would be increasing 
interest rates that could again create some gains for the company 
and consumer. 

As cash flows have subsided and losses mount, the consumer is only 
faced with even less value. one carrier after another has yielded 
to temptation and increased the "hidden" costs iri order to remain 
solvent and preserve their ratings. Losses are just passed through 
to the consumer. 

Is the life insurance industry going to be another S & L crisis?--I 
would predict at this point not only absolutely--but worse. Only 
much needed federal oversig~t will serve to dampen the worst case 
scenario. 

As more consumers become aware of these subterfuges, more will bail 
out of those contracts having little in the way of substance or 
integrity. The mockery is that due to the excessive surrender 
charges in some products, the actual losses these carriers 
experience initially will be reduced for a period of time. 

In the long run though, the better risks having good health will 
bailout, leaving these "sinking ships". This has already begun in 
many companies. As it proceeds the worsening situation becomes 
magnified. This is due to the fact that many impaired risks, or 
people whose health is such that future underwriting is highly 
improbable, will remain "on the books". This unfolding situation 
will only exacerbate the industry's solvency problems·. 

Planned Obsolescence 

I am convinced that many products are actually designed with 
planned obsolescence in mind. To an extent lapse supported 
products are in this category. This approach is nothing more than 
a tontine, a financial arrangement in· which the participants 
usually contribute equally to a prize that is awarded only to those 
participants who survive all the others. 
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Summary 

If we assume that the unrealistic illustrations that proliferate 
in the marketplace today have been understood and licensed by the 

.state regulatory authorities, then I would by no means want to see 
the ones that have failed their tests. 

Consumers, together with responsible agents, do not like surprises. 
However, today's illustrations as well as many in the •so•s are 
loaded with shock value for the unsuspecting -purchaser of life 
insurance. 

Aside from providing temporary coverage or cash in particular 
situations (education, emergency, etc.), the only good permanent 
.(cash value building) policy that ever has been. is. or will be is 
the one that is in force at a person's death. All monies that are 
paid to any other program, other than for providing short .ta.rm 
peace of mind, are a waste of a consumer's money. 

A very valid argument can be made that: (l)temporary needs require 
a temporary solution (term insurance); (2)intermediate needs or 
those requiring flexibility require a "universal" solution; and 
(3)pei:'manent needs require a permanent solution. Life insurance 
discussions should be that simple to understand. 

Only when agents begin to apply common sense to sales and return to 
selling based on needs, will the consumer benefit. 

All too often I have found young families, for example, that were 
overloaded on exorbitant premiums because agents have been "doing 
their job". When they need cash, the policies are dropped 
(lapsed), and all or most funds are lost. Of course, agents and 
management walk away with their commissions and overrides. 

In many instances consumers may be far better off to purchase term 
insurance to cover their death benefit needs until the industry 
rights itself. Purchasing a lottery ticket may provide better 
actuarial odds of receiving a living cash benefit as opposed to 
many illustrations and companies in the life insurance industry 
today. 

This only serves to highlight the case for rebating, or negotiating 
commissions. I strongly favor this as it allows the market to seek 
its own level. Agents who are content to receive less money up 
front with vested renewal income spread out over more years have 
far more incentive to work with their policyholders to keep the 
business in place. 
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Only when rebating is legal throughout the country w~ll consumers 
have some measure of protection. Currently only Florida· and 
California authorize this. Until this• is fully understood and 
supported by consumers, agents who are nothing more than 
"replacement artists" will continue to reap high levels of 
commission from sales this year to a client, only to replace the. 
product every few years. some agents have. made this a way of life. 

The life insurance industry is destined to continue its decline and 
continued lack of consumer confidence as long as rebating is 
prohibited and replacement of policies is allowed without a 
standardized analysis. 

With no antitrust statutes life insurance companies are free to 
form monopolies. My contention is that this is indeed taking place 
with companies such as New York Life. When Mutual Benefit failed, 
NYL agents were solicited to go out and recruit their agents. 
surely their clients I policies will eventually be moved to NYL 
through replacement once Mutual Benefit comes out of receivership. 

There is certainly nothing in place to stop this activity if a 
carrier is revived. The clients I confidence is shaken, and 
companies tha.t appear to be strong will obtain the business at the 
expense of the consumer in most cases. There will be more of this 
activity as more companies fail. Replacement will be the only 
benefit to be obtained by the consumer. When the policyhoider is 
left with that as the only viable means of retaining coverage, it 
only further points out the shortcomings of state regulation that 
is the source of these problems. 
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Replacement 

Replacement is one of the most abusive practices in the industry. 
Many agents have grown rich from such activity. one company has 
probably taken the all time lead in this category, Primerica or as 
it was previously known, the A.L. Wil.liams Organization. By some 
estimates 'almost 50% of its business had resulted from rep_lacement. 

In the states in which I am currently licensed the requirements are 
scant that would otherwise protect the consumer. No analysis of 
products whatsoever is required prior to replacement. 

The agent replacing the product simply has the consumer sign a 
form. This is then supposed to be submitted with the consumer's 
application for insurance. The carrier to which application for 
coverage is being made is then supposed to forward the notification 
form to the company whose coverage is being replaced. In this 
manner the company being replaced should be notified. 

However, in many cases this either does not take place or the 
notice is received after the fact. 

The introduction of Universal Life(UL) products in the early l980's 
brought about the replacement of many permanent or traditional 
whole life products. These were promoted on the basis of "high" 
gross interest rates and flexibility. 

My NYL general manager at the time solicited on several occasions 
that all policies be replaced with UL. Needless to say the 
companies were able to rid themselves of many products that had 
been growing for consumers based on reasonable rates of return. 
This practice within a company is referred to as internal 
replacement. 

Now many agents are replacing their failing UL products with high
flying term based "blended" products. The agent, manager and 
company all win while the consumer again loses. Joseph Belth 
states "Be wary if someone suggests abandoning one company for 
another." I am in total agreement as each sale generates new 
acquisition costs, commissions and overrides. 

Enigmas, on the other hand do exist. How can companies continue 
to create new and better products while not taking some steps to 
benefit the existing policyholder? In some specific instances new 
"blended" products using cash enhancement riders as opposed to term 
riders are solidly performing products based on what I feel are 
realistic assumptions. 
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Commissions on the bulk of premiums paid in a "blended" program may 
range from 2 1/2% to 4%, as opposed to 50%-55% in traditional 
products. The reduced loading and commissions simply increase 
consumers• rates of return. These products WE;re, in part, 
introduced in the corporate marketplace to give agents a 
competitive edge. By adjusting the mix of base policy and cash 
rider, commissions as well as rates of return may be adjusted.· 

Hence, the product is nothing more than legalized rebating although 
the industry refuses to accept rebating. In some instances such 
products for existing consumers in a given company, when given 
non-smoking status, volume discounts, preferred risks, etc. may be 
beneficial. However, NYL among other companies penalize the agent 
for working with existing policyholders in this area. 

The same company will promote any and all replacement activity from 
other carriers but will not support reasonable treatment or 
programs to benefit existing policyholders. Such action heads a 
company in the direction of becoming a monopoly. 

Even more onerous to consumers and perhaps little known, agents 
place themselves in a threatened position of liability as a carrier 
faces receivorship or a company ceases to provide certain services. 

on December 4, 1991 I received a letter from Diversified, a 
subsidiary of CML, noting that it "will no longer provide brokerage 
services". The letter also spelled out the agent's "obligations 
regarding persistency and replacement". 

Under stated threat of litigation and contract termination, agents 
were warned that any "replacement of contracts of insurance" will 
"warrant injunctive relief and other relief". So as an agent in 
a non-regulated industry you can be sued by the company even if you 
attempt to serve your policyholders' long-term interest. 

Weak carriers are thus propped up with no one sounding any alarm 
bells. 

My comments should not be interpreted as supporting replacement. 
careful analysis of IRR's, funds previously paid, acquisition costs 
and potential gains vs. risks should be weighed. on the other hand 
companies should seek to reward existing policyholders with well 
thought-out programs, not penalize them for seeking to increase 
returns within their own carrier. 
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Executive compensation 

The compensation of insurance company officers and Board members 
has seldom, if ever been disclosed to the consumer. In September, 
1988, I was approached by my (now former) business associate David 
F. Oyster and indirectly by Donald K. Ross, then Chairman of the 
Board of New York Life and' Harry Hohn, then general counsel and 
currently Chairman. The request was that I produce·illustrations 
for a proposed plan of executive compensation for New York Life 
officers. 

Census data (age, sex, annual compensation, etc.) was provided by 
Ross• office on at least seventy-three(73) potential participants. 
I spent several weeks dedicated solely to work on this program. 
During that time frame I was told of my being "allowed to join an 
elite group of several past Council Presidents" (former leading NYL 
producers) who had previously written insurance on the company's 
officers. 

The ensuing discussions subsequent to my producing illustrations 
included the following: (1) how to best circumvent New York State 
statute relating to officers• compensation and (·2) the possibility 
of oyster• s and my writing such a plan on CML officers · while 
selected CML agents would write a plan on NYL officers. Oyster and 
I maintained both NYL and CML agents• contracts known to both 
companies' chief executives. 

In October, 1988, I rejected further participation in this plan. 
The "NYL COLI (Corporate owned Life Insurance) program" in its 
design at my departure was to place $50,000,000 of · permanent 
insurance on these officers. This was to provide them tens of 
millions in retirement benefits. The officers were to contribute 
nominally to the premiums due so as to experience annual compounded 
rates of return easily in excess of 20%. 

That the o·fficers would participate in such a plan in my qualified 
opinion was tantamount to stealing from the policyholders. Amounts 
in excess of $100 million were discussed but it was stated that 
"more can be added later as there are no regulations" relating to 

·this. 

·Based on statements of a number of company officers and management 
personnel such a program was implemented in 1989-91 with at least 
one agent receiving in excess of $1.1 million in initial 
commissions. Overrides to selected managers may have extended into 
the hundreds of thousands of dollars. Several million dollars were 
to have been paid over the course of a few years to those agents 
particpating. 
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Indicative of these comments were those of Jules Del Vecchio, a 
corporate vice president. In an October, 1989, meeting involving 
other agents while on a visit to the Home Office, he stated that 
"Oyster and [J. Peter] Lyons shared ( in commissions on) the New 
York Life COLI case". He subsequently made reference that the 
"Regans at MCG (William V. Regan, Sr. and William v. Regan, III, 
representing Management Compensation Group) had previously written 
coverage on New York Life executives. 

William E. Babcock, General Manager of the local New York Life 
office, has made similar statements on numerous occasions. 

In the NYL officers• minds, many simply view the pool of five(5) 
million policyholders as being a great source on which to draw 
funds. In my work on the "NYL COLI case" it became readily 
apparent that they felt they had the unrestricted ability to the 
use of policyholder cash. If $200 is taken from each of the 
5,000,000 policyholders, then the officers come into one(ll billion 
dollars! 

The feeling that predominated was that "no one will get hurt". 

During that time frame policyholders' dividends have been reduced, 
some employees' salaries have been frozen and most agents• 
compensation has been reduced. 

Needless to say, the additional risk of insuring NYL officers is 
assumed by the policyholders without either disclosure or consent. 
I found the underwriting of this business to be que·stionable as to 
its being an arm's length transaction. Which underwriter was going 

·to tell a senior VP that his coverage was heavily rated due to 
(hypothetically) alcohol abuse? 

The ·top officers, however, thought it a wonderful idea to have NYL 
write NYL policies placed on them and paid primarily by NYL 
policyholders. It was to put them as one party stated "a little 
closer to our brethren in the stock companies" · relative to 
compensation_. 

At the very least the policyholders in such a plan would be 
conveying an interest free loan to the executives for their 
personal gain. I am sure-many policyholders would enjoy having NYL 
front them $1,000,000 free of charge so as to earn interest on it. 

I viewed this as being done solely at the policyholders• experise. 
Although such a plan may be legal, it does not make it right. I 
believe.most of my NYL policyholders, had they been made aware of 
such a program, would have vehemently opposed it. 
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The use of policyholder pramium dollars to pay for New York Life· 
policies on NYL officers is an abuse of the policyholders• trust 
and I personally feel a breach of fiduciary duties by officers of 
a mutual company. Such a program lends new meaning to the terms 
insider trading and self-dealing. 

While executives are enjoying innovative perks many consumers will 
experience performance in products that may be called "cliff 
policies". Policyholders will believe they have valuable coverage 
-on which their families, businesses and retirements may be 
dependent, only. to reach a cliff and fall off, having little or 
nothing. 

The true meaning of "golden parachutes", stock options and other 
executive perks will only then become apparent. As consumers are 
falling, they will see many an insurance company executive floating 
down on a cushion of millions of dollars. These monies should have 
been received by policyholders of Executive Life, Mutual Benefit, 
Equitable, New York Life ••• This is by no means a pretty picture 
but accurately depicts a wanton, irresponsible case of consumer 
rape. 

These programs can be considered by executives only as a direct 
result of inept state regulation and a total lack of federal 
oversight. 
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Conclusion 

Unless the present course of the life insurance industry is 
arrested by federal regulation and an Insurance Regulatory 
Commission, the industry will indeed become another S&L crisis, 
only worse. 

If we have antitrust statutes to protect consumers from foreign 
markets, we .should certainly have antitrust statutes in the 
insurance industry. Why should a company like New York Life be 
allowed to build a monopoly as it attempts to thrawt brokerage 
business. 

one noted spokesman who favors the status quo, Don Barnes, says 
"there was a time, not far in the past, when insurance departments 
were understaffed, underpaid and sometimes securely in the pockets 
of companies that did a lot of business in their states." The only 
problem is that Barnes has obvious difficulty in distinguishing the 
past from the present and what is sure to be the future if Congress 
does not act. 

It is becoming increasingly difficult to find solvent carriers 
providing illustrations and products having integrity. The 
responsible carriers are being beaten by illustrations based on 
unrealistic assumptions. As these companies consistently lose 
market share, the consumer in turn loses. 

I would contend that most, if not all the industry's organizations, 
NALU, ACLI, MORT, AALU, etc., are in the hip pocket of the 
companies as they continue their unrelenting support of state 
regulations. Agents unfortunately are inevitably leading to their 
own demise in supporting their associations• lobbying efforts. 

Responsible agents should address these issues headfirst. If they 
do not, eventually they will have no viable illustrations with 
which to present their clients in which they can take pride. These 
agents• future is at stake. out of respect for the clients who 
made them successful, agents must take the initiative to no longer 
represent only their companies, but their policyholders. Only in 
this manner will there be policy contracts worth selling in the 
future. 

Those agents who support the status quo will be left· to hype 
evermore aggressive assumptions with deteriorating values. 
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Billions are being spent ori health care and research so people may 
reach old age and enjoy it. That being the case, congress should 
take steps to protect those funds saved in the insurance industry 
in life products, pension plans and annuities so people may enjoy 
retirement. 

All too many officers -and managers have forgotten their 
responsibilities as caretakers of policyholder funds. They are 
supposedly beholden to the owners of mutual companies but a total 
lack of regulation allows them to abuse their positions of 
responsibility. 

Those other carriers that are already weak are grasping for cash so 
that they may honor their previous poorly unde:i:-written commitments. 

Indicative of the insurance· companies' hold has been the response 
of several managers and officers to a report I submitted to the 

•Department of Treasury in 1990. In that, as well as in speaking 
engagements, I have been harshly criticized by those officers and 
managers for my position on supporting federal oversight and 
regulation. 

Sadly the life insurance business today is far removed from that 
which I joined over sixteen(l6) years ago. The moral plane on 
which it exists today is pitiful. 

Unfortunately I believe you will find few agents that are in a 
position to provide your committee responsible and accurate answers 
to questions that you may ask. Basically they have no means of 
.arbitration or seeking . restitution from the companies they 
represent, aside from lengthy and costly civil litigation. In 
essence they are hostages. · 

At the very heart of the industry's probl_ems is an all-encompassing 
lack of disclosure to consumers, and in many cases to licensed 
agents. The activity that thrives in the insurance industry today 

· is in dire need of correction. It is an embarrassment to all in 
the industry, be they employees, managers, officers, or agents, who 
attempt to lead honorable and productive lives. 
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Recommendations 

(l)Consider buying term ihsurance to cover the need untii the 
industry becomes regulated. If everyone did so. the industry 
would come around a lot sooner. 

Insurance companies are like banks. They will usually accept 
more money as long as the risk does not increase. Most all 
companies will, therefore, guarantee the right to convert 
term coverage to a permanent program for a period of time. 

(2)0btain a "full ledger" illustration showing all guaranteed 
premium requirements. This should readily depict any increase 
in the amount of premium in later years. 

(J)Obtain an illustration with reduced assumptions in dividend 
scales or interest rates. 

(4)Review an illustration that shows both projected and guaranteed 
values, ·both cash and death ·benefit, to at least age 85 or 90. 

(5)When looking at permanent (cash value/equity) coverage obtain an 
internal rate of return analysis at least to age 85. 

(a)If the IRR is above the company's net yield on investments, 
there are surprises in store for you--greater premium 
payments and/or a longer payment period. 

What looks to good to be true, generally is! 

(b)If the IRR is absurdly low, then you most likely can do 
considerably better. 

Note: When reviewing an IRR at life expectancy you might 
consider using the company's annuity mortality tables. 
These tables depict a greater life expectancy due to 
greater "peace of mind" and financial independence. If 
your life insurance program wor!tS as it should, you will 
have that "peace of mind". some companies depict a 
relatively low life expectancy in order to make the IRR 
appear more attractive. 

(6)Review surrender charges. It is far easier to get into anything 
than out of it. 

(7)Get clear answers on gross and net rates and charges. 

(8)Review company provided data skeptically. Truth in advertising 
is not an industry strength. 
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(9) Look closely before you leap. A solid life insurance program is 
hopefully a long term committment. 

(l0)Find out all the variables in a policy: dividends; interest 
rates; mortality charges; administrative costs; ••• 

(ll)Have the agent sign the illustration when the policy is 
delivered noting: "This corresponds with policy 
issued on (date)." 

(12)If replacing a policy, get the agent to prepare an analysis 
that takes into account the money already spent--and have this 
analysis signed. 

With signed illustrations and analyses, you stand a far better 
chance of dealing successfully with either the company or 
insurance commissioner should the need to file a complaint 
arise at a later date. 

(13)The history of products projecting tax abuse teaches a basic 
lesson. The purchaser gets abused. Tax laws change and will 
continue to do so. 

(14)Last but not least--Obtain your agent's opinion on rebating, 
repeal of the McCarran-Ferguson Act and initiating an 
Insurance Regulatory Commission. 

Food for Thought: 
Permanent or equity building insurance is analogous to.the purchase 
of a deeply discounted or zero coupon TAX-EXEMPT bond purchased on 
an installment basis. When a policy is purchased to solve a 
permanent problem--need for cash regardless of when you die--a 
·person should be more than satisfied to realize that the 
beneficiaries should receive 6-8% income tax-exempt as death 
proceeds. This is particularly the case when you stop and think 
that if you pass away prematurely (all deaths are premature) your 
beneficiaries will receive a much greater rate of return. 

When insurance companies assess risks prudently, then the average 
life expectancy for their insureds should equal or exceed that 
projected in valid illustrations. In this manner the carrier will 
have a longer period to invest premiums paid. When investments are 
both diversified and are not exposed to excessive risks, gains 
should be_ realized---both for the company and policyholders. 

If the industry persists in touting products as having high rates 
of return associated with high risks, then the products will have 
all the characteristics of an investment. That being the case 
coupled with longstanding abuse of consumers' trust, the inevitable 
will occur--taxation of .the inside buildup of cash value. If it 
walks, talks and acts like an investment, it will be taxed like an 
investment. Only the companies will have themselves to blame. 
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Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Mercer, for an 
excellent statement. We will have some questions. 

Let me proceed first with Mr. Nelson, and I will not make any 
inquiry of you, Mr. Butler, as requested by your lawyer. 

Mr. Nelson, have you ever sold policies for any of the five compa
nies that have illustrations appearing on these charts? 

Mr. NELSON. Yes, all except New York Life. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Given your professional experience with 

the companies' products, I would like you to explain the policy il
lustrations displayed in the charts. Copies of the charts have al
ready been handed out to you and those present at the hearing 
today. Anyone who doesn't have a copy can refer to the charts 
behind me, or the staff can make available a copy. 

Mr. NELSON. The sales illustration is what the consumer relies 
on to make a purchase of life insurance. Since there is no real 
benchmark of what life insurance should cost, and the cost varies 
widely-at· least in my studies, a 200-percent difference in cost 
from company to company-the consumer is led to rely on what 
the insurance company projects to charge it for insurance. 

The problem with the policy ledgers is that, as you can see, the 
rates vary from around $2,300 to $6,800 for the same 45-year-old 
male for $300,000 of insurance. So the consumers are in a situation 
that, if they have seen all five of these, they tend to be confused. 
They would wonder why five reputable, strongly rated, highly com
petitive companies come up with such a huge difference in cost, 
and what are they paying for if they pay the $6,800 or $6,000 in 
premium, or what are they giving up if they pay only $2,300 or 
$2,400, and that is where they rely on these computer-generated il-
lustrations. · 

I spend more of my time trying to point out to the consumer 
what is missing from the sales illustrations because I am working 
with someone that is interested in buying life insurance, and if 
they rely on these, they are going to be sadly disappointed. 

As an example, the interest rates are extremely important. That 
is what permanent life insurance is composed of, money at work. 
So if a consumer thinks, in the Alexander Hamilton ledger, that 
the insurance company is projecting the cost at 7 .5 percent, that 
might seem reasonable; it might, assuming the insurance company 
is earning at least a percent or a percent-and-a-half more. That in
formation is not given, what the insurance company is actually 
earning. 

And the next thing is that is not projected at 7 .5 percent; it is 
projected at 7.5%£. So when you add in the pound sign, which most 
consumers don't understand, it means another 1 ½ percent. It is 
projected at earning 9 percent. Now, that is probably unrealistic, 
unless most of the consumers cash the policy in during the early 
years, and the only one that controls the mechanism to encourage 
the consumer to keep the policy, or discourages, is the insurance 
company. 

So if the insurance company in 3 years comes out with a new 
super-duper improved version--

Senator METZENBAUM. And the insurance company never ex
plains to the policyholder what is going on? They just advise them, 
these are the changes being made, and they give them some glib 
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language as to the fact that by reason of this or that,. there is such 
a change. But there is never that community of relationship that 
would exist in most other businesses? 

Mr. NELSON. No. In iny experience, the agents are the conduits of 
information; and when the agents attempt-just recently, the 
American Society of CLU's-this represents over 25,000 profession
al insurance agents-they had to go back and do a new study to try 
to get insurance companies to answer questions about the price of 
life insurance. · 

I am sort of paraphrasing or taking the quote, but one of their 
own representatives said they had to . redo the study so that the 
company actuaries couldn't blow smoke around the questions. The 
professional society representing insurance agents, the conduits of 
information, cannot even get the information out of the insurance 
companies. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Would you say there is kind of an arro
gance that the companies have both in dealing with their agents as 
well as with the public? 

Mr. NELSON. In my conversations with the companies when I ran 
into the problems of them resisting my publicly disseminating the 
information, the constant disagreement was what are the rights of 
the agents and consumers to know what they are buying, and the 
attitude was your job is to sell it; that is it. 

But, remember, consumers are spending tremendous amounts of 
money. They are spending over $50 billion a year on these individ
ual life insurance policies, and informed consumers today want to 
know what it costs. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Would you say the insurance industry 
today is arrogant, cocky, smug, indifferent to the concerns of their 

. agents or their policyholders, in contradistinction to almost any 
· other business in this country? 

Mr. NELSON. From my experience, if they had to compete as 
other financial services, these practices would not go on. It has just 
been hidden for so long, and attempts to make it public-that is 
why I appreciate your work, Mr. Chairman, in this committee be
cause it is high time that it comes out to the public what is going 
on. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Nelson, in the policies illustrated, a 
consumer will pay 60 percent of his or her first year's premium in 
commissions for the Alexander Hamilton policy and 90 to 100 per
cent of his or her first year's premium in commissions for· the other 
policies. Is it possible for the average consumer, or maybe even the 
well-informed consumer, to determine this information from the il
lustration, and if not, why is this information important to the con
sumer when purchasing a policy? 

Mr. NELSON. Commission expenses are not disclosed. They are 
not required to be disclosed to the average consumer, and it does 
make a big difference because all of these insurance companies 
have dual pricing. You could go back to the same insurance compa
ny and buy the same $300,000 of life insurance for a 45-year-old 
male nonsmoker and pay less and get the same amount of cash 
value. They have A and B policies. 
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Senator METZENBAUM. Is it not the fact that, generally speaking, 
the· agent receives somewhere between 90 and 100 percent of the 
first year's premium as a commission? 

Mr. NELSON. Yes. That is why, if you look at the illustrations, 
there is little or no cash value in most of them even until the third 
year. It is all gone. There are goose eggs that went somewhere, and 
it goes to the agents and the distribution force at the insurance 
companies. 

Senator METZENBAUM. In the Alexander Hamilton and· Guardian 
illustrations, the information regarding the cost of the insurance, 
the death benefit, is not disclosed. Isn't this another important fact 
that companies should disclose on their illustrations? 

Mr. NELSON. It is very important. Someone is trying to decide 
what a financial product costs. There are no formulas, there is no 
breakdown of what is going toward the pure risk of death and what 
is left over to earn interest. There is no disclosure of that net 
amount. There is no disclosure of what the actual rate of return is 
on the investment or savings portion. None of that is disclosed. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Let me ask you a question. You are an in
surance agent and you are going to sell a policy and the commis
sion is going to be $30,000. Now, you are very anxious to prevail 
upon the consumer to buy the policy, so you say, look, I am going 
to make $30,000 on this policy and I will kick back $15,000 of it to 
you. What happens to you, Mr. Nelson? 

Mr. NELSON. That would be illegal in almost every State. 
Senator METZENBAUM. That is correct, and that is because a com

bination of the insurance agents lobby and the companies have 
seen to it that those laws are passed. It has not been a consumer 
kind of effort; it has been a part of the industry protecting them
selves and seeing to it that the consumer can't get a break in 
buying the policy. Is that correct? . 

Mr. NELSON. Unless you are very, very wealthy, because then 
they will sit down and · design a. policy specifically for you, if you 
are very, very wealthy or the executive of a Fortune 500 company. 
For the average consumer--

Senator METZENBAUM. He could not? 
Mr. NELSON. No breaks, and if the agent tries to give them the 

breaks, they are squashed. . 
Senator METZENBAUM. I have looked at the Pacific Mutual and 

New York Life illustrations and I can't det~rmine what the actual 
cash value will be in either policy. Is it true that the consumer 
cannot determine what the actual cash value of their policies will 
be from the illustration? 

Mr. NELSON. All the illustrations do is give them a piece of paper 
and it just makes up a number, and in the fine print you will real
ize back on page 7 or page 8 that the insurance company is saying 
"based on current assumptions," four powerful words that affect 
the consumer. It means this is just a piece of paper and it has noth
ing to do with what your cash value is or what your insurance is 
going to cost. 

So the consumer looks at this and is relying on this to make a 
. purchase, but then when they get their contract or actual policy, it 

has nothing to do with these sales illustrations. 
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Senator METZENBAUM. I am looking at the Alexander Hamilton 
and Hartford illustrations. It is not clear how much of my premi
um payments will be deducted to pay policy-related expenses. Can I 
figure out the policy-related expenses from looking at the illustra
tion, and if not, is that information really important for me to 
know when buying a policy? 

Mr. NELSON. The information is important because you are 
trying to understand what you are paying for the risk of premature 
death and what is left over that is earning interest .. But it is not· 
possible from these sales illustrations to determine those break
downs; they are not disclosed. 

Senator METZENBAUM. In the same Hartford illustration, it is not 
disclosed how much I would pay if I surrendered the policy. Is this 
information actually listed, and if not, why would a policyholder 
need to know how much he or she would pay if he or she surren
dered the policy? 

Mr. NELSON. The surrender value is your equity, and most of 
these policies are sold to people as a savings or an investment tool. 
So the cash value when they surrender it is extremely important. 
That is what they are buying. The only thing that is given is what 
is based on the guarantees. The rest of it is clouded in the "based 
on current assumptions" and is irrelevant. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, let me get this straight. In the five 
illustrations that we have looked at, we have not been able to de
termine commissions, the cost of the death benefit, the cash value 
which will build up on the policy, expenses, and the surrender 
costs. That is five separate things we ca1c1't find out. It seems to me 
that this is the type of information that any prospective policyhold
er would want if he or she was about to buy a policy. I don't see 
how anyone can be expected to compare life insurance policies and 
comparison-shop if they can't even determine the actual costs of 
the death benefit in a· single policy. 

Now, this is an industry that claims to be above reproach. This is 
an industry that is always taking a tremendous amount of advertis
ing to show their integrity, to show how strong they are, that they 
are the rock of Gibraltar, and the all the other efforts that they 
make to tell you how strong they are. 

I don't understand. Doesn't somebody have that sense of integri
ty, that sense of propriety in the American business community 
with respect to the American ethic to make available all the infor
mation, and say here it is, we will lay it out for you, we want to 
make a profit and· these are all the facts you may know? Doesn't 
one company in the whole industry make available the informa
tion? 

Mr. NEIBON. Not under current practices. Again, attempts by 
agents or agent. organizations, some limited attempts, have been 
foiled by the companies. The companies make the rules, and their 
rules are that there are no rules based on current assumptions. 
These are pieces of. paper that people spend billions of dollars 
buying, but when they get their contracts they have nothing to do 
with what they are buying. They are just pieces of paper. 

Senator METZENBAUM. And then you have the additional factor 
that has to be cranked in that mutual companies are totally non
responsible to anyone. I remember when-I think his name was 
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Mr.· Sen, who was head of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. 
came up before my committee some years ago, and I said to him, 
well, to whom do you have a sei,.se of responsibility if you are a 
member of the board of a mutual insurance company, because the 
policyholders have no chance to · change the directors? There is a 
figment presented there, but it is literally impossible to change or 
to get a member on the board. 

That hearing had to do with an · individual who tried to get a 
name on the board and he was told he had to get 12,000 other pol
icyholders in order to just get nominated. And then . when he 
wanted to see the list of the policyholders of the company in order 
that he might solicit the 12,000, he was told that was private infor-
mation and he couldn't have it. · 

So it seems to me that what we have here is the most powerful 
industry in all of America. Automobile companies don't have the 
same kind of power, steel companies don't have the same kind of 
power, computer companies don't have the same kind of power. 
But insurance companies have unbelievable power because, in· addi
tion to th_eir failure to be responsive to their policyholders' de
mands, they, in their portfolios, control much of American indus
try. They have large blocks of stock in some of the major corpora
tions in this country. 

As. a consequence, what we are talking about here today is an 
industry unregulated, except by the fiction of State regulation, 
which is totally a fiction except in a few rare instances; unrespon
sive to the concerns of the policyholders; unresponsible, mutual 
companies, to the shareholders, because the policyholders are the 
shareholders. What you have is the most powerful economic inter
est in the country totally, totally independent of any supervision or 
regulation,. and · also having available to it some very special tax 
_breaks by the Congress of the United States. Would you agree? 

Mr. NELSON. I agree with that, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator METZENBAUM. The . fact is some companies know that 

they can't pay at the interest rate that is specified in the policy. As 
a matter of fact, our investigation has discovered that companies
and you have told us about other companies-use an interest rate 
in their illustrations, but then tell the State insurance department 
in an official filing that they cannot pay interest at the illustrated 
rate. 

Do our State insurance departments allow companies to so bla
tantly deceive consumers? 

Mr. NELSON. Mr. Chairman, the first problem is those reports 
that are turned over to the insurance departments are only avail
able· to the consumer if they happen to live in the State capitol to 
go down to that room and then be able to understand how to read 
insurance company reports. · 

Senator METZENBAUM. You can't write in and get it? 
Mr. NELSON. It is extremely difficult even for agents to get what 

are called convention bl~k reports from insurance companies that 
have these. . 

Senator METZENBAUM. And even more difficult to understand? 
Mr. NELSON. Almost impossible to understand. It is hidden. As 

far· as the insurance departments, I have been investigated by nu
merous State insurance departments because of my comments 
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about companies and sales practices, and in meetings with the de
partment officials about these types of contracts and practices I 
have been told that they wished I would just go away. 

Senator METZENBAUM. So much for State regulation. 
All of these policies provide the same $300,000 death benefit for a 

. 45-year-old nonsmoking male. The premiums that are charged, 
though, range from $2,334 to $6,800 annually. Perhaps that 300-
percent difference is due to the particular features of these policies, 
but as we have discussed, consumers can't understand those fea
tures and determine what is best for them by looking at the illus-
trations. . 

It seems to me this problem will not be solved uritil we mandate 
the disclosure of this type of information. Would you agree with · 
that, Mr. Nelson? 

Mr. NELSON. Yes,I would agree with that, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much. Let me proceed to 

some questions for Mr. Mercer. Mr. Mercer, we very much appreci
ate your testimony, which certainly was very clear and succinct. 

There are basically two different types of life insurance available 
to consumers. No. 1 is term, which pays a death benefit when the 
policyholder dies; and, No. 2, permane_nt, which has a death benefit 
and a savings component much like a bank's savings account or an 
IRA. 

In your writte.n statement, you say that you have seen companies 
use different life expectancy tables for the sam~ person, depending 
on whether they were buying term or permanent insurance. If I 
were buying a term life policy, a company would predict that I 
would live to one age, but if I bought permanent insurance, the 
same company would predict a different life expectancy. 

· Now, Mr. Mercer, I have got to say that that just doesn't make 
any sense. I mean, it is absurd. You don't have a different life ex
pectancy if you buy a different kind of policy. You might have a 
different life expectancy if you change your diet or if you have a 
different way of conducting your life, whether you exercise or 
whatever the case may be, or maybe even with respect to your type 
of employment. But it sure in the devil doesn't make any difference 
whether you buy one kind of policy or the other. 

Are you sure of what you are saying, and if you are. sure, why do 
companies do that? 

Mr. MERCER. Well, there are a couple of sets of statistics. One 
that was, I believe, produced by the American Banking Association 
about 15 years ago stated that less than one-half of 1 percent of all 
term insurance products sold by volume in the United States ever 
came to be paid as death proceeds. A-more recent statistic that I 
have seen in the Wall Street Journal related to less than 3 percent 
of all term products being paid in the form of death proceeds. 

Realistically, term insurance costs become prohibitive at later 
ages, so the insurance companies, to an extent, price them so that 
they will not be in force at a person's death. On the other hand, 
permanent insurance or any form of insurance having a cash value 
or equity base is more than likely to be in force at a person's death, 
with the caveat that that was much more so the case 10 or 15 years 
ago than it is today. There are very distinctly two different yard~ 
sticks .for the different products. 
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Senator METZENBAUM. There are different yardsticks, but it 
doesn't explain using .different life expectancy tables, does it? 

Mr. MERCER. Well, it doesn't explain it, but the life insurance in
dustry is certainly doing it. I don't mean to be argumentative by 
any means. 

Senator METZENBAUM. No, you are not being argumentative· to 
me. 

Mr. MERCER. But it is a tremendous disappointment to agents 
such as myself, Mr. Nelson, and I know a bevy of other people who 
feel that the consumer public is being duped by such tactics. 

Senator METZENBAUM. You and Mr. Nelson both appear to be re
sponsible businessmen making a living for your families, proper 
men in your communities; I assume, active in various and sundry 
ways. Do you ever have a sense of embarrassment that you are in
volved with this kind of game-playing with the people to whom you 
are selling policies? 

Mr. MERCER. Well, I think your question goes to the very heart 
of why Mr. Nelson and I are appearing before you and the commit
tee today, sir. I am ashamed of the industry. Personally, I am not 
ashamed of any product analysis that I have provided for a client, 
but I am certainly ashamed of the performance that many compa
nies, which are totally out of my control, are passing through me 
as a conduit to the consumer. I think perhaps to footnote that out 
of respect to Mr. Butler's family situation, his product could be 
more better labeled vanishing value rather than vanishing premi
um. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Haye you ever sold policies for any of the 
five companies that have illustrations appearing on these charts? 

Mr. MERCER. Yes, sir. I have represented the Guardian, ITT· 
Hartford, and New York Life. 

Senator METZENBAUM. These sales illustrations· seem to be cus
tomized to show how the company's insurance policy will meet the 
consumer's individual needs. The policy illustration is an agent's 
primary sales tool, in that the agent uses it to give the buyer basic 
information about the policy and to gain the buyer's confidence in 
the company and its insurance products. 

Yet, you stated that major portions of each buyer's customized 
illustration are dishonest, misleading, or omit essential facts the 
buyer must have to make an informed decision. This is a little like 
a surgeon operating in the dark when he knows how to turn on the 
light, but that is as far as it goes. 

Why do honest agents like yourself use these kinds of charts, or 
is it just something you have to do in order to stay in the game? 

Mr. MERCER. I personally believe that the bulk of the industry is 
made up by responsible agents that are trying to provide meaning
ful existences for themselves and their families. I believe there are 
also responsible managers and responsible officers, as well as mem
bers of the board of directors in the industry. 

However, at the heart of the problem is the fact that the indus-
try enjoys antitrust exemption, albeit to a particular extent, and I 
believe the industry is such that no single company or personnel 
such as that are at the table today are in a position by and large to 
break ranks with the industry. 
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The illustrations that you see before you are really in the inter
ests of companies going out and buying business. Unfortunately, 
the outgrowth of computerization has resulted in whatever best fig
ures can be thrown on paper to obtain cash flow for the insurance 
carrier. 

Senator METZENBAUM. One last question. If you must use illus
trations because other agents do so, why don't you insist on show
ing your customers illustrations that only contain guaranteed in
terest rate projections that they can count on? 

Mr. MERCER. I think for the knowledgeable agent, he or she can 
certainly discern what is and is not guaranteed and what is and is 
not -projected. Again, there are certainly agents out there that, 
when sitting with a consumer, try to make that distinction in a re-
sponsible manner. . 

Just one more comment on your previous question, however. 
Those agents are having to deal with only what the market sector 
in the industry provides them and work within those constraints. 
There is very little agent input into the companies. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, Mr. Mercer and Mr. Nelson; Iwant 
to tell you how much I appreciate your testimony. I think it takes 
a lot of courage to come before a Senate committee and criticize 
the companies with which you have to do business on a regular 
basis. It would not totally surprise me if the insurance companies 
with which you do business might see fit to discriminate against 
you in some way, put some pressure on you. If that were to occur, I 
would ask that you let me or my staff know promptly, and I would 
then take the matter up with the Department of Justice. I hope 
that does not become necessary. 

Mr. Butler, I am very grateful to you for your testimony, sir. I 
fully understand the thought of your attorney in not wishing you 
to submit to any questions. I wish you well, sir, and I hope that 
your dad is as well as can possibly be hoped for. 

Mr. BUTLER. Thank you. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, gentlemen. 
This subcommittee will now take a 5-minute recess. 
[Recess.] 
Senator METZENBAUM. The subcommittee will come to order. 
Our next panel consists of James H. Hunt, director, National In

surance Consumers. Organization of Alexandria, VA, Judy A. Fau
cett, FSA, MAAA, Coopers & Lybrand, speaking for the American, 
Academy of Actuaries, of Washington, DC, and Geoff Rips, director 
of public information, Office of Public Insurance Counsel, of 
Austin, TX. · 

Now, I ani advised that I indicated that the insurance industry 
wasn't here and that representatives of the insurance industry 
have said, well, we are here. Well, being here, to me, means being 
here to testify and to make yourself available to questions. I am 
very grateful to have you, and pleased that you are here in the au
dience, but, to me, I must say candidly and without reservation 
that my relationship with the American Council of Life Insurance 
is cordial and friendly and warm, but beyond that friendly relation
ship, I have seen no evidence of their willingness to cooperate. 

The testimony this morning indicates there is a problem in this 
country. The testimony indicates that the insurance industry is not 
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that very highly ethical, proper group of companies that we have 
all considered them to be .. Therefore, I believe that it indicates to 
me-I have invited. them to come in time and time again. I repeat 
that invitation. 

I think there is a problem. I think we ought to try to do some
thing about it. If my solution in my legislative proposal isn't the 
proper one, I am willing to discuss it. I also would be willing to 
have representatives of the insurance industry come before this 
committee, whether today or I will set up another hearing for 
them, if they don't wish to offer testimony, just for the purpose of 
answering questions. But at this moment, I haven't been able to 
get anything more than a cordial relationship, without any mean
ingful dialog, from the insurance industry. My doors remain open. 

Having said that, I will ask the witnesses to stand in order that I 
may swear them. 

Do you solemnly swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and 
nothing but the truth, so help you God? 

Mr. HUNT. Yes. 
Ms. FAUCETT. I do. 
Mr. RIPS. I do. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Our first witness is James H. Hunt, direc

tor of the National Insurance Consumers Organization. Mr. Hunt, 
please proceed. · 

TESTIMONY OF A PANEL CONSISTING OF JAMES H; HUNT, DIREC-
TOR, NATIONAL INSURANCE CONSUMERS ORGANIZATION, AL
EXANDRIA, VA; JUDY FAUCETT, COOPERS & LYBRAND, ON 
BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ACTUARIES, WASH
INGTON, DC; AND GEOFF RIPS, PUBLIC INFORMATION DIREC
TOR, TEXAS OFFICE OF PUBLIC INSURANCE COUNSEL, AUSTIN, 
TX 
Mr. HuNT. Thank you, Senator. I might say I am from Concord, 

NH, not Alexandria. The organization I represent is in Alexandria. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Would you be good enough to bring the 

mike a little closer? 
Mr. HUNT. I am a life insurance actuary, a fellow of the Society 

of Actuaries, and I have some 30 years' experience in the business. 
For a time, I was the insurance commissioner of Vermont. 

Over the last 10 years, I have spoken with many life insurance 
buyers in connection with a rate of return service that I operate 
for NICO. In this service, I evaluate existing and proposed policies 
by estimating from the types of sheets you see up there the inter
nal investment returns. It is what the Federal Trade Commission 
in its 1979 report recommended be used to help life insurance con
sumers. 

I don't know how many times I have heard our clients say that 
life insurance is more confusing than anything else they deal with 
in everyday life. I think it is fair to say that life insurance buyers 
rely on. agents and brokers to look out for their best interests. In 
other words, they tend to trust them. Based on what I see, this 
trust is not deserved. 

State insurance commissioners have never come to grips with the 
issue of how best to help consumers, No. 1, ·decide how to choose 
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: between cash value policies and term life insurance; No. 2, com
pare the relative merits of cash value policies; and, No. 3, decide 
whether an existing policy should be kept in force. 

In 1984, I testified before this committee's counterpart in the 
House. The subject was relative cost disclosure in life insurance. 
There, in some detail, I made the following points. The net pay
ment and surrender cost indexes, part of the NAIC model regula
tion that is used in all States, are useless to consumers. Second, the 
indexes are actuarily flawed when used with cash value policies. 
Third, the indexes fail to help consumers decide whether to replace 
older cash value policies. By definition, they may not be used this 
way. Fourth, consumers would benefit from rate of return disclo
sure. In some ways, much has changed since 1984, but in my opin
ion, these points are still valid 8 years later. 

Now, I want to refer to what I have called the great replacement 
plague. The life insurance business sailed through the 1980's with 
hardly anyone outside the industry noticing the churning of exist
ing cash value life insurance policies. 

In 1985, half the sales of new cash value policies were replace
ments of old at incalculable losses to consumers .. Everyone has 
heard about Executive Life's disaster, but the consumer losses in it 
pale in comparison to the money lost on improper replacements. I 
doubt 1 in 10 of the replacements was in the financial interests of 
the policyholders. It should be considered, as Mr. Nelson also men
tioned, one of the scandals of the 1980's, but perhaps it was compet
ing with too many others. 

At its height, barely 50 percent of cash value policies lasted 5 
years, a period of time guaranteed to result in serious loss to 
buyers. While there has been some lessening of the rate of replace
ments, as far as I can tell it is still far above historical norms, per
haps almost double them. While the NAIC and some States re
sponded with replacement regulations, these were utterly useless 
to consumers and indeed became how-to-do-it kits for replacement 
artists. 

States ought to adopt suitability requirements for replacing life 
insurers, which would place a legal duty on them to justify, when 
challenged in a court of law, the reasonableness of replacements. 

Mr. Chairman, I would like to digress one moment and correct a 
serious error buried in my prepared testimony in one of the appen
dices where I said-and by preface to this, twisting is the art of im
proper replacement in the life insurance business. It has legal con
notations. In that appendix, I said, let us face it, Chubby Checkers 
was only a step ahead of the twisters of today. 

Well, I heard on a radio program on Saturday night, and it be
trays my ignorance of that time, that it is Chubby Checker, singu
lar, who named himself after Fats Domino, singular. So I certainly 
would wish to pay my respects to Mr. Checker. Furthermore, his 
recording of "The Twist" was the only record ever to become No. 1 
twice. 

Policy illustr;:1tions and nonforfeiture laws: The nonforfeiture 
laws govern the size of surrender charges that apply when policies 
are terminated. Such surrender charges can only be described as 
huge or even gigantic. The nonforfeiture laws permit companies to 
manipulate the patterns of cash values. 
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Furthermore, dividend-paying companies have great flexibility in 
manipulating the patterns of dividends, and the combination of 
these two things has led to the policy illustration problem. Many 
policy illustrations can't be believed, and many companies with 
credible illustrations don't bother to explain that if interest rates 
remain low, dividend illustrations can't be sustained. 

I spent some time in my prepared testimony showing the effect 
of the manipulations I refer to. I urge the adoption by State insur
ance commissioners of limitations on the mortality projections in 
these illustrations because some companies a're being wildly opti
mistic and others are being straight, and you can't tell the differ
ence unless you are me or another actuary. 

New nonforfeiture laws are needed that no longer place all of the 
blame for a policy termination on the terminating policyholder. In
stead, following the model of the SEC in its rules about the sale of 
variable life, a substantial portion of surrender charges should be 
deferred and earned over the first 10 years of the policy, 

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Hunt, could you take another minute 
or so and just wind up, please? 

Mr. HUNT. Finally, I would like to say that rate of return disclo
sure is the way I think consumers could be benefited. The NAIC 
has adopted a yield index regulation. That regulation, I understand 
to be under development for prdposal as a regulation by the State 
of California. This would indeed be an historic development that 
would help life insurance consumers. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hunt follows:] 
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Statement of James H, Hunt, FSA 
National I,nsurance Consumer Organization 

121 North Payne street 
Alexandria, VA 22314 

before the 

Subcommittee on Ant1Trust, 
Honopolies and Business Rights 

United States Senate 
Washington, D,C. 

June 23, 1992 

on 

Consumer Disclosure in Life Insurance Sales 

The author. o! these remarks is a Fellow of the Society of Actuaries (FSA), 
former insurance commissioner of Vermont (l,~$-lS69), has worked for the 
in:surance departments of Massachusetts and New Hampshire, has served on many 
committees of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (HAIC), is 
currently the product actuary for Massachusetts Savings Bank Life Insurance, 

- has been a director of the National Insurance Consumer Organization {NICOi 
since 198D, and operates a Rate-of-Return (RORI Service for NICO. In this last 
raaponsibllity, I have over the last several years analyzed hundted~ of life 
Insurance sales proposals and in-force n1edger statements,• -- projections of 
future pre11lums, death benefits and· surrender values on e·xisting policies; I 
have seen about everything there is to see in the life insurance business •• 

In 19841 t provided testimony before this Committee's counterpart in the U. S! 
House of Repres~ntatlves. The subject was "Relative Cost Disclosure in Life 
tnsurance. 11 In some detail, I made these points: 

1. The Net Payment and Surrender Cost Indexes, part of the NAIC Hodel 
Sollcltatlon Regulation (Hodel Regulation), are useless to consumers. 

2. 'l'hs indexes are actuarially flawed when used with cash value policies. 

3. The indexes fall to help consumers decide whether to replace older cash 
value pullclea, By deflnltion, they may not be used this way. 

4. Consumers would benefit from Rate-of-Return (RORI disclosures. 

$Ince 1984, much has changed,. yet in t~tms of helping life insurance consumers 
shop more effectively, nothing has changed. These same points are as valid 
tcnlay as they were eight years·ago. I would like to incotporate my testimony. 
from 1984 in this committee's record; lt is found in E~hlbit A. · 
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Antitrust subconunittee · Page 2 June 23, 1992 

The Great Replacement Plague 

In 19641 sales of Universal LH~ (UL) policies mote than doubled over the 
previous year; sales of UL policies peaked the following year, and have been 
losing market share since: 38\ by premiums in 1985, 24\ in 1991 according to 
the tife Insurance Harketing 90d Research A&sociation (LIMRA). It was the 
advent of UL in the early l9&0'a, a tiine of high interest rates, that nshered 
in the Great Replacement Plague, UL ls flexible premium whole life insurance, 
and its signal advantage to life insurers that got into it in a big way is that 
-its pre11iu91 flexibility accommodates the •rollover" of existing surrender 
values from other companies' policies. Unlike IRA rollovers, policyholders who 
were sold on the "advantages• of UL got rolled in virtually all situations 
except (possibly) older, fixed-premium, non-dividend-paying (non-participating) 
whole life policies. In 1985, very close to 50% of sales of cash value poli
cies were replacements of older cash value policies. The Voluntary Termination 
Rate {lapses and surrenders I of policies in force two years or more peaked at 
an annual rate of 10,3\, (1991 Life Insurance Fact Book Update.) This lapse 
rate in the l960's was less than 4\1 and it was less than 5% as late as 197~. 

The losses to consumers from this egregious replacement activity are incalcu
lable, at.least by me, Anyone who understood the business, and every actuary 
who worked in life insurance in those days, knew that the professed high 
lnteres~ rate "advantages• of UL policies were phony, This was because Ut 
credited a •current interest rate," while whole life companies• dividend 
formulas were alroost exclusively based on portfolio rates. (A "portfolio rate• 
ia one based on a company's whole portfolio of investments; it is an average 
rate.) Because Interest rates had been rising more or less uniformly since 

_ 1950, and because life insurance companies are long-term investors, the 
portfolio rate usually trailed slightly the current rate (on new invest
ments), When interest rates shot up the early 1980's, replacements took off, 
It was predictable, however, that portfolio rates would catch.up with, then 
exceed, current tates, and of course this happened, so, the huge numbers of 
policyholders who got talked into switching from dividend-paying whole life 
policies not only lost higher rates now being paio on such policies (in divi
dends) but also took on the huge sales and acquisition costs of UL policies. ' 

It should not be assum~d that only AL Williams agents replace htrash value• 
life insurance policies. While this company surely did mote damage than any 
other, life insurance agents for all companies got on the bandwagon. Today, 
virtually every company has a means of accommodating rollovers of other 
companies' surrender values. While the intensity of replacements has subsided, 
it ls still a respectable activity, in contrast to my early years in the 
business. As an example, here ls a paragraph from a flyer of financial 
planners Wallace & A:ssociates, Concord, NH, where I happen to live: 

Trade-in (slcJ Your Life Insurance - Tax-Free-~ Over the past several 
year5, life insucance has become an everi better value. Since 19751 its 
price has fallen dramatically, giving you more insurance value for the 
money, , • , the in8urance Industry has introduced leaner, interest-based 
products. But what if already own a life insurance policy uner the "old" 
rates? Are you stuck? ••• You have complete flexibility [under a 
Section 1035 exchange,) Check. , • for any applicable surrender charges. 
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The premise that new ls cheapet, is false, except for term life insurance, 
which is not the subject of the flyer. Premiums for cash value policies may be 
lovet because interest rates are higher, but that does not make them batter 
values. (To its credit, Wallace & co. warned about surrender charges, though 
most old whole life policies have no ~lkit surrender charges.) 

To put my remarks about replacement in perspective, here is a table from 
LIMRA's 1987-1988 Long-term Ordinary Lapse Survey in tbe United States: 

Traditional Whole Life Lapses 

Policy Year 

1 
2 

3 - 5 
6 - 10 
11 u11 

Inforce after: 5 years 
10 years 

By Face Amount 

16.7 \ 
ll,5 
10.s 
11.3 
e.i 

52.9 \ 
34.5 

By Number of Policies 

17.l \ 
10,7 

8,6 
9.5 
6,0 

56.5 't 
U,5 

In.order to get a positive, but low, return on an investment in a cash value 
life insuunce policy, lt must be held about 10 years (vith t.he exception of 
no-commission or very low commission pollcies, which probably ha.ve a market 
share less than 1\). Thus, at the rate of lapsation shown ln the table, just 
over a third of buyers (by face amount, the better surrogate for premiums) 

_ keeps their policies long enough to avoid a negative return on their 
investments. Even if diminishing rates of Iapsation have increased this 

• percentage to 50\, the losses are still huge, especially since half of those 
terminating do so in the first thl:ee policy years, when cash values .are either 
zero or vary lov in relation to premiums paid. 

I~ 1987, I prepared a letter to the Massachusetts insurance commissioner 
co111111enting on a proposed regulation governing replacements of life insurance' 
and annuities. l made these points: 

1. Replacements of existing policies were close to 50\ of new sales: 11 

• the pockets of millions of American life insurance policyowners are being 
picked by unfettered replac~ments of older policies and nobody is doing 
anything effective about it. In the securities business [this is called) 
"churning," and (the term should be applied tol the replacement racket.• 

2. The effect of the proposed regulation was to place the imprimatur of the 
state on !utuie replacements. It would not be help consumers fend off 
rcplacera, 

3. A. •suitability requirement," analogous to that which applies to sales of 
variable life, sHould be required of the replacing insurance company. 

A copy of this letter is attached as Exhibit B. The remarks and the 
recommendation or a ·&uitabillty requirement are still apt. 
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Policy Illustrations 

Since 1984, lntere~t rate& have fallen, putting pressure on UL companies to try 
to match whole life policy.projections, whose portfolio rates applied in 
dividend formulas now almost always exceed UL current rates, (It should be 
pointed out that one ~table tradition of whole life companies ls to base 
proposals for new business on dividend scales being .paid to older policies, In 
the early 1980's this put whole life companies at an apparent disadvantage; 
today, it gives them an advantage over their U~ competitors,) This has led to 
a whole new world of .policy 11enhance111ents," in which UL companies, by a variety 
of actuarial devices, souped up their projections. in the long run, usually 
defined.as a twenty-year horizon in the life insutance business, Another term· 
for thls is "lap~e-supportea• pricing. In fairness, lapse-supported pricing is 
a new name, not a new technique, though today's enhancements go beyond prior 
incarnations; the older name, among mutuAl company actuaries, was "back-endinga 
the dividend scale. In other words, by suppressing early dividends and cash 
surrender values, money can be set aside, improved over the years not only with 
interest but as fewer policyholders keep their policies, and paid out in larger 
dividends in later years. You could call all of this •actuarial manipulation.• 

In all of this complexity, life insurance consumers~- tho~e vho own older 
·policies and new buyers -- have been left to fend for themselves without help 
from s~ate insurance regulators, who seem content to do nothing, or at least 
nothing effective, when it comes to life insurance sales practices. There i& a 
good reason for this: life insurance is not subject to rate regulation, while 
most other personal policies consumers buy are, so regulators have to respond 
to pressures as they exist, What a pity. If Rate-of-Return Disclosure had 

_ been in place fox new and existing policies in the years since the Federal 
Trade Commission recolll!llended it in its 1979 report, those burned by the 
replacement axtists would have had a chance to hear the smoke alarm. At least 
one company, Northwestern Mutual Life (NHL), did provide ROR disclosures on 
existing policies to its policyholdets, proving that it can be worked into 
existing administrative procedures. NHL, perhaps not coincidentally, has one 
of the 1owest lapse rates in the business, 

Earlier this month, I prepared testimony far an NAIC Nonforfeiture Law Working 
<lroup, which is formulat.ing a revised model law that would govern minimum cash 
surrender values. In that testimony, attached as Exhibit C, I argued that: 

1. The standard Nonforfeiture Lav (SNFLI ill-serves consumers because the 
. philosophy behind its authorized surrender charges is that all blame for 
termination ot a cash value policy accrues to the buyer, none to the 
seller, desplte the well-catalogued excesses of the sales process and the 
replacement plague. This philosophy produces zero cash surrender values in 
the first two years. 

2. A better model exists: federal rules that govern the sale of variable 
life insurance policies, which operate under the belief that some of the 
blame for terminations lies with sellers (of mutual funas, first, then 
variable life). Thus, a substantial part of sales and administrative 
acquisition costs must be deferred and fully earned. only as the policy 
remains in force tor a period of about ten years. 
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3. The SNFL allows insurers to manipulate policy designs so as to profit 
whether or not a policy remains in force. If life insurers had to incur 
out-of-pocket costs on early ter~inatlons of life insurance policies, they 
might take a greater interest in combattlng replacements. 

Bxhibit C contains examples Qf how sone companies• policies were manipulated. 
Perhaps l should say unduly manipulated! The examples bear close scrutiny if 
one is to understand the excesses of the life insurance marketplace. 

Much has been written about "out-of-control• policy illustrations. As the-ROR 
examples referred to just above demonstrate, this allegation·can be true. One 
m!ght also venture the question: Are actuaries out of control? To which the 
answer is: At least sometimes. But to blame the actuaries is perhaps asking 
too much of them. They serve their masters, the life insurers, and come under 
~ubtle pressures to match the worst from the •other guy.• And the insurers can 
rightly proclaim that there'& no law or regulation, at least none that are 
effective that I know about, to prevent 111c1nipulated cash surrender values, 
dividends, and the variety of enhancelll!!nts. Reining in creative actuarial 
designs is not a job for rocket scientists; appropriate changes in the nonfor
feiture laws, regulatory limitations on projected mortality rates (costs of 
insurance, or COI'sl and bonuses, and better disclosure of the bonuses wouldn't 
be difficult, The difficulty lies in gaining a consensus among Insurance 
collll!li&sioners that the time has come to remove a modicum of the freedom the 
life insurance business has always had to do whatever it wants to. The HAIC 
Nonforfeiture Law Working Group has an opportunity to make a difference, but 
chances are that when push comes to shove, the industry, which is politically 
powerful in Washington and around the country, will once again be successful in 

- getting the commissioners to do no more th&h that Vhich is acceptable to it. 

Others will testify on policy illustrations. They will give you a more 
official view of the problems those in the industry and their consultants see. 
Ky view will certainly overlap, but here I would like to concentrate on the 
most subtle of deceptions in sales illustrations: use of extremely low 
mortality charges (COI 1s), often ineorporatlng projected improvement in future 
levels of ~ortality over those now observed. I have seen at least 100 enhanced 
proposals, most of which use interest rate bonuses.after 15 or 20 years. In 
general, the enhancements I've seen are reasonably well disclosed, though of 
course they are not hi9hlighted. It is difficult to oppose the enhancements 
outright, since 111c1ny venerable mutual companies have for decades paid 
"termination dividends," bonuses that often start at 15 years (I think 
Prudential starts as early as 10 years) and grade up to a ~4Kimum percentage at 
the 20th duration. (The theory of termination dividend& is that.terminating 
policyholders in mutual companies deserve to take with them a portlon of the 
surplus they, as owners, have contributed to the enterprise, Some mutuals 
don't like termination dividends and don't pay them, feeling I suppose that 
they are borderline gimmicks,) In contra5t to explicit enhancements, short of 
hiring an actuary or becoming a close student of the business there's no way a 
consumer can detect overly optlmlstic or manipulated COI's; these are of course 
naver disclosed ao ouch. 
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The prize for the most outrageous mortality projections I have seen goes to 
North American Company for Life and Health, which, for projection purposes, 
assumed that a female age 65 would have the same mortality rate or COI, from 
age 65 to 92. This produced a fantastic looking proposal !n the long run; that 
the yearly rates of return ranged from 333\ in year 8 and 97\ in year 9 to 25\ · 
in year 20 (by my calculations) didn't bother anyone since such disclosures 
were of course not given. See page 6 of my testimony before the NAIC 
Nonforfeiture Working Group for more details, In the more subtle category are 
these policies from major life insurers John Hancock and Transamerica: 

Year Transamerica John Hancock 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

-100.0 \ 
-100.0 
-100.0 
-100.0 
-100.0 

14.1 
36.1 
25,4 
21.7 
19.0 

-100.0 \ 
-100.0 
- 83,5 

2,5 
23.9 
16.5 
14.5 
13,5 
13,4 
13,4 

Year Transamerica John Hancock 

11 18.7 \ 13.8 \ 
12 18,J 14,0 
13 13.9 14.1 
14 14.6 14,l 
15 12,2 14,l 
16 10.6 14.4 
17 13.4 13.8 
18 12.0 13.2 
19 12.3 12.8 
20 12.4 12.4 
21 11.6 10.8 

John Hancock'& policy was in a preferred nonsmoker classification, which most 
l!liljor llfe insurers have added in recent years. Despite -knowing this, when I 
saw the ROR's come out of the computer (all analyses referred to in this 
statement are actual cases from NIC0 1s ROR ~ervice), I told the client that the 

_ ~gent must have cooked the figu1es by manipulating the software, something I 
have heard about but never seen. Later, after a bit more study, I concluded 
that I was wrong, that John Hancock's proposal used very low-, but possibly 
justifiable, mortality charges and that the very high returns in yeari 5 - 2D 
were the oft-seen product of rapidly reducing, implicit surrender charges, 
Note that in year 211 after the effect of reducing surrender charges·had worn 
off, the ROR is 10.8\, not ridiculously higher than the company's interest rate 
in its dividend formula, which I.judged to be about 9.5\ in 1991. 

Transamerica ls another case, The ROR's were generated from a current interest 
rate of 8,25\, so the 21st year's ROR of 11,G\ was 3.35\ more than the lnteresl 
rate producing the cash surrender values. Clearly, Transamerica was using 
extremely low mortality rates, probably lncorporatlng mortality improvement, 
rates· 1 doubt it could justify on the basls of any published experience. 

Two lessons emerge, First, reg~iatocs should establish minimum mortality rates 
for use in projections for the main risk classes: males and females, smokers 
and nonsmokers, preferred and non-preferred applicants. Second, if life 
insurers are free to manipulate patterns of cash surrender values, as Implied 
by the ROR patterns, consumers are entitled to know about it, The best way ls 
to show one-year ROR's in all proposals. Exhibit D shows an example of. NICO's 
rate•of~return (ROR) service for a proposal of Northwestern Hutual Llfe (NMLI, 
the best (only?) example I can give of a company that does not manipulate 
patterns of surrender values and dividends; note the smooth progression of 
one-year ROR's in Column (lll, By contrast, John Hancock's policy, referred to 
earlier shows a completely different pattern in Exhibit E. 
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NAIC Yield Index Model Regulation 

About l9851 an NAIC Task Focca, of which I was a member, began work on a 
rate-of-return (RORI model regulation that came to be known as "Optional Form 
Life Insurance Disclosure Model Regulation 1111th Yield Ind·ex, • The request for 
the regulation, I believe it is coti:ect to say, came from John Montgomery, 
Chief Actuary of the California Insurance Department, who was concerned about 
the discrepancy between advertised ngross• interest rates on univeraal life 
(UL) policies, which were verir high at the time, and "net" or "r:eal" rates 
derived by assessing mortality and expense charges in excess of market term 
life rates against the gross rates! In 1989, the NAIC adopted this regulation, 
but lt has not been noticed for hearing by any state, though Mr, Hontgomexy 
tells ma California is •working on it.• 

The Yield Index regulation would require disclosure of ROR's essentially the 
same as those I have used in this document, but they would be "summary• ROR's 
based on holding peiiods of S, 10, 15 and 20 years. One-year (year-b1-year) 
ROR's would not be required, regrettably, though a state is free to do as it 
wishes, and it is my hope that california will add the one-year disclosures to 
any future proposed regulation. An example of the disclosure of yield indexes 
ls shown in Exhibit F, though in practice the disclosures would be 1DBde upon 
delivery of the ·policy in connection with the Statement of Policy Cost and 
Benefit Information. (lt should be noted that although I refer to ROR's as 
e~timaced investment returns that can be compared to interest rates, the 
industry doesn't like this notion, preferring 11 indexes," which the NAIC agreed 
to in adopting the model regulation.) While the disclosures should be 
available at point-of-sale, one hopes that after a Yield Index regulation has 
been in place customer demand for the indexes will cause companies to make sure 

- theit agents have the numbers. 

Exhibit G is a letter l addressed some time ago to Mr. Montgomery that cites 
the advantages to california consumers of rate-of-return disclosure. 

l. The life insurance business in the United States is huge: in 1990, premium 
income was about $60 billion, exclusive of group insurance and annuities. 

2. The buslnHs is unregulated as to pi:ice aml is essentially unregulated as 
to business pt4cticea, I cannot recall the NAIC ever adopting a regulation 
dealing with consumer disclosure that was not made satisfactory to the 
industry, except possibly the Yield Index Regulation, which lies virtually 
1110rlbund. 

3. The NAIC Model Solicitation Regulation is not effective in helping 
consumers shop for Jlfe ln~urance; lts·cost comparison indexes are a joke. T~e 
Statement of Polley Cost and Benefit Information could be useful, but consumers 
seem to lgnoce it, ptobably because lt is delivered with the policy, usually a 
month or·more after the sale. Rate-of-Return disclo~uxe is the only way to 
help consumers: decide whether to buy term insurance or a cash value policy; 
understand the huge sales and administrative charges; shop lntyelligently for a 
cash value policy; and, decide whether to keep an existing policy ln fotce, 
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4, There are huge consumer losses from the combination of missold cash value 
policies and the pernicious replacements of existing cash value policies. 
States should adopt •suitability• requirements when existing cash value life 
insurance ia replaced, The burden of proving that a replacement was in the 
financial interest of the policyoll/ller would legally be with the replacing 
insurance company, variable life insurance policies no~ have a "suitabllltyn 
requirement that places a burden on the selling company to make a determination 
that the sale of variable life was suitable for the buyer; 

5, state regulation of policy illustrations ls in order; in particular, the 
use of undisclosed, over-optimistic mortality charges must be stopped, The 
ability to manlpnlate policy values -- so-called "lapse-supported pricing• 
needs to be dealt with, preferably as in 6, 

6, The nonforfeiture laws favor persisting policyholders over those 
terminating early, In addition, they permit manipulation of cash surrender 
values, A new non-forfeiture law, along the lines of SEC requirements, would 
be immensely helpful in limiting the damage consumers suffer when they lapse 
policies, There needs to be recognition that the industry's sales practices 
are in large measure responsible for these large consumer losses when cash 
value policies are terminated, To say this another way, there is no 
just1£icallon for the huge &urrender charges that are permitted by existing 
non-forfeiture laws, 

7, ll might be helpful within the context of existing disclosures if a column 
showing the accumulation of premiums at 5% were added to the Statement of 
Policy Cost and Benefit Information, as is the case with SEC variable life 

_ prospectuses, · 

a. To end on a positive note, from the industry's perspective, there .exists a 
vigorously competitive market for term life insurance; consuumers who so desire 
can easily shop around for low cost protection. Since life agents don't like 
to sell term insurance, due to relatively low commissions, and because "life 
insurance i:s sold and not bought," consumers uho shop for low cost term l!fe 
lnsurance are a distinct minority. 
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Statement of 

James H. Hunt I FSA, MAAR 
National Insurance Consumer Organization 

on 

RELATIVE COST DISCLOSURE IN LIFE INSURANCE 

before -thl!! 

Subc:orrunittee on Antitru&t and Mano~oly 
CormaiHee· on the Judiciar>' 

U. S. House Of Repr~aentatives 

June 20, 19S"t 

I UI a Fellow in the Society of lh:tua.ri-e& and a member of the ~arican· Academy of 
Acl.uarles. I began in th• life insurance, bu11iness in 1955 with National Life of 
Vermont. In 1,g:s, J wa!5 appointE'd Co111missioner of Banking & Insuranee in Vert11ont _ and 
9erved until 1'£H59. Sinea that time I have WOt"ked as an a.~tual"y wlth tho !.f;ate 
in11urance depar'h1ents in New Hampshina '1'972-1976) and Ma.ssuilchusatt& <1976-1980). 1 
narved as an actuarial i:onsulta.nt to .the Federal Tt"ade Commission in 1980. l testified 
before Congres!J in l'S67, 155'3 and 1979 on consumer credit inBurance1 a.ho in 1979 I 
was t;he lead-off witness in support of s. 2002, a bill that would have restricted the 
use of- tha RI.Ile oT 78 in ccmsumer ~edit. I prepared the technical aapects 'of 
tui.-eenator John Dur'kin's t~tiraon:, du'l"i't'lg the life insurance h~arin9s of 1974 when he 
wa:i Commissioner of' Jnsu.ranc• in New Hampshire. I have been a mamber of roany 
cownittees and tosk forces of the N.tional As~ociation of lngurance COMrnissioners 
(~AIC). I have testified before in9Ul"'8nc1! depar-tments in several &tatas, in e.d.dition 

- io those t worku-d in, on life insur.a.nca cost disclosul"'a 111att2rs. Since 1se0, l have 
been ansociated with the National Inaura:nce Consume'r Ol"ganization (NICO), a non-profit 
consulller organization formed l'tith the aliisistance of Ralph NadeY'i for two year&, I was 
a half-time employtd of NICO, and I c:c:mtinue- as a director and, to a large extent, as. 
the organh:ation' '!I voice on life and hec1lth insurance. Since January 1, 1583, I have 
been employed four cfay:s a waek as a.n' actuary with rrlassachusetts Savinan Bank Lif'l 
lmn.irance, B.n organization that sDll!a low cost: life insurance t:hrou-ah savings banks ir. 
Mamsachusetts undur 'llltatutory authority and limitation on _amount CcuM"ently 1621 000 
per p11r!l0n). 

I a.1:1 the author of a cornn.unar g~ide· publishm::I and distr-ibuted by NICO called !::f2tt_!g 
~:tLtigt11LllLb.i.ft_lmU:!t:!DS!, Hhir:h has uold mol"'I! th,9.n 10,000 copie!S. NICO provides a 
cornputerhed •ratr: of return• service to itg, members that I devised and administer: we 
e:stimai• the average annual intera~t r-ate irt1plicit in the savings portion of an)' ca!!-h 
value lif'• inliluram:e policy (one that combines death protection and savings, au 
distinguished from tei:rm insur-ance that ·provides pure dea_th pr-otection onlyJ. We 
believe that rai• of raturn disclosure is the only .effe_d:ive and undarst:andable way 
life in11uranc:e consumers c:an ,<1>" c:omparison shop for cash value life insura~ce and (2) 
tell whather it pays to buy cash value coverage instaad of term insurance. In 1979, 1 
10ompl• hd a draft of a papa,- ontitled Ibtii!li!_!!ll:..Bi!!.9-Qf_B!tYl:D-DiE!Q!lM!:!-in_Li.fg 
1~Yt.!t!li:t, which was distl"'ibuted to a nwnbar of trade association and cornpany 
actuar":ie:1 and otlu1r:1 interested. in th~ technical aspects of this ~ubJect. In 1'950, I 
pr•p•r•d • ~'···••ion of an actuor!al paper, ao_gl!igr,iii2!LQL!b~-~Bl!...§:r:~~~m_!Qr_Li!e 
l~!:~D&:S-£S!itL!:2GU!t'.!!2D~ by Cha'rles L. Trowbridge, FSA, for111B1" Chief Actuary 01' tha 
Seoci•l Security Systa,n, that rscc,mt11eT1ded a technic.al correction in the NAIC ind.ew: 
method to milke it 111ore usol"'ul i I :supported the change, though l e>4prassed my opinion 
-¼:h-,,t rate of rat.urn disclosure was far more> helpf\Jl to c:onsur4el"'s. I have supplied 
c:opie:s of tha:=;e two p.a.p9rs to tha Subcotll.mittae ~taff .te. a w~y of .ldding technical 

· S\lppc.rt to soma of th1r cclt!l'tlents I wi 11 make il'l my testimony~ 
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· I 1o1anb to discuss relativt! cost diselosu!""a in lifa insurance. What. does thb tnean and 
why i~ it necessary? Life imml"ancB is a Iong-terzn1 intangible pu1"chase or 
c-on!liderable financial complexity1 in legal terms, it is a "contl"'act of adhesiol"l1 " 

mear»irig that any t:0ntrac-tual arnbiguiti1t:5 are constl"'ued against the company· issuing the 
eontrac:t 1 P'l'"-e~umably bc-l;'au~e the typlt:a.l biJyer can't be expected to bargain for tha 
purc-hase at arme length. ln its nnam:ial rr.s.ke-up 1 there aru at. least two1 and 
•1J11ually more, streams of benefits ar.d payments st'l"etching far- into the futlJl"'e-1 indeed, 
often fot' a lifetime. In its sirni:ilest for,11, there would ha, for any age at issue1 seK 
end ,smoking or other t:lassi fica.t ion, one level death bencfi t and oria level premii.u11 -
a •s0,000 whole life policy with a p1"'e111iu111 of st,3001 for e><ample, that develops a 
i;:ertain c-ash value pattern• startina at -zero a.nd rear:hing S:=i0,000 at Dge 1001 

usually. If the cash value pattern wel"'t! standardized for all companies, shopping 
would ba' relatively simple: find the policy with the lowest premium~ But in practice, 
for any given &mount of insurance, i:rrertliums var-y in a wide range1 ca.5h value patterns 
vary c:-orrespondingly, and mafty of the lowest cost companies i:,a.y divideridn, whoso 
incidanee and slope :vary widely, as well. Even if death benefits .are level from year 
tc yaar1 ~hich they naad not be, consumers ara faced with tl"'yln51 to M1u,ipulate two or 
three long •etriv11 Qf d1ffer1n!il ~11:lh 1'10'15 - premiums, cash valu;a,s1 and, usually, 
d!v:ldonds - 1~ they are to COMpa.t"'e different compa.nieii' policies. The obv!ous 
:lrriposs.:lbility of doing so gave rise to the (NAIC) Model Life Insurance Solicitation 
Ro9uh.t;ion. 

The NAIC Modal Regulation requires the disclo9ure of a reasonable amount of the cash 
flow information m~tioned 1).bovl!. The heart of the regulation1 for purposes c•f 
c-001pe.ring relative c:c-ats of policies from company to corn.pa.ny, is tne :l.nde>< nur11ber-& -
the KSu.rrendar Cost Index" and the "Net Paynent Cost Inde>e". Taking into accou1't the 
time va.1.ue of money at !51' interest, the'5e inde11es -- known as interest-adJUsted cost 
indattes -- atteiMpt to sUM1aa.Y.h1: the Ca5h flows mathema'Cic-ally into average a'nT1Util 
ncost5 11 for t""" and twl!!'nty years, periods of time mo~t critics would agree ar-e 
!!l.uffiC'iantly repl"'asentative. Ar,ngd 1'fith the di~c:losed index nurnber-s1 theory has it 
tttat con::rnmctr5 can compare them among .companies and choose the co111pany with the lowest 

_coat index. · 

With thts· background and in full reco9nition that volumeg have been written and spokpn 
about liftJ in5urance cost disclosure over the last fifteen years1 all to little avail, 
1 have the following relativl:!l)' brief' opinions about the effectiveness of the NAIC 
Modal Regulotir:m in servitig the needs _of life in~ursric:e c:onsumersa 

The NRIC Ralo.t ~ve Cost lndeKe5 Ara Usel11ss To Consumers 

The Surr·ernJer Co:tt Inda>e (SCI) and Nat Payment; Cost tnde~ (NPCU · in recent years have 
b• C'ome subJec:t. to o><trema distortioria that will be identified shortly, t:iut evan if 
thi5 were not so the life ifl!!Ul"iill'lee eor,suri1el" f:lel!s. nrea.e d1fHeuJt1ei; in us1na the 
ind~><esi 

.1:, The: twin dlSC'lo:mres of SCI's and NPCI's leave the ccin!mrner- in the 
position 01' being whipsawed by eompeti!'B agents between the t1-10 tnrle,i:es. 
Thv agent fur a company with low NPCI's will argue that sint:Et the consum
ar docs not tntend t.o 11urrendel"' his contract after- tel'\ or twanty years 
(indaed, which of these does the consumar focus on?> 1 he or :she should 
buy on thQ basis of NPCl' s, Technically, the SCI 1& a better" fl'l&P-.J'Jre of 
lower loT1g-t1trin coet for, the coT1tinu:lrig policyholder. The twln diselos
ur-es were a ccm1promisa in thet early 1-970' s between cornpet ing industry 
'!"action•: dividend _paying companie• and non-dividend-paying cc-mpanies, 
th11 .latter often having low~r NPCI' s and higher- SCl' s~ The cc,ri,proti1ise 
et1s.unrd that natthltr fact ion would lose 1narkG1t share, and ii; also emaured 
c:9nsurna.l"' c:;onfuMiQn. It is notew¢rthy that the NAIC 6uyerr5 Guida 111.ccort1-
Pllnying a policy ad..,ises that the SCl ":ls useful i1' ••• cash values 
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ta.rel of primary importance to you. It halps you compare costs if .... 
you were to surrender the policy • • • " In faci, the SCI is useful 
whether or no~ one :iurrendera hi!J polJcy in hm or twenty years for two 
reasonH· tha ca.sh value thereby takan into account is an asset of the 
pol lcyholder ot obvious value whath• r surendered or cont inued1 ii.nd1 • tJ,e 
higher the cash valuo the le!:!S tha f'utura amounts at risk and1 all o.ther 
things equal, tha- lower death pl"otacl:.ion co!!lts. in subaequent year"s • 

.e. A tachnic:4111 d&fi~itmc:y of the NAIC disclosure indexes <that Trcw
brid;e•s uodiricatlon Nould co'M"ec:t) is that they may not be used to com
pa'l"e d"hs&imilar policies. This ntesn111 ••pec1ally1 that term and cash 
value, policies may not be t:0mpared. Tha Buyer' 5 Guide advise5, 11 Voul" 
first step is to deeid• ••• the kiYld of poliey ycu wallt. Th,m ••• 
CuS• J th~ life insurance- c:ost i'l'ldexes ••• Corupa'l"'a index numbers only 
for the kind of policy you intend to blly. • The technical dafic::i_ency hap
pens to prod~ lower coet 1ndexn for whole U fe than term, otrntr fac
tor!! equc1l, .nd it- would bit a. naive observer who did not think this fa.ct 
is un• d by many :.,liil•nts to sell whole llfo rathat" .than terri1 that May ba 
mol"'a $Uited to the buyar1 11 ftnal"ICial !!lecUrity. £ven if this Ct'itieal 
weakna•_• is ovarlookltd, it is further the case that" high pl"'eroium whole 
U'f• policies csn appear lass costly than low premilUll whole life poli
ciea1 ~ven though an accur•te measunt o.f cost would show them to be irr-
f'eY"ior-. This c-an ba saan in Appendi,c A1 whers St ate Mutual rank5 ahead 
of Na!f.s.achusetts SBLI in e0-ya~l" cost indexes - c13 to ,a1, apparently 
a wide rztargin -- yet SSLI' & rate of return (yield) over all periods is 
signi flea.nl:ly higher. (The rate of return technique is a more ac:~ur.Lte 
re,lati've ~ measure.) There are technical re.aeons for this di11torted 
re•_ult C"Onnct::liwd to the dif'farel"ICe in premiuoi:s -- t2.36 for SBLl and $331 
(40~ hi;hcrr> for State l'lutuol, No standard definition of "similar poli• 
c::i.es" is available to aid the consu~er (or f1nanc:ial wr-itera and othe~ 
who a.dv:l!!Se consumer-~) in interpreting th!~ limitation; the NAIC Buyer's 
Guido says, "The closer polic:ie!l ar, to being identical, the more relia
ble the c0!!t C"Otl'lparison will be.... Anyone who kl'lOW!5 anything about the 
li.'fe insurar1ce business knows that there are virtually UMitless combina
tions of pr-0'\ieC'tion and s-av:f.ngs in cash valulil policies; it is only an 
acc:ident that two policies are nearly •identical." 

Com.bin• th~:se bart"ier-s to consumer understanding with tha fact that sales of 1i fa 
insur-anc:• altno~t a.h11,i.ys take place :ln ah tmvlronment that makes couiparinon shopping 
diff'ieult; the buyer eyeing a t:Lt,36 SCI has no means of knowing whether the number 
Means tint policy 19 high or low in cost. l:!ven 11' he calls in another ,1.gent and is 
Iueky to riaa a sirnila'J" "policy, he only kriows whteh of thesE! two eom~ariias is lil<ely lo 
bi, cheaperf in f'act, he may ·be dealing with two high-pric-ed companies. In other 
wordu, the index numbers have no intrin,-ic fll.eaning. <This weakne~5 -has l&d S9V8ral to 
auggest the r,eed for • .. ya.rd&tick" t;o accompany th~ di&clGl5Unt of the indexes, so th•t 
i:he indewea would have context 'for eonsuniers, but it is highly unlikely that any 
••l••parson in Araarlea will ever he.Ve to tell his prospect where hill pr-o!:fuct l"'anks on 
A 11cAle of .10 .. > On tha other hand, one Nho is advised that hi-s l"ate-cf-return _over 
tw•nty yaaY.s h, 4,&. is lik~ly t;o Gpot a poor consUlllar value; conversely, a 92' return 
would convey the l"IOtion o-f good va.lue, particularly if the agent e>Cplainect the ta,c 
a.dvantages of' liffl insur.ane.r. 

1t is NICO'~ opinion that the NAIC Model Regulation is usele~s to consu111ar-s -- any 
narrow advant.ag~s in c-omparirig Y'learly identical policies are offset by the poter,tiill 
fo-r- use Of· tin, indax&s to tn.anipulate c:onsurners in"to buyir,g high-i:rriced·cash value 
policies in5t:ea.d Of loi,,i cost term or high preriiiuM whole life policies instead of lc-w 
premiurn totiole H fe policies. 

<Thrt NAIC inde,ca9 ara moret u•a"(ul • in comparing tet"M ir..surance pr'ica$, wt·u,re the 
technical defielenl:Y is irralevent.. One ~ould Make a good ca.se for U!.ing thet NAIC 
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indeKeD on term. insurani:e and a rate'- of-return techniqtJ.e on cash value polici&s.) 

"lslng Inter.est "ates Have Dlatortl!ll Tne lr\dexes 

During tha t9&0's, industry critics began to c:omplain that comparisons of life 
in• ur•nc:e polic:tes .,..,..., being mad~ traproperly bec-ausa tha ti111e VAJua or monay Wts 'not 
taken into •=aunt under the "n•t co&t 11 method of comparing poUc:ie9• The liet C'Ost 
111ethod for tan or tNenty years was sl11ply to add up premiurAts1 subtract the total of 
dividends, if any, and subtract ttie l&st year's cash valu1!!1 tha nethod ••~i9nEd the 
same weight to $1 du• in, say1 twenty yeara as to Sl due immediately. The consequenca 
ttatt th•il lower net coat• eould ba •chi•ved by -rat&tng premiums Cdu9 tmmadtataly> and 
holding back pOl"Uons of earl~ divtdanda -- Which could be ildpt"'Oved over the )'ears riot 
only wi~h inta.-•at but aa a result of not paying such portions to those who dropped 
~heir poUc:1es or died ln the lntarvenlna years - for' later- pa)'ment in larger 
amount •• The TIOUon of int• .,,,st-&dJUStad lndaxas - later the NAIC NPCl' 9 and SC11 s 
- aro•~ during !his time, and tna proposal or an lrldustry group was f0l' an !nte.-e•t 
rata of 4'JC. About 1976' thi• lntarast rate walii incraued to 51'1 where it remains 
today. In 1968, Moody's Composite Aver-age cf Vielda en Corporate B0nds waa 6, :S"t in 
l'!1761 it was ,, '1'1 tciday, it !11 In the range af 1311-1'1_, In both 1968 ond 19761 the 
use of 42' and ::iJI. wes "asanably Y"Glated both to after-tax company :hwe•tment' return& 
and to 1u1vinga yield• availablli to a"l!l"'aga investors. That is no longel"' true, Nany· 
eompaniee are nON -=redtting upwards of ii~ or 11" to naw pollehns (and sometiMes 
older, non-borrowed poUi::iee). ih• spNHd of More than S percentage points batween 
earning• ra.t:es· and the S1' lntara• t-adJUSted rate is more than the cUfferenc:e betl'taen 
the old 1"1111; c:ost method that 19&01 a critics complained cf', which technically was an 
11 in\erest-adJusted• c:aleulation at e~, and the 4" originally usad by companies irr the 
early 1970• •• 

Why doas tha failul"a of thl! lhdustry to change the 5~ interBBt rata in. the 
lntere_st-adJuated c:alculat:Lon Matter? Orie reason i& that it. n&l"'rows consldere.bly the 
r,nge. of pa,Uc:ies that can be ~nsidentd ''atmila.r1 • &inc• a whole 1i f'e policy With 
high premium• per .i, 000 gets • rapidly widening advantage as intar .. t · rates 
tncreat1e. A 11111c:ond reason ts that SCI' & b&come negative numbers, often quite lar;a 
negative number•, c:aulllling turth•r =nt'usion to non-mat_he111.11tic-ians trying to undar&tand 
«.h• NAIC system. Sal111rs of universal life policie51 advertising ro.te5 of interest of 
• s nuch ea 1ei, put · out irldax nurabars fol' the sake of complying with the NAIC 
r9gulaflion that have na UUNlning to either th11 i:ompanin Balling th11 policies nor thei\"' 
ic:u•toD111r1SI in- ••ny c:ase111 they don't even bo~her to compute the indexea usirig th• 
cu,..rent inllent.-1: ra\e, since th• result 111 ridic:ulous. The president of a prorninant 
univ• r••I life C:Oltlpcny1 one o't the tlrst COMpanien to have such a produC't1 told me the 
NAJ:C inc:feNas were completl!l)' i"'"!lavant to hi9 operations. 

Why, then, -do the conipanles continue to go through the motions of praduc=-ing the indaa 
nurabltl"'~? Since their. systems •r• in place, the cost o1 doing so sl:lgrit and tha 
presen"9 of even a flawed "'lativa cost d!selosul"e sy,.toM helps di ffusa lr1ductl"y 
critics, f"ew, if ,1.ny, authoritte• c:omplalned to bother to ta.ke tine to understand why 
the index•• are not working. 

Th• NAIC System Fails To Help Conau.11ers De1:ide Whether 
.To RaplaC'lt Old Pol ici• s 

Jn r•cent y11•r•, the replaeaw,nt of older cash value policies with new ones has bei:01110 
endemic. Mo!II• c9"suners who haVe been persuadlict to cash in their-_·old policies have 
ae-t;trd •g•i~st their own interest&. The procesa 'r'eAMbles 0 churnin.g" ~n tha securities 

. bu•ln11s51 Hhere brokar• trade in old securities for Y1ew ones to gel'!ar.a.ta c0JM1issiciris. 
The •n•lyei=s of wh•ther or not to give up an Old policy for a new is excee~Hngly 
HMplieatad, and •uc:h systems as are in place in !50me states to &id consumers are 
eithar net helpful w 1 worae, give the sta.t:e1!l impriMat'ur to the replaevment. 

1.t is t • c:hnic:al ly reesible to prepare interest-adJucted ir.de>e nur11bers on old policies 
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sc thot th~y may be compared with new om:rs -- rrtr-. Trowbridge1 9 method is s'i.lited to 
this goa.1. But the NAIC disclcsure s:yst• t11 canr'lot be used to compare old and new 
poli.cie= beceu~e they are, by definition, dissimilar. A few years ago, .a r~pol"t of 
the Virginh. Insurance Ol!p~rtrnent suggested that ·c. new .rephceMent r-esulation in ·that 

_ . Stat• could in tha 'futul"'e include inde>1 l'\'Jmbers Buitable to aid consur11ers in 
tivalu.atlng replacamenh,7 but r.of;hing ever cam9 of this. 

When o.n agent reCOmriiends replacement, he or she is tinkering "4ith soml?one 1 s pe'rsonal 
proper"ty end should ba held to the highest standards of ethical .nnd professional 
behaviour. In lifa insu.ro.nc-e, tnare al"'e no such standa.r-dsj suggestions by me in 
several forurr.s that thet"'a b.t a. §Uitability requll"'el!tel"lt for replaceMcnts have baan 
di:smissed by th'= inclu:stry. The failure of the industry and its re-gula.tors to make any 
effor't ~o C:h.!nge the r;ystera. of' cost disc:lo•uro f:.o a.pply to· &!Misting policie~ is 
C'On~istent with the notion that the public's life insurance assets are f'air- 9ame for 
c:hur-ning. 

lm?l i,;ations of Universal Life --fof' Ccst Disclosure 

In 1se1, u.niversal Ufe policies ::orr..tituted e,r; of the market; in 1'384, it is 
e51.if!lai:~d that !lales of ~uch policies Hill capture 25i of the l'llarket. Tha adYent of 
auch polic-h,5, which are a. foru of ca!!lh value life insul"al'lce fdaturing the disclosure 
of th!! inte'r'e~t rate C'M!dited to policy cash values, is somewhat ironic, Tht1se of us 
who have bt!'an calling ·tor rate of return diselosura -- such as the Federal Trade 
COffllt'li:r::,i1m in it'9 iS79 r&port - fQUl"ld that market forces !'iuppli-ed 1o1ha.t we were 
unsucea-ssful in urging. Flt the le1115t, the unprecedented succecs cf universal life 
pl""Oves wa wei-e l'l0t wrong i?"l. arguing · that the public_ would respond ~ositively to fiucl, 
disc:!0:r1.n:e. Dut, of course, unharsal life has its own set of sr:i!!lleading and 
eoni'u?Sing dii,elo:suras. Two companietii can advertise· the &a:ne interest r-ate1 but wide 
differe"eas in the M"ra.y uf ~alE::"s, administrative and death protection cha.rge5 can 
make th~ completely di. ft'arent c:onsumer valueu, 

I~ Ho Mily 1<.364 is:sue1 Best's Review, a populaT" induatry trade publii=ation, con1pa~~d 
_ ihn universal polici.~ of 200 companies. The spec-ific:a.tions were, to a liu•ge e>i:tent, 

5tandardized1 a 12,000 annual pre;niun1 for- a male non-sri10Iter- age 45 with a death 
banef'it of s100,000 pl\15 the poli~ C&1ih vah.n:, Ca'!:ih values werfr sho1m after 1, 5, 
10, 1.5 and 2:0 years· at an .a.s~umRd intar-ect rate of 10,c. Thi.g. sta.nd1lnl.ized analysis 
allowed one -to see Ju-st ttha:t differanc:e:s the assortment of sales, a.dministrative and 
death pr"'oteCtion charges could make in the cash values. The table balow sur11marize1 
thl!I best and worst companies; -

Vea.rs Held 

1 

e0 

Ca!Sh Surrender Vaiue!I 
Best:- Company W01""st Conpa-ny 

$ 1,760 
9~,061 

• 0 
66,304 

Di ffa-rence 

$ 1,750 
?:T, 777 

Note; One company -,.t,cw.:d better- ftgures than USAA Life, 
the 11 Be'5t Comp•ny" 1 but Hs figures appeared to ba
wr-on;, The study' s design does not allow accurate cortt
pa.r"'iiions for EJ, 10 and 1:i years:. 

The diff~ences noted are, of cour"'SO, astol"lishi.ng •. ihe present worth at 10" interest: 
of ~a:7, 777 due at the and of 20 year!I is •41 128, so we could say the c,:,nsur11er shopplng 
fcir a policy is faced with ro.aking fflOl"9 than a 141 000 wroi:,g choica in his p1.1rchasa 
d_eci_:d~n ·(con5ldarably r,1ore th.an $~, 000 if' years beyond 2.0 Al"& taken into account). 
And we h:aVii-TlOt- ·tad·cred in· tha lower-benefits-on death--into.this $4,000 __ number-... _____ _ 

Another UilY of lookil'i!J: at tha diffo~ftl'ICdls between th~ two policies illustt"ated i!I Co 
a~:iumf! that t:h• best policy rtN1lly doers re-turn 1~ intar-e!l.t over . 20 yelll"'":5 (a 
reasonable assumption, though NI~O' s rate of return service would show 9. 6,C:). By 
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actuarial analysits1 we can work out that 11 Worst Company• s• real yield is not' 10~ but 
about 7.8"• For a ten year period, the USAll policy returns about 9.0%1 whila "WorBt 
Compariy 11 return& about 4. 8"• Parh,11.ps it is. not an,,.logou~, but the Truth-in-Lending Act 
requires Flnnual Percentage Rate& to ba aecurilte to an eighth of ona, percent. 

Th& relai.ivaly high pr~:lum uned by Bast's - '$2,000 -- tends somewhat to obscure 
differential& in aales-, .a.d~11n1strative and death protection chal"'ges when adve,..tised 
current rata• of retu.rn f.n Yniveraal life poUeie-a· or.e eompa~ed with derived rates. of 
return by tha c,othod NICO uses ~ known &ll A 11 Linton Vialdn to ad·u•rias. r.t Life of 
Virginia agent recently presented Ql'le of Massachusetts S8Ll1s customer-s a proposal for 
thot coMpany1 s univcr9ol policy, which on the data of th~ proposal W1'.9 advertised as; 
yielding 111'! SDI.I ,:urrently orediis ~. 4411 to cash values in its dividend formula, By 
the u:,e_ of a particular combination cf whole lif'a and term ridel"S 1 SBLI was able to 

-Show that for, the same annual prarnlum 1t$ policy had slightly higher death bc:nafits 
througho1Jt ·a tw~nty rear coinparison period and, at the ani;t of 20 ye~rs, had higher a. 
co~h ~alue -- 81:5,22! to S11 340. Whun •ubJected to NICO's rate of return analysis oval"' 
ttilenty yea1"'51 SBLI- y1eldi:d 9.U and Life of Virgini..i only 5 • .lt", morQ than f'ive1 
percentage points lower- than it was adve'l"'tiaiT'lg• Apj:)end!M B shows this co111po1rison in 
r,10,e detail, 

In 5hort, the'l"'e: is no NAIC syatem fol" letting c011sutner'S know that 11" in one co!!!par.y 
Mnln-"is sor11at:hlt"ig entirely difraremt from 11" in e1.nothef' company. It cloesn1 t t_ake a lgt 
of imaginntlon to see that life insul"'anca agentn GU over the country are h&ving a 
field day wt.th universal life. It ls bnd enough that con~Ul!lel"'S at-a fooled into buying 
whot appear to be high-yield policies; what i!i WO'r'~G is that roa.n)' are enticed into 
giving up old~I" pol icio!l who&e pro!lpactive rates of return ~ra higher than those 
im?lieit _in univerl:J,al life poUcie:.. 

Consumera Would ·aenefit From Rate of Raturn Dl5Cl0$Ut"'G 

~en con!lutner:s buy a non-standardi;ed packaB_e of' death benefits and savings1 whose tnb 
cnn vary almost infinitely, they c.annot l:.ly anY str-etch of the imagination discern 
Whether the package represents go_od or bad value without gOJJa help. The purchase of a 
ca.~h-value Ufa insurance policy 1s analogov.s to the purc:hase of a bag of pap&yas o,;nd 
auava!:>; unless somaof'!e tells you how rsany of ca.ch cu .. e in thf!! bag snd unless you1 re 
woU informed about the fair price for- eech, thel"O':; no 11ay to know how mueh to pay 
for the b•lil• Ev~n· f.f life• im:.urance buyers were told tha tnix of gavings and 
protec-tie", they dOti1 t kno..,. how ,01,,11:h t.ha p:"'Otcietion should cost so that tr'li?)' can work 
out the pric:a ct <return on> the savings; thr., calculation is too difficult, ariyway& 
~uf: i:he indu5try kr'lcws Mhat; fair value in f'or- pl"'etection, arid can easily provide 
atand11rdiled rate:a, of retl.!rn to consumer£1 th19 c.ilcul&t!en- iu made- with the 1.ar.ua d~•ta, 
aa, that f'cr tha- f.nteres~-a.dJusted c•lculatlon. 

Sueh r-.ate of r-eturn dist:losure& would aid cgMume'I"' purchases ir.imensaly. One 1:an ev~n 
!ipeeulaf:a that increased consumw confidence would followJ surely life insurance 
companies have 1"10t k~pt pace in rec11nt decadas in mail'ltaining theil"" eho.re of personal 
savings, and the re~son may be tha Dl)'S&tery and decept:ion that ~ecor,1pa.h)' most sales .. 
Catlh value life insuranc:e i.hauld be a good investment, considaring the tax ad'lanta.ges 
and the abilities Of insuranee compa.t1ies. to gal; excallent returns on t;hair 
investments. ThCBa, like NICO, who advise consumers shouldn't h.a.va to warn them away 
fro" ea.ch value life in•u-rance because its purc:hasa is !lo haz:arclou:s to one's financial 
health. Jncraa&ed con1:1ium12r undt:r&tanding of relative valuSs in life h'1suraT"1Ce will 
P1Jt:: pressul""& on the iricfustry to become more eff1c:ie:nt,. in t1Jr,.,1 batter eonsu1:1er valuoa 
wi 11 r-enult, 
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May 21, ~987 

Re: Proposed Regulation 211 CHR 34.00: Regulation Gover
ning the Replacement LUe Insurance and Annuities 

Dear Commissioner: 

This ls a potentially Important regulation; Unrestricted, unsupe,vlsed 
and unsuitable ceplacements of existing cash value life insurance policies 
constitute an unreported scandal of substantial dlmens Ions In the United 
States. According ta Valter fl. Zulkowski, a vice-president of the r.lfe 
Insurance Research Management ASsoclatlon (Lll1RAJ, 43\ of Ufe Insurance 
•ales !n 1986 resulted from replacements of existing policies, and that 
flgur~ was ~ from "almost halt• in 1985. CNationa~ Underwriter, Life & 
Kealth/Flnancial Services Edition, Harch 161 lS87, page 1.) These are 
shocking data! And by no means were most of these replacements done by 
agents. of the I\, t.. Williams organ!::ation, who have systematically engaged 
ln "!ndlscriminate replacet1ents, • to quote Professor Bel th of Indiana 
University; agent3 cf all companies have joined the parade, as is obvious 
f:orn the LIHRA data. And In my considered opinion as a life Insurance 
actuary with 30 years experience, the majority, if not the large n,ajor!ty, 
of these replacements have not been !n the interests of the affected, or 
shall I say •afflicted", policyowners; instead, by generating high first 
year co!Ml!ss!on,, replaeem<!ht$ $erve tne · financial interests of the agents 
who uork this market... As the operator of a rate of retm:n service for the 
!:.ational Insurance Consumer organization (NICO), I have evaluated proposals 
for more than 500 NICO customers In recent years, and in many of these I 
have seen the ill ~ffects of replacements. 

To put the matter sia,ply and directly: the pockets of millions of 
American life Insurance policyownets are being picked by unfettered 
teplaeements of older ;ollcles, and nobody ls doing anything effective about 
It. In the securities business, the word for this type of activity is 
"churning,• and ln my opinion this ls not too strong a term to apply to the 
replacement racket. 

Replacements -- the term In my comments will. alwys apply to 
replacements of cash value policies, as opposed to term ll fe pol icles 
take many for~. Tito particular types bear mention, 

(1) More Coverage for the Same Annual Premium -- Since death benefit costs 
in cash value policies are usually a very small hactlon of the pternlum 

121 N. Payne Street 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

. t7n~ l ~49-8050 . 
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payment, It ls relatively easy to divert money currently flowing into the 
cash values or dividend values of an existing policy to buy 9reater face 
amounts at the expense of future values. It is all but impossible for even 
a reasonably alert policyholder to detect the unfavorable trade-off that 
usually accompanies such transformations; the policyholder ls seldom, If 
ever, sho1ffl that he or she would be better served by continuing the present 
policy and purchaslnq new coverage for the excess amount, Universal Life Is 
well suited to this scheme because of its flexibility to accomodate 
transfets of existing policy values at time of sale with subsequent premiums 
set equal to those currently being paid. 

(2) Prom1;,es of ,:treater Investment Returns -- As almost eve.ryone knows by 
now, Universal Life (UL) 15 sold by quoting the (usually) attractive current 
Interest tate paid on pollcy values, that is, on amounts left over after 
doductloos of expenses and mortality charges. Often citing relatively low 
Investment returns ascribed to whole life products by the famous press 
releases that accompanied the 1979 Federal Trade Commission report on life 
Insurance, Which vere misleading and were out of date as soon as they 
appedred, agents persuade p~llcyholders to switch to UL, or other 
"intere5t•sensltlve• products, when ln fact these policies usually have 
worse returns In the short run -- say, 5 to 10 years -- and are likely to 
have worse returns ln the long ;1111, · 

The life Insurance policyholder need~. more help from regulatory bodies 
than ls found In the proposed regulatlon. Constdet the source of the 
regulation: political pressure by the Massachusetts Association of Life 
Underwritets, backed by the domestic companies in Massachusetts. llhy are 
they anxious for the regulation to be adopted in its ptesent· form? In my 

_ opinion, a ma:lor unstated teason ls that It will place the Imprimatur of the 
Commonwealth on all future replacements that folloli the rules, regatdless of 
the sul tabill ty of those replacements for the policyholdets affected, ~qd 
thereby eliminate- the danger of priv~t• actions for damages. 

There ls a response to this Initiative that the Massachusetts ·01v1slon 
aE Insurance can undertake and that would afford substantial protection to 
targets of •teplacement artists,• to quote Professor Belth again: Include In 
the tegul~tlon a suitability requirement analogous to that which applies to 
the sale of variable life Insurance policies, which are securities. This 
would shift the legal burden to defend unsuitable replacements to the 
replacing agent•• company, which would have to measure the legal risk ln 
pumittlng its agents (or brokers) un£otteted freedom to teplace at will. 
ThlS could b• done by adding this paragraph to section 34.06 (and a similar 
paragraph to 34.07): 

(e > In the case of relai:!ng insurer, determine that the 
replacement ls suitable for the polieyouner of. the existing 
po~lcy. 

Insurers have the technical resources to analyze the likely effects of 
replacements on pol!cyo\/llers; pollcyowners do not, nor would they get any 
help from the propoaed replacement. Nel~h•r In-force Interest-adjusted 
Indices nor In-force rates of retutns are required by the regulation, 
despite the technical teaslbillty of either approach. 
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In support of this last statement, and as background to some of the 
opinions voiced In thb statement, I am submitting a copy of testimony that · 
I supplied to a subcommittee of the U. s. House of Representatives In 1984; 
though now somewhat dated, I belleve lts Dl&ssage remains relevant. 

Sincerely, 

J=;:11~ 
Fellow, society 

of Actuaries 
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Statement of James H, Hunt, FSA 
llation~l Insurance consllll!l!r Organization 

121 Horth Payne Street 
Alexandria, VA 22314 

before the 

National Association of Insurance Commissioners 
Llfe and Health Actuarial (Technical) Task Force 

Honforfeiture Law Working Group 

June t, 1992 

'l'heee remarks constitute a one-day effort to communicate concerns that I have 
long felt about the Standard No.nforfeiture Law (BNFL). It was iuy hope in 
attending the Seattle meeting of the Nonforfeiture Law Working Group (Group) to 
prepare a more comprehensive statement than what follows, but there was too 
much else to do and this ls a formidable topic. I have not kept up very well 
with· the Group's deliberations, and it ls possible that some of my remarks may 
raise questions the Gronp has already dealt vith In a way that would be 
satisfactory to me; if so, l apologize, 

Th• author Is a former insurance cor,missloner of Vermcnt, has worked for the 
insurance ·departments of Massachusetts and Nev Hampshire, has served on many 
Hl\IC committees, is currently the product actuary for Massachusetts savings 
Bank r.ife Insurance, has been a directoz bf NICO since 1980, and operates a 
Rate-of-Retuxn (ROR) Service for HICO. Io this last connection, I have 
analyzed hundreds of life Insurance proposals and in-force projections ove: the 
last aevual years, and I have seen about everything there la to see by way of 
the egngious 1111nlpulations of the SHl'L, Despite this background, I have never 
been asked by the industry-dominated life insurance commlttees of the American · 
Acadeny of Actuaries to eene on those committees, which purport to give a 
disinterested actuarial response to current regulatory issues. l urge the HAIC 
Task Force to guard against undue Influence by the industry and its consultants 
ln striking a balance between industry and consu111ers, My impression Is that 
the Group· lS heading in that direction. 

I hope here to demonstrate, at least in a preliminary way, that life Insurance 
consumers are 111-oerved by the SNFL. The philosophy of the SNFL, It seems to 
me, ls: All blame to those ,,ho terminate their polieies. Perhaps this was 
appropriate to an earlier age, bat in a da:y of ra111pant replacements of existing 
policies, it is highly inappropriate. In the mid-l980's, 50\ of sales of cash 
value policies were replacement sales. J.'rom the latest data I have, the LIHRA 
1987-1988 Long-term Ordinary Lapse Survey in the United States, we have; 
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NAIC NFL Working Group Page 2 June 41 1992 

Traditional Whole Life Lapses 

Policy Year 

1 
2 

3 - 5 
5 - 10 
11 Up 

Inforce after: 5 yeai:a 
10 yeon 

Sy !'ace Amount 

16.7 \ 
11,5 
10,5 
11.] 

8.2 

52,9 \ 
34.5 

By Number of Policies 

17 .1 \ 
10. 7 

8.6 
9.5 
6.0 

56,5 \ 
41.5 

These lapse :cates far exceed hlstox ical nouns, probably by a factor of 2. 
Policyholder losses have been huge, thanks to BNFL's workings. Although it is 
likely lapse rates have moderated in years since 1987-1988, I would be aston
ished to learn they have returned to historical noni:;, There ls, as far as I 
can tell; virtually no discipline exerted by companies on thelr agents not to 
replace older policies, as there was when I first entered the business in the 
late 1950'•• and every company has a replacement vehicle, one of my last five 
ROR analyses was of a proposed replacement by Northwestern Mutual'• agent of a 
Union Central policy, so replacements abound in the best of company, not just 
among the Inheritors of the A L Williams tradition. (In defense of HHL, it ha5 
the least ma.hipulated cash value patterns of any company I can think of. ) 

In today•~ cash value llfe insurance market, characterized by high replace
ments, •enhanced• policy ptoposals and lack of meaningful disclosure to 
consumers of the effects of these forces, it is no longer appropriate to write 
a SNFL that allows the excesses of the past to continue. (The Group may also 
wish to take not.ice of a slo11ly growing trend tovard "low-load• llfe insurance 
and "restructnred• whole life policies, the latter involving Yearly Renewable 
Term/Paid-up Additions riders that have the effect of producing much higher 
early cash sui:render values. l Draft Cll of a •second Standard Nonforfeiture 
taw (SSNFLJ" says in Section 1. that the •rigorous method for determining· the 
equitable treatment of different classes of policyholders ••. ts by a 
comparison of cash sgrrender values·, •• to asset shares on a retrospec.tlve 
basis,• This Is of course an actuarial forllllllatlon, not a public policy one. 
As such, it assesses 100\ of the blame for lapse to the lapsers, but is not · 
some of the blame {onus, burden, cost allocation, whatever) reasonably asses
sable to the life insurers and their agents and brokers for over-zealous sales 
techniques, failure to disclose in a meaningful way (year-by-year ROR's, for 
example, as later shown l, and inappropriate replacements in a llilrket that has 
no means of assisting consumers to measure the pros and cons of replacement. 
Let's face it: Chubby Checkers was only a step ahead of the twisters of today. 

The.e iB another approach to reasonab1·e cash surrender values that has been 
around for 15 years or so and that should serve as a model for the Group: the 
laws and regulations governing variable life inearance {VLI), I am no expert 
on VLI (though I was an HAIC variable life comittee member when state regu
lations were being devieed), bat ls it not the case that in this segment of the 
business there are 8 up-front" expense allowances and there are ndeferred" pales 
and ac:quis i ti on expenses? It is my understanding that the bas is for these 
deferred surrender charges ls exactly the point I have been making about 
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PAIC NFL working Group Page 3 June 4, 1992 

assessin9 "blame.• That ls, under SEC theory, not all costs .of early lapsers 
are to be borne by the lapsersi the sales process is assessed some costs. '!'he 
following sales and administrative expense deductions are taken from a 
Prudential VLI prospectus: ;~ per premium payment; •sales loads" of 30\ of the 
first year's •scheduled" premlllll!, 10\ for years 2-5, and 5\ thereafter (of 
which the excess over 5\ is deferred and collectible only on surrender, whlc:h 
produces deferrred sales surrender chnges of 25\1 JD\, 35\1 40,, 45\, 45\ In 
the first six years, declining to 0\ at year 11); premium tax of 2.5\; 
$2.50/month administration, $5/81,000 deferred administrative surrender charge 
for flve years, phased out over th• next five: years; and ,60\ a&set charge for 
mortality and expense guarantees. ('!'here ls a $ .01/month/Sl, 000 for the 
guarantee of minimum .death benefit 1f market values collapse that I have not 
used below.) Finally, Cost of Insurance (COI) charges may be deducted iip to 
1980 CSO maximums. 1 applied this schedule of charges to a Metropolitan whole 
life pol!cy I recently analyzed. This ls my estl11ate of cash surrender values 
(CSV's) in the first two yeai:s for the Hli!'l' policy (al as illusrated and (b) 
using the charges In tbe PRU prospectus, which may or may not be SEC maximums: 

$5001 000 Hale Preferred Nonsmoker Age 39 

1. Ptemium 

2. csv, Policy Year l 

3. csv, eollcy Year 

A& Whole Life As Variable Life 

$ 6, 5~5 

0 

. 1,295 

~ 6,545 

1,825 

i,500 

Since this was a prefotted issue, I used COI charges £or the second column 
equal to «latively low YRT rates; subtract about $500 In year 1 and $1,000 in 
year 2 lf naxlmum charges are used. rnterest at 8\ was credited to Column 2. 
Since l am comparing to a MET policy that includes a dividend of $795 in year 
2, It ~••ms appropriate to use 8\ Interest and normal COI char\jeS. 

Whether t:hl& Illustration is typical Is hard to say; I doubt KET tried to get 
all it could out of SNFL. But If these numbers are not precise, they are 
likely· illustrative of the differences between assessin9 all the blame to 
lapsers and assessing lUot some of It, If somebody's asset share finds that 
ME'!' would lose money on a lapse at the end of year l or year 2 using CSV' s In 
Column 2, I'd like to know how HBT could put a $500,000 YRT policy on the books 
for ssoo a year and not lose money. I would suspect that MET would lose money 
only if the asset share calculation allocated eJ<penses on a per $1,000 basis 
that had no relationship to ac:tual expenses on a $250,000 minimum size policy. 

This last paragraph leads me to this point: minimum CSV's ~ be arranged so 
life insurers ac:tually lose money on an opt-of-pocket basis during the first 
two or tbree policy years. Not only is thls consistent with the notion of not 
assessing 100\ of the blame to lapsers, but Jt could have a salutary effect on 
the assiduousness with which life Insurers defend replacements of their own 
pollctes. Many life Insurers, ln my opinion, arrange CSV's so that they mate 
money whether or not the policy lapses, Indeed they may make more money if the 
policy lapses than if it doesn't. 'l'he ME'!' policy above surely makes money on a 
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VC~ibit C-¥ 

NAIC NFr. Working Group Page 4 June 4; 1992 

lapse in the first three years, though this is not to say MET ,rould encourage 
lapses. There are worse examples than ME'l''s. llhat evidence ls there for this 
statement in the absence of knowledge of MET's pricing assumptions? The policy 
!n question vas analyzed by me using a Linton Yield technique, and the computez 
print-out of what I sent the client 1s attached as Exhibit A. Here are the 
one-year ROR's ·for the first several years: 

Policy Yen Rate of Return 

1 "100.0 \ 
2 - 78.4 
3 l. 4 
4 18,6 
S 15.9 
6 13.1 

7 - 20 lOt - 11 \ 

21 (not Jn Bxh A.) 9, 7 \ 

ROR's drop to just under 10\ in year 21 as the implicit surrender charge wears 
off. (These ROR 's may be very slightly overstated by use of YRT usumptions 
slightly too high for the preferred nonsmoker class at 8500, 000.) Since MET 
can '.l= earn mare than 9. 7\ (forgetting that it can't earn 9. 7% at the moment), 
it seems clear to me that a policy lapse after the second or third year would 
be as profitable to MET as it is a disaster for the policyowner. 

The ROR's shown, which may be compared to interest rates, raise this question: 
Shouldn 1t the policyowner have this lnformatl<>n in his or her possession so 
that intelligent choices can be made about retention of inforce policies? 
Perhaps I should put this question another way: Would any of the Group• s 
professional members purport to advise a client about retention of such a 
policy wl thout information like this? 

For me, the lesson is thi&: l':lther nonforfeiture .values should be arranged to 
avoid patlerns of ROR's (or whatever other measure) such as shown above (and 
this ls a modest example), or we should supply the ROR's at time of policy 
issue, Of course, I would argue that true consumer justice would be secured by 
doing buth. · 

Hark back to the lapoe ratea presented earlier. Is it not· possible that there 
is a conneclian between maximized surrender charges and these lapse ·rates? If 
insuren profit from early lapses, what incentive is there to train agents not 
to replace? An economist night aay that the market is working: insurexs are 
following market practices to maximize profits by engaging ln and/or tolerating 
replacements of old pollcies that in so many cases vould be profitable retained 
by the policyovners. (Anticipating a re5ponse to the effect that the industry 
isn't all that profitable ·- which I don't necessarily accept -- Is the problem 
of perceived low prof!tabilty a case of the agents/brokers draining off too 
much money from both companlH and consumers for selling policies only 50\ of 
which persist more than Bix or seven years?) 
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~~ilii't 
NAIC NFL working ·oroup Page 5 June t, 1,92 

ln what fo1low, l vant to leave the Group vlth the results of some ROR 
calculations for other companlH that I have done ln the last year ·or two. 

Onc-yeai: aatea of Return 

Company 
Pol 

Yr A B C D E F G H 

1 . -100.0, • 98,7\ -100.0\ -100.0, -100.0, -100.0, -100.0, -100,0\ 
2 - 87,9 - 97.2 - 77,7 -100.0 - 59,2 -100.0 -100.0 -100.0 
3 3,4 lZ,0 24,7 • 84,0 - 12,0 -100,0 - 83,5 -100.0 
( 6,6 9,4 26,0 - 11.9 - 4,3 -100.0 2,5 -100.0 
5 7.7 7,6 20,4 13,7 0,1 -100.0 23,9 - 83,J 

6 B,3 6.8 5,5 14,7 8,8 14,l 16.5 54.6 
7 10.1 7,1 8.9 U,7 9,7 36,l U,5 24,6 
8 10,l 7,2 8,7 15,8 9.3 25.4 13,4 17.6 
9 10.0 7,3 8.6 15,l 9.2 21.7 13.4 29.9 

10 ,., 7,5 8.6 14.7 9,1 19.0 13.4 SJ.JI 

15 9.6 7,9 9.9 10,4 8.4 12.2 14,1 19.7* 

20 9.5 8.9 9,8 9.1 9,5 12.7 12,4 19,5* 

21 Nat calculated 11.6 10,8 6.7 

• ROR's tor Interim years range from s.s, to 6,2\ 

A ls Northwestern MUtual and B ls Mass Mutoa11 the former ls essentially free 
of any .manlpulatlon, 1f I may use that term, vhlle the latter ls virtually so. 
Pollcyowners would not be severely da111aged by terminating a polley in any 
partlcalar year. C la Mutual of llew Yark1 sanender after a year or two 1s 
obviously 111-conslderea. D ls a "Kad 5" from Prudential; knowledge of the 
pattern of R0R's would be exceedingly helpful to a pollcyowner. E 111 PRU 1s 
variable Appreciable Life projected at 12\ gross; the ROR 1s are low_ because the 
policy Is only Sl00,000 at age 281 and the VLl Charges are dlsproportlcnatel:ir 
111r9e, but the policy 11 £rec 0£ unlpulatlon, F Is •rransHax• from . 
'l!ransarnerica, In my experience ane of ·the worst offenders under the SHl!'L; lt ls 
a Universal Llfe·pollcy pro:lected at 8,251 vi.th extremely low pro:lected 
mortalltlf charges. Bither I don't ander&tand thlo poUcy, or the pubUc 11 
being fooled Into buying It, G 111 a John Hancock "Modltled Life• policy. e Is 
11 Volanteer State (Chabb LlfeAmer1caJ '1,5 million pollcy sold to 11 41-year 
1111le nonsmoker; the pattern of ROR's waald have been more dramatic had I 
entered R0R • a for policy years 11•14 and l&-19. In my naivete, I thoagh 
defeued dividend po_llcie_s had been outlawed! · 

It 1111y be that the foregoing table presents a plctm:e some of the Group melllbers 
haven •_t seen before ln just tbls for•, l hope that one of the goals of the 
group ·will be to narrow slgnlflcantly, lf not ellmlnate, those patterns above 
thst are • lmply egregloas, 

c-I 
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HAlC lll'L Vorll:ln9 Group Paga 6 Juni 41 1992 

111 the "You've Got 'l'o SH It 'fo Believe Itl• category 1s this 199D proposal 
from Harth American Company for Life and Health. It was for $2.5 mllllon on a 
female age 65 wltb.premllJIIB of 826,400 foloved by-$34 1 200. 

Year ltOR Year ROl Year ROR Year ROR 

1 -100.0, 6 -100.0, ll 52.6' 16 26.2' 
2 7 - 33.4 12 43.8 17 26.1 
3, a 333.6 13 38.5 18 25.9 
4 ' ,1.0 14 34., 19 25.& 
5 • 10 64,8 15 '36,3 2D 25.3 

Vllen flr&t these ROR'B came out of my computer I assumed I haa misread the 
proposal. Thon, I extracted the current mortality charges (COi's) from the 
before-surrender-charge •policy values,• and it appeared that COi charges fzom 
11ge 65 to n were the sama, 'l'he company not only confirmed that they lrll!re the 
same, bat .noted that the scheme had the blessing of one of the two· laJ:gest 
actuarial Urms that consult. with Ufa insurers. I have never taken the tlme 
to leazn how thiB sche11e 11111t tbe letter of the Blll'L/ I think 1 t obv1oue it 
dldn't met the sptrlt. 

There ia one more pattern of ROR's that _may interest the Group: ,econa-to·die 
policies. I show one below fer Hanullfe, and 1•111 sure I've seen a similar 
pattern from 'fransaierlca, but I can't locate it. ·The pattern shown appears to 
involve manipulation of surrender charges, implicit or expl1clt1 through a 
JD•year period. 'l'he pattezn· ls atypical a111DDg the perhaps two dozen second-to
dle poUclea I have analyzed. 

Polley_ Year Rates of Return 

1 • 49.2 

5 - 7 .4 

10 - 4.3 

15 3.2 

20 37.7 

25 22.6 

30. 14,3 

Because this policy vae proposed to husband and wife, each 39, the martallty 
charges through JO yaara are very low, The •cash on cash" return -- Linton 
Yield assuming zero COi -- ls ver_y close to the _ROR 's shown, 

Flna1iy, to show an unusual pattern of surrend~i vales ln the first few years, 
hes:e ls a $3~0,000 pulley purchased.by a Massachusetts resident at age 6D from 
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IIAIC 8'L working GEOUp Page 7 .June f, 1992 

Alellllnclu llalU1 l ton Llfl. . The 1 tllrzent Basts• proposal ls 1111184 on 8.1\: 

PoUcy Annual "Accumulation• surrender 
!ear Premium• va1ue value Death Benefit 

1 ·,12,200 ' 9,269 8 1,211 S350,000 
.z a,too 15,164 0 350,000 
3 8,400 21,322 2,522 350,000 

• 8,400 27,752 9,991 350,000 
5 a,too Jt,t67 11,756 350,000 

• ts,ocio at lnceptlon plus $700/month. 

The flrs~ · point here ls that the Ural: year surrender value disappears in year 
2 de11plte payments that far exceed any imaginable sel: of COi's. (The policy 
vas l&11ued ln a preferred classlflcatlon.) 'l'be second polnt 11 thilt the 
aurrender charge la 820,000 on a policy of only $350,000 that bas planned 
monthly premiums total Ung '8,400 per year. Such a relationship la presumably 
juatitl.ed by AHL (anCI other Colll(lllnies J on the basis that Bll!'h a 111uendar 
charge 111 perml tted on a Whole lUe contract of the same face amount. And AHL 
would further point out that the suxrender · charges were disclosed in the policy 
sent to the insured, True. But thla ls not the same as aayln9 that the 
pollcyhol4ez received an understanding of Vhat was happening to him. A 820;000 
surrender charge 1s all out of proportion to the prposed annual payment •. (The 
$20,000 would still apply if $51 000 was not paid at lnceptlon,l 

The Second standud Hontorfelture Lav Working Group has an opportunity to 
provide a much talrer balance between company needs and conswner expoctatlons. 
If the •sins• that I have tried to catalog ln a non-actuadal way have been 
ad4reHed by the Group; then l apologize for not finding the time to understand 
better the direction ln vhlch lt ls going. 

58-720 - 92 - 4 

- ; 
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/ NICO'S RATE OF RETURN CROR) SERVICE 
{,,h;b; f C.-8 

!SURER: • at INITIAL FACE J\Jo'IOUNT: S 500000 INSURANCE AGE:: 39 

'OLICY: lnu IV 98 CLASS: HALE IIONSHOKER 

HHttHCA9-i VAI.U£ PCllCYn•HtH •HtfffHHtmti TEAl1 t lt'VEST DIFFEriNCE AT: e. 7 i,utHHIHH 
111 1e> ,., Ill 151 161 171 {81 t~I Iii! UIJ 

D5iTH 6(DEl1.W 
Rim 00 IF ruM COST SID£FW!I ll!ll!:FIT END YR AJfPL 

CASK DUTUiYt T£llll RlllE Cf llE6 YR llE6 YR ra 1e, ROR's 
:v fHm.. S!lRRf>DER DEArn SAME AS IN;ll)) PER IERII 1101• + (51+(6) !IDl1~ llllll 
IR PllEHIUM VWJE BENEfll co. 11) -I&) t!OOII rns <U-171 1•(3)1 . S.7 1 AilT 

6545.lli e 5- e1s.ee 193%9 0.9:? SU 6e.ll 500000 6552 -111,1.e,: 
6515.00 I~ ~-, 651'-1!0 1&7116 0.~a :;JS ie$8 - 13"6 -7M 
6515.llB 1351i 5l320il 6515.118 463582 1.IIG m 19616 ~ 21315 I.I 
6515.00 1mi; 1mm 6515.118 179351 1.15 612 21219 507"<00 2968G 18,6 
6515.ee = 51200a 6545.N 1765115 .l.25 656 35-195 51- 38565 15.9 

6545,M 349~ Slm4 6S45.i6 113169 1.35 69? #Ill 51- 16253 13.1 
65-15.00 15.ell 5.!Sle.l 6515.eB m~ 1,~7 752 54216 5"51011 58121 II.I 
6515.l!i! -~ 533108 6515.1!8 16&66e I.ES Bil 61118 s.3100 om1 11.0 
6545.88 68~8 s;me 6515.ee 165\al 1.92 9So 75500 54- seua 11.e 
6545.M 6le&4 55l7e.! t.545.!I\ 4!.4m 2.22 10911 87513 551700 95148 10.2 

e.ee 119(115 =a e.ee •=1 2.55 les5 93893 5625N 1E'.!201iii 18.5 
9.00 96921 55190i e.ee 151281 2.95 1400 l01l616 551509 le';;t9 10.1 
I.M IBSIE& ~ I.II\ 11~~1) 3.35 1536 l0TTil3 548100 117107 10,3 
9.80 113825 S.!JN e.ee 4?7B5i 3;75 1661 115112 swoo i= 18.G e.ee ll!li'll 5395H U!. 41:!alS 4.05 1711 li!3685 53950a 134384 10.7 

e.ee 13123• 5J7101 o.ea U45l& 4.35 IB~ l:!a5£4 smee im:n IM e.ee l!QSI 536J0Q aea l?me 4,66 1873 14.!lSd 536JIJ0 151155 lM e.ee 1513Jll 531291 e.118 :8H61 s.1c = 152433 537280 1651<0 10.4 
e.ee 17.l!,05 539.W 0.118 376386 5,78 <!205 163114 SJ'l800 ITT55\l 10,7 
0.00 l9B277 51.\Jee 0.11! 3&9112 6.40 241!.l 175128 541:lll\l 193271 11.0 

I edd$60 • IIEAN9 COl.~N FOR PRIOR YEAR. 
AltRAG£AlltAROR'6 TRI. 61U>I 

I'll.ICY l<EJ>T 1001< AAT 1101 ART IF 9.lAA'D. WIRSUR. IIOR' S 
POUCY\'BiliS IOOl:AIIT 

-5.1" e 
6.3 16111 6 n!Ji!l 10 11.111 
8.1 S&ill ti lllliUl5 18,4 PRE~RED FUR1 ura bar-or 
a.a 1m.:1 16 rnm ell le.5 DllT£: lB•mar-!Z 
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N~S 
RATE OF RETURN•<ROR> SERVICE 

INSURER: NHL INITIAL FACE AMOUNT: $ 650000 INSURANCS AGE: 34 

POLICY: SELECT LIFE 

POL· 
ICY 

VEIIR 

6 
7 
e 
9 

1e 

II 
12 
IJ 
11 
15 

ttffttttCASH ~LI£ POllCVHHIHI 
UI <el 131 

= Im.JAi. S\JRREl«JER I/EJ11JI 
PREHlllt VALUE J;f;ll£FIT 

s,s:;,oo"' 0 650000 
IIZBS,00 936 65HOO 
ms.oo 1!957 651500 

. Bell5,00 1775, 654900 
8285,00 moo 660100 

!c&s.oo 37957 !67100 
8285,00 50165 mm a,as.oo 6355\ 691908 
82ll5,00 78167 707680 
8265.00 ~93 7~ 

6285.00 mm J.IE600 
82ll5,00 130395 7&:m 
8285.00 1507!8 71!4700 
e.as.oo 172981 -eoos.ai 1970!9 833300 

16 6285. 00 e.!3269 660000 
11 e.as.01 esms esam 
1B &l'aS,00 ~82415 918-100 
19 · B2ll5.00 315716 951!100 
~ 8285,0! 3'51Ba7 SB3MI! 

'i( ~ 1-1 .... (A'vr~tl'~·~ . TAX. l'A!N 
r, NM..]CY KE.PT 101b'. MT ue:c: AAl Jr' B'JRIMl. 

•il1111110HBIN TERM & HIVES! DIF'ftREta: 1tla 
m. 151 161 m IBI 

/tlli1L MT 11' TERII 
OUTIJIV1 lERll RATE -~s JNSIJI P£ll 
ta. UI -la) tlooat 

!<M.00 ~ 0,75 
8265.0& 6JJS16 0,76 
i21i5,01 626139 D,78 
8285.00 6&11&9 0,llZ 
~5.~ 615015 8,86 

llffi5.00 illlll74 M2 
Bi:BS,00 6103'9 B,~i 
82JJ5,ell 6IC671 1,06 
ll285,el 612199 !,15 
1!285.00 611~ 1.es 

ozss.ee 617182 1.35 
eeas.oo WI~ !.47 
8285.00 624131 l,!B 
6ffi,!e 6211!;!~ 1,92 
eaue 6.ti19 ue 
llcl5.00 637e37 2.55 
8215.00 ~ 2.S'ii 

-·"" 6+7162 3.35 
82115.01 632619 a,75 
B265.!e 65699l 4.05 

ltdd S6e 

MARBI~ fll~.1S 
P!X.ICI' VEIIIIS 1081< MT 

COST 
Of 

TERM 
INS 

512 
542 
549 
569 
519 

~ 
658 
700 
m 
628 

893 
572 

1199 
1166 
116+ 

!!BS 
1951 ma 
es~ 
f721 

SJD!fl.M) 
BES rn 

(10)• • 
m-m 

7713 
1008~ 
1'9,Ji;J 
~711 
;5085 

CLASS; HALE !lONSHOKER 

7. 7 jHHHK .. " 
191 1111 

DEATH SIIIEFUWJI 
BE!a'JT El!II YR 
li<ll VR ca. 161 

15ltl61 ltCIJtl 
1•131) 7. 7 I 

6.';)IOO 8341 

-· 173<5 651500' 26995 
65\!lell 37369 
660100 48563 

6056< ms.e 
87e81 

llll:115 
ll6ei:b 

135093 
153393 
17[:;57 
193!U 
et6163 

uu 
illll'L 
RilR'• 
fOOj 
rurr 

•108.91 
-67.9 

u 
6.6' 
7,7 

6.3 
16,1 
le.I 
10.0 
9.9 

9.9 
9,7 
9,7 
9.7 
9.G 

9.6 
9.~ 
9.6 
9.6 
S.5 

_..,. 
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~ff1e,1r e 

NXC0 1 S RATE OF RETUR:U CROR) SERVXCE 

INSURER; JOHN HAHCOCK INITIAL FACE AMOIJJIT: e 250000 INSURANCE AGE: 37 

POLICY I 1100 LIFE CLASS: MALE NONSMOKER 

HtHt:c:A,SH WII.UE PCl.[CYtHtff IHffffHIMIUV TERM I It-MST DtFfEREl'«:E ATt 9. 7 jHHffflMff 
Ill m m m 151 161 17) 181 . 191 ue1 UII 

MT IF 
DEATH fi!IIEl'ltll) 

IHlli. lEIIII COST sn:m,m SEN.FIT em YI! lill'L 
Rll.- CASH WT&JlY1 TEIIN IIIITE· IF Eal YI! SE6 YR Ill. 181 IIJR•• 

ICY rm.ill. Wl!IIENDER !IEATH SUERS INSIJI IH TEIIM ue1• + ISl • ISI - llleJ 
IEAA l'REllllJI \'rLLE IIEl£FIT CO. UI -(SJ tleeet IJIS 111-171 1•131) 9,H MT 

I em.110 ii - 2473.llll e4?Bee B.116 m eeae f91!011 em Mlt,eei. 
2 em.110 e ~ mue 215m L92 2!S Wt - 50~ HM.110 
3 2173,110 JS8 - em.ea 212177 e.98 298 7223 - 792\ -BJ.SI 
4 l!\73.ell es7D - Wl.911 fm17 1,llEi 311 !Ml !See0r! 1lllb2 e. •5 
5 2473.1111 SB2S 15li!ii f473.ll(! 236797 1,15 332 132113 - 11\SS 23.91 

' 3315,ell lim !51~ 3315,911 !3352 l,!5 3:2 174-111 !5l!09 19113 l&.53 
7 3315.911 15065 1255418 3315,1\! 2Jl317 l,lS 375 - - •~1 14.51 
8 3315,llll 2e383 eGSm 3315.lll llll561 U1 483 1!7139 e68700 2'1115 13.47 
9 759,00 2JUI mm 75'1,lt - t.1,8 4511 31Q1S 26- .12996 13.43 

18 a.110 e51IT - ua -t'l L92 586 38191 - 35616 13.43 

11 a.et - - e.ee 215211 ue ll6a - 269386 JM9\ 13.1.l 
12 e.ae ~13 !S9Cll e.ae 21- l'.55 619 37875 - 1115\ 13.SG 
13 e.ae 359!& !517911 Ml 2138J7 2.95 691 4l8G3 esme 14831 

"~ 
II e.oo lllilo - 8.llil eeJI 3.35 761: 411b9 25.16el 4Ba49 11.12 
15 Ll!8 U7&2 !53S4G LIii 1!95963 3.15 832 17517 15391 5i!l38 14.&7 

16 e.ee :!01112 l:5\500 I.ill BIJ<'52 4.15 683 51248 - 56!26 11,11 
17 Lllil 56Be9 £5i!le0 LIii 1!91611 4.35 937 S5eBi - ·611656 ll,11 
IS MIi Ea273 es~soo e.ae l!Ml23 \,Ill 931 596n 259888 ~73 13, 
19 e.e• 68997 26.lJ0i! t.116 l98iel 5.11 1671 6\339 2633el1 71l653 II<. ea t.111 76211 261-111 t.111 l979J5 5. 78 USS 69165 2674111 76211 IUI 

i odd tSt • M£lN! C(LUllff FOi l'lllOR \!AA, 
--r(IR't TAI, &11N 

IF POI.ICY 1\EPT lei, ART llllll liRT If SURR'D, IIH!ill!R. ll!lR'B 
Pa.ICY~ l~ART 

5 l'BlliS -19,<J;l •19.sti e 
ltl'EAA!I ,.65 4.93 f:91:& 6 7HRJ Ii 14.88l 
15 YEAAS I.II 8.65 21693 II !HRJ 15 14.111 PIOAAEIIFDR,DR-
l!li YEAAS 9,7! 9.93 53112 16 ll!IIJ l!li 13.35 IIATEI 12-111/-91 
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SBLI COMPANY - WOBURN MA TEL No. 617 938 6574 Jun 18,92 17:33 P.22 

JAMES H. HUNT 
OONIIUI-TJNG ACTUARY 

e TAHANTO 8Tftll:ET • 

: eQNC:ORD, NICW HAMPetflRlt 03801 

~ow. eoor&n OP AOTUAII~ 

MsN•••• ""lmM;AH AOADSIIIT C1P AcnialUall 

-
•100,000 Whole L1~e Policy 

N•l• Nonaaokar Age 3a 

Induatry Coat Diaoloaure natbod: 

10 Veo:re 20 Veara 

Surrwnd•r Ooat Xnd•~ 
Het Payaent Coat Xnde~ 
Equiv•l•nt Dividend Index 

Rat.e o£•R•t.urp. Oi• cloaura Method: 

Year• Pol
icy Kapt 

8 
10 
15 
20 

1.es 
10.57 
2.~4 

Average Annual 
Rat.A o!f Rat.urn 

-8,5" 
5.0 
7.7 
8.6 

A rate o~ r•turn ia an aat1a• t.e 0£ 
_th• inv-taent. return on t.ha policy 
••Pr•••ed •• en int.eraat rate. 

-1,es 
7.27 
6.24 

12/UI/BB 
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P'El.l.OYI. 800'ncTY OP" A~UAtU&• 

MSN• lft, AMICIUCA.N ACJAD .. lY OP AtnuAw.111:• 

John O. Hcnt9oaery • tSA 
Chier£ ACt.U&l'f 

,JAMES H, HUNT 

CONSULTING ACTUARY 
II TAHANTO STR.an' 

CONCORD, Nl!W HAMP'SHIIIE ~1 
e03·22.4-UOIS 

CG11:forn1e In• uranQe l)epcn-taent 
84~ 11'1lah1ra !Slvd. 
l,oil Angeles,• CA 9C)010 

Dear Kr. ·kont.goaery, 
Jt•: Yield lndllX Propoa.d Re9ulat.ion 

X have ::,,uat learned that Ceu;iaa1oner GarC111•nd1 hea propoaed the ~AtC Yi•ld Index 
R••iulQtlon -£or adopt.ten. · I wi•h to aupport lb edopt.i.on bat.h peraon11lly und on beh~lf 
ol. the National InaurOf'.lc:• Cct1au• tt ~ganiution (NICO>., o-E uh.ich l •• • dir.•ct:.or. 
Since ttJt 1ticept1on in. 1980, NICO ha• urg•d adopt.ion en rat.•-o~-ret.urn di•clo•urw in 
Uie inauranca. l vaa • a • shlll' 0£ t.ha 'teak E'orc• that. daviaad t.he aod• l regul• t.ian. 
In the l~t.i 1970'e, .. Dit-actor of th• Stat.• Ret.!ng: 8u"i"a&u in tha H• aaachuaat.t.a 
Dtv!aion 0£ ln•urance, I authored a at.udy ant.it.led., 11Tha Ca• a -£or Rat.a-o:l-Rabn;-n. 
DJac:loaura in l.i£e Inauran.ce,.'" which t"Deaived liait.ad circulation within· the 
indu•~• For neerly t«n r••r•• I hava operated a rata .. 0£-raturn CROR) aarvice Co:£ ay 
d••i9n> :fol" NICO t.hat haa alltViad aore than 1000 cuat.0-.ara. Exa.lll~lea of thie aervica, 
which can be used t.o. analy:z• both propoul• for nav policiea· and in-forc:e ledger 
• t.at•••nta, are attached. HICO~• ROR anelyaia uaaa the Linton. Yield aet.hod, which ie 
analogous t.o wl\.t. I h•v• call.ad t.h• "IU.ller Yield Kat.hod,•• a:ftar the Chair•an o£ t.ha 
viatd Index Coa11.itt.••• If' there ia a p• raon in the United Sta.ta.a who has aore clai• 
the.n I to apttak £ro• practical uperi•nce • bet.It ROR dJ.e.cloaurea, I would lik• lo aeot 
t:.h•~ [18:t'.QR. 

Regretfully, l :le6l it nac8eaary to aak the l)epo.rt••nt. to treot any teat.i•ony or 
report fro• t.h.11 A••~1C8n Acadeay of Act.uar1 .. , of "'hich I a• 11 •aabtiir, aa he.vin9 oo 
•orti weight., then tbat of •ny' indu• try alUbar. The Ac:ad11•1 co•altte:e that iaeuad • 
reP,ort QR "the Yi•ld Index aethod of li:!'11 inaurence ntlatlve (lo•t. di110loaun1 woe 
doainated by e.ctuariea uplcyed by in•\lt'.-nc:e co•paniu and conault.ent• to th• 
indu•Uy. It never aought ay opinion, nor ea f'er ea I know the opinione of c:onaua•r 
g-roupa, nor cf aeabttra 0£ th• Aeadaay not. c;Qnnet:t.ed to the lU'tt ineurance bueineaa. 
Tb• rapot"t. woe not the pr.:,oduct o! a dJ,aintttaated,. pro£esa1onal body. 

Th• hi•tory 0£ relative co• t·di•cloaur• lrt 11:Ce ineurenc• in tha United Stat.a 1• a 
relet.ively long 01111. In light of th• abort ti•a av•ilable to •• to prepare a 
atatea•nt of·aupport. £or Cali£ornia'• adoption 0£ a Yield Index: 'Regulaticn, I think Lt 
b111.t. to aencl. a copy of Congraaaional teat1•on)' I prepared in 1984 on th• eub3e0t.·of 
11£• inauranc• coat. d11claau~•• While aoa• of thJ• ••Y be dated a bit, it. 1111:rvea to 
outline the weaknauea ( 1£ not ut.t.er ua•l•••n••• to conau• era> o:l" th• NAIC Kadel Lif'e 
Inaur•nc:e Solicitation Ragulatian cllrrentiy used in CeUfariUa and thm adventave• 0£ a 
:rat.e--0f-ret.urn d1acloaur• •r•t••• CI have not .1nolud9d th• a.ppandicea noted in th• 
doeuaertt. J Re£eronce ill aadct in th• teat1aony to Naaaachuaetta :Saving• Bank Lifa 
lnauranoe <SBLU, · en or9e.nization f'or whoa 1 •till work· four day• • w11• k. Fo~ a 
pe?'iod 0£ tbe begbining in th• late 1'970' •., SBLI auppl:lmf ROR"• to proap~cU.ve 
cueto• et-a; thia ce• a to en •nd when th• NAIC Solicit.at.ion Regulation \le.o pr-o•ul7•t.ed 
by Huaachune:lt.a. I ••nlion tbid h:1.ato~ic•l cntent. not. only bei::eua• tt. v• a th• its-at 
•r•tei•attc dia<.:lo• u:i-• of ratea 0£ return. t.het. I know of, but: al•O t.o point out. the 
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t.aahnicel :re-ibiU.t.y OS doing ao1 IIBLI i• a aaall coapany, yet. h•d no. di:tfii::ulty 1ft 
lnt.evraUng the dlacloa,.... into it• a-•tlona. 

Tbe year• allica •Y Oongr ... i.onal te• t.i•OftY. be•• -• ch•ract.edad by two ph11110Hna An 
the 111'e 1naur1n011 l,a,aln-1 'l'eapeirt, pta:'11:l.c:laua raplaca.e_ntll of •xl.tln9 aaah valu• 
poUclea and •anbenc•Hnte• to Ufe i1111u:tenc:e coaput.e,, propceal•• The two..,. 11ot 
unQOlln•ot.ed, of cau:a:-••• · ReplacaHnta pNkld 1n tbe a1d-l'J80"a, ·bu.t are at.ill •t. ••i:r 
high lavala. .4<:ccrdlng to :th• lat.eat LJIUIA data, at. tha rate of lapaaUon :froa 

· 19a3-1'98fi, 1 ... then 2:0ll rd caab volaa pol.lei.ea would reaain ln -t~rca 10 y•~•, r•t.. 
ROR aac.lyala ah.ova th.at one auat keep • czaah valu• fP ,nee at. 1•..-1:. 10 yauoa. and 
o£t.an 15 to ~O ,-ea, t.o obtain • 2' .. a0119b1• rat.urn :!'roa auch an 1nvMb•nt:.. 

ROR dlaolcaure could help Oaliforala c,cmauaera who aight. otbarwi• a Npla<19 exiatlng 
pal1cla11 in tvo veya; (1) Pl-opoaala foi 11•11 """""•II• vnuld t7J1lcaUy ahoU negative 
ratUl'n• · fH fl.,.-yu, and loll-to·aodut Z'atuma ,rm, tell-Jao.- balding period•, tb1111 
t1tinfa,:01ng tbe uaaaga that ellAh ••ln po11e1n are v-, long-t.era invaat.aan:b; and, 
(21 the dlacla•UH Hthod1 lf -1:•1tded tG in-tme• 1101iolu •• p • rt of • llf roplacaaant. 
a,agu1• t1an, C01.1ld aboV, oft.en dHHticallr, th•t proapecuve· relurna tar •'"'1111<1 
ut.urna an nw pol:Le1U t• aaa111arabl• holding perioda, Tbi• l • at. advent.a• ®Uld . 
alao ba abt• inad H propoaala ond any Stateaente OS PoUay coat. • nd Bene£1ta • bowed 
yaarly ROR'•• Exhibit A la an ROR Hely.ia OS a uniYa.aal 11:£• pallay tbat wu aold tG 
• high echoal clanaata o£ alna. H• bad ounad tbe policy tbl'M 7aar11 when it aaaurrad 
to bia ta Hk H vuthar h• ahauld kap it. Note the ane-vaar IIOR'• in Oo1 UUI the 
affact o£ t.he raductlon of the high aunande c:bar9a to urc at. the end of the tenth 
yaaz, produc• a spac:t"acul.v Ht.urn• in palicy y•ara S tbraugh 10. I t:Gld ay friend ta 
k11ep the policy in £a...,. .van 1£ ha no lan9ar noaded tba' c:ovara9•• 

ROR di•cloaura aould. elao balp · Uait. eo• e of th• • gregiau• p.-actlca• bttla9 uiied today 
in 1.lluatrat.1ns poU.cy _ valta••• Fl'oa a dlacloaura point D£ v1ev, tha 1 .. at. aielaadln9 
cd tbeaa are 1nte:reat r•te bonuiil••• vhlc:b d c:oura• will ba reflectsd in an.e-,,_.1: 
ROR•• dir1lot,lf but. which in.-. •u•••&-Y ROR"a for S, 10, 1ts • nd 20 yeara will bit • oaavhat 
c,Sac11rlld. · Kore decept.S.ve el'e pz-o~•otilm• d aottel:lty 1apl'ov••nt.• nd otbv 1t-lclto 
tl\.at. 9.lve •••1-toatln• eti'ecta. In ay ROR work, l we• abla t.a detaat. one aggraaaiY• 
eaapan, that ull• t.hl'O\lgll broker• uatn9 level cu:rrent coata of. iocsurance :£or C 1n th• 
propoilal for·• :feaole age 651 ettalnlld •t•• 61! through 911 S.. lhs ROR'• 1n Colu•n 
<11> of Bxhlbit B, Sllcb abaurd ROR'a led •• to axtrec:t. tha COJ•• for year• after the 
aUl'Z'• nder oherge period, Anc,t,11.r c:oap•nJ, ona of the a°"t. raapected in U.. buaineH 
(but not 1orth11aatarn llutuall •11d on• ubo• a dividend blato..y la in tho top t • n in 
Beat.'• annual •u:i:-ve7,. • bov•d up •U:.h •ucb bl9h ROR'a in t.ba lat.er policY yeor• th•t 1t 
waa clear ·proJec:t.iana of aubatenttol i•proveaent.11 1n aort:aU.ty we:te b•1n9 "a• ad. I 
have Withheld the naau · of t:.heae 111.at two coap•n1ea, but :t 1r11l eupply th•• t.o t:.ha 
D•P.•rt• ent. 11 a:-equeated. 

By the way, t.he ao•••nta above au9geat Uat it vc,11ld be a goad td- -to requ!r• curr•nl 
COI•a and dividend. aort.allt7 rat.ea t.o be dlaeloaed in aoaa '"'"• pn:farobly on 
prapoaal•• DZ', aucb dillcloaura eould be reQUb•d ubenner a.Ith.., ia leas than th• 
"ter• utea" that. vlll be ualld to 91111--.t• Yteld Index••• 

There vUl ba all kinda of tedllllcal ob3ectsone · t.o i••••nc:e of the propoelld 
re9ulat.lo11. So• e of t.hna ttill he,• .,.. ia.ua.t. lot. t.be lea• t. of . ttr. tee1msce1 
s• -ue• v.111 ba tha que• t.lon 0£ hav to Undle t.11• devolapSng apUt OS th• non•• ok• 
<•DCI• l11t1t• fraquent.ly. 'the .noker> cJaaa into pru'•rred IUKI • t.andard •WR111it.a. <I u.•• 
pra£HZoed ~ ral•• i.u ell tlOft&etke .tllu.Uationa Dft 'tha tlwarJ t.hat, lihl.a caver& 
7511 ed. the poliol•• s•aued end t.bat. J h•.,.• never· ... n • propo•l 4':i'OII a coapen:r with • 
non•• okel' eplit tbet 1• not. illu• tffted on the p.-dllffed baa.I• .> Jt ••V ba iapaaeible 
·ta praaulgata • part ... t rllgUlat.lon the fiHt tlaa avt., ono• • Yield I- Regulation 
la pro• u~9atec1, how.,.ar, two eYDlutiona 11111 begin t.o teke pl•011: tlla Dapertaent vUl 
.-aaelYe feeOeck froa coap.,.1••• apnta and aonauaere that. St. can ue to fine-tune the 
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nplatioaJ end iu......-a 11111 begin to unaan1pul• ta tbe1r illuatratiaa• b•c•uae tb•J 
•Ul gal; a1cll ol -..plaining t.o • g•nta, end a;enta t.o proapoc;t•, vhy abeurd re•ulta er• 

. hiq prodac:ad, 

la i-\lng quNtion i • vb.th,: • eccnd-t.o•d1a policJ. .... Olboald be • ub~ec:t to th• 
....-1..uo:a. lb 111uatre.tion• I bev• aeen,_ t.vLn r•t.ea of return; er• 9h•n, one to 
4ec\h .t.. uy, 101 20 and 30 ya• ra, the otllai- to the caah aurrender valu• a at the ••• 
d~. ~ b 110 technical reaaon why "ield Indlcea can•t be 9iven for 
88CGll4-W•cU.e poll.cl•, and I >.aq _ done so £or poU.cJ. .. wt tb no che111• in policy 
••luea at. tba f'irat. death. CI bav• not tlxplor~d Uw leaa fnaquent. kind 1n which caeb 
yaJ.- 1nc::-eaM at. tba :lirat da• th.) tlbile I know a£ no aarket. lcr aaeond-t.o .. die t.zia 
lUe lnaurnce, aynthet.tc rat.Ila c:en be developed or obaerved :froa tera li£a r-ldera 
• boat. alU&f!' add•d t.o aecand-to·dia poUcie•• n .... 1• .... COI optbiu evid111t in 
- illuat..-.Uau £""' tbue pa11eiu, aa vell. 

l .. -v•,-i that. 'th• Calliorni• Dep• rtaont lie• aov•d tha Yield Indu t.o th• front 
buran'• l fo- DOt DDlr ba•nta to C&Uforn1a ecnauaera but tha poaaibUity that 
ftQ • ra,ulalicm w111 1n u.- :lore. • Tolunt.ary vitJid~avol by offending coapan1 .. Of 
111-tnt.J.OA pcacticaa tll•t it ..... av•rr 1ndutrr actuary and eocutA.•• h- beaoanad 
ht !tam unable to con-ect.. U th_.. .ia any vay I can eaaiat t.he Departaen.t. b•••d on 
ay ~ ol azpartenca in prov1dillg IOI ena1, ... ta· llICO'a alient.e, pl .... lat.•• ......... 
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Exhibit A ~~i~-+ G·'I 

•:icc:o-:, RATS ·o.- RBTURJI ,tROR> :SERV:l:CE 

I 

~1CIIA HGE~JIIT: • 37:,000 INSUIWIGE AGEi 55 

I ,aucy: lhlIV I.JR "9.o-• CLASS: IIAl.ll ROllSltOKER 

......_M T!llll l lltltllT DlffEIIB£E AT1 1,e JlffHHHHt - lllU£ I'll.la--
Ul w 13) 14) m 161 m Ill 191 llll llll 

IEAll! 6l11ER1111 

~-
INUL A!II IF 1UII !Xll!T &IIEIUID IIEllflT Ehli YR JltjlL 

0111 llm.Jlt'1 i£llt l1IIIE IF llE8 YR IE8 YR Cll.181 flll'I 
.la - - - lRERI IJBl31 l'U TElDI t1fJI i m+18l - lllel' 

-11111 11811111 - EEEITI Cll. (II •Ill ., .. lllS m-m 1•13ll 7.21, Al!! 

I I SIILN • - -. .. fflB71 t.311 678 4122 mNI 4416 -1ee.e,,. 
2 -· I - -· &711 J.17 1118 82ll 375M 1821 -1ee.1 

:3 .... • ma -.111 - 4.1!8 lffl m,~ meet 132111 -1111.e 

1: ... - ffli1IO -··- 5.11 IBJ!i 16J64 J75IIIII ll:.l'l -6.3 -· - 37:11111 -· ;!54M9 6.11 2166 1!1!3'51 37- 21812 16,9 

·6 -· I~ lllllll1 l!IIILIII 3516.11! Mli 24-14 2'00! 37'.MI i!!ill7 !!11.4 

I: -· I- - -· ~18 7.112 llll6 211382 J15ll!II 311419 -2U -· £213 - -· - 1,116 311&1 J!3S8 l75lillll 31681 18.5 
'9 1!111.11 asr,-1 3751111 .... 3387-1:1 lt.14 3\Z6 J62SS 37lilil8 381!511 16,4 

[11 -· - fflllt -· &w.!l!2 11.39 38l9 ~1a 3750il8 '2891 1s.e 

i: -· 41131 mm 5111.11 .131419 li'.93 4311 _, ma 167"9 9,5 -· - - -· - 14.ll! 4666 47844 3750il8 51421 9.3 

i: ·-· - mill -· 12'1631; IS.SI 5lS7 511161 375lil0 5-lga& u -· - - -· aet511 17,11 :1411 :m&9 mM8 57R'l 9.1 

1111 -· - - -· 31- 111,71 MM 56.Jl6 37~ 61391 9,1 

[16 -· lln52 3751111 -· 316147 1!1.611 6538 . 56853 3758119 6Jr78 8,9 

1: -· HIii -- --· a!WI& ez.71 715:I -· mM ti23B B,B -· GSl61 - -· 311l573 e:;.11 7871 &?\fl 375ie0 &6911'3 a.a 
19 -. .. wis - -· a11n1 27,19 11661 .,.., .,.... ..,,., e.e -· ma - -· IIITK 3t.6' - =• l75lillll 67763 11.B 

I odd t2!! • 1611!1 IIlLllll FDR Plllll YEii!. 
IIENIIIUL•s 1llL IIIIN 

IILICY!Vr 1•m u•m IF 11111'0. IIIIIIIIMI. llli'& 
R!.IC'fYBIIB lilt( ART 

UEIIIIS -fl.I I -11.61 • ·- 5.1 Le ' 611Rl II 19.51 · 
1,imm 6.7 7,1 • II 1IRJ 15 9.2 P11EPA11EI1 FOR1 1111'11D -IC ·- 7,t &4 I 1611Rl c!9 8.8 . Dill"fl 12-JAIMII 

lllll l:ILIWIIIOI .,_ 1IE IUDlllllE Ill AEmmlll IF A (Ml YIIUf;; LIFE !1BRNE RI.ICY 1tJ Tl£ 11.TEIHITIYE IF llllYINB AIIHI. 
'Im 111111 1111 IIMllilte 11E JIREIUUI IIFfDISaS IN A •SlllEFllm', JIEIHIIIS A !IN(. 11£ !Ill IS TIIE DIIEJIES1 RATE TIIIT, 

a - 11111" IIIIEII, IE£llB 11£ DBIIR lflE'IIS IF 11£ 1111 P111161RB Tl£ SIIE All EIIJtTEll TIE IJl!llt \Ill.IE ANII BIIIENIII AT 11-E 
IF 1IE PEIIID IIIID!EII. 1111 IEll If llll'& fllE 11B11, TilllE 1111E1 111 ~ IJ' 11£ IIAlEB IN Pl. (61 1¥<1 Tim MD Ill Ullj IF 
W, 911111N - 11 au 14HIII 1B 11£ IE\aJIIIIEliT IF Tl£ 111111 RT ll!IY- fUIT FIR 21 \tJIHS. OllER 1111'8 CIII- l'HLli!QS.Y. 
IR.11111 Ill DU Gl-1111 18 IUI IEID6IIIILY A -111110 WY 7EIII JJBlllHE1 IT IS Tl£ !EOl(IIIIE 8Y 111101 Tl£ INTEII-
- GI 1lE IIILIC'I IWIIIIIRBI IN OI.S IIHJI IS ESTIMlED. 

alPIGllff 1914 NITl1NII. 1181111:E all!IJQ IIBIUZAIIIJI 
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Exhibit B 
£.rh;b,'4 G. - >' 

HXCO#S RATE OF RETURN CROR) SERVXCE 

USURER; WITHHELD FACE AKOUIIT: f/1 2500000 INSURANCE AGEi 65 

POLICY: UNIV LIFE "9,5~-• CLASS; FENA!.ti H0NSK0KER 

HtMftil9i \IAUJE Pl].[CYIKfH Hffffffffll!\N 1tm & 1l/vES1 DIFF£P.Eli:E GT: 13,2 ,:HtfffHHH 

m (2) 131 (II CSI (61 (7) CBI (91 (181 fill 
DEHl1I OIDG'IM) 

ftHR. OO<F TEIIII IXiST SlllEF\PID llE!fl'IT BID YR lltfl'L 
'Ill- IJ8t ll/MY1 'IEIII l!IITE IF l6l \'R Im YR llL 181 f!OR'• 
It\' l\l."UL - lEAlll BIiii RI nsm llER lERII UBI•• 151+181 lrolO ll.'llt 

/EM -~, YliJE IEEFIT m. (II ·181 tllel ll6 (1)•171 (•(JI) 13,e i MT 

I -1111 8 ~- 1!£W.l!II 21!!1118 a.a 7518 1118at - 21371 ·IN.Ii: 
2 :1!2a\18 I - l.\aM,N 2451$ 4,13 lllli!l 45134 - 51~ ·11!0.8 
& ~· 8 - 3ll!te.N 2427139 5.38 1:m.e 725a! - 82126 -11!0.e 
4 :maoo e ~ 34.!ei,lll l2m!li 6.63 ISffi 111Ml7 - 113652 -1!!!!.8 
5 ~ii e -~ 31<111.1!11 llllllil& 8.18 l!lffi I~~ - Imai! -11».e 

6 -.11 9 - 31ali!,fil £!1!136 ll.48 ~19 157561 - 174331 ·100.8 
r 31tt!!.N 4863 - olmllle.Jlflal 18.73 217.il l67Sl3 - 212300 ·3M 
a Zltte.OI :35513 - ~!el.Ill !2!1769 11!.39 e8271 211!e.Je - 216995 333,6 
9 -.110 68371 ·- -·- IUG m6I 24!1i!l4 - 2B<eB3 97.e 

10 Jlmil'l llllli7I - -ea ee1~ Ii.ff 36117 200166 - 31789a 64,8 

II ,RZllll,tl mm - 3,ffl.88 218- IS.Ti win 310Jl6 - 351251! S!,6 
I! -.oo ™655 - J12111.llil 21!i91!26 £8.68 4'47& 31,8974 - 3SS914 43.8 
11 34ae,iill 2261141 ~ 3421111.ee 21ea196 ee.711 48:110 371884 - - :ll!.S 
14 34al8.ie 271!15 - 318!1.88 l'l!l74e7 l!S,110 Sl436 41!1!573 - 4556J2 34,9 
IS Mall,119 - - -.ee miw eua 571155 !J2777 - 489811 36.3 

H -.ee 3831!74 ~ 34alt.lll 21181U ~.Sll 62163 4611153 - = 26.e 
17 -IN 434886 ~ J\2ll8.M 2911831 33.19 6ll65 489161 - 553633 26,1 
I& 341il!,N 491952 - -- 19a48 

37.!I 73881 5ll'liiZ eseeooa 5&!691 1!5.9 
15 3421!1,N Slil - Jltte.H l"'668 11,111 60051 SJS3l8 , ~ - l!ll,6 
l!9 ~-- 624811 - llaet.N 1917949 45.28 B!llll7 55l'e5l - 621!!II 25,3 
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. Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much. I might say that . 
the complete statements of all of the witnesses today will be includ
ed in the record as. if given. 

Senator SPECTER. Mr. Chairman, might I askjust one question of 
Mr. Hunt? · 

Senator METZENBAUM. I am sorry. I didn't see you here, Senator. 
Senator SPECTER. Just one question because I can't stay too much 

longer. · 
Mr. Hunt, you emphasized the point about State action. Do you 

believe that there ought to be Federal regulation to deal. with the 
issues that you have raised? 

Mr. HUNT. Well, that has been the perennial question, and I 
guess when I was the life insurance commissioner in the State of 
Vermont I thought it might be a good idea, and now that I am 
older and wiser, maybe, I am not so sure. It is a very difficult ques-
tion. · 

Senator SPECTER. Thank you very mu.ch. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. · 
Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you. 
Our next witness is Judy Faucett, and I would ask you, Ms. Fau

cett, to tell me what FSA and MAAA mean. I am sure it is some
thing that you worked hard to get, but I don't know what it means . 

. TESTIMONY OF JUDY FAUCErT 

Ms. FAUCETT. I am a fellow of the Society of Actuaries and a 
member of the American Academy of Actuaries. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Very good. Thank you very much, and 
please proceed . 
. Ms. FAUCETT. Thank you. A life insurance illustration is a math

ematical calculation. of benefits and values over time under specif
ic, simplified, ~nd generally static assumptions. Illustrations have 
evolved into relatively sophisticated marketing tools. Their popu-

. larity and importance have increased with easier access to fast, 
powerful computers, but also as a result of heightened consumer 
need to understand what is being purchased and what it will cost. 

The Society of Actuaries Task Force on Life Illustration Prac
tices was · formed to research illustration practices from the per
spective of the consumer. The task force was concerned about the 
consumer's ability to understand what is being purchased and how 
illustrations affect their understanding. 

In developing its final report, the task force surveyed life insur
ance company. illustration practices, reviewed regulatory require
ments, held open forums,· and considered the methodologies applied 
to other fmancial products. The research· was limited to illustra
tions provided or approved by the life insurance company. The task 
force did not investigate modifications to illustrations that insur
ance agents and brokers make in the field. . 

As part of the task force work, approximately 50 life insurance 
companies were surveyed, with about two-thirds indicating that 
there is a need to improve sales illustration practices. The compa
nies were candid about the questions they encounter from their 
policyholders on policy features and sales illustrations. 
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According to the companies, the consumer does not always un
derstand what is guaranteed and what is not. This is particularly 
true for vanishing premiums, a method of financing premiums 
after some point by using values built up in the policy instead of 
out-of-pocket payments. Many consumers believe that if a policy's 
premiums are illustrated to vanish in 7 years that the policy is 
fully paid up in 7 years. Instead, whether the premium vanishes 
depends on nonguaranteed investment results during the duration 
of the policy. The premium may not, in fact, vanish in the year 
specified in the illustration. 

The consumer has no basis to evaluate the assumptions underly
ing the illustration. The assumptions are generally not disclosed, 
and even if they were, most consumers could not determine wheth
er the assumptions were reasonable. Assumptions vary among com
panies. Yet, consumers use illustrations to compare products from 
different companies as if the illustrations were developed on a con
sistent basis. 

The consumer does not always review the footnotes and other de
scriptive narrative. The footnotes need careful evaluation because 
thel describe unique product features and the limits on the prod
uct s guarantees. Companies are limited in their ability to control 
illustrations and how illustrations are portrayed to the consumer 
because personal computers have given agents so much flexibility 
to customize the illustration. Moreover, companies cannot be 
present at point of sale to ensure that all product features are 
properly described to the consumer. 

The life insurance companies contacted also provided the task 
force with sample illustrations. The task force found that these il
lustrations generally met regulatory requirements. However, it is 
the opinion of the task force that regulations have not kept pace 
with changes in insurance products and in the environment in 
which the life insurance industry operates. Below are a few exam-
ples. · 

Regulations require that companies illustrate dividends or non
guaranteed factors using current scales, such as the current inter
est and current mortality experience. If interest rates or other ex
perience factors are improving, the illustrations will tend to under
state the performance the consumer can expect. However, if inter
est rates are declining, using current interest rates will overstate 
how well the policy is likely to perform over the next few years. 

Regulations do not specifically address new types of products or 
product features, or even payment methods such as vanishing pre
mium. This leaves companies free to interpr~t how any regulatory 
requirement should apply. Most make a good-faith effort, but there 
is no guarantee of consistency in treatment of product features for 
purposes of illustration. 

The regulators are looking to the actuaries for help in these 
areas. The academy's Committee on Life Insurance has been work
ing with the regulators. This work will now be augmented with the 
addition to the academy committee of some members of the Society 
of Actuaries task force. 

The task force also considered the ways consumers use illustra
tions. One use is to show how the policy will operate over time 
under certain assumptions. This use includes not only the current 
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set of assumptions, but other scenarios to test sensitivity. The em
phasis here is to show how the contract operates and what is hap
pening inside the contract that gives rise to the ultimate value of 
the contract. The emphasis is not on what the value of the contract 
really is. 

A second use for illustrations is to project best estimates of 
future value of the contract in order to compare products. To per
form this second type of analysis, one must be able to evaluate 

. future economic conditions, future company experience, and the 
impact of particular policy features on future experience. 

In the opinion of the task force, consumers cannot use illustra
tions to compare products unless the underlying assumptions are 
consistent. Moreover, since no one can predict such future events 
as a particular company's investment experience, no one can make 
such comparisons with any degree of certainty. 

The task force identified a number of alternatives to current 
practices that might improve illustrations for the consumer. The 
task force believes that educational efforts aimed at consumers, 
agents, and insurance company personnel should be undertaken on 
the use and limits of illustrations. There are disclosures, regula
tions, and standards of professional practice regarding policy fea
tures, nonguaranteed values, and underlying assumptions that 
should be considered. This is particularly true for vanishing premi
um illustrations. The task force also believes that illustrations of 
policy performance under alternative scenarios will help the con
sumer to understand how nonguaranteed ben~fit elements of the 
policies operate. Finally, actuaries need to continue their research 
to identify appropriate measures and methods to compare products 
and the companies that offer them. 

When properly used, illustrations are a valuable tool for the con
sumer and for third-party advisers. Most companies are making a 
good-faith effort to comply with the regulatory requirements and 
disclose material facts on the illustrations. However, the consumer 
would benefit from illustrations that demonstrate or disclose the 
sensitivity and operation of nonguaranteed elements and employ 
better methods and measures to compare policies and companies. 

The final report of our task force has recently become available 
and I have brought copies of it along with me for the record. 

Thank you. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much. We would be very 

happy to include it in the record. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Faucett and the aforementioned 

task force report follow:] 
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ANTIIRUST, MONOPOLIES, AND BUSINESS RIGHTS SUBCOMMITTEE 
COMMITrEE ON JUDICIARY 

U.S. SENATE 
HEARINGS ON 

CONSUMER DISCLOSURE ISSUES IN LIFE INSURANCE 

TESTIMONY 
BYTHE 

JUDY FAUCETT, F.S.A, M.A.A.A. 
COMMITTEE ON LIFE INSURANCE 

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ACTUARIES 

June 23, 1992 

The American Academy of Actuaries is a national organization formed in 1965 
to bring together into a single entity actuaries of all specialties within the United 
States. In addition to setting qualification standards and standards for actuarial 
practice, a major purpose of the Academy is to act as a public information 
organization for the profession. Academy committees regularly prepare testimony 
for Congress, provide information to congressional staff and senior federal policy 
makers, comment on proposed regulations, and work closely with state officials 
on issues related to insurance. 

\ 

This testimony was prepared by Judy Faucett, Chairman of the Society of 
Actuaries' Task Force on Life Insurance Sales lliustrations. The Task Force is 
part of the Society's Committee for Research on Social Concerns. The Task 
Force was formed to investigate how sales illustration practices can add to, or 
detract from, consumer confidence in the life insurance industry. 

The Society's Task Force has completed a final report, which has been forwarded 
to the American Academy of Actuaries Committee on Life Insurance for further 
action and implementation through the National Association of Insurance 
Commissioners (NAIC). The Academy's Committee on Life Insurance has been 
working with the NAIC over the past two years on strategies for improving 
insurance illustrations and better assuring their integrity. 

A life insurance illustration is a mathematical calculation of benefits and values over time under 
specific, simplified, and generally static assumptions. lliustrations have evolved into relatively 
sophisticated marketing tools. Their popularity and importance have increased with easier access 
to fast, powerful computers, but also as the result of heightened consumer need to understand 
what is being purchased and what it will cost. 
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The Society of Actuaries' Task Force on Life Illustration Practices was formed to research 
illustration practices from the perspective of the consumer. The Task Force was concerned about 
the consumer's ability to understand what is being purchased and how illustrations affect their 
understanding. In developing its final report, the Task Force surveyed life insurance company 
illustration practices, reviewed regulatory requirements, held open forums, and considered the 
methodologies applied to other financial products. The research was limited to illustrations 
provided or approved by the life insurance company. The Task Force did not investigate 
modifications to illustrations that insurance agents and brokers make in the field. 

As part of the Task Force's work, approximately fifty life insurance companies were surveyed 
with about two-thirds indicating that there is a need to improve sales illustration practices. The 
companies were candid about the questions they encounter from their policyholders on policy 
features and sales illustrations. According to the companies: 

The consumer does not always understand what is guaranteed and what is not. 
This is particularly true for "vanishing premiums", a method of financing 
premiums after some point by using values built up in the policy instead of out-of
pocket payments. Many consumers believe that if a policy's premiums are 
illustrated to "vanish" in seven years that the policy is fully paid up in seven 
years. Instead, whether the premium vanishes depends on non-guaranteed 
investment results _during the duration of the policy. The premium may not in fact 
vanish in the year specified in the illustration. 

The consumer has no basis to evaluate the assumptions underlying the illustration. 
The ~ssumptions arc generally not disclosed, and even if they were, most 
consumers could not determine whether the assumptions were reasonable. 
Assumptions vary among c.ompanies, yet consumers use illustrations to compare 
products from different companies as if the illustrations were developed on a 
consistent basis. 

The consumer does not always review the footnotes and other descriptive 
narrative. The footnotes need careful evaluation because they describe unique 
product features and the limits on the product's guarantees. 

· Companies are limited in their ability to control illustrations and how illustrations are portrayed 
to the consumer because personal computers have given agents so much flexibility to customize 
illustrations .. Moreover, companies cannot be present at point-of-sale to ensure that all product 
features are properly described to the consumer. 

The life insurance companies contacted also provided the Task Force with sample illustrations. 
The ·fask Force found that these illustrations generally met regulatory requirements. However, 
it is the opinion of the Task Force that regulations have not kept pace with changes in insurance 
products and the environment in which the life insurance industry operates. Below are a few 
examples. 
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Regulations require that companies illustrate dividends or non-guaranteed factors, 
using current scales such as the current interest and current mortality experience. 
ff interest rates and other experience factors are improving, the illustrations will 
tend to understate the performance the consumer can expect. However, if interest 
rates are declining, using current interest rates will overstate how well the policy 
is likely to perform over the next few years. 

Regulations do not specifically address new types of products or product features -
or even payment methods such as "vanishing premium'.'·. This leaves companies 

free to interpret how any regulatory requirements should apply. Most make a 
good faith effort but there's no guarantee of consistency in treatment of product 
features for purposes of illustration. 

The regulators are looking to the actuaries for help in these areas. The Academy's Committee 
on Life Insurance has been working with the regulators. This work will now be augmented 
with the addition to the Academy Committee of some members of the Society of Actuaries 
Task Force. 

The Task Force also considered the ways consumers use illustrations. One use is to show how 
the policy will operate over time under certain assumptions. This use includes not only the 
current set of assumptions but other scenarios to test sensitivity. The emphasis here is on how 
the contract operates and what is happening inside the contract that gives rise to the ultimate 
value of the contract. The emphasis is not on what the value of the contact actually is. 

A second use for illustrations is to project best estimates of future value of the contact in order 
to compare produc~. To perform this second type of analysis, one must be able to evaluate 
future economic conditions, future company experience, and the impact of particular policy 
features on future experience. In the opinion of the Task Force, consumers cannot use 
illustrations to compare products unless the underlying assumptions are consistent. Moreover, 
since no one can predict such future events as a particular company's investment experience, no 
one can make such comparisons with any degree of certainty. 

The Task Force identified a number of alternatives to current practices that might improve 
illustrations for the consumer. The Task Force believes that educational efforts aimed at 
consumers, agents, and insurance company personnel should be undertaken on the use and limits 
of illustrations. There are disclosures, regulations and standards of professional practice 
regarding policy features, non-guaranteed values and underlying assumptions that should also be 
considered. this is particularly true for vanishing premium illustrations. The Task Force also 
believes that illustrations of policy performance under alternative scenarios will help the 
consumer to understand how non-guaranteed benefit elements of the policies operate. Finally, 
actuaries need to continue their research to identify appropriate measures and methods to compare 
products and the companies that offer them. 
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When properly used, illustrations are a valuable tool for the consumer and for third party 
advisors. Most companies are making a good faith effort to comply with the regulatory 
requirements and disclose material facts on the illustration. However, the consumer would 
benefit frcim illustrations that demonstrate or disclose the sensitivity and operation of non
guaranteed elements and employ better methods and measures to compare policies and 
companies. 
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Ex-ecutive Summary 

Society of Actuaries Task Force for 
Research on Life Insurance Sales Illustrations 

The Task Force for Research on Life Insurance Sales Illustrations reports to 
the Society's Committee for Research on Social Con<;erns. The Task Force was 
formed in recognition of the declining level of consumer confidence in the life 
insurance industry and, in particular, to investigate how sales illustration practices 
can add to, or detract from, consumer confidence. 

In developing this report, the Task Force surveyed life insurance company 
illustration practices, reviewed available literature and regulatory requirements, 
held open forums. at SOA and CIA meetings, and considered the methodology 
applied to other financial products. 

SITUATION ANALYSIS 

Sales illustrations have been developed to meet a variety of needs from a 
variety of consumers, all placing different requirements on an illustration. There 
are nvo major uses of illustrations: 

Type A Usage 

TypeB Usage 

is intended to show the consumer the mechanics of the policy 
being purchased and how policy values or premium payments 
change over time. The emphasis is a matter of how and what 
rather than how much. · 

tries to project likely or best estimates of future performance and 
compare cost or performance of different policies. It attempts to 
show how much on the premise that the hows and whats are 
comparable enough for this to be meaningful. 

Illustrations handle Type A requirements well, especially if several 
illustrations are used to show different scenarios. Illustrations inherently do not 
handle Type B requirements well. How credible are any non-guaranteed numbers 
projected twenty years into the future, even if constructed with integrity? How does 
a consumer evaluate the credibility of two illustrations if they are from different 
companies, or even from the same company if different products with different 
guarantees are being considered? Most illustration problems arise because 
illustratiol)s create the illusion that the insurance company knows what will 
happen in the future, and that knowledge has been used to create the illustration. 
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Executive Summary • Page 2 

In many countries, Type B usage of life illustrations is prevented, in effect, 
through use of standardized assumptions. It is acknowledged that there are real 
differences in performance between companies, but such differences cannot be 
described through illustrations. Within North America in other financial products 
such as mutual funds, it is recognized that future performance cannot be illustrated. 
The emphasis of these illustrations is to disclose expense charges, not the 
performance of the underlying fund. \ 

Life insurance polici~ are complex financial c~ntracts. There is no simple 
measure or analysis to compare future performance of unpredictable events. This 
fact is well understood in the securities industry, and needs to be assimilated into 
the life insurance industry as well. 

CONCLUSION: mustrations are a valuable tool for the consumer and third party 
advisors when used properly. ·Most companies are making a good faith effort to 
comply with the regulatory requirements and disclose material facts on the 
illustration. · However, the consumer would benefit &om illustrations that 
demonstrate the sensitivity and operation of non-guaranteed elements and better 
methods/measures to compare policies and companies. 

ALTERNATIVES To·cURRENT PRACTICES 

The Task Force considered a number of alternatives to current practices for 
illustrations. Specific recommendations are contained in sections VI and VII of the 
report. The recommendations fall into these main categories: 

> Educational Efforts: A large educational effort should be undertaken with 
consumers, agents and head office personnel concerning the limitations of 
illustrations for Type B purposes. The sales process should emphasize selling of the 
product, not the illustration. 

> Standards, Disclosures and Regulations: The CIA and AAA should consider 
developing specific standards on whaf assumptions should be used in illustrations 
or on required disclosure of assumptions used. · It should be required that unique 
product features be prominently disclosed as well. . 

> Optional Improvements: Companies could require a consumer signature on 
illustrations. Historical data could be provided separately from the illustration. 
mustrations could be accompanied by graphs or quinquennial summaries to avoid 
the ilJ,usion of precision. 

> Continuing Research: The proposed alternatives are not a complete solution to 
the problem of properly explaining a policy to a consumer and allowing an 
informed choice to be made. Research on methods to achieve this should continue. 
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L Scope of Research 

A life insurance policy illustration is a mathematical calculation of benefits 
and values over time under specific, simplified, and generally static 
assumptions. Illustrations have evolved into relatively sophisticated 
marketing tools. Their popularity and importance have increased with easier 
access to fast, powerful computers, but also as the result of heightened 
consumer need to understand what is being purchased and how much it will 
cost. 

Consumers and their advisors use illustrations to understand how a policy 
operates and its expected cost over time. When a consumer is comparing 
several products, illustrations are often used to determine relative 
performance or cost. While current practices may have some flaws, 
illustrations are an important source of information to the consumer. 

The Task Force on Life Insurance Sales Illustrations was formed to research 
life insurance company sales illustration practices from the perspective of the 
consumer. Much of the motivation for this research was based on the 
perception that: 

• Serious problems exist .with respect to the use of life insurance sales 
illustrations in the U.S. and Canada. · 

• More than two decades of regulations and required disclosures have 
not solved the problems; if anything, the situation is getting worse. 

• Actuaries are familiar with these problems and should be involved in 
tl:)e solutions. Our goal is to encoura~e an efficient market by applying · 
principles of actuarial science. These principles include: 

- Appropriate and consistent recognition of the time value of money. 
- Use of probability to measure uncertainty or risk. 

As part of this research, the Task Force undertook to investigate: 

• current illustration practices, including regulatory requirements and the 
flexibility that companies provide agents to custo_mize illustrations in 
the field 

• alternatives to current illustration practices 
• advantages and disadvantages of current and alternative practices 
• appropriate uses for illustrations 

To support these efforts, the Task Force considered: 

• how consumers currently use illustrations 

-1-
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• how to make illustrations more intelligible to the consumer 
• the appropriate disclosures .to the consumer 
• how to maintain credibility with the consumer in the illustration 

process 
• what data and assumptions should be displayed on the illustration 
• illustration practices in other countries 
• illustration practices for other financial products 

While the following items may impact the illustrations delivered to the 
consumer and merit study, they are beyond the scope of this research paper: 

• how agents modify illustrations beyond the flexibility provided by the 
co~pany 

• the setting of profit standards and pricing assumptions within a 
company 

0 the appropriateness of policy provisions and their conformance with 
regulatory or actuarial standards 

• variable life insurance 

Further, we focused primarily on life insurance. Annuities and health 
insurance were not generally considered. While our comments are specific to 
sales illustrations, many of them apply equally to in-force illustrations. We 
did not consider variable product illustrations, except as an example of 
alternative illustration methodology. While we primarily focused on the 
situation in the U.S., we believe our research and conclusions are equally 
appropriate to Canada. 

It may be useful to describe our research activities. 

• We surveyed 87 life insurance companies regarding their current 
illustration practices, and sought their ideas on positive change. These 
companies were selected for being major writers of participating 
insurance policies, universal life and/ or innovative life insurance 
policies in the U.S. and Canada. Their responses are summarized in 
Appendixl 

• We compiled a bibliography from actuarial literature which is shown 
in Appendix IV. 

• We reviewed the work of other organizations and state regulations. 

• We talked with actuaries from other countries to gain an 
understanding of their illustration practices and the associated 
strengths and weaknesses. 

-2-
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• We talked with our counterparts in other financial services to 
determine whether their illustration practices were adaptable to life 
insurance. 

• We sought input from our colleagues: actuaries, legal counsel~ 
compliance officers, agents, marketing officers, regulators and others. 

The result of these efforts is this white paper. To those who contributed, we 
appreciate your input. The development of regulations and standards of 
practice is beyond the purview of the Society of Actuaries (SOA). However, 
we hope that this paper will provide input, and serve as a catalyst, to the 
organizations which can effect such changes. · 

-3-
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IL Regulatory Requirements for Life Insurance Illustrations 

The policy performanc,; and features illustrated to the buyer have been an 
issue with regulators for at least a century. At the turn of the century, there 
was concern about the tontine dividends that companies illustrated to their 
customers. An outgrowth of the Armstrong Commission was the required 
annual distribution of dividends and the elimination of tontines based on 
survivorship. 

During the 1930's, there was again concern about illustrations because 
dividend scales were decreasing due to the economic environment. Among 
the issues discussed were: 

• The appropriate number of years for dividend illustrations (20 years 
was common but thought too long, given the uncertainties of the 
1930's) 

• Display of year-by-year dividends or 3-5 year totals 

• Disclosure to the buyer of the non-guaranteed nature of dividends and 
the assumptions underlying the current scale ' 

More recently, there has been con_cern about the impact of policy illustrations 
on the industry's credibility in the context of changes in interest rates, asset 
quality and policy features. Policies are more flexible and more complex than 
in the past, and place greater emphasis on non-guaranteed values. 

The insurance code of each state has certain requirements which apply to 
illustrations. While these requirements vary by state, the following are 
generally applicable: 

• If dividends are illustrated, the illustration must use the insurer's -
ci.trrent dividend scale. 

• If non-guaranteed elements other than dividends are illustrated, the 
illustration must use the insurer's current interest rate, mortality 
,:barges and expense charges. 

• If the policy provides for a separately identified interest credit, the 
interest rate used in the illustration must be displayed. If the interest 
rate is linked to an index, the index must be described. Any limitations 
on the crediting of interest must also be described. 

• Any reference to dividends or non-guaranteed elements must include 
a statement that such elements are not _guaranteed. 
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• Illustrations of non-guaranteed values must display, with equal 
prominence, the comparable guaranteed values. If non-guaranteed 
and guaranteed values are shown combined as a single sum, they must 
also be shown separately in close proximity thereto .. 

• For policies providing for flexible premiums' and/ or death benefits, all 
data shall be displayed assuming the schedule of anticipated premiums 
and death benefits. · 

• Interest-adjusted cost indices must be displayed for specified durations. 
These indices are the net payment cost index and the net surrender cost 
index. If the policy is participating; the interest-adjusted equivalent 
level annual dividend also must be displayed. · 

• If the guaranteed policy cost factors or the initial policy cost factor 
assumptions would result in policy values becoming exhausted prior 
to the policy's maturity date, such fact shall be disclosed. 

Additionally, for U.S. business, Exhibit 8, Question 3 of the Annual Statement 
requires a company to opine on its ability to support the non-guaranteed 
elements currently illustrated for new and existing business. This applies 
only to illustrations authorized by the company. Schedule M requires an 
attachment that describes the precise methods by which dividends are 
calculated. In Canada, the valuation actuary must comment on the 
appropriateness of the dividend· scale but not any other non-guaranteed 
elements . 

. The purpose of these illustration requirements is to ensure that both the 
guaranteed and non-guaranteed performance of the policy are disclosed to the 
buyer. The cost indices are intended to help the buyer judge the relative 
value or cost of an insurance policy. However, the Ufe Insurance Buyer's 
Guide points out that cost comparisons should only be made between similar 
plans of insurance. Further, it states that other information, such as company 
financial strength and historical performance, will be needed on which to 
base the purchase decision. When the cost indices were originally developed, 
they were perhaps more useful than they are now. Policies had, at that time, 
fixed premium patterns with fairly consistent design features and profit 
margins. This is not the case with most permanent, cash value life insurance 
being sold today. 

Regulations and requirements must change to remain appropria~ and 
effective. Evolving marketplace and economic conditions necessitate periodic 
updating of regulations, including rescinding requirements that are no longer 
helpful. The regulations of the early 1980's did not anticipate the product 
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features, payment options and anomalies of the succeeding decade. As 
examples: 

• Illustrations of a vanishing premium for a fixed-premium product 
depend upon the non-guaranteed policy factors to support premium 
payments after the vanish year. Should the accompanying guaranteed 
values be based on the illqstrated premium outlay by the buyer or the 
payment of full premiums in all years? 

• Companies are required to illustrate the current dividend scale or the 
current scale of non-guaranteed factors as appropriate. At a time when 
interest rates, mortality experience and expenses may not be 
improving, current scale may provide an overly optimistic projection 
of future results. Many companies currently provide agents with the 
flexibility to illustrate performance under alternative dividend scales 
or scales of non-guaranteed factors. While such sensitivity analysis is 
not explicitly provided for by most states, we believe it provides 
valuable information to the buyer. 

• There is a great deal of discretion given to companies in the 
development of current dividends or non-guaranteed fac.tors .. There is 
no regulation, or any required disclosure, of the degree of risk or 
contingency associated with those non-guarantees. 

• When a company increases its current dividend scale to distribute 
accumulated surplus over a specified period of years, there is no 
required disclosure of the likelihood of lower dividends at the end of 
that period. · 

• There is no regulation or disclosure of policies that are lapse supported, 
that are not self supporting or that are based on assumptions that are 
inconsistent with a company's experience. Each of these items 
increases the performance risk to the buyer. 

• The Internal Revenue Code in the U.S. contains sections which may 
impact the tax treatment to the buyer or beneficiary of death proceeds, 
policy surrenders and partial withdrawals of policy values. Most 
companies alert the buyer to possible tax implications through some 
disclosure on the illustration, although such disclosure is not required. 
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ID. Current Practices 

A. General 

· To better understand current illustration practices, we surveyed 87 
companies; 56 responded. A sample questionnaire with responses 
summarized. is contained in Appendix I. 

The first section of the survey provided companies with an opportunity to 
present their perspective on life insurance sales illustration practices. Over 
95% of the companies responding to our survey perceive a problem with 
current industry sales illustration practices in terms of successfully 
communicating with the potential buyer in a good-faith manner. Of these, 
65% thought that the problem was serious but could be fixed. 

Based on the comments from respondents, the perceived problems are: 

• The typical consumer does not understand which values in SO-year 
projections are guaranteed. 

• The consumer cannot determine if the underlying assump'tions are 
realistic. 

• The consumer cannot evaluate the relative conservatism of the non
guaranteed policy values illustrated by different companies. 

• Footnotes and other narrative disclose assumptions and other 
important facts, but they are often not carefully reviewed by the 
consumer. 

• Providing agents with the ability to run their own illustrations limits 
the control companies have over what the consumer is shown. 

• Companies have too much discretion in illustrating non-guaranteed 
elements. 

Some companies provide the agent with tools to customize. illustrations to . 
particular client needs, or i3gents can buy or develop these tools on their own. 
The tools that companies provide allow flexibility with respect to column 
selection and formats, variations on non-guaranteed elements, and different 
premium patterns. Many companies that allow this flexibility require that 
the client also be given a ledger illustration in an appioved format. 

Companies are generally opposed, or neutral, to such complete flexibility. 
Respondents are concerned about outside programming that alters policy 

. values or eliminates reciuired columns or footnotes. There is also concern as 
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to whether the consumer receives the complete illustration package, 
.including the pages of caveats and footnotes. 

While information regarding company size and financial strength is 
important to the consumer, most companies do not provide this as part of the 
illustration. 

Resp~ndents believe that the best features of their illustrations are flexibility, 
completeness and conservatism. Completeness includes disclosure of the 
contract's operation and the tax consequences to the buyer. Basing·non
guaranteed elements on current experience and lack of "gimmicks" were cited 
by several companies as examples of the conservatism built into their 
illustrations. 

Respondents offered a number of suggestions regarding how illustrations 
could be improved to the benefit of the consumer. 

• Simplify illustrations; there are too many numbers and too much 
"legalese." 

• · Educate the consumer that an illustration demonstrates the operation of 
a contract under only one scenario and that there is a range of possible 
outcomes as to non-guaranteed benefit levels. 

• Establish standards for illustration practices; in particular, provide more 
specificity to the definition of current experience and require disclo_sure 
of assumptions. 

• Require scenario testing with defined assumptions to be part of the 
illustration package. 

B. Dividend Paying Policies 

Of the 56 companies responding to the Task Force survey, 35 write 
participating policies. 

When asked the question, "Which, if any, of the following dividend factors as 
illustrated anticipate a change from current experience, either by projecting 
trends or on some other basis?.~.Mortality, Interest, Expense," one company 
indicated that it used mortality projections in its current illustrations. Three 
companies responded positively regarding interest and two reported 
anticipated changes in expense. 

The comments accompanying this question indicate that only one company is 
anticipating lower expenses in its illustrations. One company occasionally 
anticipates higher expenses in its illustrations. At least two of the three 
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companies projecting interest rates are companies that only allow agents to 
select a lower than current rate for illustration purposes. The company using 
mortality projections is assuming improv~ mortality in the future. 

To the question, "Are such changes disclosed to the consumer?", three of 
these companies answered affirmatively. 

Seventeen companies, or almost half of the 35 responding, answered yes to . 
the question, "Do your agents have the flexibility to run illustrations at 
dividend interest rates or mortality rates higher or lower than the current 
scale?". All 17 companies indicated that they allow fluctuations in the 
dividend interest rate only. Fourteen of the companies stated that they only 
allow dividend interest rates to be illustrated that are lower than the current 
scale. Only two companies allow either higher or lower interest rates to be 
illustrated. Eight companies cap the maximum variance from current scale at 
2%. Two of the companies allow the variance to be as much as 3%. One 
company allows agents to choose the average interest rate from the past 8, 12, 
20 or 40 quarters. 

Ten of the 35 responding companies answered yes to the question 'Has your 
company received an increasing number of policyowner complaints about 
dividends paid versus dividends illustrated?". Eight companies indicated 
that the largest number of complaints concerned the vanishing point of 
premiums. Typical comments included: 

"Most misunderstandings relate to vanishing premium illustrations 
and dividend scale changes. Policyholders mistake a vanishing 
premium illustration for a promise of a paid-up policy." 

"Policyowner complaints have increased as dividend scales have 
decreased. [Policyowners] do not always comprehend the non
guaranteed nature of dividends." 

The Task Force also asked three state insurance departments whether or not 
they had observed an Increase in complaints regarding dividend illustrations. 
Two (New York and Wisconsin). indicated that very few of the complaints 
they received.were related to life insurance .and, further, that they did not 
keep records in sufficient detail to respond to our questions. However, both 
expressed great interest in our research and voiced the concern that 
complaints may become more significant in the future. The third (California) 
noted that, based on a random sample of recent complaints, illustration 
complaints arose from decreasing dividend scales which affected total policy 
values and the vanish point. · 

In addition to asking companies to fill in the questionnaire concerning their 
current> practices, the Task Force also asked them to send samples of policy 
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illustrations currently being used. Exhibits A-H are examples, as described 
below. All exhibits are in Appendix II. 

Exhibit A 

Exhibit A is an example of a traditional illustration for a participating whole 
life policy. It shows dividends, paid-up additions, guaranteed and total cash 
values and death benefits, increase in total cash value and guaranteed paid-up 
insurance for each policy year from the date of issue until age'l00. It also 
includes the interest-adjusted surrender and payment cost indices for 10 and 
20years. 

Although the sheer volume of numbers may be overwhelming, the footnotes 
are kept to a bare minimum. They simply mention that the first dividend is 
contingent upon the payment of the second year's premium, that dividends 
are affected by policy loans, that dividend figures are based on the current 
scale assuming i;io loans and that dividends are not guaranteed. 

ExhibitB 

The illustration shown in Exhibit B builds on the traditional mo'del but gives 
the prospective buyer fewer numbers and a great deal more text material. The 
first page is a summary of the numerical results at the·end of 20 years and at 
attained age 65. This is followed by two pages of numbers showing year-by
year values from the year of issue to attained age 98. Footnotes are again kept 
to a minimum, but a statement at the bottom of page 3 warns that two other 
forms must be enclosed with the illustration. These forms add four more 
pages of explanatory material. 

One form is a listing of all the optional benefits. that are available with the 
policy. The second form contains the dividend caveat, an explanation of 
illustrative life income figures, a brief explanation of term plans, and some 
information about the policy loan provision and interest-adjusted indices. 

ExhibitC 

Exhibit C is another fairly traditional illustration, but it is included here 
because of its unusually forthright dividend caveat. Page 1 is a complete 
illustration showing 20 yea."S of values plus values at attained ages 65 and 75. 
It has a very brief dividend caveat but refers the prospect to an attached page 
of footnotes. 

Pages 2 and 3 give the year-by-year values through age 95. Page 4 is the 
footnote page. The first footnote assures the client that the policy is not a 
modified endowment contract. The second footnote pertains to dividends. It 
first gives the usual statement that dividends are based on the current scale 
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and are not guaranteed. However, it then goes on to say, "Due to new federal 
-taxes and economic conditions including declining interest rates, dividends 
based on the 1992 dividend schedule are expected to be lower than those 
shown in the illustration.~ Among all the illustrations submitted to the Task 
Force, this one surely deserves an award for its candor! Several more 
footnotes follow, including a statement that the illustration does not 
recognize the time value of ~oney and should not be used to compare policy 
costs. · 

Finally, there is a page 5 which shows the interest-adjusted surrender cost and 
net payment cost index numbers, and gives an explanation of them. 

Exhibits P and E 

Exhibits D and E show how two different companies handle illustrating 
dividend interest rates which differ from the current scale. The illustration 
in Exhibit D-simply takes the standard illustration format and runs it at an 
alternate dividend interest rate. The actual rate used and the fact that it is less 
than the current rate is disclosed at the very top of the illustration on each 
page. 

The illustration in Exhibit E compares the results of the current dividend 
scale and an alternate dividend scale in the same illustration. The first page 
shows values for the first 20 policy years and at attained ages 65 and 70. Page· 2 
is an illustration based on the alternate dividend scale showing a vanishing 
premium scenario. This page also includes a comparative rate of return. 
Page 3 gives some summary figures at the end of 20 years and shows the 
interest-adjusted costs and payments. 

The fourth page of the illustration contains several footnotes, including a 
statement about the hypothetical dividend interest rates and an explanation 
of the comparative rate of return. The last page lists the actual hypothetical 
interest rates used in the illustration. 

ExhibitF 

Since several companies lndicated that vanishing premium illustrations 
were their largest source ofpolicyowner complaints, it was natural that many 
of these illustrations were sent in as samples. It is obvious that some 
companies are trying hard to find ways to educate policyowners to the fact 
that the vanish point depends on the dividends that will be paid in the 
future. 

The illustration in Exhibit F is a case in point, It illustrates policy values on a 
vanishing premium basis but places a full-pay illustration right alongside the 
vanishing premium illustration for comparison purposes. The footnotes 
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state that "the term 'vanish' does not mean that the premiums are no longer 
due, but that the cash premium due reflects the payment of future gross 
annual premiums through the use of current dividends. U future dividends 
are reduced from the current, results of the vanish may differ from that 
illustrated. · Additional premium payments may be required if the current 
scale of dividends is reduced." 

ExhibitG 

The illustration in Exhibit G is another example of an attempt at complete 
disclosure. The first page • labeled page 1 of 4 • shows the vanishing 
premiums, together with the paid-up additions that need to be surrendered in 
years 12 through 15. Page 2 shows a guaranteed ledger assuming all 
premiums paid. Pages 3 and 4 contain explanations, including an explanation 
of vanishing premiums and a suggestion that an alternate proposal be 
requested on a lower dividend interest rate. Finally, the policyowner and i. 
agent must sign a statement to the effect that they have received and 
reviewed all four pages of the proposal, including the footnotes. 

ExhibitH 

Exhibit H represents an innovative approach to showing a vanishing 
premium plan on both the current scale and 1% less than current scale, all on 
the same page. From the wording at the top of the page, we can see that it is 
designed to be shown along with a full-pay ledger and is to be accompanied by 
an explanation of the vanishing premium concept. 

C Universal Life 

From the beginning, a necessity for successful marketing of universal life has 
been the ability of the seller to illustrate the performance of a policy tailored 
(within policy limits) to the needs and resources of the prospective purchaser. 
The agent and prospect have the ability to choose almost any pattern of 
benefits and premiums. No longer is the sale limited to one of several fixed 
plans of insurance from a ratebook. Each one is different. 

Any system of policy illustrations will have some limitations on this 
flexibility. For instance, few can illustrate off-anniversary changes. Besides 
such practical constraints and the policy's inherent restrictions, how should 
the illustrations be limited? What interest rates can be shown? What cost of 
insurance rates can be used? 

Most observers would agree on the l!.ppropriateness of current rates of interest 
and cost of insurance deductions along with guaranteed rates. But what about 
other than current rates of interest and cost of insurance, such as lower or 
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higher interest rates? Should the buyer be able to factor in his or her own 
conservatism, or optimism, about future economic conditions? 

In our survey of insurance company practices in this area, 49 of 56 responding 
companies reported that they allow the agent or consumer to vary interest 
rates. Four of these allow higher.interest rates than the current scale, usually 
with. a footnote disclosing this fact. Others show both the current rate and 
another lower rate chosen by the agent. Most of the companies allowing cost 
of insurance variations reported offeri_ng a choice of only current or 
guaranteed deductions. 

Since any life insurance policy is a long-term contract, its performance 
depends more on what happens in the future than on current credits and 
deductions. Some companies will pay more interest than others. Some 
companies will charge lower cost of insurance rates or loads than others. 
How can these differences be discerned and/or illustrated at the time of sale? 
The premiums on this policy have not been invested yet. There is no 
experience on the mortality and persistency of this year's sales yet. How can 
the company show that it is different, and how can a consumer judge 
differences? 

From an actuarial point of view, there is guidance. In the U.S., Actuarial 
Standards of Practice No. 1 - "The Redetermination (or Determination) of 
Non-Guaranteed Charges and/ or Benefits for Life Insurance and Annuity 
Contracts" (ASPl) sets a standard of using anticipated experience factors, that 
is, "those elements in the redetermination (or determination) of non
guaranteed charges and benefits that reflect expected future experience." 
ASPl states that "anticipated, or projected, experience of a factor class means 
experience expected in the future as determined by the actuary through the 
application of sound professional judgement." It should be based on recent 
experience and expected trends, where applicable. ASPl also explicitly 
recognizes that current company experience may be of limited value in 
projecting future experience. 

ASPl thus allows a company to use its best judgment in estimating its future 
experience factors to use in setting parameters for determining illustrative 
policy values. · 

Of the 56 responses to the survey, five use mortality assumptions which differ 
from current experience, eight use different interest rates, and two use 
different expenses. Since policy illustrations may go for as long as 100 years, 
and the oldest universal life policy is only 12 years old, some projections of 
future experience from current are obviously necessary. 

The question remains: To what degree will the illustrated differences in 
policies actually occur? Currently, there are no recognized yardsticks for the 
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consumer to use. At best, a comparison of credited interest rates with bond 
yields, and a comparison of actual to illustrated cost of insurance rates, may 
show how the company's customers have fared in the past. 

Separate from the questions of the ultimate realization of illustrated interest 
and cost of insurance factors is that of "persistency bonuses." For this 
purpose, a persistency bonus is a retrospective or prospective credit structure 
which provides enhanced values to a long-term policyowner compared to a 
short-term one. If guaranteed, persistency bonuses are limited in most states 
by the workings of the smoothness test in the Standard Nonforfeiture Law. 
Simply put, this test requires that policy values grade smoothly within each 
successive five-year period, so that large, one-time bonuses are not allowed. 
Most states do not restrict the crediting of properly disclosed non-guaranteed 
bonuses. 

Ten of the 56 survey respondents reported bonuses. The existence of a bonus 
in the illustrated values is disclosed in footnotes by these companies, along 
with disclosure of its non-guaranteed nature, if appropriate. 

We are aware of at least one company which displays the current cash 
surrender values in a footnote; only the accumulation values are shown in 
the body of the illustration. 

Companies responding to the survey also provided us with sample 
illustrations for universal life and interest-sensitive whole life products. The 
representative illustrations that we selected deal with policy features that are 
unique to these products. These are shown in Exhibits I-M. · 

Exhibits I - M 

Exhibit I is an illustration showing values on three different bases:· current, 
illustrative and guaranteed. The interest rates associated with each set of 
values are clearly displayed. A footnote at the bottom of the page indicates 
that the policy has a ·prospective interest rate bonus th;it is applicable after 20 
years. We assume that it is not guaranteed since it is included for only the 
current -values. · 

For each rate basis, account value, cash value and death benefit are shown. 
Footnotes describe the assumptions for each rate basis. Cost indices are 
shown for all three bases. 

A footnote indicates that the policy terminates in year 31 based on guaranteed 
values. This is a year not displayed on the illustration. 

Disclosure of persistency bonuses is a key feature in these illustrations. 
Exhibit J is an example of a guaranteed bonus. Values are shown on three 
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bases, with both the implicit and nominal interest rates displayed. Pages 4 
and 5 describe the assumptions underlying each set of values, as well as the 
impact of the persistency bonus at each bonus point. 

Exhibit K contains several variations. The assumptions, including those for 
mortality and expense, for both guaranteed and current values are part of the 
column caption. There is a footnote with variable print on page 3 alerting the 
consumer to a number of tax issues, and citing the need for professional 
advice. Page 4 describes certain product features, including a prospective 
persistency bonus. The comments on the persistency bonus do not mention 
whether it is guaranteed. 

Exhibit Lis included for its use of graphics. Displaying key values graphically 
is certainly easier for the typical consumer to grasp than seven columns of 
numbers. The graphic display is based on projected values. 

Exhibit M is an example of a product with an accelerated death benefit, or 
living benefit. The cover page describes how the living benefit works. There 
is no reference tci the tax treatment of the living benefit although the tax 
treatment of death proceeds is mentioned. This is followed by one 
illustration page of values and two pages of explanatory notes. ' 

This policy has two types of bonuses: interest and mortality. The consumer is 
referred to the policy for a complete description of factors affecting the 
mortality bonus. 

D. _ Tenn & Term Look-Alikes 

Approximately three-fourths of the companies responding to our survey sell 
these ~ of products. None of the responses to our survey questions 
pointed to any potentially abusive or questionable illustration practices on 
these kinds of products, nor did contact with state regulators turn up any. We 
were particularly interested in whether the conversion privilege (or lack_ 
thereoO was being adequately explained and it appears that it is. 

However, a couple of problems have been observed •. One is . .that a company 
will display a cost comparison of its tenn plan with another company's 
permanent plan strictly on the basis of premium. Clearly, this is 
inappropriate. Another problem is that illustrations of indeterminate
premium term plans do not always display the corresponding guaranteed 
premiums; When the term plan includes a deposit fund, guaranteed values 
are not always displayed. · 

Companies provided us with several representative illustrations which are 
contained in Exhibits N-0. 
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Exhibits N-0 

These are two basic term illustrations, displaying current and guaranteed 
· premiums. Exhibit N shows the death benefit; current premium, 
accumulated premium and maximum premium for.an indeterminate yearly 
renewable term· plan. Interest-adjusted cost indices are displayed. .The only 
footnote references. the non-guaranteed natufe of current premiums. 

Exhibit O is an illustration of a 10-year re-entry term product. Current 
premiums are displayed for the second 10-year period, both with and without 
re-entry. A footnote discloses that re-entry is subject to evidence of 
insurability. 

E. Second-To-Die Policies 

Of the 56 responding companies, 39 indicated that they sell a second-to-die 
product. Only six of the 39 companies offer a product that provides for a cash 
value increase at the first death. Of those six, only one company answered yes 
to the question, "Are the values.shown on your illustration always based on 
the assumption that both lives remain alive?". Three companies mentioned 
that agents could choose the year of death for the first death for illustration 
purposes. 

To the question, "Does the illustration contain an explicit statement that 
there is no death benefit payable on the first death?", twelve companies 
answered yes. 

Exhibits P and Q are examples of illustrations of second-to-die policies. 

Exhibits P-0 

Exhibit P is a survivor life ledger showing a traditional policy with dividends 
used to purchase paid-up additions. The final footnote makes it dear that no 
death benefit is paid until "the second death. Although a term rider is 
mentioned in the footnote, it does not seem to be included in the illustration. 
Also, without further analysis, it is not readily apparent whether or not this 
policy provides a cash value increase on the first death. 

E.xhibit Q offers perhaps the ultimate in full disclosure . The first illustration 
- consisting of seven pages - shows a 10-year vanishing premium and both 
insureds alive. Note that the policy is a combination of permanent whole life 
and term insurance. 

Pages 5 through 7 show results on an alternate dividend scale, but do not 
include the vanishing premium concept. Following this seven-page 
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illustration is a three-page illustration which assumes that the male insured 
dies at age 64. All premiums are assumed to be paid. This is followed by 
another three-page illustration assuming both insureds are alive and also 
assuming an alternate dividend scale. Then there is another three-page 
illustration that assumes the male dies at age 64 and that premiums vanish in 
the eleventh year. 

Presumably, in addition to all these alternatives, one could request still more 
illustrations on different alternate dividend interest rates and different years 
of death for the first death. 

- F. Two-Tier Products 

A two-tier product is one that has different cash surrender and annuitization 
values. Typically, the annuity value cannot be commuted and surrendered; it 
is available only as an income stream. Only five of the 56 companies 
answering our survey sell two-tier products. Most of these five companies 
feel that their illustrations clearly indicate that the policyholder who 
surrenders will receive less than the amount that would be applied toward 
annuitization at the same point in time. In some cases this is emphasized 
with additional statements on the illustration. ' 

Another area of concern is whether the annuity income figures shown on the 
illustration are calculated only using current annuitization rates, or on both 
current and guaranteed annuitization-rate bases. Again, most but not all 
companies are showing the results on both bases. 

A nonstandard illustration practice we encountered on two-tier products was 
that of a company whose illustration included a footnote naming its 
reinsurer - a large, well-known company - and stating that the reinsurer 
approved of the product. 

G. Special Issues for Corporate Buyers 

Corporate buyers of insurance are concerned about the accounting and tax 
impact of the purchase, as well as the product's operation. Illustrations may 
be for individual insureds, but it is quite common for the corporation to be 
given illustrations that include all insureds, either on an actual or modeled 
basis. 

Illustrations typically show all cash flows: premiums, use of dividends or 
other non-guaranteed elements, policy loans or withdrawals, benefits ;,aid to 
employees, annual expected death proceeds paid to the corporation and the 
tax impact. The cash flows and asset (cash value) development are 
summarized to reflect the impact on the corporation's balance sheet and the 
profit and loss statement. The illustration might also demonstrate the 
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development of the benefit liability and its impact on the company's 
accounting statements. 

There are two common ways of reflecting the impact of deaths in the 
.illustration. One is to assume that each insured dies at a specified age, such as 
75 or 80. The other method is to adjust for mortality based on an ·appropriate 
table; this is known as fractional mortality or partial mortality. Based on 
discussions with several companies, there is concern that corporate buyers do 
not appreciate that the timing of the death proceeds is not guaranteed_._ 

Traditional interest-adjusted cost indices may be shown, but buyers focus on 
performance measures such as Internal Rate of Return and Net Present Value 
of Gain. Net present value of gain is usually calculated at the corporation's 
after-tax cost of capital. These measures are usually calculated on a basis 
consistent with the expected death proceeds. 

Guaranteed values are not usually <lisplayed prominently next to current 
values although companies may require an accompanying ledger illustration. 
There are some group experience-rated -contracts used in this market that do 
not have guaranteed maximum mortality charges and therefore do not have 
guaranteed values. ' 

As with individual illustrations, illustrations for the corporate buyer are 
subject to company discretion as to the timing of certain ev~nts. 

Illustrated funding patterns are more aggressive or flexible in· this market 
than for individual purchases. The most aggressive is a 7-pay contract with 
premiums paid by policy loan in policy years 1-3 and by the surrender of non
guaranteed values in policy years 4-7, with the only illustrated outlay from 
the corporation being the payment of policy loan interest. This gives the 
perception _that insurance can be purchased without real premium outlay by 
the buyer; 

Because the products and the benefit plans being funded are very complex, 
companies attempt to disclose pertinent tax issues such as the impact of 
TAMRA, '.fEFRA, etc. Many include footnotes stating that buyers should seek 
their own tax counsel and not rely on the illustration for any tax advice. 

H. Current Practices - Other 

Other noteworthy illustration practices·that we found included the following: 
(a) a Product Features Page which gives the answers item by item to the 
questions posed.in the CLU Professional Practices guidelines; (b) a full page 
dedicated to the 7-pay test, including the company's interpretation of some of 
the aspects of TAMRA; (c) a place for the client to sign the illustration · 

· signifying that he or she has read and understands all the disclaimers; and (d) 
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page-numbering schemes that inhibit removal of footnote pages (e.g., "Page 1 
of 5"). We also found: (a) unclear column headings, e.g., lack of clarity as to 
whether benefits and values shown reflect reduction for loan and (b) 
vanishing-premium illustrations in which the guaranteed figures shown 
alongside the current figures assume premiums paid all the way to maturity. 

Survey and preliminary report respondents also expressed the following 
concerns: -

• whether products that are a blend of whole life and term insurance·are 
in some cases being improperly portrayed as simply "whole life" 

• the impropriety of Company X printing comparisons of its non
guaranteed values to Company Y's guaranteed values 

• the appropriateness of calculating net outlay as the premium less the 
dividend payable at the end of the same policy year; that is, not 
recognizing the time value of money during the year. 
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IV. Uses of Life Policy ruustrations 

An extensive body of literature already exists on this subject. However, most 
· previous work deals with symptoms, rather than with underlying causes. For 
example, many articles deay aggressive assumptions, unrealistic non
guaranteed elements, lapse-supported pricing, and question the integrity of 
some illustrations. However, there is very little written about what caused 
the symptoms. 

One way tQ get at root causes is to·examine appropriate and inappropriate uses 
of illustrations. If an illustration is used for addressing questions it 
inherently cannot answer, problems will occur, even if the illustration is built 
with integrity. ' . 

The primary users of life insurance illustrations are: 

• Consumers 
• Life Insurance Agents/Brokers 
• Companies (actuarial and marketing departments) 
• Outside Advisers/Third Party Analysts 

Each of these may have multiple needs which they hope to satisfy with an 
illustration. In general, these needs are of two primary types: . 

Type A usage tries to: 

• Demonstrate how policy values change over time under specified 
premium payment and experience (e.g., interest rate) scenarios. 

• Demonstrate how a particular financial design or concept works, such 
as deferred compensation or vanishing premium .. 

Type A usage helps the consumer understand what is being purchased. It 
focuses on a single contract and its contractual features and mechanisms. It 
shows how a particular contract respollds to illustrative conditions. Multiple 
illustrations of a single contract demonstrate how contractual values change 
in response to variations in assumptions. 

Type B usage tries to: 

• Project likely or best estimate future performance. 

• Evaluate -comparative cost or performance of several policies. 
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Type B usage helps the consumer understand which policy is the best buy. It 
evaluates comparative cost or performance among competing alternatives. It 
also focuses on projecting most likely estimates of cost. 

Type B questions are of great interest to all user groups. Therefore, an 
objective, credible, inexpensive and quantitative means of answering these 
questions is highly desirable. Illustrations are quantitative and relatively 
inexpensive. But are they objective and credible? What can actuaries say 
about the ability of illustrations accommodate Type Aand B usage? 

Illustrations appear well suited for Type A questions. In particular, multiple 
illustrations run under different premium patterns and interest rates are very 
helpful in explaining contractual mechanisms. 

Type B usage is a different story. Today's life insurance and annuity products 
are complex financial instruments, whose ultimate future cost and 
performance depend on macroeconomic and demographic factors, individual 
company performance and individual consumer behavior. Type B questions 
necessarily involve many factors, including: 

e evaluation of the likelihood of future economic events 
• measurement of company-specific performance risks 
e measurement of product-specific performance risks 
s the individual consumer's likely response to various future events. 

For today's individual life insurance products, reliable answers to Type B 
questions are not possible using illustrations. The footnotes, caveats and 
disclosures on a typical illustration are already overwhelming for most 
consumers. Yet this information adds little value in terms of developing a 
reliable estimate of future performance. 

It can be seen that Type B ·usage is inappropriate unless the illustrations 
include a measure of relative risk. For example, if one illustration shows 15% 
lower premiums but has 60% greater risk of not achieving projected values, 
then lack of risk disclosure renders the comparison meaningless. Since 
relative risk cannot be calculated, Type B questions assume similar degrees of 
relative risk. Regulations try to assure "consistency" between illustrations as 
a way to keep relative risk equal. However, since there are really no practical 
means of assuring similar relative risks, Type B usage for illustrations is 
fundamentally inappropriate. 

The incentives associated with Type B questions are considera:i,te. However, 
an objective actuarial evaluation must conclude that typical life insurance 
products are too complex and the number of unknowable events is too great 
to allow for simple answers to questions of this type. Even when developed 
appropriately and with integrity, illustrations are structurally incapable of 
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handling Type B questions. Illustrations, by their nature, cannot answer these 
questions. Problems arise because of the illusion that they can. 

Many people believe that although illustrations aren't perfect, they are the 
best available indicator of future performance. They may believe, for 
example, that all illustrations are somewhat optimistic, but then conclude, 
"Even if they're all high by 15%, I'll still do better with the one which shows 
the highest values on these illustrations." Actuaries should oppose this 
myth. 
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V. Other Dlustration Practices 

It is easy to forget that sales illustrations in the U.S. and Canada have a 
unique history. Life insurance products sold in other countries, and other 
financial products sold in North America, do not share the same illustration 
practices. · A review of these practic;:es is helpful before evaluating alternatives 
for our system. 

A. Other Countries 

A quick survey of illustration practices in other countries reveals the 
importance of a historical and cultural context. In countries where insurance 
products are standardized by law, there is little controversy with respect to 
illustrations. This is the case for much of the Far East and Europe. Where 
product standardization is the rule, there is little product competition as we 
know it, and illustrations are naturally limited to non-controversial Type A 
usage. 

The United Kingdom and Australia have relatively competitive life 
insurance markets; with many similarities to the North American market. 
As in our market, ledger illustrations have been employed for Type B 
comparative cost and performance evaluation. Not surprisingly, these 
countries have also encountered problems with sales illustrations. 

Tapan: 

Currently, sales illustrations in Japan are based on the "current• dividend 
scale. There is increasing concern that this practice may cause the consumer 
to believe·that the current scale will remain unchanged in future years. 
Consequently, procedures will be revised to show the effect of a 0.1% decrease 
in the dividend interest rate. Disclosures will emphasize the variable nature 
of dividends and the fact that the illustration is based on current scale. In 
addition, special maturity dividends will be identified and shown separately 
from regular dividends. 

U.K.: 

Sales illustrations are heavily regulated in the U.K. Regulations were 
influenced by a number of perceived abuses which developed during the 
1980's. Currently, illustrations are constrained in at least three major ways: 

· (a) Upper level performance constraint {maximum interest rate) 

{b} Risk disclosure, by means of two alternative scenarios at significantly 
different interest rate levels. The regulators believe that two scenarios 
are better than either one or three at conveying the basic uncertainty of 
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the investment performance assumption. A low and high investment 
rate are specified, and only change occasionally, based on underlying 

· inflation expectations. There is a deliberate emphasis against specifying 
a ''best estimate" rate. · 

(c) . Standardized expense and mortality assumptions. All companies are 
required to use the same non-guaranteed expense and mortality . 
assumptions. These are set by regulation based on current industry 
· averages. While conceding that actual expense and mortality 
differences could influence the choice of a life carrier, the regulators felt 
that they.should not be reflected in projections. This emphasizes their 
strong belief that illustrations have a limited scope, and should not be 
used.,for comparative performance measurement. 

Australia: 

In early 1991, the Insurance and Superannuation Commission Circular #291 
promulgated completely new guidelines for Benefit Illustrations in Australia. 

· This was the first major change since 1985 and followed growing concerns 
about overly optimistic assumptions and a lack of consistency in'the approach 

-to long-term benefit projections. 

The Circular takes note of the situation in the U.K, where illustrations have 
been "ruthlessly standardized" and "serve only to create a generalized 
impression of the order of magnitude of benefits." 

Under the Australian approach, companies have some latitude, through their 
Appointed Actuary, to reflect individual circumstances in their projections. 
There is a clear threat that this remaining privilege will disappear if these 
new ~delines do not work. 

Australiarucompanies are required to ensure that agents, brokers or other 
intermediaries representing them do not alter their benefit projections in any 
way. 

Principal provisions of the Australian regulations are: 

• A specified maximum assumption basis, with lower rates permitted if 
appropriate. · 

• Specific standards of practice to follow for all promotional material, 
aimed at avoiding ambiguity or false impressions. 

• Two illustrations are normally required. The higher rate cannot be 
_ greater than (CB+ 3) x (1 -.t) where CB= the 3-year average IO-year 
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Treasury bond yield, and t is the maximum tax rate on the type of 
business in question. The lower rate is no more than 80% of the higher 
rate. .If only one illustration is shown, it must be at the lower rate. If 
more than two rates are illustrated, the third and subsequent cannot 
exceed the higher rate. 

• Projections are required to include an illustration of the effects of 
inflation, for the term of the projection, with an inflation rate of 60% of 
CB. ·c· 

In summaryr regulation of illustrations in both the U.K. and Australia has 
been structured to emphasize their suitability for Type A usage only. To 
enforce·this, illustrations are highly standardized and provide little or no 
opportunity for comparative performance or cost evaluation. 

8. Other Financial Products 

A review of other financial products' illustration practices provides 
interesting comparisons to life insurance. 

The securities industry has many complex financial products. nte risk and 
uncertainty. of future performance in these products is so well accepted by the 
public, however, that it is difficult to imagine Type B usage in ledger 
illustrations. For example, try to imagine a stockbroker advising a consumer 
on whether to buy IBM or AT&T stock, using a 30-year projection· of last 
quarter's dividend and change in stock price! 

For most securities, the consumer must use· something other than 
illustrations to make judgments about performance. The prospectus is the 
primary document for this purpose. It is both highly structured and complex. 
It is difficult, if not impossible, for a consumer to have a quick, easy to 
understand, numerical basis for doing comparative performance evaluation 
for mutual funds or .securities. 

The NASO Manual on Investment Company Securities gives detailed 
guidance on what must be done if comparison of investment products or 
services is to be done.1 The essence of this guidance is that comparisons 
should not be performed unless all factors which could possibly be considered 
relevant are disclosed. 

Mutual funds may be illustrated on a "hypothetical" basis, with full 
disclosure of all expense charges and a statement that the illustration is based 
on past performance and is not indicative of future performance. The 
relative simplicity of a mutual fund product structure makes it feasible to use 

lNASD Manual - Investment Company Securities, Para. 5286(5) 
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illustrations for this purpose. There are no "non-guaranteed elements" or 
"participating" expenses and mortality charges to muddy the waters. The 
prospectuses for both mutual funds and variable annuities include Fee Table 
Examples, so that buyers can compare expense levels among different 
products. 

Variable life insurance illustrations are regulated by the SEC and the NASO. 
Investment returns must. be specified as gross yields. At least one investment 
return assumption must be 0%, and no return can be higher than 12%. All 
expense charges and loads must be shown explicitly in the prospectus. It is 
easier to attempt Type B comparisons on variable life, particularly since one 
of the most important factors, investment return, is assumed constant 
between products. In a more fundamental sense, however, Type B analysis of 
variable life illustrations may have limited value, since differences in 
expenses and cost of insurance could be overwhelmed by differences in 
investment performance. Some observers see a trend toward more non
guaranteed bonuses and charges in variable life products.· If this is true, it 
may be progressively more difficult to use sales illustrations to answer Type B 
questions for variable life insurance, as is true today for non-variable 
products. 

In general, a review of relevant practices for other countries and other 
financial products reveals an understanding that illustrations should not. be 
used for comparative performance measurement. This is particularly true for 
the more complex products containing mm-guaranteed performance 
elements. 
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VI. Alternatives to Current Practices 

Our Task Force presented 23 alternatives to current illustration practices in 
our preliminary report. During the exposure period, we received a number of 
comments on-these alternatives, and suggestions of other alternatives that we 
might consider. 

We categorized the alternatives that were identified during our research as 
follows: 

• Reduce or limit numbers 

• More-stringent requirements for non-guaranteed-elements 

• Product or market specific issues 

o Consistency of illustrations 

• Strategic/ educational efforts 

Our Task Force was charged with researching illustration practices from the 
perspective of the consumer. Therefore, we evaluated alternatives on these 
criteria: 

• Will it improve the consumer's understanding of the life insurance 
policy being considered? 

• Will it improve the consumer's understanding of life insurance ·-
generally? 

A. Reduce or limit numbers 

The road to full disclosure has some pitfalls. In showing as many numbers 
on illustrations as most companies already do, a couple of phenomena occur. 
Fll'St, consumers who are simply not numbers oriented, and there are many 
such people, may tune out or be misled; they may be more .interested in a 
careful verbal explanation of the basic concepts. On the other hand, there are 
consumers who will fixate on the numbers, particularly the current account 
value column on a typical universal life illustration or the total value 
column on a dividend-paying whole life illustration, which marches 
mesmerizinglr, toward a 6- or 7-figure number. Compounding this problem 
is the fact that the prevailing practice is to show these account values to the 
nearest dollar, which, perhaps unwittingly, ascribes a level of credibility to the 
numbers that is quite inappropriate, especially for durations in the murky 
future beyond the 10th or 20th year. These account values are purely 
illustrative figures that, at best, are based on convenient, reasonable working 
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assumptions as to what future mortality charges and interest rates might be 
like. Small differences between the assumptions and actual experience will 
compound to a very large "error" be(ore very many years go by. In short, our 
Task Force sees a need for the industry to take some definitive steps away 
from selling our packaging (the illustration) and toward selling products. by 
reducing the focus on raw numbers. -

There are several possible re~edies to this general problem: 

1. If possible, i;upplement numeric information with a presentation in 
graph form. Technical advances now make this feasible in many 
instances. This approach addresses the need to emphasize concepts 
more and numbers less, and the problem of "extra" significant digits in 
the account values disappears. Safeguards against the misleading 
scaling of graphs may be needed, however. Graphics, if done well, can 
be an excellent tool for conveying information to the average person. 
One reason often cited for the tremendous success of the newspaper 
USA Today is its very popular and informative graphs. 

CONCLUSION: We would encourage actuaries to work with their 
colleagues in systems and sales/marketing to find new and more 
customer-friendly ways to present illustration information in graphic 

_ form. 

2. Limit illustrations of current values to 20 years and every fifth 
duration thereafter. This, we think, would help to make it clear that 
we have a sketchier picture of the distant future than of the near 
future. Also, it reduces the degree to which the client is overwhelmed 
by numbers and leaves more room on the page for useful narrative. It 
is important that values be shown to maturity or lapse so that the 
consumer is aware of any changes in benefits over time. However, if 
there is a change in premium or if a policy provision first manifests 
itself after the 20th year, the illustration should display all durations. 

CONCLUSION: Companies should consider adopting this convention 
on a-voluntary basis. 

3, -Show current values_ to the nearest $10 per thousand of initial face 
amount. This rule could apply at all durations, or perhaps just after 
the 5th or 10th year. 

CONCLUSION: Companies should consider adopting this convention. 
on a voluntary basis, 
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B. More stringent requirements on non-guaranteed elements 

The Task Force identified five alternatives that deal with non-guaranteed 
elements. 

1. More complete definition of "current experience" or "current dividend 
scale" 

At present, confusion exists as to what is meant by current experience 
or current dividend scale. For example, a current dividend scale 
illustration may assume mortality improvements built into it, but 
those improvements are not reflected in the dividends of older · 
duration in-force policies. Is the illustration really based on the 
company's "current scale"? Some may define current scale 
illustrations much more stringently as only those on a dividend scale 
having the same experience factors as are currently being paid to in
force policyholders. 

1n 1978 a paper appeared in the Transactions of the Socie.!y_of_A..m!W~ 
Volume XXX, entitled "Choice of Basis for Dividend Illustrations" by 
Russell R. Jensen. 1n ifJensen states, ''The simplest definition of 
current experience would be in terms of those factors of mortality,
interest, and expense used in determining dividends currently payable 
(current allocation). Yet at times this type of definition may not be 
valid or applicable. There may be no such factors that are appropriate 
for the illustration of dividends because anticipated mortality, lapses, 
or expenses of the new business are clearly different from. those now 
experienced on ~y block of business in force. Or, a company may use 
different investment yield rates for different eras of business, and there 
m~y be a question as to the rate to be applied to current issues." 

A company entering a new market will not have any past experience 
to illustrate. A new product may require a different investment 
pattern from anything the company currently has. These and other 
situations would mean that showing current experience can be more 
misleading than using currently anticipated experience. 

CONCLUSION: We believe that further study and research into this 
issue would be worthwhile. Therefore, we encourage the American 
Academy of Actuaries (AAA) and the Canadian Institute of Actuaries 
(CIA) to: 

• review existing regulations requiring the use of current 
experience or current dividend scales in life insurance sales 
illustrations; 
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• suggest revisions to those regulations which would clarify the 
meaning of "current," and 

• recommend modifications to the regulations which would allow 
the use of both current experience and deviations from current 
experience, but, if the latter, only with appropriate and mandated 
disclosure of the assumptions used. · 

2 Standards of practice for "Wustration Actuary" 

As part of his response to our survey of current illustration practices, · 
Armand de Palo, FSA, suggested that the time has come to consider the 
concept of an "Illustration Actuary." This individual would be 
responsible for informing senior management whenever illustrations 
with unrealistic assumptions are being used. This might be considered 
as part of the enhanced standards for non-guaranteed elements. 

CONCLUSION: We are not ready to endorse this concept at this time, 
but we agree that it is an idea worth pursuing. Therefore, we 
encourage the AAA and CA to study this concept further. 

' 
3. Furnish historical data 

This alternative wowd require agents to furnish clients with dividend 
histories, and dividend history comparisons with other companies, in 
addition to current illustrations. These would show clients how the 
company performed over the last 20 years, information similar to that 
supplied to buyers of mutual funds. 

The argument is often made that dividend histories are not subject to 
manipulation and, therefore, are a more reliable gauge of a rompany's 
performance than are current illustrations. Certainly for those 
companies included in Best's annual 20-year history study, the 
information is readily available, including rankings and comparisons 
with other companies. 

Companies have reasons for arguing that historical comparisons are 
not pertinent. Today's products are much different from products 
issued 20 years ago. For example, 20-year histories of universal life 
policies are not yet available. A company may·argue that it has 
changed its approach to underwriting, its investment philosophy or its 
expense controls. Also, the formation of new companies, mergers and 
acquisitions pose practical problems for presenting 20-year histories. 

One danger in using histories is that often the historical results are 
compared with the illustration provided at the time of issue. Over the 
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past 20 years, of course, actual results have been much better than the 
illustrated results of 20 years ago. This could give both buyers and 
agents the false impression that they.could expect the same pattern of 
results in the future, i.e., that illustrations are always conservative and 
actual results will always be significantly better. 

CONCLUSION: We believe there is value to illustrating historical 
performance and in providing buyers with a company's actual record 
of dividends or experience rates credited over the past 10 or 20 years. 
However, given the fact that many of today's products were not being 
issued 10 or· 20 years ago, and that linking past performance of 
significantly different products with today's products may be 
misleading, we do not recommend that historical data be made a 
required part of illustrations. 

4. Disclosure of underlying assumptions and current experience 
supporting illustrated performance 

Complete disclosure would include publication of interest rates, 
mortality charges, lapse assumptions, expenses (home office, field, 
investment, etc.), taxes and profit assumptions that support current 
values. Most companies disclose the current interest rates used in their 
illustrations and some disclose mortality charges. Many companies, 
however, would object to such full disclosure on the grounds that the 
information is proprietary and disclosure would. be competitively 
damaging . 

• 
Even the information being disclosed today is suspect in that the 
interest rates disclosed may be before or after investment expenses and 
taxes, mortality charges may or may not reflect actual experience, and 
.expense charges may or may not cover actual expenses. Would a 
consumer be able to sort out all the different experience factors and 
assumptions used in an illustration to determine if .the illustrated 
values are in fact reasonable or not? 

CONCLUSION: We believe that the idea of requiring more complete 
disclosure deserves further study. Therefore, we recommend that the 
AAA and the OA pursue this topic further. 

5. Identification of, or special reserving requirements for, unusual · 
features such as lapse-supported or two-tiered products, terminal 
dividends, interest rate kickers, persistency bonuses 

We wholeheartedly support complete and clear disclosure of unusual 
policy or pricing features, particularly if they result in inconsistent 
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treatment of one group of policyholders relative to another group (e.g., · 
persisters vs. early terminators). 

CONCLUSION: We would encourage the AAA and CIA to work 
toward development of appropriate disclosure requirements for such 
practices and to determine whether or not special reserves should be 
required. 

C. Specific Product Issues 

Based on the illustrations available to us, we believe the following product
specific issues must be resolved; 

1. Vanishing Premium Illustrations of Fixed Premium Products 

There should be consistency between the premium patterns assumed 
for guaranteed and non-guaranteed values, particularly when they are 
shown next to each other. If the underlying premium pattern is not 
consistent, the illustration should explicitly show both premium 
.patterns. This is not an issue for flexible premium policies since both 
current and guaranteed values must be based on the same premium 
patter!.). 

Many consumer complaints relate to vanishing premium illustrations. 
Consumers.do not understand what is guaranteed or the sensitivity of _ 
illustrated performance to changes in the non-guaranteed policy 
factors. 

CONCLUSION: The AAA and CIA should both consider and 
recommend improvements lo these illustrations which will 
communicate the sensitivity and the associated guarantees. The result 
should be consistent with the illustration requirements for flexible 
preµlium policies. 

2 Second-to-die Products 

Second-to-die product illustrations should be required to disclose 
whether or not there is a cash value increase on the first death. If there 
is, the illustration should include examples of values after a first death 
occurs. 

For second-to-die products that include a term portion - usually paid 
for through dividends - it is especially important to illustrate values all 
the way to the end of the mortality table. It is also crucial to show how 
these policies perform at lower than ·current dividend interest rates. 
While current scales may support the policy adequately for 20 or 30 
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years; the insureds could be faced with very large premiums due at 
very. advanced ages. 

CONCLUSION: We believe that important policy features must be 
disclosed· to the consumer.· Further, modular policy design may 
increase the sensitivity of non-guaranteed policy features. The AAA 
and OA should consider appropriate disclosures and/or standards for 
sensitivity analysis that will help the consumer understand these 
features and their impact on performance. 

3. Two-Tier Products 

The difference between the tiers can be quite large. The tier differential 
could be viewed (and is viewed, by some regulators) as a surrender 
charge, so certainly one aiternative to current practice is to format the 
illustration accordingly, possibly even including a column that 
explicitly displays this surrender charge. Another alternative is to add 
language to the illustration that provides the needed additional 
emphasis of the important point that needs to be made to the client: 
the cost of rolling the funds out of this product to another one is 
unusually high, i.e., the client needs·to feel highly committed to 
staying with this company. Also, as life expectancies and expenses 
increase, annuitization rates may become less favorable,. so a case could 
be made for using something more conservative than current 
annuitization rates on the illustration for someone who is not going to 
annuitize until several decades from now. 

Another idea worthy of consideration, which comes from the 
California Department of Insurance, is to require that the account 
value column heading say "Not available in Cash." · 

Mandating that the tier differential be explicitly characterized as a 
surrender charge may be a bit severe and could unduly limit a 
company's freedom to illustrate its products in a reasonable way. 
Adequate disclosure is really the key point. Thus, for example, the idea 
of requiring the words "Not available in Cash" for the annuitization 
account value column. heading seems like a good one. 

Good-faith disclosure also clearly calls for showing monthly incomes 
on both a current and guaranteed annuitization-rate basis. As to the 
idea of using slightly conservative current annuitization rates for this 
purpose, in anticipation of future increases in life expectancy, this may 
be laudable but it does not seem necessary, since the juxtaposition of · 
the corresponding guaranteed figure next to the current figure should 
convey the sense that things may not work out as favorably as the 
current figure suggests. Furthermore, this could create additional 
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unneeded complexity and could even be latched onto as a defense of 
using future mortality improvements on life illustrations. Likewise, 
monthly incomes should be shown based on both the current and 
guaranteed annuitization account values. 

CONCLUSION: The Task Force believes that the AAA and CIA should 
consider the appropriate disclosures for two-tier products and 
appropriate changes to the values displayed. 

4. Concept Illustrations 

These illustrations demonstrate a concept or a program, such as split 
dollar or executive benefits. The focus is typically the accounting or tax 
impact rather than· the operation of the insurance policy. Concept 
illustrations usually do not meet the regulatory requirements for policy 
illustrations. To demonstrate both concept and policy operation in the 
same illustration would overwhelm the consumer with r,umbers. 

The Task Force believes that concept illustrations are appropriate. 
However, these illustrations should be clearly labeled "Concept 
Illustration Only." Unless guaranteed values are prominently 
displayed next to current values, the footnotes should disclose that this 
is not a policy illustration. This would allow agents to demonstrate 
concepts while alerting the consumer that the illustration does not 
demonstrate the operation of the policy. 

CONCLUSION: We would recommend the recognition of concept 
illustrations, and would encourage the AAA and CIA to develop the 
appropriate disclosure to differentiate concept illustrations from policy 
illustrations. 

D. Consistency of Illustrations 

A somewhat more standardized approach to illustrations could make it easier 
for a buyer to understand the illustration. The Task Force identified five 
possible areas of standardization. 

1. Standard Definition of Terms 

Commonly used terms should have the same meaning in all 
companies' illustrations. For example, the column labeled "Current 
Year's Death Benefit" should have data that is consistent for alt 
companies. There should be no discretion As to whether it is the death 
benefit at the beginning of the year, end of the year or some interim 
value .. Standard definitions of terms would increase the clarity of 
illustrations to all users, not just to consumers. 
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CONCLUSION: We encourage the AAA and OA to consider pursuing 
this suggestion with indusby trade groups, professional organizatiom 
and regulatory bodies. ' 

2. Standardized Notes 

There are probably too many notes on illustrations today, and they are 
not·consumer friendly. Furthermore, given today's product features, 
regulatory requirements for notes do not keep current with the need 
for disclosure of how a product operates. Since the notes are at the end 
of the illustration, it is not clear how much attention they are given by 
the buyer. It would seem appropriate that important notes should be 
placed at the beginning of the illustration. 

CONCLUSION: While the complete standardization of notes is most 
likely unattainable and perhaps not even desirable, we would 
encourage the AAA and OA to determine what degree of 
standardization might be helpful to consumers; 

3. Different Print Sizes 

Currently, all the data and notes on an illustration are given equal 
prominence. To the extent that it is technologically possible, the Task 
Force believes there is merit to using boldface or different print sizes 
for emphasis. This would help to ensure that the buyer reads 
important notes such as the non-guaranteed nature of illustrated 
values. 

CONCLUSION: We encourage the AAA and CIA to pursue this . 
concept. 

4. Standard Assumptions 

Three possible models have been described in this paper: the 
illustration of Variable Life and the illustration practices in the United 
Kingdom and.Australia. These models for standardization of 
assumptions help the buyer to understand that the illustrated 
performance varies with the underlying assumptions and is not 
guaranteed. The Australian requirement that effects of inflation also 
be demonstrated for the term of the projection has considerable appeal 
to the Task Force. · 

CONCLUSION: We encourage the AAA and 0A to consider 
pursuing this alternative with indusby trade groups, professional 
organizations and regulatory bodies. 
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5. Range Approach/Specified Scenarios 

The range approach was advanced by the American Council of Life 

I urance to the National Association of Insurance Commissioners in 
988. As proposed, it would apply to both life insurance and annuity 

I lustrations .. Use of the approach would .have been elective, not 
mpulsory. It would have allowed a range of interest rates only - not 

f mortality or expense assumptions. Finally, it would have allowed 
interest rates up to 2 percentage points higher and 2 percentage points 
lower than the interest rates underlying the company's current scale. 

The•assumption behind this approach was that the agen~ would 
actually show three complete illustrations to the client .. One would be 
on the current scale, one up to 2 percentage points higher than the 
current scale and the third based on an interest rate up to 2 percentage 
points lower than the current scale. The current scale illustration 
would always be required. The other two would be optional, but if an 
illustration based on an interest rate higher than current scale is 
shown, then the correspondingly lower interest rate illustration must 
also be shown. The NAIC did not adopt this approach. ' 

An advantage of the range approach is that it allows clients to see how 
the policy performs under different interest rate assumptions. More 
importantly, it demonstrates powerfully that variations are likely. In 
his presentation to the NAIC, Mr. Anthony T. Spano, Actuary with the 

CLI, said, ''Use of the range approach would demonstrate to the 
surance buying public that illustrations are merely examples of how 
product may perform rather than benchmarks on how it will 

~erform. An undue focus on the company's current scale, which 
would result if illustrations were restricted to current scale, would be a 
disservice to the consumer in that it may create the impression that 
there is something magical or permanent about a company's current 
scale. This could lead the consumer to feel that current scale figures are 
tantamount to guarantees." 

Needless to say, companies were not unanimous in their support of 
the ACLI in advancing the range approach. The most controversial 
aspect of this proposal was that companies would be allowed to 
illustrate policies at higher than current interest rates for the first time . 
. The counterbalance to this, of course, was the requirement to also show 
an illustration at a rate lower than current scale. The fear, however, 
was that agents would not always show the lower interest rate 
illustration, or even the current scale illustration, but instead would 
concentrate only on the higher interest rate numbers. 
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Another concern was that only the interest rate could be varied and not 
mortality or expenses, which could also be expected to change over 
time. 

Although the NAIC did not adopt the range approach, the industry 
seems to have gone part way towards it on its own. Several companies 
are allowing agents to show illustrations at dividend interest rates 
lower than.current scale, while very few allow illustrations at higher 
than current scale. Most illustrations of products with explicit interest 
credits allow the interest rate to vary, either up or down. 

The Task Force strongly believes that consumers should be made aware 
of a product's sensitivity to changes in the environment. The range 
approach is one approach that might be considered. 

CONCLUSION: We think further discussion on the range approach 
within the industry and within our profession is warranted. As stated 
in Section B. 1. above, we encourage the AAA and the CIA to: 

• review current regulations requiring the use of current 
experience or current dividend scales in life insurance sales 
illustrations; 

• suggest revisions to those regulations which would clarify the 
meaning of "current," and 

• recommend modifications to the regulations which would allow 
the use of both current experience and deviations from current 
experience, but, if the latter, only with appropriate and mandated · 
disclosure of the assumptions used. 

E. Strategic/Educational Efforts 

1. Change Use of Illustration in Sales Process: Consumer Disclosure 

Consumer education efforts should focus on appropriate uses for 
illustrations. Usage·disclosure should be clear and simple. It should 
indicate that illustrations are only useful for Type A questions, as 
defined in this paper. Required disclosures should make clear that it is 
inappropriate for agents, companies or advisers to use illustrations for 
Type B questions, regardless of the integrity of the illustrations 
involved. 

This is not a ban on illustrations. Over time, however, such disclosure 
should reduce the occurrence of abusive practices. Previous 
regulations and disclosures have not been effective, because it has been 
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possible to design around a rule while still using illustrations for 
comparative cost purposes. 

Sample usage disclosures, for display at the top of the illustration: 

a· Sales illustrations should not be used for comparative policy 
performance purposes. Life insurance policies are complex 
financial instruments, which generally contain both guaranteed and 
non-guaranteed elements. A sales illustration may be helpful in 
understanding how a particular policy performs under specified 
circumstances. It is generally not feasible, however, to use sales 
illustrations to determine whether one policy is a better buy than 
another. 

b. The only promises a life insurance company makes when it sells a 
policy are the contractual guarantees. Policy illustrations are not 
promises. Rather, they are hypothetical examples of what might 
happen if certain assumptions are met. 

c. Policy illustrations should not be used for comparing the relative 
cost or performance of life insurance products. ' 

d. Most life insur,mce policies are complex financial contracts which 
contain both guaranteed and non-guaranteed features which 
depend on unpredictable future events. Consequently, the amount 
of risk associated with a particular sales illustration cannot be 
determined.- . 

If illustrations cannot be used as a comparative performance measure, 
many people will demand to know, 'What £fill be used?". The honest 

· answer is that there is no simple measure or analysis which can be 
done for such complex financial products. The consumer bears a 
degree of future performance risk, and this cannot be readily estimated, 
especially for competing policies. This fact is already well understood 
in the securities industry. It needs to be assimilated in the life 
insurance industry. 

Of course, there are other factors to consider, including rating agency 
analyses and retrospective cost measures. There are also many service 
and quality factors. Contractual features which have value to the 
consumer's individual situation may be more important than 
generalized cost estimates. Finally, an evaluation and 
recommendation by the agent or broker may be of critical importance. 
Ultimately, although many factors may be considered, the final 
decision on the best policy must be based on individual judgment. 
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CONCLUSION: The AAA and CIA should encourage their respective 
regulatory bodies to mandate inclusion of sales illustration disclosures 
of the type shown above. At least one of the disclosures should be 
prominently displayed at the top of every page. 

2. Consumer Brochure 

A small, easy-reading brochure, developed by an industry or 
professional association could supplement the proposed disclosures 
and explain proper ancl improper uses of policy illustrations in more 
detail It could also cover other due diligence questions which a 
consumer might want to ask before making a decision. The brochure 
should be offered in every situation in which an illustration is used as 
part of a decision to buy, lapse or replace life insurance coverage. It 
should be designed as a way to educate the consumer about both_ 
insurance and illustrations. · 

CONCLUSION: There are many associations that could sponsor or 
contribute to this effort, including the ACLI and the CLHIA. We 
believe that it is important to have active actuarial sponsorship of this 
publication. We recommend that the AAA and CIA take the lead in 
developing the text. The brochure could replace the current buyers' 
guides used in the U.S. and Canada. 

3. Consumer Hotline 

Though it would be a logistic challenge to set up, an industry-funded 
consumer hotline could be established, staffed by actuaries or other 
industry personnel interested in addressing the illustration problem on 
a one-on-one basis with the public. Consumers would call in (or fax) 
their questions. 

This approach would be the most proactive of all the methods of 
addressing the illustration problem discussed in this paper, since it is a 
direct, hands-on approach rather than just another report or 
regulation. The concept is similar to that of the Legal Aid hotlines set 
up by various.bar associations. 

CONCLUSION:. We do not recommend proceeding with this 
approach. In our opinion, most questions of this type are best handled 
by the individual company or the servicing agenL 

4. Consumer Signature 

There is value in having the consumer acknowledge something about 
the process used in deciding to buy, lapse or replace life insurance 
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coverage. This is similar to the requirement that a consumer receive a 
prospectus prior to buying securities. The acknowledgement should be 
simple and short enough that it actually gets read before signing. 

A sample might be: I understand that my decision to buy/lapse/replace 
this life insurance policy should not be based on illustrations of non
guaranteed future performance or. cost. If I was shown an illustration, I 
was given a copy of the brochure, Life Insurance Illustrations. 

CONCLUSION: Companies should implement such disclosures on a 
voluntary basis. 

5. Illustrations as Road Maps 

As technology advances, it may soon be possible to store the 
illustration upon which the sale was made in the home office's 
computer. Then each year on the anniversary, the total current value 
would be compared to the value originally illustrated for that 
anniversary and, if it is less, the policyholder would be given (a) the 
reason(s) why it is less, and (b) the chance to make up the difference via 
an additional premium payment, if feasible. Illustrations 'would thus 
be used as road maps instead of just as point-of-sale projections, 
credibility would be enhanced, and the workings of the policy would be 
clearer to the buyer on an ongoing basis. 

CONCLUSION: Companies should consider providing "in-force 
illustrations" on a voluntary basis to help educate and inform their 
customers. · 

6. Agent and Home Office Education 

A knowledgeable, well-informed agent is critical to ensuring that · 
illustrations are used and foterpreted properly. Our industry already 
invests a great deal of money in home office and field training of 
agents. With respect to illustrations, this effort is currently focused · 
principally in two areas: (a) how to explain the "performance" of their 
own illustrations in a positive way; (b) how to discover and discredit · 
"unreasonable" assumptions in competing illustrations. The sense of 
our Task Force is that agent education about illustrations should re
focus on proper and improper usage, as described previously in this 
paper. 

Once the concept of Type A and Type B usage is widely understood and 
accepted, agents will have more time to spend on activities which truly 
benefit themselves and their clients. For example, they can try to 
understand and explain the contractual difference between two policies 
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(Type A), rather than trying to infer which policy will have the lowest 
cost over the next 40 years (Type B). 

Educational efforts should not be limited to agents. Home office 
marketing, sales and product areas must understand and accept the 
concepts involved before meaningful progress can be made among 
agents. 

CONCLUSION: The effort to re-focus agent and Home Office 
education should start with the industry's professional societies and 
trade. associations, including SOA, AAA, CIA, ACLI, CLHIA, LUAC, 
AIAPQ and The American College. Trade publications, such as the 
National Underwriter and Best's Review, are important educational 
forums which should be used to further this effort. 
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VII. Summary of Recommendations and Next Steps 

To summarize, the Task Force endorses the use of illustrations for Type A 
purposes. We do not believe they are appropriate for Type B purposes. 
Educating the consumer and others on the appropriate uses for illustrations is 
a long-term effort. In· the interim, we must deal with the Type B uses, and 
our report makes recommendations specific to these uses. TI1e need for some 
of these recommendations may diminish as consumers understand the uses 
for, and limitations of, illustrations. 

Several persons commented that we must provide consumers with a basis on 
which to compare different policies and companies. Past committees of the 
SOA and others have grappled with.this issue, and have "tolerated" the use 
of illustrations and interest-adjusted indices for this purpose. We would 
recommend that the actuarial profession renew its· efforts to develop · 
appropriate methodologies or indices on which to compare products and 
companies. 

Our recommendations are in four areas: 

o Educational Efforts · 
• Standards, Disclosures & Regulations 
• Optional Improvements 
• Continuing Research 

Educational Efforts 
Educational efforts represent a long-term strategy for the industry. These 
efforts will necessarily involve insurance professionals from a number of 
disciplines, including agents, actuaries, regulators and company management. 
Without management commitment, these efforts are not likely to succeed. 

We would recommend that the AAA and CIA consider the educational 
efforts that .have been identified and develop a strategic plan for development 
and implementation. These organizations would determine the appropriate 
forum for bringing in other insurance disciplines. 

Among the alternatives that we believe have particular merit for further 
consideration are: 

• Agent education and licensing 
• Home office education 
• Consumer brochures 

Standards, Disclosures & Regulations 
These recommendations represent _the short-term approaches to deal with the 
problems arising from Type B uses. They also deal with the changes needed 
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to support and enhance Type A uses. The AAA and CIA should be charged 
wi.th the development of an integrated program of standards, disclosures and 
regulations to improve illustrations in the near-term. This Task Force 
believes that the following have considerable potential: 

• Standard assumptions, following the variable life or Australian model 
• Disclosure of underlying assumptions 
• Review of actuarial standards for establishing non-guaranteed factors 
• Disclosure of unique product features 
• Display of alternative scenarios or sensitivity testing 

The Task Force strongly recommends the adoption of changes to vanishing 
premium illustrations in order to properly communicate the concept, and its 
non-guaranteed nature, to the consumer. 

Optional Improvements 
The Task Force identified several alternatives that could improve 
illustrations that companies could implement on an optional basis. These 
would include: 

• Consumer signatures on illustrations 
• ·Presentation of historical data, separate from the illustration 
• Use of graphs to supplement numerical data 
• Display only quinquennial durations after year 20 
• Round current values to nearest $10 per 1000 of initial face amount 
• Illustrations as road maps 

Continuing Research 
We would recommend that the SOA form a task force to research an 
appropriate methodology for comparison of products. The Task Force 
believes that in the current product environment, a measure that is not 
adjusted for risk is not helpful to the consumer or any reviewer of life 
insurance illustrations and contracts. 

CONCLUSION: The illustration practices of most companies are consistent 
with regulatory practic.es and attempt to communicate in a good faith manner 
with the consumer. However, there is room for improvement. Life 
insurance policies are complex, and consumers often do not understand 
which benefits are guaranteed and which benefits are not. 

The Task Force strongly encourages the AAA and CIA to consider our 
recommendations and to work with the other industry groups and regulatory 
bodies to improve illustration practices and to develop educational materials 
that will aid consumers. 
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APPENDIX I 

SAMPLE SURVEY AND SUMMARY OF RESPONSES 

I General 

A To what extent does your company feel that a prob)em exists within the industry 
regarding life il]ustration practices today, in terms of successfully 
communicating with the potential buyer in a good-faith manner? 

( 5) -We think there is a serious problem but the nature of today's products 
makes it unavoidable. 

-Problem is that the people selling them (producers, agents, reps. etc.) often 
times will do and say anything to make the sale. · Product differences and 
volatility of interest rates etc. make it difficult for the consumer tci compare 
products and understand all the pieces. 
-The trend in the industry seems to be a return to more responsible 
i 11 ustrations. But il 1 ustrations still create a strong visual impact. Footnote, 
disclaimers, and ledger have trouble competing for the buyer's attention. 
-So long as agents are allowed to run their own proposals there will never be 
assurance that what the company intended. is shown. Also differences between 
companies will never be able to be accurately portrayed. 

(35) We think there is a serious problem which can be fixed, 

-We do not, however, believe that policies with adjustable e1ements will ever be 
completely understood by the buying public. 
-Many agents sell on the basis of a 40-50 year projection of policy values as if 
these had a reasonable probability of materializing. Furthermore, they 
frequently misunderstand some of .the fundamentals (i.e. they often compare UL 
policies at a fixed rate of interest for several products even though companies 
take margins differently and may actually be paying very different rates at the 
time the illustration was prepared). 
-We feel that . some companies are misleading· their customers by showing 
unrealistic illustrations, for example, a rate of interest which the agent knows 
will never be attained. This raises the issue of integrity because the 
individual agent and company are left to decide how to illustrate nonguaranteed 
elements, so long as the guaranteed elements are shown. The industry should 
develop, and the state regulators should adopt, a standard by which all companies 
must conform when illustrating nonguaranteed elements. This would eliminate the 
practice of companies and agents competing by way of misleading sales 
il 1 ustrat ions whi.ch give the customer unrealistic expeetat ions. 
-It is important to disclose what is being illustrated rather than restrict or 
complicate the i 11 ustration. 
-Many aggressive companies do not want to fix this problem and choose to 
illustrate values that are not likely to be paid, or will be paid only to a very 
few policyowners. These companies, in general, cannot be competitive on actual 
performance. However, there are st i 11 a few qua 1 i ty companies doing the right 
thing, although they are considered old fashi(med since they believe in giving 
good value· to the policyholder and in paying out real value, rather than 
illusions. . 
c The lowering of dividend scales has helped agents finally understand that 
dividends really are not guaranteed! 
-Many companies show unrealistic interest rates and have great flexibility in 
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making products look better. Disclosure statements and footnotes should be· 
required to improve situation. 
-The fix will require a realignment of some companies' fiber of integrity and a 
decision to include guidelines in full disclosure. 
-Our company position is that the insurance industry must take steps to begin 
monitoring the practices of its representatives and initiate consistent 
regulation of the industry throughout the country • 

.. -We have been working on consumer education pieces to supplement illustrations 
which provide additional information on the nature of illustrations. 
-Illustrations of unrealistic projection of mortality and bonuses. 

(13) We think there is a problem, but it's not serjous. 

-In· Canada·, some UL illustrations may use unrealistic interest rates. Major 
complaints arise from *'s unbelievable Par illustrations. 
-Host agents and companies are ok, the bad cases get a l_ot of attention. 
-Some illustrations need improvement in both stock and mutual companies, however 
most companies· do an adequate job. 
-As the marketplace becomes more sophisticated, so must products sold in these 
markets. Illustrating complex products in a simple fashion causes unavoidable 
problems for the consumer • 

. · -~ practices are acceptable. Very few problem areas. TAMRA should be 
handled better. Handful of copies allow illus @ much higher interest rates than 
current credited rates & some companies do utilize projected improvements in 
future morta 1 i ty rates. 
-I don't see how to enable the prospective pol icyowner to judge the relative 
value of non-guaranteed policies from different companies. ' 
-Any attempt to fix may make the cost of doing business too high, 

( 2) ,, We thjnk current practices are acceptable. 

B '" Software packages are avaj]able that enable an agent to take the numerjca] output 
from a Company-produced illustration program and "re-cast• the results into a 
fonnat jndjvjdual]y tailored by the agent. Examples include the abjljty to 
rearrange, add or delete columns, and to change headings and footnotes. Also, 
some agents have sufficient programming skills to accomplish this on their own. 
What js your company's position on this? 

( 9) We promote it {e.g., we make such software available). 

-However, we strongly discourage any alterations and/or deletions of info. 
-We don't like it but competition has forced us to make it available. 

( 4) We condone jt. 

-Some_ flexibility is necessary to meet the needs of sophisticated markets. 

'•, (IO) we are neutral. 
(19) OffJcJally we're opposed but there's HttJe enforcement. 

An asterisk (*} appears in place of a company or product name. 
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-Difficult to enforce in brokerage environment. Can control branch offices 
easier, but it still happens. . 
-We do everything we can to ensure that this doesn't happen but you can never 
have 100% control of software running on a PC. 

( 6) We oppose these practices and vigorously enforce this. 

-But it is difficult to catch individuals that doctor illustrations. We fire any 
that are caught. · 
-Officially we're opposed ... however, we do encourage agents to have Head Office 
review proposa 1 s. · 
-Our software is designed to prevent these practices. 

( 8) Other. 

-It is available but we don't promote it--those that find it are capable and we 
work with them. 
-We allow.agents to add additional information by adding columns to the standard 
illustration. 
-Allow specified adjustments. 
-Currently we make available a software package which translates our company-
produced illustration into a different format. The format is chosen by the agent 
from. a menu of formats and so the individual agent cannot modify or otherwise 
rearrange the output to suit his/her needs. The software company, however, has 
the ability to add or modify formats, and we have basically trusted them not to 
abuse or misrepresent our products. Only one area of disagreement has arisen to 
date: the software's treatment of a MEC is different from ours, and our solution 
is to not pass the data over from our company's system if the policy turns out 
to be a MEC. Hopefully, solutions for all disagreements can be accomplished as 
easily. 
-We promote use of* but our illustration is required. 
-Different marketing channe 1 s fo 11 ow different approaches. The 1 argest one 
opposes. Other channels encourage or attempt to limit to company approved 
programs. In any case it is very difficult to control agents who are computer 
1 iterate and can design their own spreadsheets. 
-We. have asked our field to show us their special charts for review. While we 
do not receive many, we do review a 11 that come in and we have requested changes 
where appropriate. 
-Agents have the ability to customize columns but not numerical values. We 
condone ·customization of this type and oppose agent programming that allows 
altering.values in any manner. 

Please indicate the illustration flexibility, if any, that your company provides 
to your agents, or explicitly allows them to use. 

-Graphics interf;lces. 
-We provide ability to download data and reformat it using commercial graphics 
packages. This facility is used by relatively few. agents. Minimum disclosure 
requirements for such presentations are being developed. 
-An agent may edit a print file created from the illustration. However we feel 
that this is a better option than allowing an agent the flexibility of typing his 
own error-prone illustration. 
-Customize column selection from a predetermined list, output to an ASCII file, 
limited interest rate flexibility, input Universal life inforce information. 
-Cannot alter form or format of proposal. May only change the current credited 
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rate and this should be done only when company declares a change in rate. 
-We allow the agent to use a lower interest rate than th!! current rate. 
-We use a company ca 11 ed *. We require a 11 agents to show the company produced 
illustration; it is automatically printed, but the agent can always throw it away 
(i.e., enforce may be impossible). 
-Illustrations can n.!l1 be modified •. Agents can incorporate them in their sales 
package but they must include "all• pages generated by our proposal system. 
-We offer the * system •. 
-We allow agents to use a software package that re-formats columns and re-words 

',headings,and·,footnotes in whatever manner the agent desires, so as to produce a 
snazzier-looking illustration .. However, company policy is that this second 
illustration is to be provided·to the client jn addition to (not instead of) the 
regular company-approved illustration. 
-Choice of interest rate for some products, no choice on others. 
·-Headings and footnotes cannot be changed. A variety of pre-set and user-defined 
illustraUons may be selected from a menu. , 
-Ability to illustrate with their own interest rate assumptions as well as the 

·current rate. ··,Some flexibility as to what output is produced--optional graphs, 
additional notes, etc. 
-Our illustrations can be converted to *. Agts then can produce whichever 
numbers they choose. Footnotes .are not converted, however. 
-Our software allows agents to rearrange-or delete,.columns, or add columns from 
a group of columns that are available through the software. VUL is an exception, 
however,. as-no alterations may take place. 
-Ouri software allows, column add/deletion QJUY - no footnote or header editing. 
-Company provided software with .fixed formats; other formats require our ledger 
to be attached. ' 
-We allow,,customization of illustration output, however we strictly maintain 
footnotes that require a standard illustration that provides all guaranteed 
values. 
-A limited range is :t % of ·1% on interest rate assumptions. 
·-we support an interface to•-Advanced Underwriting Software but do not provide 

· such software. 
-An agent ·can always retype any· illustration; even without a PC. We take strong 
action if we find erroneous numbers or an outrageous illustration: that is not 

· :company produced. All software· has. flexibility and the market demands this 
flexibility, but ·we always, require a•ledger and footnote to precede any summary. 
However, no one is with-the agent to ensure that he gives. ;t to the customer. 
All pages ..are numbered as •x~- of •y• pages, i.e., page 1 of 4, etc. Company 
illustration system has over-200 available columns of information that can be 
displayed, .. but standard formats exist. The results of the PC version can be 
captured by agent owned software that we have little control over. Outside 
independent vendors, who we. cannot control, have our rate files. 
-None for company-provided computer system. If outside PC software is used, we 
have no control. 
-Minimal flexibility is provided. 
·-Lower-dividend interest rate, first death scenarios for survivorship, optional 
columns to show, for example, face amount of PUA's, cost of 5th div rider. 
-*, cash needs analysis; advanced needs analysis, ,split dollar. 
-We-require agents get pre-approval •on any special format illustrations. 

, -Planriers have only the ability have only the ability to select the pages that 
are included in the sales presentation.· They must always· include the ledger 
(numerical) illustration. 
-We have little or no flexibility. 
-Ability to add, delete and customize columns; however we require a "compliance" 
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page which shows GTO value.s. Portfolio rates may be illustrated with lower 
assumptions--not higher. 
-Difficult to summarize briefly. Column selection is available to some agents 
and brokerage offices. Changing headings and footnote is generally not condoned. 
·-For our universal life product, we allow agents to select an interest rate for 
illustration from 4-14% inclusive. Current rates are, however, disclosed. 
-We a 11 ow down 1 oad into prearranged packages. 

· , -We support * . 
. -None - except for illustrative rate flexibility. 
-Ability to ·vary' interest rates, and specify premiums (within pol icy limits). 
-Some column selection and report writing capabilities; * download conversion. 
-All 1 ife products (including UL) are participating and only current dividend 
scale can be shown. Agents have flexibility to show various interest rates for 
annuity· illustrated. 
-Agent can enter interest rate but not change format. 
-Flexibility about what pages. to produce; what columns to output. 
-Any illustrated rate between 4%% and 14% can be shown but whatever is 
illustrated is disclosed. Mortality and expenses are only shown at current 
levels with no option to vary. Of course the premium and face amounts in a UL 
illustration may also vary. · 
-Column customization, funding flexibility, optional report selections. 
-The agent ca·n illustrate changing premium patterns, death benefits and interest 
rates, but footnotes, column headings, guarantees cannot .be altered. 
-Agent can download for graphics. Once downloaded, however, the possibility of 
rearrangement exists. 

C Do your illustrations routinely contain text about: 

( 5) Your company's ratings from the various rating agencies. 
( 5) Company size. 
( 4) . Company financial strength. 

-Yes. Yes. Yes. Marketing page that is available. 
-Yes. Yes. Yes, but do not explicitly state our surplus. 
-This information can be produced as an OPTION on the software. 
~Yes. Yes. Yes. But agent has to request. 
-No. No. No. ,Separate sa 1 es pub 1 i cations are used for above. 
-(1) Optional on some products. 
-This is an area we are exploring. 

D What do you consider to be the best feature of your illustrations? 

-Electronic data transfer to */graphics. 
-Illustrated values are generally based upon reasonable assumptions. Volatility 
disclosed by way of mandatory conservative rate illustration. 
-The fact that it is maintained "in-house• and has a large degree of flexibility. 
-Flexibility to customize to consumer's own situation. 
-Strong vendor who produces the software, comprehensive system that is state-of-
the-art and accurate. 
-The menu of options on our flexible UL allows agents to be very flexible in 
illustrating deposit and withdrawal scenarios. Proposals may almost appear 
custom tailored. · 
-Checks for DEFRA, TAMRA, etc.; can vary premium, death benefit, etc. 
-We have no gimmicks (COi give backs, retroactive interest rate bonuses, etc.). 
-Our alternative illustration demonstrates the impact of IIT, AIDS, etc. No 
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other Canadian company illustrates lower dividend rates even when the IIT was 
introduced and everyone knew it would decrease dividends by 50-75 bps on the 
investment .return. 
-Consistency. 
-User-friendliness of input screens; speed of calculations, especially on solve-
for-the-premfum requests. . .. , 
-Our sales illustrations are developed to comply with state laws and regulations. 
While the expiration date of the policy fs not required by law, it is an 
important feature because ft lets the. customer, know how long the policy will 
remain in-force,. based on guaranteed factors and planned premiums.· 
-Meaningful disclosure of contract guarantees and current values.· 
-Illustrate specific products well. Flexible ,enough. to assist an agent fn 
selling•with different marketing strategies (U-Life). 
-We feel that our illustrations present a fair, conservative picture. We do not 
overstate values, and these values are based on our current experience. 
-The column add/delete feature allows the agent to adjust the complexity of the 
illustration to suit his client. 
-Honest, -straightforward, no gimmicks. 
-Readability and easy to understand. 
-Our illustration systems are very flexible. 
-The comp l etenJiss. · 
-User friendly input. 
-They are clear, concise, and complete. 
-Flexibility .. 
-A decoupled dividend interest scale can be run showing dividend interest lower 
than currently payable. The allowable range fs between current and guaranteed. 
Also complete and extensive footnotes exist. Note: This is 'very unusual. Most 
companies cannot do this. 
-Accurate/complete including benefits. 
-Integrity through promotion of conservatism in assumptions and well-documented 
disclosure of assumptions and guarantees. . 
-Pertinent and accurate information and dividends are based on current 
experience. · 
-Simple to understand. 
-Flexibility fn showing premium· payment options (borrow or surrender PUA's only 
in certain years, use pd-up add riders to achieve quick pay in targeted years), 
and in showing cash distributions from policies. · 
-Integration of products on one software piece • 
-Can illustrate flexibility of the products (e.g. future changes); footnotes 
regarding compliance with tax laws. 
-Simplicity of basic input; marketing support including graphics and concepts. 
display. 
-The fact that it can be easily read and understood by our prospects as well as 
our field force·. · 
-Simplicity of use. . 
-User friendly system with no •trick" illustrations or assumptions. 
-Flexibility; accuracy compared with admin system (ties in very well). 
-The large number of available page formats, and the flexibility to tailor new 
formats to a specific need. · 
-Alternate interest rate scenarios. On vanishing premium illustrations, a "low 

-side" illustration is now produced automatically by our major, systems. 
-They are short and easy to read. 
-Flexibility, user friendliness. 
-Flexibility of sales .presentations. 
-Ease of use, flexibility, supplement pages with text explaining product and 
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marketing concept. 
-TAMRA and TEFRA premium checks. 
-Interest-sensitive products show intermediate values from use and an 
illustrative interest rate. In addition to current and guaranteed. 
-Ease of use for agent. 
-The disclosure regarding the non guaranteed elements. 
-Variability of ,interest/premiums to match prospects' outlook and needs. 
>Simplicity, user -friendliness, speed. 
-Ease of use to agent, easy. to read.· 
-Their flexibility. · 
-User friendly. 

·-Flexibility relative to formats· and supporting- reports. 
-Completeness and correctness. We check for TEFRA & TAMRA. 
-Uniformity of presentation on all products - straightforward 
presentation. · . 
-Straightforward, easy to use software, which does not project improvement in any 
factors except possibly interest with disclosure. There are also a lot of 
options to allow the agent to solve for. solutions to- the client needs. 

E How, if at all, would you change illustrations to· improve them from the 
consumer's standpoint? 

-Show the consumer how his needs are being solved, ask for. signature. 
-Reduce the amount of data presented which tends to suggest more accuracy and 
higher probability of realization than is warranted. More emphasis should be 
pl aced on the volatility of future results. 
-Try to make them more efficient from a time perspective (i.e.' make them faster). 
Greater disclosure with respect to variable products. · 
-Better disclosure -about proper use--should not be used as a prospective cost 
measure. · 
-Standardize footnotes for all companies so consumer can make a fair comparison. 
-Use graphics. 
-No illustration, of "gimmicks" unless guaranteed and reserved for. Greater 
clarity and explanation of-the fluctuation of interest (particularly the down 
side). Include, a couple of ,-interest rate indices such a 5 yr treasuries and 
Moody's AAA bonds with explanation of the companies interest rate margins and the 
risks of crediting too high a rate. ·• 
-1. Simplify them •. The total volume of numbers intimidates many clients. 2. De
emphasize the importance of illustrations to the sale. In many cases the agent 
uses the 40th year CSV as the key selling point as if it were a given. 
-Use the illustrations to explain the product rather than just show numbers. 
-Only show first .10 years of values, and quinquennial thereafter. More 
disclosure. In short, fewer numbers and more words, as it should be for a 
"concept• sale. 
-Companies should not be allowed to show illustrated values which are greater 
than those currently being credited. As the rates change, the customer should 
be notified accordingly. 
-Require disclosure if illustration does not reflect current assumptions. 
-Require _disclosure of improved lapse mortality and/or expense assumptions shown 
in the illustration, and require an alternative illustration showing results if 
the improvements are not realized. 
-More explanation aimed at the •average man,• not just legalese. Perhaps also 
cut down on the level of technical detail that is presented in our standard 
illustrations. . 
-As it happens, we are undertaking some research to establish the answer to that. 
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very question. 
-Should explain unusual features. Remove the requirement to show guarantees on 
the same page. {Still must show them.) Space could be used to make numbers 
easier to foll ow. 
-Consumers need education about products to understand them before illustration 
changes will help--anyway, an interest cap will help. 
-From the consumer's standpoint, all of our illustrations are very well caveated. 
-In the same way a valuation actuary needs to sign off on re~erves, require an 
actuary to sign off on illustration procedures. 
-Similar terminology; more graphic illustrations. 
-Make them more clear, concise and complete. 
-Better caveats and explanations, more control over "current experience• 
requirements, better agent education. 
-Require a standard ledger be run with all of the other possible variations. 
-No change. 
-We attempt to stay current with enhancements and modifications which improve the 
usefulness of our illustrations; no improvements are outstanding at this time. 
-Ideally, limit illustrations to 10 or 20 years. 
-Disclose all important information in an easy and understandable format. 
-Illustrate true performance of product; use of graphics; require financial 
ratings of at least 2 rating agencies; indicate investment quality. 
-More accurate depiction of expenses and mortality, especially in later years. 
Showing the impact on policy values, when expense and mortality assumptions are 
kept at current. 
-The illustrations are easy to read and understand in the format they are 
currently in. I wouldn't change them at all. 
-Require a standardized format for traditional, UL, interest -sensitive products. 
Use would be in addition to customized format. 
-Accuracy of midyear projections; too much verbiage ... 
-Require more disclosure of the assumptions behind each illus. Give the consumer 
the necessary info to properly evaluate the risks involved. {e.g. #1, possible 
consequences of future tax law changes; e.g. #2, current mortality charges assume 
future improvements in underlying mortality; e.g. #3, current interest rate would 
be X% if company could earn V% after investment expenses.) 
-This subject is under constant discussion within our marketing and Actuarial 
organizations. We would like to simplify illustration outputs so that people are 
not confused by masses of numbers and multiple pages of footnotes. At the same 
time, we would 1 ike the customer to being thinking about a range of possible 
outcomes. Our new vanishing premium {"abbreviated payment plan") may help us 
meet this goal. Another idea which is under discussion and has not been 
implemented is to round non-guaranteed cash values and death benefits to the 
lower multiple of say, $100 or $1000. Numbers with six or eight significant 
digits have an aura of precision which can't be overcome by footnotes or other 
disclaimers. 
-More restrictions regarding disclosure. 
-Clear explanation of product features. 
-Decrease amt of footnotes on each page by putting clearer notes on a required 
extra page. 
-Provide a page of comparison values: i.e., assuming current interest and current 
mortality project the premium and values, the same assuming guaranteed mortality 
and guaranteed interest, current interest and guaranteed mortality, etc. 
-1. Bar retroactive mortality or interest credits. 2. Mandate illustrative rate 
showing results· at lower than current interest. 
-1. Require a historical angle to the output. 2. Regulate what is being used in 
the assumptions or disclose what's used currently {.f!ll.ly disclose). 
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-Highlight or emphasize (large print) that illustration ·is nothing more than· a 
sample of. how the contract HAY work. 
-Include brief definitions of terminology used on illustrations. Include 
graphics. 
-Use graphics rather than tables of numbers to show results. 
-Wouldn't. 
-Yes I would include company ratings and financial strength. 
-Limit number of yrs that could be illustrated. , 
-Automatically include vari.ations of CSV & DB development, less numbers, more 
verbiage. 
-We would prefer to provide easy-to-understand supplemental brochures describing 
important issues since footnotes on illustrations are not effective. 

F ( 7) Does your company have an illustratjon that you regard as a positive 
innovatjon in terms of format, content, or concept, from a cons.umer 
standpoint? 

-We produce a policy illustration and,:include it in ·t.he policy. Differences 
between. this independently produced projection .and the one originally provided 
by the agent can and has identified misunderstandings right at the outset when 
they can most easily be corrected. 
-Edit screen on U. L. 
-We're the only Canadian company to illustrate an alternative (lower only) 
dividend scale but this is common in the U.S. (I believe) so it's not really a 
great innovation. 
-Signature page; various columns for IRR calculations; 3 scenario pages. 
-Screen graphics are avail able--easi er to visualize. ' 
-We examine our illustrations regularly to see what improvements we can make. 
While they may not be "innovative~· we believe that they do an excellent job of 
fairly presenting the product. 
-No. But we do allow interest•,rate"modeling and, we have an extensive re
illustration (in-force ledger) system. 
-Question is not clear--we have a typical big company type of system, except for 
our decoupled illustration, and an inforce system. 
-The ability to illustr.ate dividends less than the current scale. 
-This is a vanishing premium illustration that automatically produces a low 
dividend interest rate scenario •. Also, the zero premium has been replaced by a 

· special character that references a footnote. 
-It isn't so much an illustration, rather that we have adjusted our products to 
inc 1 ude investment income tax ( as stated in the footnotes) • 

lI Dividend-Paying Products 

A (35) Does your company sell thjs type of product? (If no. skip to III). 

B Which, if any; of the following dividend factors as illustrated antjcjpate a 
change from current experience, either by profactjng trends or on some other 
Jlaili? Please explain the general nature of such changes. 

Hl 
( 2) 

Mortality. 
Interest. 
Expense. 

-Mortality. Projected improvements. 
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-Company does not illustrate divtdends higher than our current scale. 
-We are aggressively attacking the expense issue. 
-Performance of our par·fund is more than enough to support dividends this year 
and our projections suggest we'll be fine in 1992. Howev~r, a continued 
deterioration in the economy could accelerate that occurrence. A few years ago 
when the AIDS issue was heating up and the IIT was about to be implemented, we 
specifically showed a reduction to reflect the potential impact. Currently, we 
simply show a \% reduction in interest ratr, to illustrate the effect of a drop 
in yields. Our field force hates our doing this at all. 
-Use current div,idend assumptions. For projections - don't try to anticipate 
change. 
-The standard illustrated scale is the actual payable scale with no projection. 
The agent has the option to run any lower dividend interest assumption his client 
wants to see. 
- 111 ustrat ions reflect current experience. 
-(this was a response to II. B. fill!! C.) Unless otherwise requested, the dividend 
factors which produce the illustrated dividends will be based on the following: 
a) The Mortality and Expense factors will reflect the current dividend scale 
assumptions. b) The Interest factor will reflect the current dividend scale 
assumptions unless it has been determined that the scale which applies to the 
policy will in fact contain a lower interest rate assumption. If this is the 
case, this lower rate will be used. If the reverse is true, however, and it is· 
anticipated that the actual interest rate will be higher than the current value, 
we do NOT reflect this higher rate but instead remain at the current level .Lower 
only. We do not allow dividends to be illustrated in excess of the current 
scale. Agents have the flexibility to run illustrations where the interest 
component can range from zero to a maximum which assumes the default rate as 
defined in b) above. The mortality and expense components currently cannot be 
adjusted. However, an upcoming enhancement wiH--provide the flexibility to 
completely zero out the dividends. Our illustrations contain a supplementary 
page which illustrates all non-guaranteed elements otherwise buried within the 
il 1 ustrat ion. 
-Current scale is projected to continue--no changes in experience are 
anticipated. 
-In ·aggregate the current experience reflects actual; by blocks they don't. DAC 
has not been reflected. 
-Currently illustrated refunds are calculated using expense factors which have 
become out of date. This will be corrected on next change. · 
~We illustrate current scale only; in 19B8, when tax laws were changing we 
temporarily illustrated a lower than current scale. · 

( 3) Are-such changes disclosed to the consumer? 

-Dividends are not guaranteed on the illustration. Values illustrated may vary 
depending upon actual experience. 
-Yes, though the change is not inminent so it is shown as an alternative 
scenario. 
,Advise consumer that these factors affect dividends and changes may occur. 
-Not specifically, but reproposals are available 'ils· requested. 

c (17) no your agents have the OexJbiHty to run mustrations at dJyJdend 
interest rates or mortality rates higher or lower than the current scale? 

If yes, please indicate the degree of flexJbjlity they haye. 
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-Select interest rate to be assumed within a range rate assumed disclosed on 
illustration along with actual recent experience. 
-Interest only. Higher or lower. Illustration will say "hypothetical." 
-Lower, but not higher. 
-Only lower. 
- -1%, -2% and -3%. 
-Illustrations can be run up to 200 basis points below the current gross 
crediting rate. Our conservative illustration practices do not allow us to show 
an increase in dividends. 
-We· allow up to a 200 basis point reduction. We do not allow illustrations of 
a dividend increase. · 
-Current scale, reduce interest factor 1% or 2%. 
-Interest rate hll than current scale only. 
-Lower dividend interest rates only may be run. 
-At lower rate only. May decrease div _interest rate by up to 200 basis pts. 
-Yes--lower only; 200 basis points lm;1er than current, 
-Agents can illustrate dividend interest rates lower.than the current rate. (As 
low as 3 percentage points below current.) Mortality· rates cannot be varied. 
-Up to 2% lower than current scale, average of 8, 12, 20 or 40 prior quarter 
interest rates. 
-Can show results of lower interest factor (higher not sanctioned by Company). 
-Lower interest only. 2% interest drop, no change in mortality. 
-Limited to illustrating increased or decreased dividend interest rate 
assumption. Maximum differential is 2%. 

(10) Has your company recejved an increasing number of policyowner complaints 
about dividends paid versus dividends illustrated? ' 

( 1) Have these complaints indicated any . common misunderstandings of 
illustrations furnished at the time of sale? Please explain. 

-No. Consumers thought of dividends as guaranteed. 
-No. These plans are relatively new. -Track record thus far has been pretty 
good--dividends have generally exceeded expectations. 
-Same. Only in terms of the •vanish" if dividends are decreased and have more 
premiums will need to be paid prior to •vanish.• 
-The problem has not been dividends paid vs. divs. illustrated, but how the 
changes in the dividend scale affect the vanish point of the contract. That is, 
the way they see it, if you had a 1% reduction in your div. scale, total cash to 
vanish should only increase by 1%! 
-Pol icyowner complaints have increased as dividend scales have decreased. They 
do not always comprehend the "nonguaranteed" nature of dividends. 
-The non-guaranteed nature of dividends was not well understood nor presented 
well. 
-Normal level. Most complaints are minor. The majority of the questions concern 
vanishing outlay or values. less than originally projected. However, once the 
policyowner understands that he/she is still being credited a competitive return 
versus available options, then the policyowner in general is satisfied. 
-Yes, but relatively few so far. Impression, belief, or hope that dividends only 
increase. 
-Many complaints deal with misunderstandings that quick pay years were 
guaranteed, or at least highly unlikely to change. 
-Most misunderstandings relate to vanishing premium illustrations and dividend 
scale changes. Policyholders mistake a vanishing premium illustration for a 
promise of a paid-up pol icy. 
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-Policyholders believed dividends would cover premiums by a certain date, and due 
to a decrease in the dividend scale this is not so. 
-People seem to think insurance dividends should be unaffected by expense changes 
and interest swings. They remember the 15-16% interest rates of 10 yrs ago. 
-We had some complaints immediately following scale drops in 87 and 88, but fewer 
than expected. 
-The consumer did not under.stand the relationship of investment yield to product 
performance,· . 
-"Vanish" illustrations are frequently misunderstood regardless of the agent's 
explanation at the time of sale. 
-Most complaints pertain vanish year increasing due to-reduction in div scale. 

III Universal Life and Interest Sensitive Life Products 

A (52) Does your company sell these types of product? (If no, skip to IV). 

B Whjch, if any. of the following experjence factors as illustrated anticjpate a 
change from current levels, either by projectjng trends or on some other basis? 
Please explajn the general nature of such changes. 

( 5) Mortality. 
( 8). Interest. 
(2) ~-

-Mortality--can illustrate based upon current or guaranteed maximum scale .. 
Interest--select rate from a allowable range. Mandatory lower rate projection 
also produced. Expense--admin. fees subject to fixed inflation factor. 
-An input assumption. 
-All current values are based on company experience. 
-Mortality on juvenile issues. Illustrations for juveniles assume conversion to 
nonsmoker product at minimum allowable attained age. 
-Mortality-no, have priced for AIDS. Interest-no, based on current interest 
rate. Expense-no, have priced for I IT, AST, etc. 
-Bonus interest. 
-Negative anticipated changes are not considered when the illustrations are 
developed. We see this as part of the integrity problem because, while there is 
no legal obligation to forewarn customers of anticipated negative changes, the 
company and/or agent may be aware of such changes. For example, a decrease in 
interest rates may be imminent, but until it's effective, the agents continue to 
illustrate the higher rate -as if that rate will remain in effect for 20 years. 
Although ,agents should not be required to provide predictions, they should be 
honest with the customer if it appears that a change is about to occur. 
-All factors reflect current assumptions. 
-Projections may be done using an interest table based on anticipated future 
changes: 
-We don't anticipate clianges. 
-We are opposed to future enhancements in these factors. 
-Current level projected to continue--can lower interest assumptions over time. 
-Alternate interest rate projections are available. 
-Illustration values are based on (1) current assumed interest and mortality and 
(2) guaranteed rates. 
-Mortality - OK in aggregate; in process of repricing. Interest - too high on 
new prem; managed down over time. Expense - doesn't reflect DAC, otherwise OK. 
-Expense factors are out of date and need to be updated. 
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-We expect mortality to continue to improve as it has in almost every period in 
the past. 
-Rates are adjusted for the guaranteed added interest credits at the end of years 
10, 15, 17, 18, 19 and 20. 
-Use of a higher ~redited rate {i.e., lower spread) after 5 years. 

{ 9) Are such changes disclosed to the consumer? 

-Horta 1i ty and interest. 
-Footnotes/guar. values illustrated. 
-Before the full level of the lIT was known, we advised new clienU of the 
potential range of the impact. 
-Not·on illustration - in Exh. interrogatories. 

C Which, if any, of the followjng experjence factors can the agent vary from 
current Jeyels in your j]Justratjons? 

{ 49) J.n!erll!. 
{ 6) Cost of insurance. 
< 2) Minimum Premium. 
{ ) Policy-Loads. 

-Interest. Cost of Insurance--guaranteed and current, only. 
-Interest. Cost of Insurance--choice is current rate or guaranteed maximum scale 
only. 
-None. Our branch offices only can go 3% above current interest rate and this 
is footnoted. ' 
-Interest in a separate section of proposal labelled "projected values.• 
-Interest-but !!!!!ll show current rates and a minimum rate illustration. The 
current rate is the upper limit he can use in the projection. 
-Interest. Agents are permitted to vary interest rates up or down {up to a 
maximum of 14%). Due to good training and {to some extent) a fear of litigation, 
more of our agents vary the interest rate downward than upward. 
-Interest, from 4% to 10%. Cost of Insurance, illustration can be· run with 
guaranteed mortality charges. 
-Interest, but never more than current rate. 
-Interest - ·additional page only. 
-lnterest--This is done so we don't have to provide new software when interest 
rates change. 
-lnterest--Our illustrations show Universal Life values on a current bash 
allowing for an. alternate interest rate either higher {subject to a maximum) or 
lower if desired. In addition, values are illustrated on a guaranteed basis 
which are based on the guaranteed minimuni. interest rate and the guaranteed 
maximum cost of insurance charges. 
-lnterest--this is an agency input item •. 
-Interest--but only a lower rate then current, only available on some 
illustrations systems. 
-Interest--However, the current illustration is automatically printed in addition 
to the assumed-rate illustration. 
-Cost of insurance - gtd only. 
-Cost of insurance - show current and/or guaranteed. 
-Interest - range ·of values. Cost of Insurance - choice: guaranteed or non-
guaranteed cost. Minimum Premium s compensation is not based on the premium . 
chosen but. on the cost of insurance and policy fees, 
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D (10) Does your pol icy include any contingent credits or persistency bonuses? 
If yes, how are they di.sc]osed? · 

-some policies guarantee a higher credited rate from year 11+ on. Footnote 
explains. • ·. 
-Bonus interest credited once policy reaches a certain duration. This feature 
is fully disclosed and is contractually. guaranteed. 
-Footnote. Illustration of credit is optional--agent may decide 1!21 to show it. 
-Contractually guaranteed bonus interest is disclosed in a footnote. 
-No. We believe most of these "girrmicks" will"be taken.away.from the consumer• 
unless persistency is , lousy.· Host "girrmicks" are designed to encourage 
persistency. . 
-The bonuses are guaranteed, SO'. they are reflected in both the current and 
guaranteed· values shown on the illustration. In some cases there is further 
explanation in footnotes_.also. 
-Within the footnotes. 
-As a company practice in a footnote. 
-They are disclosed in footnotes on the illustration. 
-A paragraph describing the requirements to receive the benefit, the amount, and 
any other restrictions is included. 
-A footnote provides the method of calculation and notes that. the bonuses are 
"non-guaranteed.• 
-They are illustrated only if they apply in situation illustrated. Caveats 
explain requirements to get credits, 
-On the summary page of the i 11 ustrat ion. 
-By footnote at bottom of illustration. 
-Payroll deduction UL discloses higher interest beginning years 11 and 21 if 
premiums are paid pro-rata thru 10 years. 
-They are disclosed in a footnote in the summary page. 
-In the page of notes following the illustration. 
- In footnotes. 
-Reduced COi after specified cumulative amount of insurance purchased; asterisk 
on ledger once lower COi's are being charged. 
-Bonus interest - described in footnote at bottom of sales proposal, cost 
disclosure. 
-No. We will, however, soon introduce a UL. product that includes an interest 
rate bonus of 1.25% after 10 yrs provided cumulative target premiums have been 
paid. This will be fully. disclosed in the explanatory notes section of 
i 11 ustrat ion. 
-Interest rate bonus is listed in ,ledger and in the footnotes. 

IV Term and Term-like (e.g., Graded Premium Whole Life) Products 

A (41) Do you sell this type of product? llf no. skjp to V). 

B (13) Can your agents illustrate conversion to unjversal life, partjcipatjng 
life or interest-sensjtjve 1 jfe plans on a term or GPWL proposal? 

(12) If yes. does the conversjon 1llustratjon show boih current and guaranteed 
lilllll? 

· C ( 8) Do you sell non-convertible term? 

(10) or· term with a very short conversion perjod? 
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If yes, does the illustration oromjnently djsclose that the product js 
non-conver.tjble or very l jmited jn its conversion rights? 

-No ·illustration. . 
-Very short - 1st 3 years only on a 20 year decreasing term plan. 
-We do not provide illustrations for our NCT product. 
-No, but the illustration. is,entitled ~ ••••• Non7convertible Term.• 
-Covered iii brochure-: and contract. The term illustration shows rates on a 
guaranteed and current basis with and without re-entry. · 

V Second-to-die Products 

-These are the wrong questions to ask on this product. You need to consider both 
the base policy. and the term riders. 

A (41) Do you sel] this type of product?. (If no, skip to VI). 

-No. We offer a beneficiary insur.ance rider. -It gives the insured's a 
guaranteed right to purchase an additional amount of insurance at the first 
death. 

B ( 6) Does \/our product provide for a cash value increase on the first death? 

( 1). If yes, are the values shown on your illustration always based. on the 
assumption that both lives remain a]jve? 

-Yes. Yes. Agts .£ail illustrate a death and illustration !!2e1 prominently 
disclose the death scenario. 
-Yes. No. Agent can choose both alive or first death in any duration. 
-Yes. No--can be run to choose year of death of either life. 

If yes, ·is this assumptjon prominently disclosed on the jllustration? 

c (14) Does the i]Jystratjon contain an expljcjt statement that there js no death 
benefit payable on the first death? 

-Company has death benefit payable on 1st death Rider approach. Two separate 
policies are issued. , 
-No, but the illustration is ·entitled • •••.• Second-to-Die.• 
-No--but it shows that cash value increases. 
-N/A. We offer .a guaranteed insurability option that, upon the first death, 
allows for the use of the death benefit as premium for a Universal Life pol icy
payab 1 e upon the death of the second 1 i fe. 

VI Two-tier products 

A ( 6) Do you seJ] this type of product? (If no, skjp to VII). 

B. ( 5) Does the -iJlustration clearly indicate the amount payable if the 
policyholder surrenders rather than annuitizing? 

-Additional verbiage also emphasizes this fact. 
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c Are the illustrated monthly incomes !upon annujtizatjonl shown using both 
current and guaranteed annujtizatjon factors? 

VII other 

A (20) Are there other specialty products on the market for which you feel 
jllustratjon practices should be researched? If so, please indicate which 
products: 

-First-to-Die, Variable Universal. 
-Registered Life. Variable Life. 
-Variable Life products. 
-Disability Income. 
-Living benefits. 
-Term-to-100 (basically low premium whole life with no non-forfeiture values and 
is sold in Canada only). Often assume very high lapses in pricing and 
illustrations. 
-Annuities; lapse-supported illustrations. 
-Yes, UL and VUL products. 
-Annuities. 
-Acee l erated benefits. 
-Renewable health product with low initial rates may be worth considering. 
-Two-tier Universal Life, 10 year indeterminate level premium which becomes l 
year term thereafter, and deferred annuities where interest rate for the initial 
period and renewal period are different. 
-Realism of second to die product pricing/illustration; use of projections of 
improving experience in combination Ill/term illustrations. 
-Products that are stated to be whole life but are-actually blends of base and 
term. 
-No, except * shows their projections against others' guarantees. 
-Annuities. 
-Universal life products with equity side funds, in relation to credited interest 
rates and tax status. 
-Universal life maturing as an annuity. 
-Interest-sensitive whole life. 
-Group UL especially for executive purchases. 

B (35) Are there specific illustration practices that you believe should be 
researched? If so. please indicate whjch practices: 

-On tradit1onal WL illustrations,- "guaranteed" values should never include any 
dividends. 
-1. Use of nominal interest rates. 2. Disclosure of only the gross fund value 
before surrender charge for UL products. 3. Ability to i l 1 ustrate temporary 
coverage (say to life expectancy) without adequate disclosure. 
-Producers creating their own illustrations via *, etc. Telling consumer wrong 
information about guarantees. 
-Are graphs easier to understand than columns of-numbers for the consumer. 
-Projecting continual improvement in mortality for UL policies. 
-I believe agents put too much emphasis on illustrations during the sale process 
and some companies go too far in selecting optimistic assumptions to make long 
term values look good. 
-Lapse-supported illustrations; increasing interest rates, mortality improvement. 
As somewhat already addressed in this survey, the issue of an agent's ability to 
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manipulate figures in the illustration is of importance because of the potential
to mis 1 ead customers by i 11 ustrat i ng unrea 1 i st i c interest rates. Further 
research is needed to ascertain how often such practices ·occur. Also of 
importance, is compliance with state disclosure regulations. This issue .should 
be research and the insurance departments made aware of any wide-spread 
noncompliance so that appropriate action can be taken at a state level to enforce 
the laws and regulations that govern disclosure. 
-Necessity. of illustrating at a low interest rate even for asset products 1 ike 
the RRIF. 
-Failure to disclose guaranteed chgs/costs (mortality expenses, etc.) and 
illustrating improved lapse, mortality e::perience, etc. 

· -Any illustrations that show the extent to which funds may be attached to and 
accumulate tax-free within an insurance policy. There is a propensity to 
liberally interpret the Canadian Income Tax Act. 
-Refunding cost of insurance and other bonuses. 
-Any illustration practices which have incomplete disclosure, are ambiguous or 
are confusing, should be examined. Though theses concepts are difficult to 
formalize, some guidance should be codified. 
-Failure to illustrate to age 100, or to such duration where coverage may 
decrease under current assumptions. 
-Persistency or lapse supported illustrations should be made illegal.We should 
urge the adoption of a IRR approach, a modified Linton typa yield with cost of 
mortality. There should also be a standardization of decoupled formats. Some 
companies blend lower new money rates into their portfolio that will not reach 
a 200 basis point cut for 10-20 years. However, these companies claim they are 
using the lower rate. 
-Concern that some companies are not reflecting current costs (e.g. expenses, 
IIT) in their illustrations. 
-Practices which· do not adequately disclose non-guaranteed assumptions and 
values. 
-Premium offset. 
-Projected improvements in mortality. 
-Placing disclosure statements within the illustration, not· on a separate sheet 
that can be discarded. 
-List assumed improvements in experience, and bonuses and how they impact the 
illustration. 
-Practice of illustrating improving expenses or mortality assumptions. 
-Interest rate kickers, terminal dividends and persistency bonuses, interest rate 
improvements; assumed mortality improvements, unlabeled columns, i.e., BOV/EOV 
death· hen. Unidentified rider blends. 
-Illustrations should not anticipate mortality improvement. In the past 
guaranteed minimum value used guaranteed interest but current mortality for some 
companies. 
-Mortality improvement in pricing or in illustrations. Declared interest rates 
that cannot be supported. Vanish on a current basis by surrendering PUA's and 
put these columns next to guaranteed columns (based on a full pay) with the 
result that the guaranteed values look like they are based on the vanishing 
premium. Agents compare illustrations at a common declared interest rate--it is 
not obvious to them or the consumer why this is not a fair comparison. 
-Non-guaranteed persistency bonuses for which no reserve is held. Also, 
illustrating mortality improvement. What disclosure is needed if better than 
current mortality _is assumed in a traditional product, or better than current 
mortality changes is a U L product? 

, -More explicit disclosure of non-guarantees. 
-Current interest rates and validation. 
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-1. Tontine credits. 2. Interest far in excess of earnings. 
-Abuse in the super select illustrations. Misuse of annual vs monthly premiums. 
-Lapse supported bonus arrangements - disclosure. · 
-Reduction in future m!lrtal ity charges (guaranteed and non-guaranteed). 
Dividends on universal life, lump sum and accumulated mortality charge 
persistency bonuses. 
-Projected improvement in mortality. 
-Non-guaranteed terminal dividends and bonuses, particularly those that are 
retro-active. , 
-Illustration of long term values when product is not expected to persist that 
many years. · 
-Enhanced mortality and bonus rates--especially higher interest rates than 
company currently earning. 

c Undoubtedly -all companies get an occasional question or complaint about an 
iJlustratjon from a consumer. What is the most common kind of illustration 
complaint received in your Home Office? 

-Contract performance not as illustrated and additional premiums needed. 
Surrender charges not understood. 
-Illustrated policy values are at policy anniversaries. Annual statements based 
on actual data after anniversary processing so differences occur that require 
explanation. . 
-Why can't the illustration be run faster? 
-Sold on a •vanish" premium, and dividends decreased. . . 
-Don't understand where the numbers are coming from, "Vanish" year discrepancies 
when dividends are changed. . . ' . 
-Discrepancies between proposals and "Statement of Policy Benefits & Costs• 
required by state regs. which is provided with the policy. These are easily 
explained. Usually the reason is due to monthly premiums on the proposal versus 
annual premiums used in the .disclosure statement. 
-We haven't any major complaints from our consumers. 
-Illustration doesn't match contract s1D11Dary pages--usually because policy was 
not illustrated (mode, riders) as issued. 
-Interest rate illustrated vs. paid, or premium vanish illustrated· vs. actual. 
-Quick pay illustrations (e.g., at 11" interest in 1984). not being fulfilled as 
originally illustrated. . · 
-Specific statistics regarding complaints received concerning sales illustrations 
are not available. However, our group that handles customer complaints has 
indicated that the most coDIDOn kind of complaint involving sales illustrations 
is the misunderstanding of the surrender charges and their effect on cash values. 
-Illustration differs from cost disclosure due to change in interest rates. 
-No overall common complaints that I know of. 
-Pol icyowners frequently do not understand that illustrations are projections, 
subject to change and they especially are unaware of the results of a dividend 
change. 
-1. Vanish illustrated at issue differs from current vanish. 2. Want more 
flexibility, e.g. show.what happens if divs. fall ZS bps. in each of the next 5 
years, then begin to rise again. 
-Vanishing premiums, but using side-funds_ rather than dividends. Interest rate 
changes cause the payment stream into the fund to be altered or some "spillover" 
into a taxable fund-. · 
-Too much compliance information. . . 
-Only that did not understand not all premium earning interest--not illustration 
itself. 
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-Dividend scale reduction. 
-Premium cease date is later than initially illustrated so client needs to 
continue paying premiums. . 
-Illustration too difficult to understand and compare with other company's 
products/il 1 ustrations. 
-We do not get complaints about proposals. We believe that this is a direct 
result of our philosophy of clear, complete, concise wording. My experience is 
that agents are usually the people that complain about illustrations. 
-Actual performance falls short of illustration--e.g. premium vanish period is 
1 onger than il 1 ustrated. 
-Misunderstanding of what the policyowner purchased. Our agents have a good 
relationship with their clients. We have few real complaints. 
-Customer not fully und_erstanding that it is an "illustration.• 
-Interest rates on U.L. policies less than that illustrated. 
-Premium offset. 
-Consumers don't understand quick: pays; don't understand effect of loans on 
policy values. · 
-Consumer assumes the illustration is a "guarantee" of what their policy will 
look 1 ike. 
-Removal of detailed illustration from back of annual report for universal life 
contract. 
-Effect of increase or decrease in assumed interest rates especially in relation 
to vanish. 
-We typically do not hear consumers' complaints first hand. Planners' complaints 
about our competitor's illustrations usually involve the fact that they are often 
difficult to read and understand. Many times, pages are missing from the 
presentation. ' 
-Extended vanish period due to dividend/interest rate decreases. 
-Regarding unfamiliarity with UL, which is labeled "Flexible Premium.• Term info 
also shows "end of year• to be consistent with cash value products. 
-Actual pol icy configuration or performance did not match the illustration given 
him by his agent. 
-That the originally illustrated premium vanish point has not been realized. 
-Our most common illustration question is, "What happens after age 75?" 
-Illustration does not always match materials received at issue. 
-Having to pay more premiums before vanishing the premium with dividends. 
-Rarely receive a complaint. Most often they involve the premium illustrated 
which does not hold when interest falls. 
-1. Failed expectations on vanishing premium when interest rates decline after 
issue. 2. Minimum deposit post '86 Tax Act. 
-Vanishing premium. 
-Lower values (dividends} than illustrated. 
-Pol icyowner believes illustration was a guarantee. 
-Don't understand why "current" projection goes to maturity but "guaranteed" 
stops after a few years. Guaranteed is too conservative or too costly. 
-The #'sin the policy don't match the illustration. This is because the policy 
does not reflect any future changes to -premiums or face amounts except as 
required by tax law, and the illustration can reflect changes that may be 
con temp 1 ated. 
-Req'd to pay more premiums than anticipated to vanish policy (due to drop in 
interest rates}. 
-Vanish delays. 
-Calculation of settlement options. 
-Agent does not show footnotes. 
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D (21) Has the number of illustration complaints your company receives increased 
over the past· five years? 

-Yes--use and volume have significantly increased during past 5 years. 
-Slightly - due to pricing assumptions used and the decline of rates from II to 
7-8% which affect U.L., dividends, other interest-sensitive products. 
-No - hardly ever get any from clients. Generally get them from agents who 
complain that our 40th· year CSV is less than some other companies'. 40th,year 
value gives the same premium and death benefit. 
-No. The number of such complaints have actually decreased over the past five 
years. While the exact reason for the decrease in such sales illustration 
complaints is unknown, we believe that both the agent 11nd customer service 
representatives are doing a better job of explaining the surrender charges so 
that the custo]llers are more aware· of the implications of surrender charges. 
-Yes, due to falling interest rates as well as changing tax legislation. 
-Most complaints are handled by the agencies. We have an 800 number, but the 
volume of complaints and questions is not that large--maybe a few thousand on an 
inforce of,500,000 (i.e. low percentage). 
-Not significantly in relation to increase in volume. 
-Not markedly. 
-Yes, due to software systems that are now obsolete, product sold was interest 
sensitive whole life which was sold when interest rates were much higher. 
-Yes, although the number of complaints from consumers continues to be small. 
-Th.is is probably more from an increase in-force business and lower interest 
crediting rates than from poor illustrations, or improper sales concepts .. 
-Only because we write a lot more business than 5 yrs. ago., 
-Decreased. 

E Please use ·this space for any co1!1111!nts you'd ·l;f<e to offer regarding life 
insurance illustrations from the consumer's perspective. 

-Regrettably we have let the ease of production push us in the direction of 
providing the consumer niore and more data that clouds basic understanding of the 
policy being purchased. · With the nllmbers based upon assumptions that are 
inconsistent between companies this puts the focus on noncomparable possible 
values scores of years in the·future. More properly illustrations would provide 
clearer illustration of the product's main features with as few numbers (and 
pages) as is reasonably possible. 

-1. Producers, Home Office personnel, sales people, all need to have a clear and 
concise understanding of the products they are selling. Consumer needs to fully 
understand·what he is buying. Better training and education of sales people and 
insurance people is necessary. 2. Illustrations contain lots of numbers, not all 
people are numbers people and understand what the numbers represent. 3. 
Insurance terminology - what does •vanish" mean, paid-up mean. - i.e. "if I paid 
10 years of premiums on my Universal Life policy, then I _will be paid-up," is 
what people -are told when they have an illustration that solved for a 10 year 
premium ·paying period to carry the policy to maturity. However, if rates 
decline, more premiums could be due to sustain the contract. 

-We have a concern regarding illustrations of an income stream generated by 
policy cash values. In some cases that we have seen, the policy lapses within 
five years or less after the income has been paid. The assumption is that the 
insured will die before that (based on normal life expectancy). However, if 
insured lives and policy lapses, this triggers a significant taxable event. This 
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(the tax implications) is not disclos·ed to the insured. In some cases, the 
insured is not informed that the policy could terminate prior to death. 

-No gimmicks should be illustrated unless guaranteed and reserved for. The 
impact of lower interest rates needs to be more fully disclosed. The risks of 
crediting too high an interest rate needs to be more fully explained. Perhaps, 
a comparison of an industry acceptable (probably not possible) index, such as 
Moody's AAA bonds less an assumed interest spread (profit margin), with the 

, current rate would tend to bring more realistic rates. into the marketplace. 
Today, my company's Uls are crediting 8%. This is probably a little too high. 
Yet, we are 75-100 basis points below most of our competitors. We think we can 
earn about 9% in today's market, but there are products out there crediting 9%. 
What gives? 

-The majority of consumers find illustrations confusing and have no concept as 
to the long term achievability of the numbers, let alone what they actually mean. 
Personally, I believe we need very strong guidelines regarding illustrations and 
what can be shown, either at the professional or legislative .levels. Otherwise, 
consumers are likely to view them as little more than smoke and mirrors which 
will further damage the public's general view of the insurance industry. 

-Inforce projections should be provided at anniversaries, allowing the customer 
to see if the pol icy will behave as intended, based on new non-guaranteed 
elements and past premium payment patterns and cash value accumulations. In many 
instances, the consumer's attention is drawn to the current illustrated values 
without mention of the guaranteed values. Although the guaranteed.values are 
required by regulation to be included in the illustration, the agents often fail 
to mention the fact that there are minimum guaranteed. The consumer should be 
informed· of the -"worst case scenario" so that there are no misconceptions as to 
the accumulation of cash values. In other words, the agent should give equal 
time during the sales presentation to explaining what the minimum guarantees are 
and what, effect they may have on the policy values. 

-Illustration practices vary considerably from one company to the next, e.g. 
beginning or end of year cash values? Beginning or end of year death benefit? 
How are internal rates of return calculated? This is particularly a problem in 

- later years; when large dividends are typically paid, since the point in time 
illustrated can have a substantial impact on illustrated values. This is a key 
concern in highly competitive markets, such as the 2nd-to-die marketplace. 

-The main problem is that aggressive companies are illustrating values not likely 
to be paid. The illustrations of most mutual companies do not have this problem. 
It is mostly a problem found in the UL illustration of a stock company. There 
is no easy· solution, but the problem is getting worse, not better. The Annual 
Statement disclosures of dividends and other non guaranteed elements are either 
not given to the consumer or the responses are not meaningful. Few companies 
state that their non guaranteed elements are not based on rea 1 i st i c assumptions. 
Historic performance is useful but many companies do not have good track records 
and new products may not be comparable. Dividend history IACs are subject to 
manipulation if noncomp~rable products are used or if very little of the 

· "historical" product· is still inforce. The only solution to the problem that I 
can foresee is to provide the client with an illustration using standard 
assumptions, in addition to the company's regular illustration. The standard 

, assumptions used could be as follows: l. assume no lapses and accumulate net 
premiums underlying cash values by: 2. crediting an interest rate equal to 10% 
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less actual investment expenses and priced for the spread of the product; the 
spread should be disclosed; 3. neYer charging mortality less than 100% of S/NS 
75-80 S&U table; the company can disclose if current experience is better; 4. 
using a realistic expense assumption; 5. charging a defined profit margin. If 
these assumptions and accumulated premium less expense and mortality charges are 
used, the values are much less than the illustration. (The client should also 
ask more questions.) 

-1. Illustrations are only one piece of a sales/disclosure process and should not 
be used to select companies .without considering such things as actual dividend 
history, financial strength, etc. 2. Illustration assumptions should be modified 
as soon as possible after new schedules of credits or charges are authorized. 
Additional Comment: In general, our company does not believe in letting 
distributors do "what-if" illustrations which: a) assume future improvements in 
interest, mortality, expenses. b) "solve• for loan or other transaction patterns 
which cannot be supported administratively. However, some producers do use the 
output from our illustrations as input to spreadsheet applications, massaging the 
data as they see fit. Although we are uncomfortable with this practice, we 
recognize that it is basically beyond our control. 

-We believe that life insurance sales illustrations should be easy to understand 
and to read. - In addition, they should provide complete disclosure regarding the 
assumptions that are used in the generation of the numbers. 

-There should be enough information available for a consumer to figure out the 
risks of buying life insurance based on the illustration. , 

-Consumers are in a very vulnerable position. They don't look at illustrations 
until they are ready to buy. They are too .often· sold a vanishing premium 
illustration as a "paid-up" policy without understanding that it is really a 
source of PUA' s or other type of use of po 1 icy values to carry the premium in the 
future. Carriers must recognize that the people who sell insurancP. products 
usually di> not feel comfortable asking for a lifetime commitment of significant 
premiums, so they resort to overselling the possibility of a reprieve (via 
vanish) as a certainty. A new "lesson in life insurance" easy to understand and 
to explain should be part of every sales presentation. It should be worded in 
such a way that agents wiil want clients to see it rather than keep it from them. 

-Non-guarantees tco collJ!lonly seen; consumers end up depending on these non
guarantees for 1on~term. 

-A due diligence type of approach should be used to illustrate products for the 
consumer. Show all possible combinations of factors subject to change, from 
worst-case scenario to best-case scenario and some in between. 

-Illustrations should only be a part of the sales process. They should be fair 
and should provide the consumer with a sense of the range of values possible over 
the future from guaranteed to current scale. Excessive footnotes and mandated 
exculpatory working should be guarded against. 

-The 2-tier, superman and kicker abuses are the most flagrant. We'd like to see 
historical data included much like Mutual Fund hypotheticals. 

-Computer projections have reduced life insurance sales to a ledger sale, not a 
needs sale, the higher ledger numbers or lower premium gets the sale. Insurance 
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sales emphasize investment performance rather than protection, tax deferral , 
safety and needs satisfaction or completion. Illustrations have not done our 
business much good in the last 5 years. All illustrations are not alike but the 
customer can't tell the difference. We have to level the playing field. 

-In order to protect themselves, companies l 1st numerous disclosures and 
disclaimers. This coupled··with the ability to show almost unlimited changes 
during the years 111 ustrated, causes the client/prospect to be unsure of what 
he/she expects of the product and will often cause the prospect to delay making 
a decision. Illustrations need to be used as supportive material in the sales 
process rather than being used to sell future projected values. 
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APPElllIX II EXHIBIT A 
SAMP.LE ILLUSTRATIONS 

LEDGER IUlJSTRATION 
l'REPARED FOR INSURED 

MALE AGE 45 NS 
$100,000 TRADITIONAL UFE INITIAL ANNUAL PREMIUM $2 , 060. 00 

DIVIDENDS USED TO PURCHASE PAID-UP ADDITIONAL INSURANCE 

INC IN PUA TOTAL TOTAL 

\ 
TOTAL TOTAL GUAR CASH CASH GUAR DEATH 

DIVIDEND CASH CASH VAIJJE VAIJJE PUA PAID-UP BENEFIT 
'YR END 'YR VAIJJE VAIJJE END 'YR END YR END YR INSURANCE. END 'YR - - ------ ------ --- - -

1 104 105 0 105 105 324 0 100324 
2 193 796 600 301 901 904 1900 100904 
3 298 2308 2600 609 3209 1770 7600 101770 
4 425 2544 4700 1053 5753 2966 13300 102966 
5 561 2697 6800 1650 8450 4494· 18600 104494 

6 755 2608 8600 2458 11058 6485 22800 106485 
7 931 2915 10500 3473 13973 8859 26900 108859 
8 1161 3068 12300 4741 17041 11733 30500 111733 
9 1425 3477 14200 6318 20518 15150 34100 115150 

10 1654 3852 16200 8170 24370 18998 37700 118998 

11 1917 4083 18100 10353 28453 23317 40900 123317 
12 2177 4481 20100 12834 32934 28081 44100 128081 
13 2472 4865 22100 15699 37799 33330 47000 133330 
14 2780 5247 24100 18946 43046 39062 49800 139062 
15 3141 5787 26200 22633 48833 45356 52601 145356 

16 3539 6274 28300 26807 55107 52254 55300 152254 
17 3894 6725 30400 31432 61832 59643 57800 159643 
18 4273 '7268 32500 36600 69100 67526 60100 167526 
19 4675 7820 34700 42220 76920 75934 62500 175934. 
20 5108 8346 36800 48466 85266 84879 64601 184879 

21 5569 8858 38900 55224 94124 94399 66600 194399 
22 6069 9685 41100 62709 103809 . 104514 68600 204514 
23 6606 10169 43200 70778 113978 115272 70400 215272 
24 7181 11110 45400 79688 125088 126689 72300 226689 
25 7791 11664 47500 89252 136752 138805 73900 238805 

5\ INTEREST ADJUSTED COST INDICES FOR BASE PLAN ONLY 
10 YRS 20 YRS 

SURRENDER 2.77 -l.00 
PA'Y!IENT 15.04 9.60 

THE DIVIDEND PAYABLE AT THE END. OF THE FIRST YEAR IS CONTINGENT UPON PA'Y!IENT OF 
THE SECOND YEAR'S PREMIUM. 
THE AMOUNT OF THE DIVIDEND IS AFFECTED BY ANY POUCY LOANS OUTSTANDING. THE 
DIVIDEND FIGURES ARE BASED ON THE CURRENT SCALE ASSUMING NO LOANS • DIVIDENDS 
ARE NOT GUARANTEED. 

THIS POLICY IS BASED ON MALE RATES. 

FRI HAY 17 1991 
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EXHIBIT A 

LEDGER IU.USTRATION 
PREPARED FOR INSURED 

$100,000 TRADITIONAL LIFE 
MALE AGE 45 NS 

INITIAL ANNUAL PREMIUM $2,060.00 

DIVIDEllDS USED TO PURCIIAS]i; PAID•UP ADDITIOllAL INSURANCE 

ING IN PUA TOTAL TOTAL 
TOTAL TOTAL. GUAR CASH GASH GUAR DEATH 

DIVIDE!ID CASH CASH VALUE VALUE PUA PAID•IJP BENEFIT 
'!ll END '!ll VALUE VALUS END YR END YR END YR INSURANCE END YR - - ------ --- ------ ---- ----
26 8452 12634 49600 99786 149386 151650 75500 251650 
27 9163 13487 51800 111073 162873 165286 77200 265286 
28 9939 14518 53900 123491 177391 179753 78600 279753 
29 10763 15099 55900 136590 192490 195128 79900 295128 
30 11647 16379 57900 150969 208869 211440 81200 311440 

31 12582 17230 59800 166299 226099 228746 82400 328746 
32 13561 18435 61700 182834 244534 247072 83500 347072 
33 14601 19366 63500 200400 263900 266489 84500 366489 
34 15710 20708 65300 219308 284608 287052 85500 387052 
35 16898 22142 67100 239650 306750 308827 86500 408827 

36 18162 23569 68800 261519 330319 331876 87400 431876 
37 19420 24771 70500 284590 355090 356182 88300 456182 
38 20754 26273 72100 309263 381363 381805 89100 481805 
39 22050 27749 73600- 335512 409112 408662 89800 508662 
40 23376 28963 · 75100 362975 438075 436792 90500 536792 

41 25783 31551 76500 393126 469626 467450 91100 567450 
42 27428 32935 77800 424761 502561 499718 91700 599718 
43 29156 34453 79100 457914 537014 533699 92300 633699 
44 30925 36929 80300 493643 .. 573943 569368 92800 669368 
45 32816 38671 81600 531014 612614 606873 93400 706873 

46 34765 40821 82800 570635 653435 646245 93800 746245 
47 37015 44130 84100 613465 697565 · 687741 94400 787741 
48 39162 46752 85500 658817 744317 731206 95000 831206 
49 41697 51240 87000 708557 795557 776926 95500 876926 
50 44756 54901 88600 761858 850458 825415 96100 925415 

51 INTEREST ADJUSTED COST INDICES FOR BASE PI.AN ONLY 
10 YRS 20 YRS 

SURRENDER 2.77 •1.00 
PA\'MENT 15.04 9.60 

THE DIVIDEND PAYABLE AT THE ,END OF THE FIRST YEAR IS CONTINGENT UPON PAYHENT OF 
THE SECOND YEAR• S l'REMIUll. 
THE AMOUNT OF THE DIVIDEND IS AFFECTED BY ANY POLICY LOANS OUTSTANDING. THE 
DIVIDEND FIGURES ARE BASED ON THE CURRENT SCALE ASSUMING NO LOANS. DIVIDE!mS 
ARE NOT GUARANTEED. 

THIS POLICY IS BASED ON MALE RATES. 

FRI MAY 17 1991 
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LEDGER ILLUSTRATION 
PREPARED FOR INSURED 

EXHIBIT A 

$100, 000 TRADITIONAL LIFE 
MALE AGE 45 NS 

lNITIAL ANNUAL l'REIIIIJM $2 , 060. 00 

DIVIDENDS USED TO PURCHASE PAID·UP ADDITIONAL INSURANCE 

TOTAL 
DlVlDEND 

1!R END·l!R 

51 
52 
53 
54 

48705 
54142 
61299 
70944 

INC IN 
TOTAL 

CASH 
VALUE 

61336 
68526 
76481 
88115 

TOTAL 
GUAR DEATH GUAR 

CASH 
VALUE 

PUA 
CASH 

VALUE 
END 1!R 

TOTAL 
CASH 

VALUE 
END 1!R 

PUA PAID-UP BENEnT 
END 1!R INSURANCE END 1!R 

90500 821294 911794 877450 
92600 887720 980320 934442 
94 700 962101 1056801 998030 
96900 1048016 1144916 1070496 

96800 
97600 
98300 
99100 

977450 
1034442 
1098030 
1170496 

5\ INTEREST ADJUSTED COST INDICES FOR BASE PLAN ONLY 
10 YRS 20 YRS 

SURRENDER 2.77 -1.00 
PA'll!ENT 15.04 9.60 

THE DIVIDEND PAYABLE AT THE END OF THE FIRST YEAR IS CONTINGENT UPON PA'l!IENT OF 
THE SECOND YEAR'S PREHIUM. 
?!IE AMOUNT OF THE DIVIDEND IS AFFECTED BY ANY POUcY LOANS OUTSTANDING. THE 
DlVlDEND FIGURES ARE BASED ON THE CURREllT SCALE ASSUMING NO LOANS. DIVIDENDS 
ARE NOT GUARANTEED. 

THIS POLicY IS BASED ON MALE RATES . 

FRI HAY 17 ! 991 
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EXHIBIT B 

PLAN: WHOLE LIFE 

CLASSIFICATION 
INSORED: PREFERRED NONSMOKER 

AGE 
35 

SEX AMOUNT OF INSURANCE 
MALE $100,000 

BASIC POLICY 

SUMMARY FOR PERIOD SHOWN 

TOTAL PREMIUMS . 
TOTAL ANNUAL DIVIDENDS 

ADDITIONAL INS1JRANCE BOUGHT BY ANNUAL DIVIDENDS 
ILLUSTRATIVE DEATH BENEFIT 

WITH ANY TERMINAL DIVIDEND 

ILLUSTRATIVE PAID-UP INSURANCE AVAILABLE 
- SEE PAGE 2 

PAID-UP IN· 19 YEARS FOR $100,000 

GUARANTEED CASH VALUE OF BASIC INSllRANCE 
CASH VALUE OF ADDITIONAL INSURANCE 
ILLUSTRATIVE CASH VALUE 

PREMIUM MODE: ANNUAL 

ANNUAL PREMIUM YRS PAYABLE 
$1,245.00 LIFETIME 

END OF 20 YEARS 

$24,900 
16,140 

58,152 

158,152 

116,052 

27,400 
27,536 
54,936 

AT AGE 65 

$37,350 
42,776 

166,896 

266,896 

242,697 

46,200 
101,783 
147,983 

GUARANTEED MONTHLY LIFE INCOME -(10 YEARS CERTAIN) 
ILLUSTRATIVE MONTHLY LIFE INCOME -(10 YEARS CERTAIN) 

278.12 
1,206.07 

INTEREST-ADJUSTED 5% INDEXES (BASIC POLICY) 
LIFE INSllRANCE SURRENDER COST INDEX 
LIFE INSllRANCE NET PAYMENT COST INDEX 
EQUIVALENT LEVEL ANNUAL DIVIDEND 

10 YRS 
$1.90 

$10.08 
·$2.37 

20 YRS 
-1.58 
$6.31· 
$6.14 

DIVIDENDS BASED ON JAN. 1991 SCALE THAT USES CURRENT INTEREST, MORTALITY AND 
EXPENSE RATES. ILLUSTRATIVE MONTHLY INCOME BASED ON MAY 1991 SETTLEMENT OPTION 
RATES. ILLUSTRATIVE FIGURES ARE NOT GUARANTEES OR ESTIMATES FOR THE FUTURE. 

INITIAL PREM: ANNUAL $1,245.00; SEMIANN. $670.00; COM $112.00 

PAGE 1 
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EXHIBIT B 

. PLAN: WHOLE LIFE 

CLASSIFICATION AGE SEX AMOUNT OF INSURANCE 
INSURED: PREFERRED NONSMOKER 35 HALE.. $100,000 

PREMIUM MODE: ANNUAL 

ANNUAL PREMIUM YRS PAYABLE 
BASIC POLICY $1,245.00 LIFETIME 

ANNUAL DIVIDENDS USED TO BUY PAil•.:'UP ADDITIONAL INSURANCE 

END OF 
POLICY ANNUAL GUARANTEED 

YEAR DIVIDEND CASH VALUE 

1 NONE NONE 
2 62 100 
3 87 1,100 
4 130 2,400 
5 193 3,700 
6 291 5,000 
7 358 6,400 
8 441 7,800 
9 544 9,300 

10 672 10,800 
11 830 12,300 
12 935 13,900 
13 1,043 15,400 
14 1,153 17,100 
15 1,267 18,700 
16 1,376 20,400 
17 1,502 22,100 
18 1,624 23,900 
19 1,751 25,600 
20 1,881 27,400 
21 2,015 29,200 
22 2,150 31,100 
23 2,290 32,900 
24 2,433 34,800 
25 2,581 36,700 
26 2,731 38,600 
27 2,883 40,500 
28 3,034 42,400 
29 3,186 44,300 

AGE 65 3,333 46,200 
31 3,476 48,100 
32 3,615 50,000 
33 3,749 51,9!>0 
34 3,879 53,8!>0 
35 4,010 55,700 

GUARANTEED ILLUSTRATIVE ILLUSTRATIVE 
ILLUSTRATIVE PAID-UP PAID-UP 
CASH VALUE + INSURANCE # INSURANCE # 

NONE NONE NONE 
162 400 627 

1,254 3,900 4,448 
2,'699 8,300 9,327 
4,221 12,300 14,029 
5,861 16,100 18,867 
7,700 20,000 24,047 
9,663 .23,600 29,220 

11,882 27,200 34,747 
14,295 . 30,700 40,604 
16,950 33,800 46,579 
19,917 37,100 53,138 
23,016 39,900 59,598 
26,572 43,000 66,773 
30,310 45,600 73,886. 
34,450 48,300 81,539 
38,933 50,800 89,485 
43,885 53,400 98,033 
49,141 55,600 106,713 
54,936 57,900 116,052 
61,210 60,100 125,882 
68,104 62,-300 136,330 
75,465 64,200 147,134 
83,542 66,100 158,628 
92,290 68,000 170,855 

101,760 69,700 183,654 
112,009 71,300 . 197,166 
123,091 72,900 211,530 
135,062 74,400 226,694 
147,983 75,800 242,697 
161,916 77,200 259,684 
176,932 78,500 277,6!)3 
193,105 79,700 296,505 
210,518 80,9!>0 316,546 
229,254 82,100 337,793 

DEATH 
BENEFIT & 

100,000 
100,226 
100,548 
101,026 
101,728 
102,767 
104,047 
105,620 
107,547 
109,904 
112,779 
116,038 
119,697 
123,773 
128,286 
133,238 
138,685 
144,633 
151,112 
158,152 
165,781 
174,030 
182,933 
192,528 
202,855 
213,953 
225,865 
238,630 
252,293 
266,896 
282,483 
299,102 
316,805 
335,646 
355,692 
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EXHIBIT ~ 

ENO OF 
POLICY 

YEAR 

ANNUAL DIVIDENDS USED.TO BUY PAID-UP ADDITIONAL INSURANCE 

GUARANTEED ILLUSTRATIVE ILLUSTRATIVE 
ANNUAL GUARANTEED ILLUSTRATIVE PAID-UP . PAID-UP DEATH 

DIVIDEND CASH VALUE CASH VALUE+ INSURANCE# INSURANCE# BENEFIT & 

36 4,144 57,600 249,397 83,200 360,220 
AGE 72&& 4,279 59,500 271,027 84,400 384,104 

38 4,418 61,300 294,118 85,300 409,131 
39 4,560 63,000 318,747 86,100 435,592 
40 4,694 64,800 345,187 87,100 463,869 
41 4,822 66,400 373,241 87,900 493,652 
42 4,937 68,000 403,212 88,600 525,126 
43 5,039 69,600 435,230, 89,400 558,584 
44 5,132 71,100 469,335 90,000 593,828 
45 s,220 12,600 so5,1s1 90,600 631,111 
46 5,312 74,100 544,686 91,300 670,847 
47 5,411 75,500 586,085 91,900 712,800 
48 5,519 76,900 630,174 92,400 757,186 
49 5,630 78,200 676,953 93,000 604,362 
50 5,741 79,400 726,560 93,400 854,193 
51 5,847 80,600 779,267 93,900 907,146 
52· 5,940 81,700 835,184 94,300 963,190 
53 6,028 82,800 894,677 94,700 1,022,613 
54 6,108 83,800 957,973 95,000 1,085,509 
55 6,182 84,900 1,025,664 95,400 1,152,285 
56 6,188 86,000 1,098,069 95,800 1,222,990 
57 6,196 87,100 1,175,791 96,200 1,297,860 
58 6,221 88,300 1,259,692 96,600 1,377,160 
59 6,171 89,600 1,350,559 97,000 1,461,070 
60 6,015 91,100 1,449,217 '97,500 1,549,846 
61 5,777 92,700 1,556,063 98,000 1,643,588 
62 5,663 94,400 1,671,395 98,500 1,742,728 
63 5,726 96,100 1,794,199 99,000 1,847,779 

+ GUARANTEED CASH VALUE, CASH VALUE OF ADDITIONAL INSURANCE AND 
ANY TERMINAL DIVIDEND. 

377,019. 
399,703 
423,830 
449,492 
476,769 
505,751 
536,526 
569,183 
603,827 
640,571 
679,547 
720,900 
764,785 
811,361 
860,792 
913,245 
968,890 

1,027,913 
1,090,509 
1,156,884 
1,227,189 
1,301,659 
1,380,560 
1,464,069 
1,552,346 
1,645,588 
1,744,228 
1,848,778 

# PAID-UP INSURANCE AVAILABLE IF YOU STOP PAYING PREMIUMS AND REDUCED 
PAID-UP INSURAllCE OPTION IS CHOSEN. ILLUSTRATIVE PAID-UP INSURANCE 
INCLUDES PAID-UP INSURANCE BOUGHT BY.DIVIDENDS. ANY REMAINING 
OPTIONAL BENEFITS AND RIDERS END WHEN PAID-UP O;l'TION TAKES EFFECT. 

& BENEFIT APPLICABLE TO PRINCIPAL INSURED, INCLUDES BASIC INSURANCE, 
&& ~~Ii~oifi:E I~~~CY~ u:~gfuJg~g~Fr~~lIDER INSURANCE VALUE 

DIVIDENDS BASED ON JAN. 1991 SCALE THAT USES CURRENT INTEREST, MORTALITY AND 
EXPENSE RATES. ILLUSTRATIVE FIGURES ARE NOT GUARANTEES OR ESTIMATES FOR THE 
FUTURE. 

EXPLANATORY NOTES FORM AND FORM MUST BE ENCLOSED PAGE 3 
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MAY BE AVAILABLE 

186 

EXHIBIT B 

Following are descriEtions of benefits provided by riders that may be included 
:!~u;i~~sp~~I~"ar; ~~~ ~=~~~i~:da~=l~~jei~rtiui~=i~it!~i;:~i~~ss:~da 
specimen form. 

DISABILITY WAIVER OF PREMIUMS BENEFIT - Provides that, if you become totally . 
disabled as described .in the rider, before your age 60 and your disability 
lasts for at least six months, you will not have to pay premiums While totally 
disabled. There is also a limited waiver benefit for total disability which 
occurs between the ages 60 and 65. 

ACCIDENTAL DEATH BENEFIT - Provides additional insurance, usually equal to the 
face amount of 'insurance if you die from an accident. An amount equal to 
twice the A.D.B. amount ls paid if the accident occurred while you were a 
fare-paying passenger in a licensed public conveyance being operated by a 
common carrier fo_r passenger service. 

FA!!ILY INCOME BENEFIT - Provides a monthly income to your family if you die 
bef.ore the end of a specified period (10, 20 or 30 years). The monthll income 
t~d~i~h!0~a~~ ~~it~~ 0i ~:i~~ii~c~~ ~!n!~i~d~~t!o~p;~s~fsa=~~ payable 
available. · 

·oNE-YEAR TERM INSURANCE BENEFIT - Provides renewable and convertible level 
term insurance payable if you die before the end of the specified 1 year 
period. This benefit is also available on a spouse. . ' 

10-YEAR LEVEL TERM INSURANCE BENEFIT - Provides renewable and convertible 
level term insurance payable if you die before the end of the specified 
10 year period. This benefit is also available on a spouse. 

GUARANTEE TO ISSUE NEW INSURANCE WITHOUT EVIDENCE OF INSIJRABILITY - Guarantees 
you the right to buy a new policy on your life without evidence of 
insurability for an amount of insurance up to the specified option amount. 
The new policies may be purchased only on an option date. 

CHILDREN'S TERM INSURANCE BENEFIT - Provides term insurance on each covered 
child to the polio-~ anniversary at the child's age 25, or to the policy . 
anniversary at the insured's age 65 if earlier. An insured child may obtain a 
new policy without evidence of insurability. 

ONE YEAR COST OF LIVING TERM INSURANCE BENEFIT - Provides one year term 
t:::u~¥~e which var~es annually to match yearly fluctuations as indicated by 

PAID-UP ADDITIONS RIDER - A permanent additional insurance rider that provides 
supplemental growing cash values. This rider also provides-the potential for 
enhanced premium flexibility and for advancing the year when out of pocket 
pr~mium payments are no longer required under the Accelerated Premium Payment 
plan, or when the policy can be fully paid up or matured for its face amount. 

FORM 
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EXHIBIT B 

ACCELERATION OF POLICY BENEFITS FOR LONG.TERM CARE RIDER - Provides for the 

~~c~~:rr~!~e~~ym:~~ho~a~ep~~ig~ ~:o~~e~e:th~~n!~i~ ~~1t~!eaoggn;:~s~:~~ 
facility or at home when the insured has a qualified disability. The benefit 
payments are made each month and continue as long as the insured remains 
aisabled and the maximum benefit under the rider has not been paid. The size 
of the monthly payments and the maximum benefit are stated in the rider 
(subject to state.approval). 

ACCELERATION OF DEATH BENEFIT RIDER - Provides.for a one-time discounted 
~ayment of all or a portion of the death benefit to the policyowner once the 
insured has been determined to be terminally ill with twelve months or less to 
live. The size of the benefit payments and the maximum benefit are stated in 
the rider. There are no premiums or fees for this rider (subject to state 
approval). 

\ FORK 
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EXHIBIT B 

DIVIDEND INFORMATION - Dividends paid by depend on future 
experience as to investment.earnings, operating expenses, claims paid, and 
taxes. - All of these factors vary-so that dividend scales will change from 
time to time. The dividends shown in this proposal.are an illustration of our 
current dividend scale and are not a guarantee or estimate of future results •. 

Terminal dividends may Joe.paid on Whole Life, Life Paid Up at 95, and Life 
Paid Up at 98 policies. _There are no t·erminal dividends payable on term life 
insurance plans. 

ILLUSTRATIVE LIFE INCOME - Any illustrative life income figures shown in this 
proposal are based upon our life income plan rates currently in affect. These 
rates are not guarantees or estimates for payments starting in the future. 
After monthly life income payments begin, the amounts will be fixed. 

TERM PLANS - Term Life insurance plans and term insurance riders provide· 
insurance protection only. They do not provide cash or loan.values. 

The POLICY-LOAN provision provides for an adiustable policy loan interest ~=~= ~!i ~:v~~a~e~o~!ifh~tth~em~!~~ea~row!a0 ~yt½:: ~~dt!fri n~~is 
change more often than once a year on the policy anniversary. Loan 
interest is due at the end of each policy year. Interest not paid within 
31 days after it is due will be added to the loan princi~al. 

INTEREST ADJUSTED INDEXES - These indexes, if shown in this proposal, provide 
a means for evaluating the comparative cost of the policy under stated 
assumptions. They can be useful in comparing similar plans of insurance, a 
lower index being better than a higher one. 

Indexes are approximate because they involve assumptions, including the rate 
of interest used, the dividends being paid in cash and the continuation of 
current dividend scales. Indexes apply to the basic policy only. They 
exclude any optional riders such as accidental death. 

"Total premiums less illustrative cash value", "total premiums less total 
dividenas", 11net increase or decrease in business surplus", etc., should not 
be used in policy cost comparisons because they do not consider the effect 
interest could have on payments made at different times. They can sometimes 
be helpful for accounting purposes. 

~re:~plication for insurance will be subject to·· underwriting 

FORM 
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EXHIBIT B 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION--FLEXIBLE-PREMIUM LIFE POLICY 

An &lCplanation of the intended use of the interest-adjusted indexes provided 
in the policy illustration is included in the Life .Insurance Buyer's Guide. 
If you have requested• Flexible-Premium Life plan including optional 
coverage provided by riders, you will receive two illustrations; one for the 
basic poll~ and one for a policy including the requested•riders.- The 
interest-ad usted indexes shown ln each illustration are based on the 
coverage be ng illustrated. 

Please Note: 
When the policy is issued, you will be given a complete Policy Summary,· 
including cost data, that is based on the.planned premium and benefits of the 
policy as issued. The figures shown in thls preliminaey statement of Policy 
Cost are based on the assumption that the proposed policy is issued as 
applied for. Adjustments wlll be necessary if the policy is actually issued 
on some other basis. ·you may return any llfe insurance policy within 10 days 
of delivery and obtain a full refund of ·any premium(s) paid. 

-U.L. 

58-720 - 92 - 7 
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HYiOIHel'ICAL FOLICT IllilSTRA'l'IOO 

PROEtGED INSURED: SOCIElY OF ACIUl\RIES AGE 45 
PIAN: WIKJIE LIFE FOLICT 
BASIC FOLICT A!>DJNl': $100,000 ANNUAL PREMIUM: 

EXHIBIT C 

jtJNE 3, 1991 

MME NONSM:>I<ER 

$1,910.00 

DIVIDl:ND OPI'IOO: DIVIDENtS USED TO RlROIASE PAID-UP ADDITIONS 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6-
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

@65 
@75 

PAID-UP 
'10rAL GUl\RANl'EED AL'OITIONS '10rAL 

PREMIUMS CASH Vl\l.UE CASH VAilJE CASH Vl\l.UE 
BEX; YF.I\R END YF.I\R END YF.I\R END YF.I\R 

l 2 3 4 

1,910 
3,820 
5,730 
7,640 
9,550 

11,460 
13,370 
15,280 
17,190 
19,100 

21,010 
22,920 
24,830 
26,740 
28,650 

30,560 
32,470 
34,380 
36,290 
38,200 

38,200 
57,300 

114 
1,824 
3,587 
5,403 

7,274 
9,195 

11,165 
13,183 
15,243 

17,125 
19,036 
20,981 
22,959 
24,971 

27,013 
29,082 
31,171 
33,275 
35,386 

35,386 
56,455 

81 
178 
295 
443 
639 

893 
1,380 
2,127 
3,162 
4,518 

6,213 
8,195 

10,477 
13,089 
16,062 

19,445 
23,273 
27,586 
32,427 
37,834 

37,834 
135,040 

ANNUAL PREM 

81 
292 

2,119 
4,030 
6,042 

8,167 
10,575 
13,292 
16,345 
19,761 

23,338 
27,231 
31,458 
36,048 
41,033 

46,458 
52,355 
58,757' 
65,702 

·: 73,220 

73,220 
191,495 

AM:X!Nl'OF 
PAID-UP 

ADDITIONS 
END Y".J\R 

5 

281 
595 
950 

1,379 
1,916 

· '2,585 
3,857 
5,741 
8,247 

11,391 

15,155, 
19,345 
23,951' 
28,989 
34,478 

40,477 
47,005 
54,091· 
61,770 
70,063 

70,063 
195,710 

M PREM 

INSURANCE $100,000 $1,910.00 $168.27 
H11IVER $100,000 $74.00 $6.52 
A. D •. B. $100,000 $98.00 $8.63 

'roI'AL 
OEA'IH 

BENEFTl' 
END YEAR 

6 

100,281 
100,595 
100,950 
101,379 
101,916 

102,585 
103,857 
105,741 
108,247 
111,391 

115,155 
119,345 
123,951 
128,989 
134,478. 

140,477 
. 147,005 
154,091 
161,770 
170,063 

'10rAL 
PAID-UP 

INSURl\NCE 
END YEAR 

7 

977 
6,834 

12,534 
18,127 

23,644 
29,555 
35,876 
42,627 
49,826 

56,923 
· 64,285 

71,912 
79,835 
88,082 

96,709 
105,742 . 
115,210· 
125,154 
135,593 

170,063 135,593 
295, 7~0 277,529 

MJNIHLY INON: 
AGE .AM:Wl' 
65 $548.00 
75 $1750.00 

DIVIDENtS ARE NOr GUARl\Nl'EED l\ND ARE SUBJECl' TO SIQIIFICANI' FWCruATIONS. 
Ql1INGl!S IN DIVIDENtS WllL ClWlGE ALL ~ ·VAilJES. 

mESENl'EDBY: 
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EXHIBIT C 

== JNSURED: SOCIE1Y OF AC'IUARIES AGE 45 MAI.E NONst-DKER 
PIAN: MIOIE LIFE R:>LICT 

s1,9io.oo Bl\SIC R:>LICT AMXJNI': $100,000 ANNUl\l, PllEMIUM: 

DIVIDEND OPl'ION: DIVIDENCS USED 'IO RlROIASE PAID-UP ADDITIONS 

PAID-tJP AM:ONI'OF ·= 'I'Ol'AL 
'I'Ol'AL GUARAN1'EED ADDITIONS 'I'Ol'AL PAID-tJP . DEATH PAID-tlP 

R:>L PREMIUMS CASH VAI1lE CASH VAI1lE CASH VAI1lE ADDITIONS BENEFIT IllSURl\NCE 
1IR Bm YEAR END YEAR END YEAR · END YEAR END YEAR END YEAR END YEAR 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

21 40,110 37,501 43,831 81,332 78,967 178,967 146,528 
22 42,020 39,621 50,497 · 90,118 88,568 188,568 158,060 
23 43,930 41,746 57,878 99,624 98,890 198,890 170,216 
24 45,840 43,878 66,030 109,908 109,965 209,965 183,040 
25 47,750 46,017 75,007 121,024 l2i,828 221,828 196,570 

26 49,660 48,155 84,883 133,038 134,541 234,541 210,867 
27 51,570 50,282 95,736 146,018 148,187 248,187 226,017 
28 53,480 52,385 107,652 160,037 162,858 262,858 242,106 
29 55,390 54,446 120,724 175,170 178,667 278,667 259,246 
30 57,300 56,455 135,040 191,495 195,710 295,710 277,529 

31 59,210 58,408 150,656 209,064 214,031 314,031 297,008 
32 61,120 60,306 167,642 227,948 233,677 333,677 317,737 
33 63,030 62,158 186,077 248,235 254,691 354,691 339,769 
34 64,940 63,974 206,031 270,005 277,098 377,098 363,139 
35 66,850 65,762 227,590 293,352 300,945 400,945 387,903 

36 68,760 67,518 250,860 318,378 326,318 426,318 414,145 
37 70,670 69,237 275,951 345,188 353,335 453,335 441,988 
38 72,580 70,902 302,999 373,901 382,169 482,169 471,597 
39 74,490 72,496 332,130 404,626 412,999 512,999 503,147 
40 76,400 74,010 363,445 437,455 445,961 545,961 536,774 

41 78,310 75,446 397,046 472,492 481,157 581,157 572,586 
42 80,220 76,Bll 433,029 509,840 518,653 618,653 610,653 
43 82,130 78,121 471,245 549,366 558,189 658,189 650,723 
44 84,040 79,395 511,839 591,234 599,828 699,828 692,871· 
45 85,950 80,656 555,004 635,660 643,640 743,640 737,177 

DIVIDENDS ARE NC7r GUARAN1'EED AND ARE SllBJECl' 'IO SIGNIFI= FWCIUATIONS. 
CllANGES Df DIVIDEM'S WILL CJll\NGE All, tm-G01\Rl\lll'EED VAIIJES. 

SEE ATma!ED PAGE liOR rocmm'ES AND Ml51JMPl'IONS. PAGE 2 
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EXHIBIT C 

PROPOOED. INSURED: SOCIE1'I! OF ACitillRIES AGE 45 Ml\IE NONSl«lKER 
PIAN: WllOlE LIFE l'OLICl1 
BI\SIC l'OLICl1 l\M:XJNl': $100,000 ANN'Jl\L PREMIUM: $1,910.00 

DIV!DlilID OPl'ION: DIVIDENDS USED '10 RlRCHASE PAIO-UP ADDiTIONS 

roL 
YR 

46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

PAID-llP 
'IOrAL GU1IIWll'EED ADDITIONS 'IOrAL 

PREMI"JMS CASH VAlllE CASH VAlllE OSH VAIDE 
em 'iEllR am "YEAR am 'iEllR mm 'iEllR 

1 2 3 4 

87,860 
89,770 
91,680 
93,590 
95,500 

81,933 
83,261 
84,683 
86,251 
88,008 

600,951 
649,945 
702,296 
758,418 
81~,661 

682,884 
733,206 
786,979 
844,669 
906,669 

l\M:XlNl' OF 
PAID-UP 

AOOI'l'IONS 
E2lD 'iEl\R 

5 

689,654 
737,878 
788,255 
840,706 
895,083 

789,654 
837,878 
888,255 
-940,706 
995,083 

DIVIllENl:S ARE NOl' GU1IIWll'EED l\ND ARE SUBJECr '10 SIGNIFICANI' FI.lJCIUATIONS. 
0111NGES m DIVIDEll[S WIIL all\lQ: AIL~ Vl\llJES. 

SEE ATrAalED PAGE FOR liOOitlOIES l\ND ASS!l!Pl'IONS. PAGE 3 

783,681 
832,404. 
883,303 
936,316 
991,307 
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Fro!USED INS!JRED: SOCIElY OF AcruARIES AGE 45 
PI.l\N: W!KlIE LIFE RlLICl1 
BASIC RlLICl1 AMXJNI': $100,000 ANNUAL PREMIUM: 

DIVIDEND OPl'ION: DlVIIlENtS USED ID RJRCIIASE PAID-UP ADDITIONS 

FOOINOl'ES: 

EXHIBIT C 

MAIE NONSIDKER 

$1,910.00 

*"* .. ****"*********************************"**************************** * AS IWJSTRATED, 'I!IIS RlLICl1 l«XJlD NCJr BEO:ME A-M:>DIFIED ~ * 
* a:NmACl' (MEC) UNDER nm INl'ERNAL REVnruE CXllJE. I.OANS AND DIS'IBIEIJI'IONS * 
* FRCM A MElC ARE SUB:JECl' ID IN<XME TAX AND MAY ALSO TRIGGER A PEllAIJI'Y TAX. * 
* Cll\NGES MllDE ID nm RlLICl1 MAY CAUSE.nm RlL!Cl( ID BEO:ME A MElC. * 
**************************************************************************** 

*'I!IIS FOC7INC11'E PERl2IIN5 ID <XlIIJMN(S) 3, 4, 5, 6, 7: 
BASED ON nm 1991 DIIIIDEND SOIEIXJIE. DIVIDENrS ARE NCJr GUARANI'EED. CllE 
ID Nm FEllERl\L 'I2IXES AND E<XlNCMIC a:IIDITIONS INCillDING llECLINING INTEREST 
RATES, DIVIDElIDS BASED ON nm 1992 DIVIDEND SOIIDJIE ARE EXPEC1'ED ID BE 
I.CMER THAN 'IHC\SE SHCMN IN nm ILWSTRATION. 'IRANSF'ER OF RlLICl1 OONERSHIP 
ID A ~ PmiSION OR FroFIT SHARING PI.l\N CXXJID RESUill' IN A DIFFERENI' 
DIVIDEND SCllEIXJIE. nm FIRST YEAR DIVIDEND, AilIH:XX;II INCllJDED IN 'Il!IS 
ILllJS'IRATION, IS CXlNl'INGENr ON PAYMENI' OF nm EN1'IRE SEXDNIJ YEAR PREMIUM. 
nm FIRST YE1IR DIIIIDEND IS NCJr USED IN 'IHE CAI.aJIAT.ION OF FIRST YEAR 
PAID-UP INSURANCE AND FlRST YEAR M:Nl1IIN LIFE IN<XME. 
'Il!IS RlLICl1 IS AVAIIABIE Kr ISSUE Wl'IH A RlLICl1 IOAN RATE QF EI'IHER 8% OR 
AN ANNUALUl AllJUSTl\BI.E RATE. 'Il!IS ILWSTRATION ASSUMES NO RlLICl1 LOANS. 
FOR 'IHE 8% RlLICl1, I.OANS WILL AFFECr DIVIDENm. 

*'I!IIS FOC7INC11'E PERl2IIN5 ID <XlIIJMll(S) 4, 6: 
'IHE cx:MPONENI'S OF 'I!IIS <XlllJI,~ ARE DEPICTED SEPARATEI/l IN 'IHIS ILLUS'IllATION. 

*'I!IIS FOC7INC11'E PERl2IIN5 ID nm M:Nl1IIN INa:ME FIGURES SHCMN: 
BASED ON 'IOI'AL CASH SURRENDER VAillE USING n1E CllRRENl' RATE WHICll IS NCJr 
GUARANI'EED. . 

*'I!IIS FOC7INC11'E PERl2IIN5 ID nm M:lNIHLY INa:ME FIGURES SHCMN: 
M:NIHUi INa:ME SHCMN ASSUMES '!HE RIGHI' ID cx:»l!1I'E UNPAID PAYMEm'S Hl\S BEEN 
WAIVED. 

'Il!IS ILllJS'IRATION DOES NCJr llEClXNIZE 'IHE TIME VAillE OF MJNEY AND SHOOID 
NOi' BE USED ID a:t!PARE RlLICl1 CXlSIS. SEE A'.ITACllED PAGE FOR RlLICl1 COST 
lNFORMATION. 

'I!IIS llZIJS'IRATION IS FOR A <XlNNrel'Ian' POLICl1 J\ND IS w.LID 'Ilm:lUGI! 
'IHE END OF JUNE, 1991. 

PAGE 4 
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EXHIBIT C 
LIFE INSUlWICE AllJUS'l'ED OlST CXJ!PARISal INDEK 

JUNF; 3, 1991 

~ INSllRED: SOCIElY OF ACIUAllIES AGE 45 
PillN: 1B)IE LIFE R>LIClC . 
1!115.IC R>LIClC l\!UJNI': $100,000 ANNUAL mEMJ;UM: $1,910.00 

DIV'IIEm.OPl'Iaf: DIVIIEltS usm '10 Rll'ClllSE PAID-UP AIDITI<HI 

R>LIClC YEAR 
10 20 

4.48 

16.02 

.45 

10.64 

fflE IN1'EREST AlllllS'lm OlST CXJ!PARISQI INDEXES PRlllillE 'IIC MEllNS OF CXJ!PARIIC 
'lHE REtATIVE OlST OF SIMIIAR PillNS OF INSUlWICE ISSUm BY 'lHE SAME CXJ!PANY CR 
DIFFERml' CXJ!PANIES. A LCM lNllEX NllMBER REl'RESENl'S A IIJWER CXlST '1HI\N A HIGHER 
cm:. 'l'llESE INDEXES REFlllCl' 'DIE TIME VAIDE OF IQIEY BY APPVilNG A 5% nm:REST 
r21CroR '10 R>LIClC FREMI!lMS, DIVII»ltS, AND FOR 'DIE StJRRmDER CXlST INDEX, 'DIE 10 
AND 20 YEAR CASH VAIIJES. 'DIE DIVIIEltS usm DI CAialIATING '1HESE INDEXES ARE 
BASED af CllRRml' YEAR'S SCAil! AND ARE NOi' GIIARl\NIBES NOR ESTlMM'ES OF EUroRE,. 
=· 
'lHE INDEXES IXl NOi' CX!ISIDER: (1) 'DIE VAIDE OF 'DIE SERVICES OF AN l\GENr OR 
<D!PANl1; (2) 'lHE REr.ATIVE S'l1lEN:i'lH AND REEUIM'Iaf .OF 'lHE CXJ!PANY AND rl'S· 
AClUAL DIVIIIEND J?ERroRMANCE; CR (3) llIF'FERENCES DI 'lHE .R>LIClC PROVISI<HI. 

-------
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EXHIBIT D 

~ BASED CII e.oos DIVIDEIID INTEREST RATE, WHICH IS LESS THAii THI QIRRENT DIVIDEND INTEREST RATE ·-
St00,000 LIFE PW PAGE 1 OF 4 
fill AGE 3S NALE 

AtlNUAl. PRfMJLII st,m.oo 

................................................... DIVIDENDS USED TO PURCHASE PAID·LP ADDITIONS ·;·········•·········•••-········•···· 
I 2 

EID 
a, 
'rOII , ......... DIVIDEND* ............................................ 

I 100,343 
2 100,m 
3 1D1,886 

• 103,072 
5 104,522 
6 106,223 
7 108,177 
8 110,365 
9 112,771 

10 115,407 

11 118,241 
12 121,285 
13 124,519 
14 127,869 
15 131,3,37 
16 134,919 
17 131,629 
18 142,469 
19 146,446 
20 150,564 

PRENllllS 

INSURANCE ••••••••• 
~1VEI •••••••••••• 

100000 ACCIDENTAL DEATH •• 
75000 ADDITICIW. FWCKASE 

70 
134 
204 
276 
3S4 
434 
521 
610 

.703 
800 

902 
1,007 
1,120 
1,211 
1,309 
1,411 
1,526 
1,648 
1,780 
1,923 

AIIIIUAl. 
1533.00 

41.00 
74.00 

126.75 
SUBJECT TO UNDERW1TING UNITS 

3 ....... 
CASI 

IIJTLAY 

1,m 
1,m 
1,m 
1,m 
1,m 
1,m 
1,m 
1,m 
1,m 
1,m 

1,m 
1,m 
1,533 
1,m 
1,m 
1,533 
1,m 
1,m 
1,m 
1,m 

.... 
133.63 

3.57 
6.44 

11.03 

• 5 6 7 
WO ..... CASH VALUES ··•· 
VALUE TOTAL 

IIIQEAU- PAYNEMTS TOTAL* GUAIWITEED .................................................................................. 
70 1,m 70 0 

1,215 3,066 · ,.285 1,078 
1,336 4,599 2,622 2,201 
1,466 6,132 4,088 3,371 
l,6GS 7,665 5,692 4,588 
1,741 9,198 7,440 5,852 
1,906 10,731 9,346 7,165 
2,071 12,264 11,418 8,528 
2,246 13,797 13,664 9,942 
2,m 15,330 16,~ 11,411 

2,633 16,863 18,732 12,933 
2,846 ,a.~96 21,579 14,515 
3,073 19,929 24,652 16,156 
3,289 21,462 27,942 17,860 
3,520 22,995 31,463 19,629 
3,766 24,528 35,229 21,466 
4,029 26,061 39,259 23,370 
4,309 27,594 43,569 25,341 
4,608 29,127 48,177 27,360 
4,924 30,660 53,101 29,486 

..,1Y10EIIDS ASSI.M NO LOANS; LOANS WILL ftDUCE DIYJDEMDS. ILLUSTU.TED DIVIDENDS (1991 SCALE) REFLECT CLAIN AHO EXPENSE 
EXS>ERIEIICI MD AR£ NOT ESTIMATES ca GUARAMTEES OF FUTURE RESIA.TS. Tm '"' BE LARGER OR ·SMALLER THAM THOSE 
IUUSTIATED. THIS ILLUSTUTICII DOES NOT REFLECT THAT MONET IS PAID AND RECEIVED AT DIFFERENT TIMES. 8X LOAN 
PROVISICII. 

SELECT 5/31/91 SUBMITTED BY 
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- USED C11 a.oos DIVJDEtm INtER!ST RATE, WHICH 11 LESS TIWI THE QIRREllT D'IV)DEND INTEREST RATE_. EXHIBIT 0 
• s,00.000 . LIFE PUii PAGE 2 a~ 4 

fCII: AGJ 35 MU 

AIIIUAL PRENIIII s,,m.oo 

---·-·-------- DIVIDEIDI US1D TO PUllCHASI! PAID•UP ADQITICINI ••·····•••···••••••••••••···••••••••-· 
J 

m AIIIIIAI. 
cif CASI 
1W IISUIAIICP' DIVIDENr amAT 

21 156,566 z,aa, ,,m 
22 162,932 3,139 1,m 
23 16',661 3,412 ,,m 

. 24 176,781 J,702 1,m 
25 tlM-;303 4,010 1,m 
26 192,261 4,344· ,.m 
u 2II0,626 4,7115 1,m 
za 209,416 5,097 1,m 
29 211,863 5,523' 1,m 
JO 221,715 5,982 1,m 

JI 239,271 6,469 1,m 
32 250,340 6,981 1,m 
JJ 261,997 7,513 1,m 
34 274,247 1,064 1,m 
J5 217,096 1,635 1,m 
J6 J00,570 9,239 1,m 
J7 314,701 9,111 1,m 
J6 329,536 1O,m 1,m 
J9 345,IJO 11,315 1,m 

'° 361,519 12,099 1,m 
--·····----·-······-··-········· 

PREMIIMS AIIIUQ. 
INSURAIH:E ••••••••• 1533.0D 
IIAIV!R •••••••••••• 41.DO 

100000 ACCIDMAI. DEATH •• 74.00 
75000 ADDITUllll PURCHASE tzti.75 

SUBJECT TO UNDEIURITING LIMITS 

Ill, 
IJJ.6J 

J.57 
6.44 

II.OJ 

4 5 6 7 .... •• • • CASH VALUES •••• 
VAUE TOfAL ......... PAYNEIITI TOTAL* OUARANTEED ................................................. 

5,269 32,193 51,370 31,215 
5,612 JJ,726 64,003 32,963 
6,017 JS,259 70,021 34,731 
6,4211 56,792 76,450 36,519 
6,1165 J6,J25 83,315 J6,J28 
7,329 39,151 90,644 40,ISJ 
7,122 41,391 91,467 41,993 
1,347 42,924 106,114 43,843 
1,901 u,,57; 115,716 45,695 
9,416 45,990 125,202 47,545 

10,103 47,523 135,305 49,391 
10.'149 49,056 146,055 51,233 
11,427 50~589 157,412 53,071 
12,132. 52,122 169,615 54,907 
12,865 53,655 182,480 56,741 
13,'25 55,188 ~::~~ 58,567 
14,410 56,n, 60,378 
15,217 51,254 m,m 62,162 
16,050 59,787 241,784 63,908 
16,897 61,320 251,681 65,607 

········----··-··----··-·-------·-----------

"DIVIDENDS ASSIIIE 10 .LOANS: LmllS WILL REDUCI! DIVIDEIDS. ILLUSTRATED DIVIDEIIDS (1991 SCALE) REFLECT CLAIM AND EXPEllSE 
EXPERl!NCE AID AIE NOT ESTIMATES CIR GUARAITEIS a, RmU RESULTS. TIIET .NAY IE LARGER DR SMALLER THAN THOSE 
ILLUS'fiATED. THIS ILLUSTIATICII DOES IDT RIFLECT TIIAT IDIET II PAID AIID RECEIVED AT DIFFEIEIIT TIMES. 8S LOAN 
PROYJSIDII • 
. SELECT 5/31/91 SIJBNlffED 1Y 
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- IUD CII a.OOS'DIVIDIID lffllllST IAtl, WIIICI II un T1WI THE IUIRIIIT DIVIDEIIO IITVIIST IAtl ...EXHIBIT. D 
1100,000 ;.JFE PLAII PAGE 3 OF 4 
rca AGE 3S NALE 

AIIULPRENHII 1.1.m.oo 

DIVIDENDS USED TO PURCKASE PAtD-\P ADDITICIII ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••··••·• 

EID 
Of 
YW IIISIJIAIICP 

41 371,721 
42 Jff,757 
43 415,ffl 
'4 435,206 
45 '",597 
46 476,790 
47 491,822 
41 521,768 

" 545,n, 
50 570,:709 

51 596,762 
52 623,867 
53 651,991 
54 691,103 
55 711,171 
56 741,745 
57 773,243 
58 805,703 
59 839,222 
60 174,059 

...... 11111 
INSURANCE ••••••••• 
WAIVER •••••••••••• 

100000 ACCIDENTAL DEATH •• 
T5000 ADOITIOIIAL PUIICIW& 

z J -CASI 
DIVJDom• CIIIUT 

---------------------
12,915 
13,745 
14,576 
15,400 
16,235 
17,103 
18,012 
18,993 
20,054 
21,160 

22,285 
ZJ,408 
24,510 
25,595 
26,664 
27,346 
28,423 
29,565 
30,842 
32,415 

AINUAI. 
1533,00 

41,00 
74,00 

126.75 

,,m· 
1,m 
1,m 
1,m 
,,m 
1,m 
1,m 
1,m· 
1,m 
1,m 

1,m 
,,m 
1,m 
1,m 
1,m 

... 
133.63 

3.57 
6.44 

11.03 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

SUBJECT TO IJNDEMITING LIMITS 

4 5 6 7 .... •••• CASH VALUES ·•• • 
VAi.ii! .TOTAL ··- PAYIIMS TOTAL* GUARAIITEED ............... , .................... 

17,767 62,IISJ 276,448 67,258 
11,'56 64,316 295,105 61,864 
19,567 65,919 314,672 70,433 
ZG,496 67,452 335,169 71,976 
21,'60 61,985 356,629 73,500" 
22,455 70,511 379,085 75,008 
ZJ,471 72,051 4112,556 76,496 
24,511 73,584 427,075 77,961 
25,516 75,117 452,661 79,397 
26,673 76,650 479,335 80,810 

27,791 78,183 507,127 82,217 
28,9'5 79,716 536;073 83,651 
30,160 81,249 566,m 83,157 
31,471 82,782 597,712 86,801 
32,946 84,315 630,659 88,679 
32,787 84,315 663,4,46 89,444 
34,312 84,315 697,759 90,238 
36,099 84,315 733,858 91,083 
38,343 84,315 m,201 92,014 ,,,on 84,315 813,294 93,048 

-OIVIOEJIDS A.Su. IIO LOANS: LOAXS UJLL REDUCE DIVIDENDS. ILLUSTRATED DIVIDEMDS (1991 SCALE) REFLECT CLAIN AHO EXPEHSE 
EXPERIENCE AND ARE 10T ESTIMTES C11 GUAIWITEES OF FUTURE RESULTS. THEY MAY.BE LARGER at SMALLER THAN THOSE·~ 
ILLIJSTIATEO. TIIII IUUfflATICII Dail 110T REFLECT TIIAT IOIIY II PAID AIIO RECEIVEO AT OIFFEllENT TIMES. BX I.DAIi 
PROVISJGf. 

SEUCT 5/31/91 SUBMITTED BY 
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EXHIBIT D 
•- BASED 0M 8,00X OIVIDENO INTEREST RATE, UKICH JS LESS TRAM THE CURRE-NT DIVIDEND INTEREST RATE •-

1100,000 LIFE PLAN PAGE 4 OF 4 
FQR AG! 35 MUE 

AIMW. PREM11.11 s1,sn.oo 

- ....................................................... DIVIDENDS USEO TO PURCHASE PAID•UP ADDITIONS ............................................................ . 
1 2 J 4 5 6 7 

Ell!I ........ WM •••• CASH VALUES •• •• ., WM VAWE T01AL 
\'WI INSURAMCP OIVIOEICD* Ml.AT IMCREASP PAYMEllTS TOTAL* GUARANTEED .............................................. ---················--·········--············ 

61 910,655 34,472 0 44,SJJ 84,315 857,827 94,199 
62 949,621 37,195 0 48,651 84,315 906,479 95,457 
6J 991,529 40,557 0 53,102 84,315 959,581 96,778 .. 1,036,343 43,948 0 56,731 84~315 1,016,320 98,068 
65 1,076,~2 40,509 0 60,531 84,315 1,076,852 100,000 

···········································-----····························································· 
PREMUJtS 

IHSUlllNCE ••••••••• 
UAJVEI •••••••••••• 

100000 ACCIDENTAi. DEATH •• 
75000 AM'IITIOIW. PURCHASE 

-1m.oo 
41,00 
74.00 

126.75 
SU!JECT TO UIIDERVRITUIG LINITI 

.... 
133.63 

J,57 
6.44 

11.03 

-Z,JVtoams ASS1.1C! NO LOANS: LOAMS VILL REDUCE 01VIDEJOS-. ILLUSTRATED DIVIDENDS (1991 SCALE> REFLECT CLAIN AND EXPENSE 
EXPER1DCE AND ARE NOT EST1NATU Ol GUAWITEES OF MUR£ RESUUS. Tif!T NAY SE UJtGER OR SMALLER THAN THOSE 
;~~:,,~• TNII JLLUSTllATICII DOES WOT REFLECT THAT N0NEY IS PAID AMO RECEIVED AT DIFFERENT TIMES~ 81 LOAN 

• SEL£CT 5/31/91 SIJIIMITTED BT 
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ILLUSTRATJONS 

EXHIBIT E 

f'AGE I or 5 

PRCl·nRlD ON 0~/30/Yt 

NALE AGE 45 

1,000,000 utlOLE LIFE 
PREFERRED N0N-SN0KER 
DIVIDENDS TO PAID UP ADDS -------------------------------------------------

ACE AT 
START 
OF YR 

t 45 
2 46 
3 47 
4 48 
5 49 
6 50 
7 5t 
8 52 
9 53 

10 54 
1t 55 
12 56 
13 57 
14 58 
15 59 
16 60 
17 61 
19 62 
tY 63 
ze 64 

:'t 65 
26 70 

PRENIUN 

20,426 
28,426 
20,426 
20,426 
29,426 
29,426 
28,426 
29,426 
29,426 
20,426 
28,421, 
20,426 
28,426 
20,426 
20.426 
20,426 
20,426 
29,426 
20,426 
28,426 

28,426 
20,426 

GUARANTEED 

TOTAL 
CASH 

VALUE 

TOTAL 
DEATH 

BENEFIT 

e t ,eee,eee 
n .,10 t ,eoe,eee 
35,750 1,eee,eoe 
54,23e t ,oee,eoe 
73,tte 1,eee,eee 
,2 ,400 t ,oee ,eee 

112,eo10 1,000,eee 
n2,e3e 1,eee,eee 
t52,J2e 1,eoe,eee 
n2.e1e t ,eee,eee 
t93,6Be t ,eoo,eoe 
214,739 t ,ooe,eoe 
236,050 t ,eeo.eee 
257,648 t .oee,eoe 
279,51& 1,oee.eoe 
301 ,628 1 .oee .eoe 
323,938 1 ,eoe.eoe 
346,41& 1 .eee.eeo 
J6s.,eo 1 .eoe,eee 
391,688 1 ,088,-088 

~04:..-S.15 

CURHENT 
DIVID[NDS 

TOTAL 
CASH 

VALUE 

TOrAL 
OEA1H 

flENEFIT 

e 1 .eoo,eoo 
18,669 1 .ooo.,,o 
38,439 f ,004,279 
59,947 1,809 ,BBB 
83,467 1,818,822 

189,196 f,031,417 
137,324 1,847,864 
168,098 1,868,401 
201 • 753 I ,893 ,271 
238,559 f ,122,749 
278,816 1,157,104 
322,714 1,196,465 
378,608 1,240,950 
422,834 I ,298,798 
479,771 1,346.209 
541 .au t ,407 ,526 
609,392 1,475,115 

. 683,088 t ,549,409 
763,f89 1,630,955 
850,496 I ,720,324 

Al TrRNj\lJVC 
DIVIDENDS 

TOTAL 
CASH 

VALUE 

TOTAL 
DEATH 

BENEFIT 

0 1,000,000 
,e,430 1 .000.160 
37 .Ja1 t ,002 ,867 
57,JOJ. 1,005,639 
7l,7Yt I ,009,JtO 
99,0:?2 1,01J,J41 

12-1,368 1,010,340 
144,903 1 ,0:.'4,938 
169,611 t ,033,164 

. 195,753 1,043,110 
:?27 ,471 1,058,641 
256,460 1,877,507 
219,704 t ,OBb,267 
30J,'S40 1,087,323 
327,724 t ,089 ,358 
375,021 t,11t,139 
4:02,519 1,156,354 
413,703 1,200,361 
!>W,858 1,249,027 
SBB,268 1 ,J02,J64 

-t12,e1e 1,oee,e8& 945,364 1.01,,202 652,112 1,J61,e,, 
518,39& t ,ooe.eoo 1,562,922 2,466,444 , ,054,443 t .140,ee, 

THts· ILLUSTRATION COKPARES THE CASH YAl.UES AND D~ATH BENEFITS THAT 
WOULD BE PROVIDED BY THE BASIC POLICY IF DIVIDENDS ARE USED TD 
PURCHASE PAID UP ADDITIONS IN EACH Of' THE FOLtOWtNr, FUTURF. SCENARIOS, 

1 • NO DIVIDENDS ARE EVER PAID - ltUARANrEEO YAl.llES 
2. THE CURRENT DIVIDENDS SCALl: IS NAINTAINl:.D INI>lfINITEU' 
J. DIVIDENDS ARE PAID BASED ON THE ALTERNATE DIVIDEND SCALE 

DESCRHED IN THE .-ooTN01ES TO THE FULLOWINlt ILLUSlRArtON 
THIS ILLUSTRATION IS NERELY INTENDED· TD D£NOHSrRATE 1HE EFFl:'.CT OF OUR 
CURRENT DIVIDEND SCALE AND VARIATIONS IN THE INTEREST RATE UNOCRLYIN& 
THAT SCALE. IT IS HOT AM ILLUSTRATION OF TIIE COV£RAliE YOU HAY£ 
SELECTED. THIS ll LUSTAATION AS5UNES TIIAT NO PREHIUNS AUE f'AtD IN 
ADDITION TO THE BASE POLICY PREHIIJK. 
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EXHIBIT E 

ILLUSTRATIONS PAr.E 2 OF' 5 

f'REPARI D ON O"S/30/91 

NALE ACE 45 DIVIDENDS BASED ON ALTERNATE DIVIDEND SCALE 
DESCRl,ED IN FOOTND!ES. 

1 ,000 ,000 YltOLE LlF'E 
PREfE.RRED NDH-S"DICER 20425. 75 
VANISHING PRENIU" 

20425. 75 

It> 12) 13) ,., 15) 161 (7> 181 
C:UAR CASH NET 

AGE AT CUN CASH VALUE CASH CONPAR 
START ANNUAL ANNUAL TOTAL VALUE OF VALUE DEA ,H RA JC OF 
Of TR OUTLAY OUTLAY DlVID YR END ADDS YR END IENEF l r RETURN 

I 45 29426 20426 • 9 • e 100000a 
2 46 20426 40852 • 17678 • 18430 109076'1 
3 47 20426 61277 769 35758 821 37391 t 00286 7 
4 48 28426 91783 847 54239 1753 57303 t 085639 
5 49 2~426 182129 1392 -73118 3271 777Yt 1009310 

6 59 28426 122555 1516 92408 4962 99022 H)IJJ4t ' 
7 51 20426 1429!8 1808 112949 7818 t:?1369 1018348 L.J~ 
8 ,2 ~8426 163496 2599 132939 9883 I 44903 1 02493d 2.J6 
9 53 28426 183832 3273 152328 13637 169677 1033164 3.11 

to 54 28426 294258 4113 172879 18383 195753 1843110 3.68 

11 55 284:?6 224683 5934 193699 24681 227471 1058641 4.4:? 
12 56 284:?6 245199 18269 214731 35778 256468 1877507 4. 72 
1J 57 20426 265535 7012 236958 43194 279784 t 6B62e·, 4.64 
14 58 20426 2S,96t 877 257649 45168 303540 1687323 4.58 
15 59 9 285961 1803 279518 26298 306638 t 658080 4.!,3 

16 60 9 285961 986 381628 7352 329482 1833226 5.08 
17 61 • 2B5961 28987 323931 8081 350841 103~893 5.44 
ts 62 9 285961 192B6 346419 7045 373655 1 OJ22t 1 5. 74 
19 63 ' 285961 29599 3689B1 7485 398035 t 033904 ,.ee 
20 64 9 285961 22971 3916ff 9367 424087 1038188 6.2J 

21 65 8 285961 23654 412879 13088 451788 1046365 6.42 
22 66 0 2H'961 26579 434089 28068 481519 105809' 6.';9 
23 67 e 285961 28523 455231 29285 513375 107:?H:;tR 6.15 
24 68 9 285961 30549 476358 40892 547562 1090532 6.88 
:?5 69 9 285961 32686 497429 55048 584238 t t t t 282 7.81 

26 78 9 205961 34963 518398 71929 623570 1 135230 7.t:? 
27 71 • 2B59~1 37445 53'159 91794 665764 116~601 7.:?2 
28 72 e 285961 48184 559581 1149?1 711841 119370'5 7.Jt 
2Y 7J e 285961 43249 5795.10 141025 759615 122ea,·, 7.41 
30 74 9 285961 466!i8 598988 172751 81171' 1268486 7.49 

F'LlASE SEE ATTACHED SH£E1S WITH UtPORTANT FOOTNOT£S 
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EXHIBIT E 

ILLUSTRATIONS H f'AliE 3 OF 5 

SUK"ARY AT 28 YRS 

TOTAL PREKIUNS: 
CLESS) TOTAL CASH VALUE: 

CCUARANTEED> 391680 
CVALUE OF DIVIDENDS> 32496 

DIFFERENCE 
AVERAGE DIFFERENCE PER YEAR 
AVERAGE DEATH BENEFIT t 034086 
CAR CU 6.22% 

5% INTEREST ADJUSTED COSTSC2): 
AT ta YEARS 5.65 
AT 28 TEARS 4.05 

51 INTEREST ADJUSTED PAYNENTS: 
AT 18 YEARS tB. 74 
AT 28 YtARS t 5.JJ 

PREF'ARED ON 05/30/91 

29~960 
424086 

-138126 
-6906 
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EXHIBIT E 

ILLUS1RATIONS f'AGE 4 OF 5 

PREPARED ON 05/30/91 

GUARANTEED CASH VALUES AS -SHOWN ON THIS ILLUSTRATION ARE ONLY AVAILABLE IF 
ALL PREHIUMS HAVE 8E[N PAID. THE ANNUAL RATE OF INTEREST UNDlRLYINC. THE 
CDNPUTATION OF' THESE GUARANTEES IS 4.88%. 

AL!. CASH VALUES SHOWN ARE END OF YEAR VALUES. 
All ILLUSTRATIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL LIFE INSURANCE PRODUCTS ARE TESTfD 

FOR THE POSSIBILITY OF CLASSIFICATION AS A "DDIFIED ENDOWMENT FOR THE PUllPOSt'.S 
OF' FEDERAL INCD~E TAXATION. THIS TEST APPLIES TO POLICIES ENTERED !NfO AFTER 
..1lJME 29, 1988 AND NAY NOT BE USED FOR POLICIES IN FORCE ltEFORE THAT DATE. 

THE ILLUSTRATED OUTLAYS SHOWN ON THIS ILLUSTRATION WOULD NOT CAUSE IT TO BE 
CLASSIFIED AS A "ODIFIED -ENDOWNENT. THIS TEST IS NOT A GUARANTEE. THAT A 
£[1RTICULAR POLICY WILL HOT BE CLASSIFIED AS A KDDIFIED ENDDUNENT IN THE FUTURE. 

FICURES DEF'ENDIN& ON DIVIDENDS ARE NEITHER ESTINATED NOR GUARANTEED. BUT ARE 
BASED DH A HYPOTHETICAL DIVIDEND SCAL£. THIS SCALE HAS THE SAHE FAC rDRS AS THE 
1991 DIVIDEND SCALE, EXCEPT FOR THE INTEREST RETURN. THE INlEREST RETURN JS 
l•A'iFD ON j'\SSUNED R/\TES THAT WOULD CREDIT, WHICH NAY VARY BY POLICY 
YEAR. THESE RATES ARE SHOWN AT_ THE END OF THESE FOOTNOTES, AND DO NOT EXCEED 
OUR. CURRENT RATE OF te.59Z. _ · 
ACTUAL FUTURE DIVIDENDS NAY BE HIGHER OR LOWER THAN THOSE ILLUSTRATED 
DEPENDING ON THE CONPANY'S ACTUAL FUTURE EXPERIENCE. 

THE COST OF THE ABOVE POLICY OVER A PERIOD OF YCARS CANNOT lcE DtTF.RHINFD 
WITHOUT TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE INTEREST THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN EARNED HAD THE 
PREHIUHS IEEN INVESTED RATHER THAN PAID TO THE INSURER. 

NET DEATH BENEFIT ON ALL PERHANENT PLANS NEANS THE FACE AHOUNT PLUS RIDERS, IF 
ANY• PLUS THE END OF YEAR DIVIDEND LESS POLICY LOANS. A FULL DIVIDEND IS NOT 
GENERALLY PAID UPON DEATH .DURING THE POLICY YEAR. OTHER VARIABLES ARE 
POSSIBLE• TOUR A&ENT WILL DEFINE THE RULES UPON REQUEST• 

THE POLICY LOAN ·.INTEREST RATE SHOWN ON YOUR ILLUSTRATION IS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE 
AT A DISCOUNT RATE EQUIVALENT TO AN ANNUAL RATE OF e.ooz. DIVIDENDS ARE 
AFF'ECTED BY POLICY LOANS. TO THE EXTENT THE DIVIDEND SCALE IS BASfD ON AN 
INTEREST RATE I.HEATER THAN 7.eex. IN ANY CilVEN POLICY YEAR THE GREATtR THE 
Al'IOUNT OF LOAN, THE SKALLER THE DIVIDEND. 

tTHIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ECONDKIX TERK. WHICH HAS ND LOAN VALUE. ) 
THE NUN8f.R OF YEARS OF REQUIRED CASH OUTLAYS DEPENDS UPON AGE AT ISSUE, POLICY 

CLASS, FACE AHOUHT, AND CONTINUATION OF CURRENT DIVIDEND SCALE, 
AND ASSUNES ND POLICY LOANS. THIS IS NOT AN AUTDKATIC DIVIDEND Of'TIUN. POLICY 
OWNER KUST REQUEST CHANGE OF DIVIDEND OPTION AT POLICY YEAR INDICATED. HE NAY 
PAY THE BALANCE OF PRENIUH BY SURRENDERING A POtlTION OF PAID UP INSURf'lNCE • 

.J.ttIS IS NOT A PAID-UP POLICY1 PREKIU"S ARE DUE AND PAYABLE IN ALL f'OLICY YEARS. 
CI t THE COKPARATIVE RATE OF RETURN SHOWN REPRESENTS THE RATE• NOT CONSIDERING 

THE EFFEC1 OF TAXES, WHICH THE POLICYHOLDER WOULD HAYE TO EARN UN AN ADJUSTED 
SERIES OF OUTLAYS TO ACCUtlULATE TD THE TOTAL ·cASH VALUE AT THE END OF THE 
f'ERIOD. THE ADJUSTED SERIES OF' OUTLAYS EQUALS THE ACTUAL OUTLAY IN EACH YEAR 
Ll:'.SS TH£ COST OF INSURANCE PROTECTION FOR THAT YEAR, WHICH IS BASED ON rHE 
,liBD CSD BASIC TABLE CIC). 

(2, INT£REST ADJUSTED COST INDICIES ARE BASED ON TIIE POLICY EXCLUDINGa RIDERS 
AND ARE USEFlA. IN CDKPAIUNG POLICIES OF SIHILAR TYPES. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

,tOSUHED DIVIDEND ·INTEREST RATE FOR NON-LOANED VALUES: 
YEAR t . THRU YEAR I : 19. eex 
YEAR 2 THRU YEAR 2: 9 • 43% 
YEAR 3 THAU YEAR 3: 8.58Z: 
YEAR 4 THAU YEAR 4: a.eez 
YEAR 5 THAU· YEIIIR 5: 7 .eez 
YEAR 6·THRU-YEAR 18: 6.551 

.YEAR It THAU YEAR It: 8.51% 
YEAR t 2 THAU YEAR 12: ·6.54% 
YEAR 13 THRU YEAR· 15: 4.881 
YEAR 16 THAU YEAR 16: ,e.,ez 
YEAR t 7 THAU YEAR 55: 9 • 58% 

LlFEPLAN 1LLUSTRATIDNS - AC.ENCY: Jt AGENT: 

EXHIBIT E 

PAC.E 5 OF 5 

PREPARED ON 85/38/91 
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Client 

$1000000 

204 

VANISHING PREHlllt FLAK 
PRErAAED FOil 

KALE NONSMOKER, AGE 35 

INI UAL ANNUAL PREM HM S937S.OO 

DtYIOENDS BUY' PUA 1S FOR 9 YEAR(S), THEREAFTER DIVIDENDS REDutE PREHIIMS 
UITH EXCESS APPLIED TO PURCHASE PUA 1S 

VAJUSH PREMIUII FULL PAY 

EXHIBIT F 

................................................... ···················-················ 
TOTAL CV GUARAMTEED 

CASH CASH INCREASE TOTAL TOTAL CASH CASH VALUE TOTAL TOT~L 
PREMILM m VALUE LESS NET CASH DEATH PREMILM INCLOOIHG CASH DEATH 

DUE aJTl.AT INCREASE PAYMENT VALUE BENE.FIT DUE RIDER* YALU£ BENEFIT 

-- -······ ------- ·-·----- -------- -------- ·····-·· ··-···· .......... -······· ········ 
9375 9375 ·9375 0 1000000 9375 0 1000000 

2 9375 9375 ·9375 0 1000000 9375 0 1000000 
3 9375 9375 920 ·8455 920 1000000 9375 920 1000000 

9375 9375 7854 ·1521 8774 1008323 9375 6340 8774 1008323 
9375 9375 9231 ·144 18005 1020890 9375 13400 18005 1020890 

····-·· ------- -------- --------
'6875 '6875 18005 ·28870 '6875 

6 9375 9375 10331 962 28342 1037503 9375 20830 28342 1037503 
9375 9!75 11498 2123 39840 1058059 9375 28620 39840 1058058 

8 9375 9375 127Ba 3413 52628 1082310 9375 36800' 52628 1082310 
9 9375 9375 14165 4790 66793 1110238 9375 45370 66793 1110238 

10 3920 3920 9745 . 5825 76537 11()5604 9375 54370 S2477 1141682 

-······ ------· -------- --------
88295 S829S 76537 -11758 93750 

11 6585 6585 83122 1080351 9375 63800 99790 1176547 
12 7397 7397 90519 1059355 9375 73670 118845 1214753 
13 8125 8125 98645 1042381 9375 84000 139626 1Z56153 
14 8930 8930 107575 1028401 9375 94820 162284 1299796 
15 9775 9775 117350 1017319 9375 106120 186935 1345680 

.............. ········ ········ 
88295 S829S 117350 29055 140625 

16 ·O 10723 10723 128074 1009040 9375 117950 213776 1393805 
17 11689 11689 139762 1003470 9375 130250 242911 1444194 
18 1272.4 12724 152486 1000473 9375 143110 274508 1496842 
19 13805 13805 166291 1000005 9375 156430 308711 15511564 
20 14956 14956 181247 1001946 9375 170230 345695 1609264 

-······ ------- ........ ··•····· 
88295 88295 181247 92952 187500 

THIS JS All JLLUSTRATJc• .vD NOT A CONTRACT. 
DlVIDEIIDS AU NOT CUARAIITEED AND AlE BASED CII THE CURRENT SCALE. 
CASII' VALUES NIO DEATI IEIEFITS NAT VAJl:T 0£PDDDIG CII ACTUAL EXPERIENCE. 
THIS ILWSTRATl0a ASSLIES THAT RECCIIE)t)ED PRENillf DEPOSITS AH ALWAYS MADE. 

THIS JLWSTIATICII IS ClfLT VALID IF ALL PAGES ARE JNClLDED 

JUI£ 24, 1991 VERSIC. 6 PAGE 1 OF J 
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StMMAR't VALUES AT AGE(S) 60, 65 & 70 EXHIBIT F 

VANISH PREMJlJI 

TOTAL CY 
CASH CASH INCIEI.SE TOTAL TOTAL • 

PREMllM NET VALUE LESS NET · CA.SH DEATH 

FULL PAY 

GUARANTEED 
CASH CASH VALUE TOTAL TOTAL 

PREMILM INCLLl>ING CASH DEATH 

YR DUE QJTUJ lll!CREASE PAYMENT VALUE BENEFIT oue RIDER• VA.wt:: BENEFIT 

25 
30 
35 

-0 21951 Z1951 276105 1046308 
30834 30834 411967 1143782 
41899 41899 597991 1291060 

COST IN!>EXES 

NET PATMENT INDEX 

S'JRREHDER COST INDEX 
EQUIVALENT LEVEL DIVIDEND 

THIS IS AN ILLUSTRATION AHO NOT A CONTRACT. 

9375 
9375 
9375 

10 YRS 20 YRS 

7.45 

3.34 
1.92 

5.41 
o.so 
3.97 

DIVIDENDS A.llE NOT GUARANTEED AMO ARE BASa> ON THE aJRRENT SCALE. 

246370 579176 1935388 
333630 911580 2330616 
428090 1368830 2806694 

CASH VALUES .AW DEATH BENEFITS MAY VARY DEPENDING ON ACTUAL EXPERIENCE •. 
THIS ILLUSTRATION ASSUMES THAT REta4MeJU>ED PREMIUM DEPOSITS ARE ALWAYS MADE • 

• DOES NOT GIVE LEGAL Ol TAX ADVICE. 
PLEASE COR'SULT YClJR PRCf'ESSJOHAL TAX ADVISOR REGARDING ANY ITEMS MHICH 
INVOLVE THE INTERPRETATION OF APPLICABLE TAX LAW. 

BECAUSI: OF LONG TERM INTEREST RATE TRENDS, ALL POlICYHOlDERS SHOOLD BE AWARE 
THAT DIVIDEND SCALES AT ANO THROOGHCUT THE IJfDUSTRY WILL 
LirELY BE REDUCED AT SCME POINT IN ,THE FUTURE. BELIEVES IN 
PROVIDING F\.Jl.L DISC1.0SURE TO CNJJt PROSPECTIVE POLICYHOLDERS, AND WE, THEREFORE, 
SUGGEST YOU COHS:IOER 08TAINING ADDJTIDtW. ILLUSTRATIONS TO DEMONSTRATE THE 

SENSITIVITY OF PROOUCT VALUES TO POTENTIAL REDUCTIONS IN DIVIDENDS. 

THE TERN 1VAMISH 1 DOES NOT MEAi THAT PRENllJIS ARE NO LONGER DUE, BUT THAT TKE 
CASH PREMJlJI -DU: REFLECTS THE PAYMENT OF FUTURE GROSS ANlrlUAL PREMIIJIIS THRCllGH 
TKE USE OF CURRENT DIVIDENDS. If: FUTURE DIYIOENOS ARE REDUCED FRtJI THE 
CURRENT, RESULTS OF THE VANISH MAY DIFFER FRCN THAT ILLUSTRATED. 

ADDITIONAL PREMllM PAYMENTS MY BE REQUIRED IF THE aJRREliiT SCALE OF 
DIVIDENDS IS RtDUCED. 

•QJARANtEED VALUES DO NOT REFLECT AMY LOANS, SURRENDERS C. DIVIDENDS 
FRCII THE POLICY. 

CASH VALUES ARI. ILLUSTRATED AT THE END Of THE YEAR. 
THE ACTUAL BEGIMNUIG OP YEAR CASA VAUE>VILL BE LMR WHE1 THE DIVIDENDS 
ARE SURRENDERED TO PAY THE PRfNil.116 

THIS ILLUSTU.TIQI IS CMt.Y VALID IF ALL PAGES AKE INCLl..l)ED 

JUNE z.;, 1991 VERSJCII 6 PAGE 2 OF J 
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THIS ILLUSTRATION ASSU!ES THE SURRENDER OF PAID•UP VALUES; THESE MAY 

BE DEEMED AS TAXAB~ INCOCE IJKOER I .R.c. SECTIONS 72(£) AMO no2 AND 
OTHERS. PLEASE CONSULT YQUR PROFESSIONAL TAX ADVISOR. 

IF THIS POI.ICY, IN CatBINATION WITH Ar( OTHER INSURANCE POLICIES INFCMl:CE OR 
APPUED FOR, EXCEEDS DOLWS, SPECIAL IM>ERWITING, REINSUIWICE OR 
cat4ISSIONING MAY BE REQUIRED WHICH ctUlD AFFECT THE PREMll.11 AND VALUES 
ILLUSTRATED. 

THE 1NSURED1°s TAX.BRACXET IS 28X 

PREstNTED BY: S~le, 

JUME 24, 1991 VU.Slat 6 PAGE 3 OF 3 

EXHIBIT F 
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Y!KISHIHG PREKIUK PLAN EXHIBIT G 
PREPARED FOR 

MALENOHSKOKER,AGE 35 

$500000 
JN!TIAL ANNUAL PRENJUH $1625.00 

DIVIOENOS BUY PUA'S FOR 11 YEAR(S), THEREAFTER OJVJOENOS REDUCE PREMIUMS 
!ITH EXCESS APPLIED TO PURCHASE PUA'S 

PUA'S TOTAL IOIIL CV TOIIL 
SURR CASH CASH CASH INCREASE TOTAL DEATH 

PREKJUK 10 PAY YILUE PREMIUM VALUE LESS NET CASH BENEFIT 
YEAR AGE DUE PREHIUMSOFPUA'S DUE INCREASE PAYMENT VALUE BEG OF YR ---- --- ------- -------- --------- ------- -------- -------- -------- ---------

JS ms 0 4625 0 ·1625 0 500000 
36 ms 0 1625 0 ·1625 0 500000 
31 ms 0 1625. 3735 ·690 3735 500000 
JB 4625 55 ms ms ·80 6280 500331 
39 1625 210 1625 1865 210 13115 SOUOJ -----------------------

23125 23125 13115 ·9980 

! 10 4625 m 1625 5210 58! 18355 503222 
7 11 1625 1081 1625 5519 951 23931 105813 
8 12 1625 1785 1625 5911 1351 29910 509169 
9 13 1525 2100 1625 ms 1710 36305 '513281 

10 14 1525 3852 1625 6857 22!2 13112 518153 -----------------------
16250 11250 13162 ·3088 

11 IS 1525 0 5219 ms 1338 2113 50199 523193 
12 16 3111 2583 1915 511 3196 3235 51295 512615 
13 11 2013 2013 1028 0 1188 1188 58183 501263 
II 18 981 981 88 0 5685 5685 61168 500350 
IS 19 91 91 0 0 1112 8112 11210 500001 -----------------------

57108 51438 11210 19801 

II 50 650 1110 1110 19010 502379 
17 51 1929 1138 8638 81119 501112 
18 52 3111 9113 9111 97091 512111 
19 53 1138 10201 10201 101298 519811 
20 SI 9025 10111 10911 118215 528011 ------- -------- --------

51108 51431 118215 11809 

THIS PROPOSAL JS VALID om IF ALL PAGES IRE INCLUDED 

HAY 31, 1991 PAGE 1 OFI 
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GUARANTEED LEDGER PROPOSAL EXHIBIT G 
PREPARED FOR 

A MALE NONSMOKER, AGE 35 

$500000 
INITIAL ANNUAL PREMIUM $4625.00 

TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 
TOTAL GUAR GUAR GUAR' 

PREMIUM CASH OEATH PAID-UP 
YEAR DUE VALUE BENEFIT INSURANCE 

--------- --------- ---------
1 4625 0 500000 0 
2 4625 0 500000 0 
3 4625 3735 500000 23000 
4 4625 8225 500000 48500 
5 4625 12905 500000 72500 

23125 

6 4625 17780 500000 95500 
7 4625 22850 500000 117500 
8 4625 28125 500000 138500 
9 4625 33605 500000 158500 

10 4625 39310 500000 177500 

46250 

11 4625 45230 500000 196000 
12 4625 51380 . 500000 213500 
13 4625 57755 500000 230000 
14 4625 64380 500000 246000 
15 4625 71240 500000 261.000 

69375 

16 4625 78360 500000 275500 
17 4625 85720 500000 289000 
18 4625 93320 500000 302500 
19 4625 101160 500000 315000 
20 4625 109220 500000 326500 

92500 

THIS PROPOSAL IS .VALID ONLY IF ALL PAGES ARE INCLUDED 

MAY 31, 1991 PAGE 2 OF 4 
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EXHIBIT G 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THIS PROPOSAL 

has a reputation for its financial integrity and 
for providing solid, long term value to our policyholders. In keeping 
with that tradition, we encourage our clients to fully examine and 
understand the assumptions used in a life insurance proposal. We 
have provided the following information. to help you make an informed 
purchase decision. 

This proposal is not a contract;" we recommend that you refer to 
your policy for a complete explanation of your policy benefits. 

GUARANTEES 

ONLY THOSE PREMIUMS AND VALUES LABELLED AS 'GUARANTEED' IN THIS 
PROPOSAL WILL BE CONTRACTUALLY GUARANTEED IN YOUR POLICY. 

DIVIDENDS 

ILLUSTRATED DIVIDENDS, AND ALL VALUES DEPENDING ON ILLUSTRATED 
DIVIDENDS, ARE BASED ON THE JULY 1990 DIVIDEND SCALE. THEY ARE 
NEITHER GUARANTEES NOR ESTIMATES OF FUTURE DIVIDENDS • . 
The first dividend is dependent upon payment of the first premium 
due in the second year. 

PREMIUM 

Premiums due, when reduced by dividends, may vary substantially 
from the illustrated premiums due, depending on the actual 
dividends paid in future years. 

VANISHING PREMIUMS 

THE POLICY ILLUSTRATED REQUIRES THAT PREMIUMS BE PAID EACH YEAR 
WITHOUT LIMITATION. HOWEVER, IT IS POSSIBLE THAT AT SOME FUTURE 
DATE, DIVIDENDS, AND IF NECESSARY, THE SURRENDER OF PAID UP 
AODITIONS MAY BECOME SUFFICIENT TO PAY CURRENT AND FUTURE 
PREMIUMS DUE. THE PROPOSAL SHOWS THIS BY INDICATING A TIME 
WHEN PREMIUMS 'VANISH'. 

IF ACTUAL DIVIDENDS ARE LOWER THAN ILLUSTRATED, YOU WOULD HAVE TO 
PAY PREMIUMS BEYOND THE DATE AT WHICH THIS PROPOSAL SHOWS THAT 
PREMIUMS MIGHT 'VANISH'. FOR POLICIES WHERE PREMIUMS HAVE ALREADY 
'VANISHED', FUTURE PREMIUMS COULD BE REQUIRED. 

LOANS AND SURRENDERS 

The dividends shown in this proposal reflect tlie loans and loan 
interest rates as illustrated. Actual policy dividends will vary 
according to actual loan interest rates and loan activity. 

THIS PROPOSAL IS VALID ONLY IF ALL PAGES ARE INCLUDED 

MAY 31, 1991 PAGE 3 OF 4 
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EXHiBIT G 

TAXATION 

This proposal may not 
accounting s ftuat ion. 
professional advisors 
and proposed tax laws 

fully reflect your actual tax or 
We suggest that you consult your 

regarding the interpretation of current 
and accounting principles. 

The Individual's illustrated tax bracket is 28%. 

PROPOSAL DESIGN 

Internal Rates of Return on death have been calculated assuming that death 
takes place: 1) at the beginning of the year; and 2) at the end of the·year 
(prior to the payment of the dividend). The two figures which result, 
represent the range of returns that will be delivered by the·policy (based 
on the current dividend scale), depending on when during the year the 
insured dies. 

Internal Rates of Return on death are illustrated on a Traditional and 
Aggressive basis. While both assume that death occurs at the end of the 
policy year, the Aggressive basis makes the further assumption that the 
end of year dividend has been credited. 

ALTERNATE PROPOSALS 

IN LIGHT OF PAST INTEREST RATE TRENDS, YOU SHOULD BE AWARE 
THAT DIVIDEND SCALES-AT ANY COMPANY, INCLUDING 

COULD BE REDUCED AT ANY POINT IN THE FUTURE. 
VALUES ILLUSTRATED ARE SENSITIVE TO CHANGES IN THE DIVIDEND 
SCALE. IF YOU WISH TO ASSESS THE SENSITIVITY OF THE VALUES 
ILLUSTRATED TO A DROP IN OUR CURRENT SCALE, YOU SHOULD REVIEW 
A SECOND PROPOSAL PREPARED USING A DIVIDEND SCALE LOWER 
THAN THE SCALE CURRENTLY BEING CREDITED. 

I have. received and reviewed 4 pages of this proposal, including 
footnotes. I also understand the im~lications of the above 
information on premium amounts and values illustrated. 

Policyowner (For Trust: this should be signed by the.Trustee) 

Date 

Presented by_: A 

Agent 

Date 

MAY 31, 1991 

THIS PROPOSAL IS VALID ONLY IF ALL PAGES ARE INCLUDED 

V1.3U3 PAGE 4 OF 4 
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EXHIBIT H 

Page 2 

The Abbreviated Payment Plan uses dividend results to limit the number of 
premiums paid in cash. Results are not guaranteed. See Form for 
details on how the Abbreviated Payment Plan works. Refer to the 
following "Full" Pay Ledger for a complete schedule of premium payments. 

ABBREVIATED PAYMENT PLAN RESULTS 
================================ 

Results Based ou 
Results Based on a Dividend Interest Rate 

the Current Dividend Scale 1% less than Current Scale 
================================= ===============================· 

Pol YEARLY TOTAL TOTAL YEARLY TOTAL TOTAL 
Yr PAYMENT CSV* DB* PAYMENT CSV* DB* 
--- --------- --------- --------- ========= ========= ========:c 

l 1340 0 100000 1340 0 100000 
2 1340 303 100000 ·1340 303 100000 
3 1340 1434 100543 1340 1424 100543 
4 1340 2638 101188 1340 2606 101143 
5 1340 3923 101934 1340 3853 101797 

6 1340 5537 102788 1340 5412 102506 
7 1340 7302 103886 1340 ,7100 103405 
8 1340 9420 105268 1340 . 9119 104525 
9 1340 11717 107116 1340 11290 106054 

10 1340 14207 109241 1340 13626 107800 

11 1340 16845 111638 1340 16076 109758 
12 && 18252 109968 1340 1870$ 111738 
13 && 19772 108590 && 20090 109938 
14 && 21411 107472 && 21568 108374 
15 && 23171 106604 && 23142 107030 

16 && 25060 105955 && 24818 105881 
17 && 27087 105528 && 26598 104921 
18 && 29256 105313 :, 28487 104143 
19 && 31579 105305 30490 103539 
20 && 34061 105496 && 32610 103098 

AGE 
65 && 68968 127876 && 59968 114754 
76 && 138623 166933 && 108585 150087 

********** 

&& Based on the dividend scale reflected, which is not guaranteed, no 
out-of-pocket cash outlay is required. Premiums are assumed to be paid 
by application of dividend credits. A reduction in the dividend scale 
could require you to make additional out-of-pocket cash outlays in 
one or more of these years. · 

; 
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EXHIBIT I 

PAGE 1 OF 2 

UNIVERSAL LIFE 

.PREPARED FOR: MALE CLIENT PLANNED PREMIUM: $ 700.00 
ISSUE AGE: 35/MALE NON-SMOKER PREMIUM MODE, ANNUAL 
SPECIFIED AMT:$ 100,000 ADD'L 1ST YR PREMIUM: $ o.oo 
DB OPTION: A/SPECIFIED AMOUNT 
PREPARED BY: DATE P.REPARED: 05-28-91 

CIJRROIT ILLIJSTRATIY£ GUARANTEED 
8.IOI---- 7 .001 -------- ----------- l.001 --------

ANIIUALl!ED ACCOUNT. CASK DEATH ACCOUIIT CASH DEATH ACCOUIIT CASH DEATH 
YR ASE PREKIIIII VALUE VALUE BEll£FIT VALUE· VALUE BENEFIT YALUE Y/11.UE BENEFIT 

36 700 m 0 100,000 IIO 0 100,000 !58 0 100,000 
37 70D 1,m 471 100,0DO 1,128 441 100,000 918 m· 100,000 
3B 700 1,791 1,119 100,000 1,7411 1,061 100,000 1,380 704 100,000 
39 700 2,'82 1,814 100,000 2,387 1,719 100,000 1,845 1,177 100,000 
40 700 3,21B 2,m 100,000 3,070 2,4U 100,000 2,308 1,649 100,000 

TOTM. 3500 

41 700 1,009 3,171 100,000 3,791 3,256 100,000 2,768 2,230 100,000 
12 700 1,858 1,146 100,000 4155B 4,m 100,000 3,222 2,810 100,000 

8 43 700 5,772 1,192 100,000 1,369 1,os, 100,000 3,669 3,389 100,000 
9 44 700 6,711 6,611 100,000 6,227 6,084 100,000 4,105 3,962 100,000 

10 45 700 7,812 7,812 100,000 7,137 1,137 100,000 4,529 4,m 100,000 

TOTAL 7000 

11 46 700 B,951 8,951 100,000 8,102 e,102 100,000 i,m 1,937 100,000 
12 47 700 10,180 10,180 100,000 9,126 9,126 100,000 s,:s2& 1,328 100,000 
13 18 700 11,506 11,50! 100,000 10,214 10,211 100,000 1,698 5,698 100,000 
14 49 700 12,938 12,938 100,000 11,m 11,m 100,000 6,00 6,044 100,000 
15 50 700 14,186 11,486 100,000 12,!03 12,601 100,000 6,362 6;362 100,000 

TOTAL 10500 

Ii II 700 16,158 16,ISB 100,000 13,911 13,911 100,000 6,646 6,616 100,000 
17 52 700 17,9il 17,9il 100,000 n,301 15,301 100,000 6,888 6,888 100,000 
18 53 · 700 19,912 19,912 100,000 16,777 16,777 100,000 7,079 7,079 100,000 
19 54 700 22,018 22,018 100,000 Ul,341 18,344 100,000 7,209 7,209 100,000 
20 55 700 24,293 24,293 100,000 20,010 20,010 100,000 7,264 7,264 100,000 

TOTAL ·Hooo 

25 60 700 40,361 40,361 100,000 29,791 29,793 100,000 6,061 6,065 100,000 
30 6S 700 65,295 65,291 100,000 42,m 42,m 100,000 799 799 100,000 

!0111. 21000 

11£ CUl!R£l1 RAT£ IS B.IOI FIIII YEARS 1-20, AIIII 9.IOI FOIi YEARS 11£REAFTEI. 
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EXHIBIT I 

PAGE 2 OF 2 

UNIVERSAL LIFE 

PREPARED FOR• MALE CLIENT 
ISSUE AGE, 3:!/MALE . NON-SMOKER 

.PLANNED PREMIUM, S 700.00 

SPECIFIED AMT( s · 100,000 
PREMIUM MODEi ANNUAL 
ADD'L 1ST YR PREMIUM: S 0.00 

DB OPTIONt· A/SPECIFIED AMOUNT 
PREPARED BY: DATE PREPARED: 05-28-91 

SUMMARY OF VALUES 

CIIRIIEIT ILUIS!RAIIVE 6UWIIIEED 
8.501 -·-:-·-" 7.001 ··-·-- ·-·-·-····· 4,001 -·····-

TOTAL ACCIIIIIT CASH 
YIIA&E 1'18111111 VALUE VAI.IIE. 

l 36 700 519 0 
10 ·45· 7;000 7,812 7,812 
20 55. 14,000 24,m 21 1:m 
25 /,0 17,IOO 40,:161 40,361 
IO 65 21,000 65,295 65,295 

GUARANTEED VALUES: 
7 .00¾ ILLUSTRATIVE VALUES: 

8.50¾ CURRENT VALUES: 

DEATH ACCOUIIT CASH DEATH ACtDUIIT 
BEIIEFIT VAI.IIE VM.IIE BBltFIT VALUE 

100,000 550 0 100,000 451 
1.00,000 1,137 7,137 100,000 4,529 
100,000 a,010 20,010 100,000 7,264 
100,000 29,793 29,713 100,000 6,065 
100,000 42,594 42,594 100,000 799 

5¾ INTEREST ADJUSTED COST INDEXES 
SURRENDER COST NET PAYMENT COST 

.lOTH YR 20TH YR 10TH YR 20TH YR 
3.58 4.91 7.00 7.00 
1.60 1,24 7.00 7,00 
1,09 0.01 7.00 7.00 

CASH DEATH. 
VAI.IIE 881EFIT 

0 100,000 
4,529 100,000 
7,264 100,000 
6,065 100,000 

799 100,000 

MONTHLY INCOME 
@ 65 10 YRS 
CERTAIN & LIFE 

5 
381 
584 

COST· ·INDEXES ARE :USEFUL ONLY FOR COMPARISON OF THE RELATED COSTS OF SIMILAR 
POLICIES.: CHARGES FOR ADDITIONAL. BENEFITS HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM THESE INDEXES. 

THE GUARANTEED COLUMNS·REFLECT A GUARANTEED INTEREST RATE OF 4.00¾ AND 
GUARANTEED COST OF INSURANCE RATES. ILLUSTRATION f:OR USE IN THE STATE OF 
INITIAL GUIDELINE PREMIUMS: NET SINGLE 15,176 NET LEVEL 1,333 
MAXIMUM ANNUAL PREMIUM THAT COMPLIES WITH 7-PAY TEST: 3,981 

COLUMNS OTHER THAN.GUARANTEED SHOW VALUES BASED.ON CURRENT COST OF INSURANCE 
RATES AND'·THE INTEREST RATE INDICATED, AND THESE COLUMNS ARE NOT GUARANTEED. 
CURRENT INTEREST RATE IS DETERMINED MONTHLY. 
USING PLANNED PREMIUMS THIS POLICY WILL TERMINATE IN POLICY YEAR 31 BASED ON. 
GUARANTEED VALUES. 
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1.NMIIW. I.II£ MIIIUATIIII - EXHIBIT J llfPNIED RR 

IIUll18DIER,11£45 

llS0,111111 
!Nill.II. /INIM. JIIIIUIII 12,131.54 

lOIII. IEIBlT t.r ISIIE 12,131.54 

IIIRlllllllll5.!i\: Qllll(f 17.8111 (I.IOI') AS!lle) 17.551 (I.Ill\") 
l'IRfEI 
/INIIL Fil.ICY ll8t 18111 Fl1.lcr tA1II IE\TII Fil.ICY tA1II IE\TII 

YEAR 11£ PPSlllll YM1E VMIE llllflT YM1E YlllE lll!EFIT VMIE YlllE BBEFTI ---------- ------ ------
1 45 Zill 1451 0 2511111111 1111 D 2511111111 1193 D 25IIIIOO 
z 4$ Zill ZSID o· - 30l!I 154 ZS011110 3055 . Ul ZSDDIII 
3 47 Z1ll 35511 935 2511111111 4118 Zll83 25DIIIIO 4$13 ZOSS ZSOIIDD 

' 41 
Zill 4513 1158 ZSIIIIIIO S3IZ 3717 ZSIIIIIIO 6341 3131 ZSOIIDD 

5 Q 2132 5569 2951 ZSIIIIIIO 813' 5511 25DIIIIO 81161 5453 2SDDOD 

111658 

I SD Zill 6Sl2 ,111 ZSIIIIIIO 99Zfl 7571 25DIIIIO 183Z. 7411 ZSOIIDD 
1 51 2132 1"3 5351 ZSIIIIIIO 11761 1114 ZSOIIDD 11634 1541 -a sz Zill 8Z8'I 1453 ZSIIIXID 13611 11831 25IIIIOO 13111 11113 ZSOIIDD 
I 53 Zill ID3' 711!1 ZSIIIIIIO 15123 14ll54 ZSIIIIOII 15396 13821 25000D 

ID 54 Zill 9111 83!0 ZSOIIDD 1Sll8 18"1 ZSIIIIOD 19375 1111111 ZSIIIIIIO 

.21315 

11 55 2132 1D112 1115 ZSIIIXID 21185 211931 ZSIIIIIIO 21S21 211113 ZSIIIIIIO 
12 !ii 2132 10487 l7D3 - 243U 23551 ZSOIIDD· 23'193 2311111 ZSIIIIIIO 
13 57 Z132 1111Z3 1D11111 ZSOIIDD 21811 21291 ZSOIIDD 2'154 25631 25DIIIIO 
11 !ii 2132 10538 lllffl ZSOIIDD 29391 2!137 ·zsOIIIIII 28611 2835Z 2SIIOOII 
15 59 2132 111181 111181 ZSOIIDD 321111 121111 ZSIIIIOII 31175 31175 25DIIIIO 

11m 

15 SIi 2132 1145 1145 ZSDIIIIII 35112 35112 ZSOIIDD 3lll7S 311175 25DIIIIO 
n 11 2132 8111 8111 ZSDIIIIII 31315 . 31315 ZSDIIIIII 37075 371175 ZSDIIIIII 
11 12 Z132 11Z8 11Z8 ZSDIIIIII '1121 '1121 25IIIIOO 411151 411151 Z5DIIIIII 
19 53 2132 5117 5117 ZSDIIIIII 11112 11112 ZSDIIIIII 13233 13233 ZSIIIIOII 
ZII II 2132 3551 3551 ZSDIIIIII !i58l5 !i58l5 ZSIIIXID 53155 53115 ZSDIIIIII 

12631· 

1IIIS 11.U8IRATIIII IS Ill.I' YlLID IF Ill PMIES IIE lllllDD 

MT31, 1111 \9SIOIU PIIE1CF5 
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ll!MRSIL UFf MlllWTIOf llffllilL EXHIBIT J 
l'lll'IIIDRR 

IIII.E.11181l'E!, /IE 45 

!250,111111 
lllll!ll.NIIW.l'llllllll 12,131_.54 

-
llJTAl.111\'.SlTAT!SU 12,131.54 · 

11111Wm1l115 ••. aRISfl If .811', (UO\") , ASllll) I 1 .5;\ (S.OS\") 
RJlNS) - RllCr CA9I 1£1111 Al!C'I CASI-. 1£1111 Al!C'I CASI 1£1111 

lf/a//E FIBl11II Vll.lE Vll.lE IIBEFlT Vll.lE I'll.IE. lllllflT YIU( V!Ul .· IIBEFlT ---------- ------ ------
21 65 2132 598 598 2511111111 59873 5!1873 2511111111 ·. 510lll 51118' 2511111111 

22 14 2132 0 0 0 63844 63844 2511111111 611641 - 250IIOO 
23 61 2132 0 0 0 611SO 61190 250IIOO 64133 i4133 250IIOO 
U 14 2132 0 0 0 T16SI 11694 250IIOO 17514 17514 250IIOO 
25 19 2132 0 0 0 15525 15525 250IIOO '10151 ms1 250IIOO 

53218 

21 10 2132 0 fl3M 79394 25IIIIIIO 13941 rnn 25DIIIIO 
21. 71 2132 0 83155 83155 250IIOO 11911 ll!M1 25IIIIIIO 
28 12 2132 0 - 116833 25IIIIIIO 79143 11113 250IIOO 
2!I n 2132 0 --·,250IIOO Sffl2 Sffl2 2511111111 

30 74 2132 0 1111941 110!M8 25IIOIIO 1000S1 100051 250IIOO 

13948 

31 75 2132 111215 111215 250IIOO 103810 103810 250IIOO 
32 11 2132 12111( 121111 250IIOO 10112!1 1014l! 250IIOO 
33 11 i132 ·-1mn mm 25IIIIIIO 1111811 111111$1 250IIOO 
34 11 2132 132960 132960 250IIOO 114050 111050 250000 
35 79 2132 131115 131115 250000 116952 111952 250IIOO 

1"81 

35 80 2132 0 1Utll1 144181 250IIOO 111132 119132 250111111 
3T 11 2132 0 . ma 151181 250IIOO 121185 121915 250IIOO 
31 12 2132 . 0 1!811' 15111' 250IIOO 123921 123928 250IIOO 
39 83 2132 0 115175 115175 250IIOO 12S31t 125319 250IIOO 
CO IC 2132 0 2115116 2115116 250IIOO 151111 151!1i1 250IIOO 

85212 

1ll1S llll6lMTIII IS OU llllD IF lU. FE NE l1lllm) 

lllY31,1111 WIIIIOIU IWE2CFS 
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IJIJTIJl.1111111. PIIIIIlll · 

lOTll. lfR&IT AT 1!11£ 

aw>J«l!!Dl5.5' am!ITl7.80I 
IIJIIED - IU.IC, C!,91 IEAlH IU.IC, CISI 

mllllf.PRIWI VlilE VlilE BBlflT Yllll -

JW.E l060ER, ll£ 15 

(9.IW) 

IEAlH 
ll!!lflT 

12,131.54 

12,131.54 

AmEl 11.55' (9.M") 

IU.lcr CISI IEAlH 
Yllll Vllll 118ffl7 

---------- ------ ------
41 85 2132 2l05IS 2l05IS 2SOIIOIJ 151311 . 151316 2SOIIOIJ 
U 86 2131 2311!6 . 237856 2SOIIOIJ 161000 111000 2SOIIOIJ 

43 " 2132 251119 257119 270027 165121 1!5!ll 2SOIIOIJ 
II 88 2132 217711 217711 291631 11115l5 1111!25 2SOIIOIJ 
45 89 2132 299668 299618 311151 115617 115617 2SOIIOIJ 

95919 

41 90 2132 0 0 323008 323008 339159 181113 181113 2SOIIOIJ 
47 91 2132 0 0 318339 318339 362273 181l03 1'7l03 2SOIIOIJ 
48 92 2132 0 0 315921 315921 3'7199 1941§ 1941§ 2SOIIOIJ 
19 93 2132 ·O 0 4(111129 4(111129 111150 202045 202045 2SOIIOIJ 
SO 94 2132 0 0 508350 5llll350 513433 250060 250060 2525S1 

1116577 

51 95 2132 0 550145 550115 550145 271078 271011 27101' 
52 96 2132 0 515199 515199 595199 293183 293183 293683 
53 97 2132 0 6431S8 6431S8 613118 311994 317994' 317994 
54 98 2132 0 196125 196125 196125 344111 344111 344111 

115103 

- Sary: QNOl&.IS/mFSISS1.60,lf1827.50,ll!l'2325.IIO 

11115 IWISIP.ATICI IS 111.Y 'I.IUD IF Ill Pm NE IIClJIE) 

IIIY31, 1991 \BSllll 2.1 IW£3(f5 

EXHIBIT J 
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lr-PORTANT !Nf'OR,IATIClll ABOJT lli!S PROF'OSAL 

hes a reputatia, for financial integrity and for 
providing solid, la,g term value to its policyholders. In keeping with 
that tradition, we encour- cur clients to fully examine and understand 
the assumptia>s used in a life insurance illustration. We have provided 
the fo11""'1ng informatia, to help you make an informed purchase decisiai. 

This proposal is net a ca,tract; we reccmnmd that you refer to your 
policy for a complete 9Xl!lanatia, of your policy benefits. 

GJARANTEED COl.lJ1'tl ASSLM>TIClllS 

ClllLY THOSE VALUES LABELLED M; 'GJARANTEEO' IN nus PROPOSAL WILL BE 
COITRACTIJALL Y QJARANTEED IN YWR POI.ICY. 

a..ar!:!nteed values f'.'Sflect the guaranteed cost of insurance cherges 
which are not subject to change. 

aiaranteed values ere 111ustrated using a guaranteed interest rate 
of 4% at any time and 5.5% over the life of the policy. 

CURRENT COLUM'l ASSUMPTIClllS-

CUrrent values are illustrated usfng a current interest rate of 7 .8% 
and are based a, current cost of insurance charges, which are subject 
to change. 

Additional. interest is credited at the end of every 10th year and w111 be 
aqua 1 to 30% of the unborro.ied interest credited during the previous 
10 years. The additia,al interest feature is guaranteed; 

The additional interest feature affects the current values in the 
folla..ing maMer: 

YEAR 
AKlJNT 

10 
$2105.37 

20 30 40 50 
$7620.01 $17163.83 $31712.05 $69324.55 

"The interest rate, credited from purchase, required to produce equivalent 
cash values every 10th year is 9.40%. 

THIS ILLUSTRATIClll IS ONLY VALID IF ALL PAGES ARE INCLUDED 

MAY 31, 1991 VERSIClll 2.4 PAGE 4 OF 5 

EXHIBIT J 
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ASSUMED COUJM-1 ASSUMPTICNS 

Assumed values al"'e 11 lustrated at an assumed 1n·terest rate of 7. 55% 
and are based on current cost of insurance charges. which are subject 
to change. 

Add1t1aial interest 1s credited at the end of every 10th year and will be 
_,..1 to 30% of the u-,borrcwed interest credited during the previous 
10 years. The additional interest feature 1s guaranteed. 

The additional interest feature affects the assuned values in the 
following manner: 

20 30· 40 50 YEAR 
NOJNT 

10 
$2020.11 $7164.21 $15513.62 $25417.76 $38886.11 

:.t:iq"he interest rate. credited from purch!tse. required to produce ectu1va1ent 
cash values 8lle<'Y 10th ~r 1,s 9.06%. 

POLICY LOANS AND PARTIAL WITHORAWAI.S 

No policy Joans or partial w1th:1rawals of the cash surrender value are 
st-c,.,n en this proposal. 

CASE DESIG'I ASS.JMPTICNS 

Your policy is illustrated en. an assumed policy value basis. 

You should carefully review t~ full proposal· including the sect1cn 
entitled "Important Informat1cn A1x>.Jt·Th1s Proposal". 

I have received and reviewed all 5 pages of this proposal, including 
the section entitled •JrJ'.IPC)rtant Informaticn About This Proposal". 

Polic-,er (For Trust: this should be signed by the Trustee) 

Date 

. Presented by: Date 

PRESENTED SY: 

MAY. 31, 1991 VERSICH 2.4 PAGE 5 Or 5 

EXHIBIT J 
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EXHIBIT K 
UMlVERSAL LIFE LEDGER 

Prepared For: Confldentl•l Male Age 45 Non-Scnoker 
Specified Alncxl'\t: 12,000,000.00 

Presented Bys Annual PrMha: $17,760.00 
Policy: (Option 1) Addttfonel Pe)Wlfflt: so.oo 
For lssut In: 
Illustration Date: 05/27/90 . Accelerated Benefit Rfder: No 

Pol fey VllUH- Baaed (WU Pol Icy Values Bated on: 
ENO Gulr Min 4.SX Interest AsMa!d I.SOX lnterHt 
OF Cuar Mu Insurance Cost CUrNnt I rwutance Cost 

y PIEMII.II Guer Mu Expense ch1rge1 cur~ent Expense Charan 
E A CUTLAT 
A G FOR I.G,UI OR .... SURREWER DEATH .... SURRENDER DEATH 
R E YEAR UITHDRAVAL VAi.i.iE VAUJE BENEFIT VALUE VAlUE BEllEFIT ------------------------- ----·-··--······--······ .......................... 

1 46 17760 0 10717 0 2000000 12668 0 20000CO 
2 47 17760 0 mos 0 2000000 26001 0 20000CO 
3 48 17760 0 32034 0 2000000 40044 4524 2000000 
·4 49 17760 0 42564 7044 2000000 5W7 19347 2000000 
5 50 17760 0 52917 17397 2000000 70504 34984 2000000 

6 51 17760 63056 30792 2000000 86998 54734 2000000 
7 52 17760 72836 44124 2000000 104316 75604 2000000 
8 53 17760 82110 56950 2000000 122'66 97306 2000000 
9 54 17760 90748 69140 2000000 141458 119850 2000000 
10 55 17760 98550 80494 2000000 161405 143349 2000000 

11 56 17760 105348 90844 2000000 183337 168833 2000000 
12 57 17760 110943 99991 2000000 . 206540 195588 2000000 
13 51 17760 115184 107784 2000000 231141 223741 2000000 
14 59 17760 117869 114021 2000000 257265 253417 2000000 
15 60 17760 118686 118390 2000000 215016 2114720 2000000 

16 61 17760 0 117291 117291 2000000 314512 314512 2000000 
17 62 17760 0 11132) 113321 2000000 345193 345193 2000000 
18 63 17760 0 108179 1C8179 2000000 379215 379285 2000000 
19 64 17760 0 97497 97497 2000000 414819 414819 2000000 
20 65 17760 0 82400 82400 2000000 452473 452473 2000000 

21 66 17760 0 62142 62142 2000000 491371 491)71 2000000 
22 67 17760 0 35964 35964 2000000 532196 532196 2000000 
23 61 17760 0 2940 2940 2000000 577Sl2 577332 2000000 
24 69 17760 0 0 0 0 625151 625151 2000000 
25 70 17760 0 675964 673964 2000000 

26 71 17760 0 729112 729112 2000000 
27 72 17760 0 717592 717592 20000CO 
28 73 17760 0 849474 849474 2000000 
29 74 · 17160 0 915423 91S423 2000000 
so 75 17760 0 985932 983932 2000000 

31 76 17760 0 1061726 1061726 2000000 
32 77 17760 0 1143828 11438ZI 2000000 
33 71 17760 0 1233488 1233488 2000000 
34 79 17760 • 1332277 1332277 2000000 
35 80 17760 0 1442071 1442071 2000000 

TIii II M 11.WSIIATICII, 111T M a,m t1I 1-. 
- 1,,, ' 
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EXHIBIT K 
1LUISTRA11011 PUPARED ,ca: Confldlnttel (CCIITIIIUED) 

Pol Icy Yalun laud O'I: Policy VtlUN Baaed On: .... Gulr Nin 4.51 lnternt Aatcald a.sos lnt•r"t ., CU.r Mu Jnsurance coat current INUranc• Cott 
T PRENILN Gulr Nu ~pens• Chartn Current Explnl• Chlrpt 

• • CXITUT 

• • FCll LOAN Cit .... SURREXDEI DEATH ... . SURRENDER OEATN 

• • .... UtTHDWW. VALUE VALUE BENEFIT VALUE VALUE BENEFIT 
-·-··------·-····--······ ------------·····------- ............................ 

36 81 17760 0 1565432 1565432 2000000 
37 82 17760 • 17055U 17055U 2000000 
38 83 17760 • 11165937 11165937 2000000 
39 84 17760 0 2047057 2047057 2149410 
40 85 17760 0 2243819 2243819 2356010 

41 116 17760 2457378 2457371 2580247 
42 87 17760 2669068 2689068 2823521 
43 88 17760 2940417 2940417 3087438 
44 89 17760 3213092 3213092 3373746 
45 90 17760 3508903 3508903 3684349 

46 91 17760 0 3829808 3829808 4021299 
47 92 17760 • 4181260 41~1260 4348510 
48 93 17760 0 4566618 4566618 4703617 
49 94 17760 0 4989645 4989645 5089438 
50 95 17760 • 5454605 5454605 5509151 

TNIS IS Al JLLUSTUTJQI• MOT AN DFffl OF INSURAMCE. PAGE 2 OF 4 
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EXHIBIT K 
UNIVERSAL LIFE ILLUSTRATION SUMMARY 

Prepared For:confidential 

Presented By: 
Policy: 
For Issue In: 

·-. ··" 
Male Age 45 Hon-Smoker 

Specified Amount: $2,000,000,00 
Annual Premium:. $17,760.00 
Additional Payment: $0,00 (Option.1) 

Illustration Date:, 05/27/90 
'., .. Accelerated Benefit Rider: No. 

GUARANTEED ASSUMED 
TOTAL. BASIS ( 4,501) BASIS ( 8,501) 

END A TOTAL 
OF G PREMIUMS.,•· 

LOANS/ 
WITH- SURRENDER DEATH SURRENDER DEATH 

YR E PAID DRAWALS VALUE BENEFIT VALUE BENEFIT 

1 46 17760 0 0 2000000 0 2000000 
2 47 35520 :~. -~ .. 0 0 2000000 0 2000000 
3 48 53280 0 0 2000000 4524 2000000. 
4 49 71040 0 7044 2000000 19347 2000000 
s 50 88800 0 17397 2000000 34984 2000000 

10 55 177l;OO 0 80494 2000000 143349 2000000 
15 60 2664.00 0 118390 2000000 284720 2000000 
20 65 355200 0 82400 2000000 452473 2000000 
so 95 888000 0 5454605 5509151 

THE FIRST YEAR BASIC ANNUAL PREMIUM INCLUDING RIDERS IS:' $17,760.-00 

WARNING! TAX NOTICE: This illustration makes no representation or guarantees 
as to the tax treatment of life insurance transactions. The tax rules 
are complex and subject to change. This illustration.is intended to 
comply with the rules.limiting the amount of premiums (DEFRA) to meet 
the tax definition of life insurance. Loans or withdrawals may be 
taxable if premiums exceed allowances set forth under the law. ·The 
DEFRA and TAMRA premium limits are stated below only fo~ the initial 
·insurance amount. ANY POLICY CIIJ'..NGE WOULD CHANGE THESE LIMITS: 

DEFRA Single Premium Limit 
DEFRA Annual Premium Limit 
TAMRA Annual Premium Limit 

$418,425.53 
$35,638.30 
$91,960.00 

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS ILLUSTRATION IS NOT INTENDED TO BE LEGAL 
OR TAX ADVICE, ADVICE MOST BE OBTAJ:NED FROM APPLICANT'S OWN COUNSEL. 

THIS IS AN ILLUSTRATION, NOT AH OFFER OF INSURANCE. PAGE 3 OF 4 

58-720 - 92 - 8 
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EXHIBIT K 

LIFE ILLUSTRATION SUMMARY (CONTINUED) 

EXPENSE DEDUCTIONS: An expense deduction is made from each premium paid on the 
policy. The present deduction is 3.51 on policies with attained specified face 
amount less than $1,000,000, and 2.st on policies of $1,000,000 or above. These 
percentages may be changed by the company at any time but can never exceed 6t. 
IN ADDITION, a monthly expense deduction is assessed against policies with 
attained specified amount less than $1,000,000. This charge is $5 on.policies 
between $25,000 and $99,999, and $3.50 on policies between $100,000 and $999,999 

CASH AND SURRENDER VALUE DEFINITIONS: Cash value is the policy value before the 
application of surrender charges. Surrender value is tho policy value less any 
applicable surrender charges, withdrawals and outstanding loans. It is the 
amount actually available upon policy surrender. 

PERSISTENCY BONUS, INSURANCE COSTS, EXPENSES AND INTEREST RATES: The current 
and assumed interest rate accumulations include an annual one half percent· 
persistency bonus after the 10th year. The present insurance costs, expense 
charges and interest rates are subject to change by the company at any time. 

may credit excess interest which may vary ·from time to time under a 
pattern that depends.upon the date of premium payments. Variation may be caused 
by such factors as: investment income, expenses, mortality and withdrawal 
experience-under this series of Universal Life policies. 

GUARANTEED BASIS: The expense charges and- cost of insurance are illustrated at 
the maximum allowed. The guaranteed minimum rate of interest on policy cash 
values is 4.5%. 

LOAN.AMOUNT IS INCREASED, EACH YEAR, BY THE INTEREST DUE ON THE LOA!!. PREMIUM 
PAYMENT IN EXCESS OF THE BASIC PREMIUM WILL BE APPLIED TO REDUCTIONS-OF ANY 
LOAN. THE DEATH BENEFIT SHOWN IS THE "NET" AFTER LOANS OR WITHDRAWAL AMOUNTS. 
INTEREST ON LOAIIS WILL BE CffA.'qGED IN ADVAIICE AT _ 81 AIID WILL BE CAPITALIZED ON 
THE POLICY ANNIVERSARY DATE, POLICY TERMINATION OR LOAN REPAYMENT. 

VALUES ILLUSTRATED ARE END OF YEAR VALUES. PREMIUM PAYMENTS, LOAIIS AllD WITH
DRAWALS ARE ASSUMED TO OCCUR AT THE BEGINNING OF THE POLICY YEAR. 

INDICES 

SURRENDER COST: 
NET PAYMENT: 

GUARANTEED 
10 YEAR 20 YEAR 

5.83 7.69 
8.88 8.88 

ASSUMED 
10 YEAR 20 YEAR 

3.45 2.36 
8.88 8.88 

Indices assume the time value of money to be st. An explanation of the·cost 
indices is provided in the "Life Insurance Buyer's Guide". 

THIS IS AN ILLUSTRATION, NOT AN OFFER OF INSURANCE. PAGE 4 OF 4 
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EXHIBIT L 

FOR:: Your Cl fent INITIAL FACE AMCXJNT: S100,000 
ISSUE AGE: 35 HALE MONS>IOKER SELECT INITIAL DEATH BENEFIT OPT!~: • LEVEL JJ1CJJMT 
INITIAL AIUlUAL PREHIUI: S923,00 
RIDERS: NONE 

END GROSS · ------- PROJECTED a.oox --••H- ••• MJIUIUI QJARAJ.ITEE 4.S0X ••• 
DF AIINIJAL ActaJMT CASK SUD DEATH ACCaJNT CASH SUiUt DEATH 
YR ACE OOTLAY VALUE• VALUE BENEFIT VALUE• VALUE BENEFIT -------------------------------- ------------------------------·" 

36. S923, Sl.8 so $100,000 so so S100;000 
37 923 SIJ6 0 100,000 549 0 . 100,000 
38 923 1,633 756 1OO,OM 1,152 275 100,000 
39 923 2,532 1,655 100,000 1,764 881 100,000 
40 923 3,508 2,631 100,000 2,384 1,507 100,000 

6 41 923 4,562 3,732 100,000 3,008 2,117 100,000 
1 42 923 5,698 4,914 100,000 3,636 2,651 100,000 

43 923 6,919 6,180 100,000 4,266 3,527 100,000 
9 .. . 923 8,230 7/538 100,000 4,896 4,204 100,000 

10 45 923 9,774 9,774 100,000 5,605 5,605 100,000 

" 46 923 11,406 11,406 100,000 6,249 6,249 100,000 
12 47 923 13,173 13,173 100,000 6,889 6,889 100,000 
13 .. 923 15,087 15,087 100,000 7,525 7,525 100,000 
14 49 923 17,163 17,163 100,000 8,153 8,153 100,000 
15 so 923 19,853 19,853 ,oo,oco 8,980 8,930 100,000 

' 16 51 923 22,394 22,394 100,000 9,614 9,614 100,000 
17 52 923 25,492 25,492 100,000 10,372 10,372 100,000 
18 53 923 28,979 28,979 100,000 11,147 11,147 100,000 
19 ,. 923 32,920 32,920 100,000 11,939 11,939 100,000 
20 55 923 37,355 37,355 100,000 12,748 12,748 100.000 

21 56 923 41,646 41,646 100,000 13,308- 13,308 100,000 
22 57 923 46,320 46,320 100,000 13,817 13.817 100,000 
Zl 58 923 51,1t12 51,41Z 100,000 14,264 14,264 100,000 
24 59 923. 56,960 56,960 100,000 14,641 14,641 100,000 
25 60 923 63,002 63,002 100,000 14,933 14,933 100,000 

26 61 923 69,584 69,564 100,000 15,124 15,124 100,000 
27 62 923 76,752 76,752 100,000 15,191 15,191 100,000 
2$ 63 923 84,531 84,531 106,509 15,106 15,106 100,000 
29 64 923 92,880 92,880 115,172 14,837 14,837 100,000 
30 65 923 101,861 101,861 124,271 14,351 14,351 100,000 

31 66 923 111,619 111,619 133,943 13,612 13,612 100,000 
32 61 923 122,206 122,206 145,425 12,579 12,579 100,000 
33 68 923 133,694 133,694 157,759 11,205 11,205 100,000 
34 69 923 146,162 1'6,162 171,010 9,433 9,433 100,000 
35 70 923 i59,697 159,697 185,249 7,185 7,185 100,000 

36 71 923 174,394 174,394 200,553 4.,357 4,357 100,000 
37 n 923 190.,07 190,407 215.150 814 814 100,000 
38 73 923 207.870 2'17,870 230,736 
39 74 923 226,935 , 226.935 247,359 
40 75 923 2,r,m 2,1,m 265,116 

Prepared an May 20, 1991 Prepared t,y: 
MJP: 325.00 MSP: 16,390.49 MAP, 1,151.10 KEP: 2,807.8& CCIIT: 923.00 

Page 1 of 2 
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FOl:1 Tour Cl lent 
ISSUE AGE: 35 MALE 
IIUTIAL ANNUAL PREMI\IU 
RIDERS: NDNI 

EllD. 
·.10,-. 

YI . ACE 

Yr 10 
Yr 15 
Yr 20 
•• 65 
., 75 

224 

NONSNXER SILECT 
1923.00 

...... -llllLAT 

• ......... PROJECTED· II.COX ••···•• 
ACCOM1 CASH SURI DEATH 
VAL~ VALUE BEllEFIT 

S9,774 ,,,m 
·37,355 
101,861 
247,772 

....... , 
19,774 1100,000 
19,853 100,000 
37,35S 100,000 

101,861 124,271 
247,772 265,116 

EX!IIBIT L 

INITIAL FACE AMCUIT: 1100,000 
INITIAL DEATH BENEFIT OPTION: A LEVEL ANllN1 

··• MINIIUI GUARANTEE 4.501 .... 
· ACCCIJIIT CASH SURA 
Y~ VAUE 

SS,605 
1,980 

12,748 
14,351 

SS,605 
8,980 

12,7'8' 
14,351 

DEATI 
BENEFIT 

1100,00D 
100,000 
100,000 
100,000 

SURRENDER NET PAYMEIT s.oox INTEREST ADJUSTED umms . 

PROJECTED 
10 YEARS 20 YEARS 10 YEARS 20 YEARS 

1.13 ·1.53 9.23 9.Zl 
GUARANTEED 4.99 5.56 9.23 .9.Zl 

TM current coat of frcuranr:e depends~ the premlm payment pattern and th• acc:omt value amow,t, and my Increase or 
decre.,. accordll'IGLY- . . . 
GUARAlfTEED vALUES: Baaed orf.";uarenteed fnternt, upenn, and cost of Insurance rates. The guaranteed 
fnter'flt rate la 75% of the 90 day CD rate, ·Chemical Bank of Neu Yc,rk, but In no event Lesa than 4.501. 
PROJECTED VALUES: Based en the projected Interest rate, current expense and cost of Insurance whfch are ltbject to 
ch&n9.9. curr-ent Interest retea are declared quarterly. 
·projected !Ind Guaranteed V1luea·:1ncludt guaranteed added ll"lterest credits on l.nXlrrowed yalues as foUcws: O.ZSX at the 
end of·yur.1O • ., additional D.251 at the m:id of year 15. and D.125X at th• end of years 17, 18, 19 It'd 20. Th• 
fnternt will be credited retroac::tfvely fta1 the date of· ft:sut and prcspec.tfvety·whne the policy f• fnforce. cash 
values ~l to 1/fff. oubtandlng loan balance will, nm Interest at 4.51. 

• Ac:COU'lt V1lue1 NJect to • graded surrender cher;~ If policy fa lihoUy or parthlly surrendered fn first nine years. 
The P8)'DClftts.sh·Oll'i • re,not IUf,flc.fent to •fntafn a policy fn force \Ider these as~tlone:. 
Th• policy. •turn et •ltfl' 1D!I on a proJtteted bl1t1 with en Aceou,,t V11lue of sz.093, 184. 
This 11 ., lllustratfcn~·'riot • contract. Poltcy Fora In Texas II LS0087. 
TRIS lLLUSTRATICII KAI 8IEII CHECICED AGAINST FEDERAL TAX UJIS. 
THIS lLWSTRATIDli ·us BEEi C!IECKED AGAJm THE 7-PAY TEST. 

Prepared au May 20, 1991 
.NIP: 325.0D NSP: 16,390.49 NAP: 1,151.10 NEP: 

Page 2 of Z 

Prepared by: 
Z.807.81 CONT: 9Zl.OO 
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EXHIBIT L 

NET GAIN ANALYSIS 
Illustration for: Your Client 
Provided by: 

Age 35 
Death Benefit: 100000 
Initial Premium: 923 

(shown in thousands of dollars) 

J.,.020 

816 

612 

408 

204 

0 

AGE 
*SEE ATTACHED PROPOSAL ILWSTRATION FROM 

FOR DETAILS AND GUARANTEES. 

Illustrates total cash accumulation based on current interest 
rate. Net Gain represents cash growth in excess of cumulative 
payments made into the policy. Net gain at age 65, 74171. 
Net gain at age 75, 210852. 

Prepared by: 
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A.Living Be,iefit Universal Life Plan 
f,:>r 

Client 

EXHIBIT M 

LIVING BENEFIT UNIVERSAL LIFE PLAN described 
below, -i·s one. of the most versatile and comprehensive life insurance pro
grams available. 

Most of us realize the need to provide additional dollars for our famil
ies in the event of our premature death. However, in today's world of 
improved technology the main concern has changed from "What if I die pre
maturely," to "What if I survive a seri,:>us illness." 

* "How do- pay for expenses not covered by health insurance?" .* "H0w do I pay for rEthabi l i tatii::in expe11ses?" * .~How do I make up for lost income'?" 

The' so.lution- to this new problem i5 LIVING BENEFIT IJIIII
VERSA(. LIFE PLAN!" With this innovative program, we will pay you a LIVING 
BENEFIT upon confirmed diagnosis of one of several speC.ified conditions. 

You do no~. 1 have to die to collect! 

COVERED CONDITIONS: 
* HEART ATTACIC' 
* STROKE 
* LIFE THREATENING CANCER 
* RENAL FAILURE 
*·· CORONARY HEART SURGURY 

-------------- HERE IS HOW IT WORICS ---------------

## You will receiVe $25,000 · upon diagnosis of one of the 
specified catastrophic illnesses, 

II: If Yoi-1 die aft."er receiVirig this LIVING BENEFIT, your·beneficiaries 
wilf.receive an additional $75,000. 

31 How~~er, should you never experience one of these conditions, 
your. beneficiaries will .receiv.e $100,000 TAX-FREE ANO PRO-

. BATE,;.FREE upon· your death, PLU.S any additi.onal supplemental 
benefits. 

Tha"rili:: yoJ for. considering oUr excitirig new LIVING BENEFIT plan. We hope 
y,Ou·will agri9e·tnat. this program offers the highest degree of protection 
and .. f'~~f! of .mind for you and your loved ones. 
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EXHIBIT M 

Client 

Living Benefit Universal Life Illustratii:ll1 

Se;<! Male 
Prepared by: 
Total Death Benefit: 

Specif fed Ami::,unt: 
Accelerated Benefit: 

Planne,j Annual Premium: 
Initial Supp'l Premlum: 

P IJ L I C Y 

~ge: 35 

$100,000 
$75,000 
$2S,OOO 
$705.53 

$0.00 

S U M M A R Y 

Premium Classification: 
Date: 
Death Benefit Option: 
Planned Payn,ent Period! 
Coverage Per i,~d: 
M1:>de of Payment: 
Tota.I Modal Premium: 

Standard 
OS/13/91 

1 
60 years· 
60 years 

ANNUAL 
$70S.53 

The annual deductio:::m f,:::>r $25,000 Accelerated Death Benefit: $76 .:32 

A 
6 
E 

Tot.al Total 
Premium Withdr. 
to Date to Date 

PROJECTED VALUES 
AT 8.00% INTEREST 

GUARANTEED VALIJES 
AT 5.00% INTEREST 

,-------- ------ --: 
Accum. Surren,j. Death Accum. :::urrend. Death 
Value Value Benefit Value Value Benefit 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
;;:6 70.S 0 
:37 1411 0 
·':•O 2116 0 
;39 2822 0 
40 3527 0. 
41 423:3 0 
42 4938 0 
43 S644 0 
44 6349 0 
4.S 70SS 0 

46 7760 0 
47 8466 0 
48 9171 0 
49 9877 0 
so 10.582 0 
SI 11288 0 
52 11994 0 
s3· 12699 0 
54 13405 0 
s.s 14110 0 

65 2116S 0 
70 24693 0 
9S 42331 0 

Interest. Adjusted Cost. 
Indices (tl! S percent) 

390 
886 

1410 
1963 
2S-S.S 
3189 
3866 
4.SBO 
5343 
76S2 

8640 
9694 

10811 
120<)5 
13277 
14632 
16074 
17609 
19242 
23404 

SS054 
80001 

422989 

Net. Payment Ci:1s t Index: 
Surrender Cost Index: 

26 -100000 37S 
161 100000 7S8 
670 100000 1144 

1208 100000 1.s:32 
1783 100000 1920 
2419 100000 230.S 
3109 100000 2684 
38:35 100000 3055 
4608 100000 3415 
692.S 100000 S410 

7868 100000 5827 
8922 100000 6228 

10038 100000 6610 
11228 100000 6969 
12493 100000 7300 
143S3 100000 7.S99 
1S865 100000 78S7 
17470 100000 8066 
19172 100000 8215 
23404 100000 11S87 

S50S4 100000 14S81 
80001 117802 2714 

422989 452219 tl!tl!tl! 

Curre1,t. 
10 Year 

7.0S 
1.81. 

Basis 
20 Year 

7.0S 
0.31 

Federally Legislated Guideline Single Premium is 
Federally Legislated Guideline Level Premium is 

Page 1 of 3 Pages 

' 26 100000 
60 100000 

446 1001)00 
8:3.S 100000 

1222 100000 
1642 100000 
20S6 100000 
2462 100000 
2857 100000 
4887 100000 

5339 100000 
S775 100000 
6192 100000 
6-586 100000 
6951 100000 
7320 100000 
7648 100000 
7926 100000 
814S 100000 

IIS87 100000 

14581 100000 
2714 100000 

tl!tl!tl! tl!tl!tl! 

Guaranteed Basis 
10 Year 20 Year 

7.0S 7.0S 
3.35 3.71 

$20,369.44. 
$1,532. lS. 
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EXHIBIT M 

N,:,tes to t.he lJniversal Life Illustration 

Values are illustrated and based ,:in premiums sh,:,wn in the T•;t.al 
Premiurt1s column of the Ledger Printout and are subject to policy 
prov1s1•.);l"'IS. Guaranteed values are calculated usi11g the,maximuin cost of 
insurance factors that would be contained within the policy and a 
minimum guaranteed interest rate o:.>f S.O¼. Pr,:ijected values are calculated 
using projected cost of insurance factors, and a current nonguarant9ed 
interest rate of 8.00¼, with a,, additio1ial 1101,guaranteed persist.ency 
bomJs of . .S % of additional interest beginning.in the sixth policy year. 
The current interest rate and projected cost of insurance fact,Jrs are 
not guaranteed and may be changed by.the Company. Your ac.tual values 
under the insurance program n1ay change wi t.h var iati,:,ns in the interest 
rates, cost of insurance factors (mortality risk charges), and 
frequency, tin1in9, a11d amount •Jf y,Jur premiun1 payments. As pla1, values 
may change in the future due to these factors, subsequent and 
similar illustrati,:,ns may be furnished t,, y,:,u up,:,n re9ue:St. 

Project.ad cost. of insurance f.:'.ctors are based upon our current 
estimati,:ins ,:,f future mortality e:<.perience ~.nd ARE NOT GUARANTEED. 

~~~ 8ased on guaranteed values, policy coverage ,would terminate 
d1..1ring p1Jl icy year :36 unless plan11e1j periodic premiums are increased 
at that point. Ad,jitional contributions that increase the death 
benefit of the policy.may require evidence ,:if ilisurabilit.y. 

The am,:,unt of actual cash value available upon surrender Of t-his coverage 
is subject to a Surre11der Charge as described in y,:,ur issued policy. 
During the first policy year, the am,:iunt of such charge would be 

$36,:3. 75 . Char9es f,:,r subseque11t p,:,licy years are shown on Page 1 of 
this proposal as the difference between AccumYlation Value and Surrender 
Value. 

In t-he· event of a ·policy loan, interest at the rate of 7 .4% would be due 
annually in advance. The current rate of interest-being credited to 
policy values impaired by policy loans is 6.0%. 

After the first policy year, withdrawals ca1, be made against the 
Surrender Value of the policy for a $25 administrative charge, as 
as the amount is at least $S00. After the withdrawal is made, at 
$500 must remain in the Surrender Value. Withdrawals decrease 
Death Benefit of the policy by the amount withdrawn. 

Net 
long 

least 
the 

Premium contributions, loans, and withdrawals are illustrated as of 
the be'ginning of the year. All other amounts are sh•:>wn as of the end of 
the year. 

Death benefits are shown as being reduced by any applicable withdrawals 
or l,:,,ans. Any increases in coverage requested by the p,:,licyholder may 
require evidenc:e of insurability, and are subject· to the appropriatQ cost 
of insurance deductions. 
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EXHIBIT M 

Notes to the Unive,~sal Life 11 lustrati,:m 
(continued) 

A corridor amount of ·coverage, designed to comply with the current tax 
code, must be- maintained i,, •:>rder for the coverage to enJoy favorable 
t.ax treatment. As such, any single premium, or other substantial 
additional premium tende·red, or any request fi:::,r• a· re,juctio,, in c,::,verage 
that would.violate the requirements of the tax code may result in the 
LOSS 1::,f this favorable tax treatment. The tax status ,jf this p,::>licy as it 
it- applies· to the owner of this contract sh,:iuld be reviewed each 
year. 

Every effort has been made· to compl.y with current tax law. H,:iwever, due 
to the comple,<ities and frequent cha,,ges in the tax code, premium 
pat.terns i l lustra.ted may not cornpl Y with all Federal l imitations. The 
Content. of this i l lustratii:m should not be interpreted as assurance that 
premit,inl tests have been satisfacto1·ily met. In the ·event. actual premiums 
received nlaY adversely affect tax treatment, the policy,:iwner will be 
n·ot.ified. For complete information, it is recommended that a 9ualifie,:I 
tax advisor be c,:insulted·. 

An explanation of the intended use of the C,:ist Indices is provided in _the
Life Insurance Buyer's Guide. Such indices are 1..1seft.il ,:inly for the 
comparison of the relative costs of two or more similar policies. These 
indices have-been calculated using the interest adjusted methi:id with an 
assumed interest rate of 5~. 

At the -end of the 10th policy year $1,500.94, Was returned to 
the Pr,:,jec ted Accumulation Value by the UL-:300+Plus. 

UL-300+Plus is subject to guidelines which are numerous and complex. 
Please consult the p,:,licy f,::irm for c,:implete details and inf,:irmati,:in. 
Projected cost of insurance factors are based upon our current 
estimati•:ins of future mortality experience and ARE NIJT GIJARANTEED. 

The schedule of premiums illustrated on this proposal would qualifY the 
policy for the·UL-300+Plus return of mortality bonus through the 60th 
year, assurnin9 there were no loans or withdrawals which violated the 
lJL-300+Plus guidelines. <See th~ policy for full details.) 

This illustration includes an accelerated Benefit Rider which will pay a 
pre-death benefit for the conditions outli11ed: in the p,:,licy. If the 
benefit is not paid sooner, it wilL be included as a death benefit. 
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EXHIBIT N 
STATEMENT OF CERT! FI CATE (POLICY i COST AND BENEFIT INFORMATION 

YEAF:LY RENE;JABLE TERM ILLUSTRATION 
fur YDL\ 

Male, Age 3~.', t1lonsmoker 
$100,i)OO 

Current Premium: 
Annual $ 

OL1.arterl y· $ 

Monthly $ 

130.00 
33.90 
11.12 

CTF 
YR 

2 

4 
3 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

45 
55 
65 

ATT 
AGE 

36 
37 
38 
39 
40 

41 
42 
•l3 
44 
45 

46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

55 
60 
62 
65 
70 

80 
9() 

11)(1 

GUARANTEED 
DEATH BENEFIT 

100,000 
100.000 
100,000 
1(1(1 ,ooo 
1.00,000 

100.000 
100,000 
100,000 
100,(10(1 
100,000 

100,000 
100,000 . 
1oc,,ooo 
100.000 
100,000 

100,000 
100,000 
100,000 
100,000 
100,000 

100,000 
100,000 
100,000 

TOTAL CURRENT 
PREMIUM• . 

130.(10 
138.00 
146.00 
174. 00 
202.(i(I 

230.00 
258.0t) 
266.00 
274.00 
282.(10 

290.00 
314.00 
342.(10 
366.00 
394 JJO 

608.(i(i 
1,010.00 
1,238.00 
.t,694.00 
2,646.00 

6,372.00 
16,682.00 
36,619.00 

ACCUMULATED 
PF:EMIUM* 

130.00 
20~.oo 
414.()0 
588.00 
790.(iO 

1 q020 .oo 
1~278.()0 
1~544.00 
!.,818.00 
2,100.00 

2,390.00 
·2,704.00 
3,046.00 
3,412~00 
3,806.00 

6,364.00 
1(1, 51(1. 00 
12,87(,.0(1 
17,460.00 
28,885.(i(i 

70,589 .01:i 
185.221.(H..) 
452,361.00 

GUARANTEED 
PREMIUM 

229.00 
239.00 
254.(il) 
276.(ii) 
297.•)0 

323.0( 
352.0(t 
380.0(1 
41(;.(li) 
44().(;.-. 

472.0G 
506.0C 
541.0(1 
59(1.0(l 
624.0•.) 

931.0(; 
1,410.00 
1,657.00 
2,221.00 
3, 538.0(i 

9,032.(1(; 
21,220.0(1 
98,090.00· 

tThis May 30, 1991 illustration is based on the assumptions shown. Columns 
marked t-1ith an * are neither guarantees nor estimates. Actual e>:per-ience ma'r· 
be different. 
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EXHIBIT M 

COST COMPARISON INDEXES -- BASED ON 5.(H:>% INTEREST 

Life Insurance Surrerlder Cost Inde>: 
Life Insurance Net Pay,ment Cost lnde>: 

l(I YP.ars 
2.02 
2.02 

2(1 Years 
2.82 
2.82 

An e>:planation of the intended use of these inde>:es is 
provided in the bL,yer· s guide. 

tThis May 30,· 1991 illustration is based on the assumptions shown. Columns 
marked with an·* are neither guarantees nor estimates. Actual experience ma', 
be different. 
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PROTECTOR ILLUSTRATION 
(Policy Form 

P O L I C Y S U M M A R Y 

Client Death Benefit: 

EXHIBIT 0 

$150,000 
Sex: Male Age: 3S Prem Classification: Non-Smoker 
Date: May 13, 1991 Annual Premium: $219.SO 
Prepared Br: Annual Premium: $219.SO 

:u BASE POLICY I NFIJRMA TI ON ** =~=~ PROTECTOR RIDER ** A CURRENT CURRENT GUARANTEED A CURRENT 
G DEATH PREMWM PREMIIJM PREMIUM G DEATH PREM!IJM 
E E:E~IEFIT RE-ENTRY NO RE-ENTRY NO RE-ENTRY E BENEFIT RE-ENTRY 

================================================================== ·========= 
3.S '151), 000 220 220 220 
36 !S0,000 220 220 220 
37 150,000 220 220 220 
38 1.S0,000 220 220 220 
39 150,000 220 220 220 
40 150,000 220 220 220 
41 1.so,000 220 220 220 
42 1.SO, 000 220 220 220 
43 !SO,QQO 220 220 220 
44 1.S0,000 220 220 220 

4S 1.so,000 443 48S 
46 1.S0,000 443 629 
47 1.so,000 443 809 
48 !.S0,000 443 1,052 
49 150,000 443 1,340 
.so 150,000 443 I, 706 
51 150,000 443 2,110 
.S2 l.S0,000 443 2,578 
53 1.so,000 443 3,137 
.S4 1.so,000 443 3,818 

Interest Adjusted cost 
Indices <~ .S percent) 

Net Payment cost Index: 
Surrender Cost Index: 

638 
83:2 

1,07.S 
1,403 
1,792 
2,28-S 
2,831 
3,463 
4,217 
S, 137 

Projected, Re-entry Basis 
10 Year 20 Year 

1.47 2.03 
1.47 2.03 

Guaranteed Basis 
10 Year 20 Year 

1.47 6.42 
1.47 6.42 

The rates shown f·or. the first 10 years are guaranteed. The re-entry 
rates shown are not guaranteed and are subject to evidence of 
insurabilitY. The rates shown under the re-entry columns assume that you 
elect to ·re-enter and meet the necessary qualifications. 

This Proposal is for Illustration purposes only and is not a contract.. 

Page 1 of 1 
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EXHIBIT P 

05-17-91 PAGE: 1 

ILLUSTRATION FOR: Sample output for SCA AGE: 55 MALE NONSMOKER 
Mrs. Sample Output for SOA 55 FEMALE NONSMOKER 

PROVIDED BY: 55 JOINT EQUAL AGE 

TO ANNUAL ANNUALIZED 
COVERAGE SUMMARY: AMOUNT AGE PREMIUM PREMIUM 

1.,000,000 100 15,550.00 15,550.00 
TOTAL 15,550.00 15,550.00 

END TOTAL PUA GTD TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 
OF ANNUAL ANNUAL PUA CASH CASH. CASH REDUCED DEATH 

AGE YR PREMIUM DIVIDEND •AMOUNT VALUE VALUE VALUE PAID-UP BENEFIT 
-------- -------- -------- --------

56 1 15550 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000000 
57 2 15550 0 0 0 15980 15980 66797 1000000 
58 3 15550 290 1150 290 32710 33000 130865 1001150 
59 4 15550 702 3794 1008 50210 51218 192768 1003794 
60 5 15550 1314 8489 2376 68500 70876 253278 1008489 

61 6 15550 2095 15601 4596 87580 92176 312899 1015601 
62 7 15550 3166 25815 8002 107470 115472 372535 1025815 
63 8 ·1sss0 4533 39722 12948 128160 141108 432904 1039722 
64 9 15550 6327 58191 19934 149620 169554 494968 1058191 
65 10 15550 8523 81883 29456 171850 21211306 559596 1081883 

66 11 1555121 1121679 110172 41587 19479121 236377 626207 1110172· 
67 12 15550 13334 143866 56935 218430 275365 695807 1143866 
68 13 15550 16404 183437 76041 242730 318771 768981 1183437 
69 14 15550 19872 229244 99452 267680 367132 84E.2bE. 1229244 
70 15 15550 22897 279724 126879 293240 4i:'.0119 926215 1279724 

71 16 15550 26207 335039 158732 319350 478082 1009095 1335039 
71? 17 15550 29901 395535 195501 345860 541361 1095275 1395535 
73 18 15550 33854 461264 237576 372740 610316 1184955 1461264 
74 19 15550 38259 532648 285476 399780 685256 1278568 1532648 
75 20 15550 42869 609635 339469 426790 766259 1376086 1609635 

76 21 15550 47730 692271 399850 453630 853480 1477654 1692271 
77 22 15550 53094 781040 467156 480190 947346 1583871 1781040 
78 23 15550 58773 876085 541744 506380 1048124 1694981 1876085 
79 24 15550 64778 977569 623989 532170 1156159 1811291 1977569 
80 25 15550 70952 1085415 714089 557500 1271589 1932815 2085415 

81 26 15550 77331 1199631 812221 582290 1394511 2059658 2199631 
82 27 15550 84460 1321034 919040 606400 1525440 2192678 2321034 
83 28 155S0 92112 1450102 1034897 629650 1664547 2332371 2450102 
84 29 15550 100736 1587939 1160518 651840 1812358 2479853 2587939 
85 30 15550 109742 1734829 1296096 672890 1968986 2635495 2734829 
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05-17-91 

ILLUSTRATION FDR: Saraple output for SDA 
Mrs. Sarnple Output for SOA 

PROVIDED BY: 

* * * * * * SUMMARY 

END ACCUM. TOTAL PUA 
OF ANNUAL ANNUAL PUA CASH 

AGE YR PREMIUM DIVIDEND AMOUNT VALUE 
-------- --------

65 10 . 155500 8523 81883 Z9455 
70 15 Z33250 2&::897 279724 1Z5879 
75 20 311000 42869 509635 339459 
85 30 456500 109742 1734829 1295095 
'35 40 622000 229832 3788710 3338184 

* * * * 
GTD 

CASH 
VALUE 

171850 
293240 
425790 
572890 
845190 

100 45 699750 279958 5363390 5363390 1000000 

EXHIBIT P 

PAGE: ,< 

AGE: 55 MALE N• t<SMO><ER 
55 FEMALE NONSMO~ER 
55 JOINT EQUAL AGE 

* * 
TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 

CASH REDUCED DS:A":"H 
VALUE PAID-UP BENEF!T 

201306 5595'36 1081883 
420119 926215 1279724 
755259 1375085 1609635 

1958985 2635495 2734829 
4184374 4749103 4788710 
6363390 6363390 5353390 

INTEREST ADJUSTED 
INDICES 11' 5. 00¼ 

SURRENDER COST INDEX 
NET PAYMENT INDEX 
EQUIVALENT LEVEL ANNUAL DIVIDEND 

10 YEAR 

0.49 
13.51 
2,04 

GUARANTEED VALUES 
-------------------

LIFE ONLY 10 YR. CERT. 

MONTHLY INCOME AT AGE 65 1147. 95 1074.05 

DIVIDENDS BUY PAID UP ADDITIONS TD AGE 100. 

20 YEAR 

-4.4'3 
7-80 
7.75 

CURRENT VALUES 

LIFE ONLY 10 YR. CERT. 

1898. 32 1797.55 

DIVIDENDS IN THIS ILLUSTRATION ARE BASED ON THE CURRENT DIVIDEND SCALE AND 
ARE NEITHER GUARANTEED NOR ESTIMATED FOR THE FUTURE. 

ISSUE OF THIS POLICY AT THE RATES ILLUSTRATED IS SUBJECT TD UNDERWRITING 
APPROVAL. 

BASED ON AN INITIAL· SEVEN PAY PREMIUM ·oF 
NOT A MODIFIED ENDOWMENT CONTRACT. 

35,900.00, THIS POLICY IS 
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il5-17-91 

ILLUSTRATION FOR: Sample c,utput fc,r SOA 
Mrs. Saro pl e Ollt put for SOA 

PROVIDED BY: 

EXHIBIT P 

PAGE; 3 

AGE: 55 MALE NONSMOKER 
55 FEMALE NONSMOKER 
55 JOINT EQUAL AGE 

THE DEATH BENEFIT SHOWN IS PAID UPON THE SECOND DEATH. ND INSURANCE BENEFITS 
OTHER THAN THE OPTIONAL !ST DEATH TERM RIDER ARE PAYABLE AT THE FIRST DEATH. 
AGE SHOWN IS BASED UPON THE JOINT EQUAL AGE AND IS NOT NECESSARILY THE AGE OF 
EITHER INSURED. 
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.. ILLUSTRATIONS .. PACE' I OF 7 ,,, 
>< 

PREPARED ON 85/30/91 :,: 

§ 
HALE 55 HON-SNDKER 

__, 
FEHALE 5!J NOH-Sl'tOKER .0 

588,808 FORH 
PREFERRED 9619.15 

500,008 TARGET ADDITIONAL BENEFIT 
499,092.95 ONE YEAR TERH 

PUI-Q-RDR< IHCLUDES 174.60 TERN .PREHIUH) 508.80 
DIV. OPT. •o• 
POLICY SPLIT OPTION INCLUDED <•> 

10119.15 
ILLUSTRATION ASSUHES BOTH INSUREDS LIVING. 

11) 12) 13) 14) (5) (6) (7) CB) (9) <HJ> 
FACE FACE CUAR CASH NET DEATH 

CUN ONE ANT FACE CASH VALUE . CASH BENEFIT 
POLICY ANNUAL ANNUAL TOTAL YEAR OF AHOUNT VALUE OF VALUE BECIN 

YEAR OUTLAY OUTLAY DIVID TERN ADDS A/ADDS YR END ADDS YR END YEAR 

I 19119 19119 • 499893 0 907 8 • 313 tooooOo ~ c:.o 2 18119 20238 • 498216 9 1784 1835 41 1967 f 000800 a> 3 10119 30357 295 496575 338 3096 19578 207 t 2330 f 000808 
4 18119 48-4:77 495 494444 12ft 4345 20379 599 23243 1008080 , 18119 50596 751 491713 2725 5562 30435 1289 34064 t 000800 

6 18119 60715 1155 488844 5217 6739 48778 2446 47252 I 008000 
7 18119 78834 1608 483402 8728 7878 51365 4f34 60452 I OOGOOO 
8 10119 80953 2883 4777M 13259 8988 62195 641 t 74794 t 000088 • 10119 91972 2904 470418 19543 18047 7324''5 9667 90699 I 008800 

to 10119 1&1192 4133 468667 20254 11088 84405 14327 t 08244 t OOOGOO 

11 • 101192 5482 478168 18753 11088 95915 9932 116477 t ooceoo 
12 • 101192 6261 477921 18999 11888 187538 6168 t 25546 t 0008&8 
13 • 101192 7101 48394b 4975 11888 119340 3078 t 35663 .t 000800 
14 0 101192 8142 48798'1 937 11088 1313'45 912 t 46893 1000000 
15 0 181192 9239 490089 • 9911 1'43550 35B 159327 1 000000 

16 0 181192 18417 49838& e 9708 155928 362 173006 1000880 
17 0 101192 11686 488625 1676 9708 168415 1399 t 88009 1 000000 
18 0 101192 13078 ~85825 5275 9700 180980 3705 204397 t 008800 
19 0 101192 145"96 479499 18818 9700 193535 7398 222289 1 000800 
20 0 181192 16261 471971 18330 9708 206035 12586 241 502 1 000000 

21 • 101192 18851 462643 27657 9708 218445 19276 26 t 852 1 000000 
22 8 181192 19599 452287· 38893 9708 . 238735 27858 283 t 32 1 0'10080 
23 8 181192 21181 448892 49409 9708 242928 35818 305245 i 008000 
24 8 181192 22789 428968 61332 9708 255018 45399 328031 1000000 
25 8 101192 24403 416751 7J549 9709 267888 55588 35t311 1000008 
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.. ILLUSTRATIONS .. PAGE 2 OF 7 ';!:l 
PREPARED ON 05/30/91 :c 

;; 
(fl (21 (31 (41 (51 (6) . <7j; 181 .•:- 191 (IOI 

:; 
FACE' FACE "GUAR·. CASH.'. NET DEATH .0 

~UN ONE ANT FACE. CASH VALUE CASH BENEFIT 
POLICY ANNUAL ANNUAL TOTAL YEAR OF ANOUNT VALUE OF · VALUE BEGIN 

YEAR OUTLAY OUTLAY DlVID TERN ',ADDS R/ADDS YR £HD ADDS' YR END YEAR 

26 8 191192 26845 484883 86298 9708 278850 66579 375244 1 000980 
27 8 181192 27738 398821 99479 9788 298585 78386 ·. 399737 t 000909 
28 8 t0tt92 29588 377266 113835 9708 3tl898 

1 :;:~:-- :!::;~ : g~:::: 29 8 181192 31372 363345 126955 9700 312938 
30 • t8tt92 33327 349869 ,f41231 9700 32J59e 1175B7 ~ 475563 t 000000 

31 8 101192 35328 334482 155818. 9708 333878 ·,a,,,,., ,012,, 10ooooe 
32 0 . 181192 37303 319659 178641 9700 · 343815 146849 527'53 t 000000 
33 8 101192 39249 304677 185624 970& 353485 162215 55Jtt4 1ooeeoe 
34 8 101192 41138 289587 200714 9780 3'2998 178813 579247 t 009980 
35 8 181192 '12933 274416 215885 9708 372445 194243 605688 t 090800 ,, f· 
36 8 101192 44468 259115 231186 9708 302885 210997 632674 1008808 
37 8 181192 46330 243546 246755 9708 '391855 228469 660609 I 000008 
38 8 181192 47944 22751 1 '262789 9708 402218 246944 690084 1 000800 
39 8 101192 49533 210678 279622 9708 413328 266892 • 121686 1000800 
48· 8 101192 51146 192540 297761 9788 4~5~9· 288985 756356 1 oooeeo 

~ 
41 • 181192 52898 172264 318036 9708 438465 314221 795356 1 ooeeo8 

C,¢ 

42 8 181192 54932 148797 341583 9708 452J35 343844 839887 1008888 ~ 
43 0 101192 57251 129446 369854 9788 467418 379689 890963 188009& 
44 8 191192 59454 85481 . 484908 9700 483285 422708 948338 1080808 
45 8 181192 58557 55198 435182 9788 508088 463236 1005349 1 oooeoe 

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED SHEETS UITH IMPORTANT FOOTNOTES 

SUKHARY AT 20 YRS ----------------
TOTAL PREHIUKS: 1-81191 
(LESS> TOTAL CASH VALUE: 241581 

(CUARANTEEDI 286035 

DiFFERENCE 
<VALUE OF DIVIDENDS> 35466 

-140318 
AVERACE DIFFERENCE PER YEAR -7815 
AVERAGE DEATH BENEFIT 1886626 

5% INTEREST ADJUSTED COSTSCII, 
AT 18 YEARS 3.85 
AT 20 YEARS -1.76 

5% INTEREST ADJUSTED PAYNENTS 1 

AT 18 YEARS 16.64 
AT 28 YEARS 18.11 
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ILLUSTRATIONS •• PAGE 3 OF 7 

PREPARED ON 85/JG/91 

GUARANTEED CASH VALUES AS SHOWN ON THIS ILLUSTRATION ARE ONLY AVAILABLE IF 
ALL PREHIUH9 HAVE BEEN PAID. THE ANNUAL RATE OF INTEREST UNDERLYING THE 
COHPUTATION OF THESE GUARANTEES 18 4.08%. 

ALL CASH VALUES SHOWN ARE. END OF YEAR VALUES. 
ALL ILLUSTRATIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL LIFE INSURANCE PRODUCTS ARE TESTED 

FOR THE POSSIBILITY OF CLASSIFICATION AS A NODIFIED ENDOWNENT FOR THE PURPOSES 
OF FEDERAL INCONE TAXATION. THIS TEST APPLIES TO POLICIES ENTERED INTO AFTER 
JUNE 20, 19B8 AND HAY NOT DE USED FOR POLICIES IN FORCE BEFORE THAT DATE. 

THE ILLUSTRATED OUTLAYS SHOWN ON THIS ILLUSTRATION WOULD NOT CAUSE IT TO BE 
CLASSIFIED AS A MODIFIED ENDOWNENT • THIS TEST IS NOT A GUARANTEE THAT A 
PARTICULAR POLICY WILL NOT BE CLASSIFIED'AS A MODIFIED ENDOWNENT IN THE FUTURE. 

FICURES DEPEND IN& ON DIVIDENDS ARE NEITHER ESTl"ATED NOR GUARANTEED, DUT ARE 
BASED ON THE 1991 DIVIDEND SCALE. 

ACTUAL FUTURE DIVIDENDS HAY BE HIGHER OR LOWER THAN THOSE ILLUSTRATED 
DEPENDING ON THE COHPANY'S ACTUAL FUTUf\E EXPERIENCE. 

THE COST OF THE ABOVE POLICY OVER A PERIOD OF YEARS CANNOT BE DETER"INED 
WITHOUT TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE INTEREST THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN EARNED HAD THE 
PREMIUNS BEEN INVESTED RATHER THAN PAID TO THE INSURER. 

NET DEATH BENEFIT DN ALL PERMANENT PLANS MEANS· THE FACE ANOUNT PLUS RIDERS, IF 
ANY, PLUS THE END OF VEAR DIVIDEND LESS POLICY LOANS. A FULL DIVIDEND IS. NOT 
GENERALLY PAID UPON DEATH DURING THE POLICY VEAR. OTHER VARIABLES ARE 
POSSIBLE. YOUR AGENT WILL DEFINE TH£ RULES UPON REQUEST, 

THE POLICY LOAN INTEREST RATE SHOWN ON YOUR ILLUSTRATION IS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE 
AT A DISCOUNT RATE EQUIVALENT TO AN ANNUAL RATE OF s. oex. DIVIDENDS ARE 
AFFECTED BY POLICY LOANS. UNDER CURRENT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS, IN AHV GIVEN 
POLICY VEAR THE GREATER THE AMOUNT. OF LOAN, THE SMALLER THE DIVIDEND, <THIS 
DOES NOT APPLY TO ECOHONIX TERM, WHICH HAS NO LOAN VALUE,>. 

THE ILLUSTRATION 19 CALCULATED ASSU~IHG THAT THE POLICY SPLIT OPTION IS 
INCLUDED. THE POLICY SPLIT OPTION IS INCLUDED IN A POLICY IF IT IHSURES TWO 
LIVES HARRIED TO EACH OTHER. YOUR AGENT CAN SUPPLY DETAILS OH THE 
INPORTANCE OF THIS FEATURE AND DETAILS REGARDING ITS EXERCISE. 

THE DEATH BENEFIT IS PAYABLE ONLY UHEH BOTH INSUREDS HAVE DIED. 
THE TARGET ADDITIONAL AHDUNT SHOWN IN THIS ILLUSTRATION 18 ONLY AVAILABLE IF 

PUA/PUI PAYHENTB AHD OYT PREHIUNS ILLUSTRATED ARE PAID. IF PAYHENTS ARE NOT 
HADE, THE TAR&ET ANOUNT NAY BE REDUCED. 

THE DEATH BENEFITS IN THIS ll:.LUSTRATION, PARTICULARLY IN THE LATER POLICY 
YEARS, ARE SENSITIVE TO THE SCHEDULE OF PUA OR PUI DEPOSITS AS WELL' AB THE 
CURRENT DIVIDEND SCALE. IF THE SCHEDULE OF DEPOSITS 19 NOT "AINTAINED, OR THE 
DIVIDEND SCALE 18 DECREASED, THE DEATH BENEFIT NAY HOT BE NAIHTAIHED. 

THE INITIAL HUNBER OF YEARS OF CASH OUTLAYS SHOWN IN THIS ILLUSTRATION HAY BE 
LESS THAN THE REQUIRED HUMBER BECAUSE OF THE HAHNER IN UHICH THE ILLUSTRATION 
UAS REQUESTED. IF 90,. ADDITIONAL CASH OUTLAYS UILL BE REQUIRED IN LATER YEARS. 

THE NUNBER OF YEARS OF REQUIRED CASH OUTLAYS DEPENDS UPON AGES AT ISSUE, 
SNOKINC CLASSIFICATIONS, POLICY CLASS, FACE 4'.NOUNT, AND CONTINUATION OF 

CURRENT DIVIDEND SCALE AtlD ONE VEAR TERN RATES, . 
AND ASSUMES· NO POLICY LOANS. THIS IS HOT AN AUTOHATIC DIVIDEND OPTION. POLICY 
OWNER HUST REQUEST CHANGE OF DIVIDEND OPTION AT POLICY VEAR INDICATED. HE NAY 
PAV THE BALANCE OF PRENIUN DV SURRENDERING A PORTION OF PAID UP INSURANCE. 
THIS IS NOT A PAID-UP POLICV1 PRENIUNS ARE DUE AND PAYABLE IN ALL POLICY YEARS. 

Cl I · INTEREST ADJUSTED COST INDICIES ARE BASED ON T~E POLICY EXCLUDING RIDERS 
AND ARE USEFUL IN COHPARING POLICIES OF SIHILAR TYPES, 

WHILE IT HAY DE POSSIBLE TO EXCLUDE THE PROCEEDS OF THIS POLICY FRON THE 
INSUREDS' ESTATES, LEGAL ADVICE SHOULD BE OBTAINED FRON QUALIFIED COUNSEL. 

~ 
§ .... 
.CJ 

; 
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.. ILLUSTRATIONS •• PA&£ 4 OF 7 

PREPARED ON 95/39/91 ~ 
"' '.:j 

IN · THIS ILLUSTRATION NUST BE ACCONPANIED BY THE FOLLOWING 
SUPPLEHENTAL ILLUS_TRATIONS. 

.0, 

i 
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.. ILLUSTRATIONS .. PAGE 5 OF 7 "' >< 
PREPARED ON 05/30/91 ;!; 

"' :; 
NALE 55 NON-SHOKER D 
FEHALE 55 NON--SHDKER 

DIVIDENDS BASED ON ALTERNATE DIVIDEND SCALE 
DESCRIDED IN FOOTNOTES. 

500,000 FORH 
PREFERRED 

500,000 TARGET ADDITIONAL BENEFIT 
9619.15 

499,092.95 ONE YEAR TERN 
PUI-Q-RDR( INCLUDES 174.68 TERN PREHIUH) 500.08 
DIV. OPT. •Q• 
POLICY SPLIT OPTION INCLUDED ( •) 

10119.15 
ILLUSTRATION ASSUHES BOTH INSUREDS LIVING. 

(t) (21 (31 (41 (51 16> (71 ISi 191 CtO) 
FACE FACE COST OYT CUA~ NET DEATH ~ 

AHT FACE ONE OF DIV COST CASH CASH ~EHEFIT t POLICY NET TOTAL OF AHOUHT YEAR TERH PER VALUE VALUE BECIN 
YEAR PREHIUH DIVIO ADDS R/AOOS TERH INS THOUSND YR END YR END YEAR 

1 10119. 0 0 907 499093 175 .35 0 313 1000900 
2 10119 8 0 1784 498216 174 .35 1035 1952 1000808' 
3 10119 279 295 3086 496619 174 .35 18570 12293 t 000009 
4 181f9 464 1083 4345 494572 173 .35 20378 22941 1000000 
5 10119 497 193,3 '562 492504 172 .35 30435 33929 t 000000 

6 10119 533 2849 6739 490411 172 .35 40770 45258 1000000. 
7 18119 572 3832 7878 488298 171 .35 51365 56921 1000008 
8 10119 615 4885 8980 486135 178 .35 62195 69040 t 000000 
9 10119 808 6333 18847 483628 169 .35 73245 82200 t 000000 ,. 10119 1582 9356 ttea.e 479564 221 .46 84485 96482 t 000000 

11 9619 2421 13964 11888 474957 288 .59 95915 11 t 284 t 000808 
12 9619 3283 20879 11898 468841 352 .75 187538 1271,43 1800008 
13 9619 4209 27707 11888 461213 438 .95 119348 144437 1000800 
14 9619 5332 37115 11888 451085 538 1.19 131345 1&3151 1000080 
15 9619 6581 48254 110118 448667 652 1.48 143559 183376 1000000 

16 9619 . 7739 61893 11080 427828 796 1.86 155920 285158 1000888 
17 9619 9057 75639 11088 413282 959 2.32 168415 228579 1 0118980 
18 9M9 10488 91952 11088 396969 1143 2.ee 188980 253784 1 000008 
19 9619 12035 110082 11888 378839 1356 3.58 193535 280591 1000808 
20 9619 13728 130138 11888 35~782 1589 4.43 206035 309313 1000888 
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.. ILLUSTRATIONS .. PACE 6 OF 7 "' >< 
PREPARED ON 05/30/91 ~ 

"' ::; 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (51 (6) (7) (8) (9) (18) .0 

FACE FACE COST OYT . CUAR NET DEATH 
ANT FACE ONE OF DIV COST CASH CASH BENEFIT 

POLICY NET TOTAL OF ANOUNT YEAR TERN PER VALUE VALUE BEGIN 
YEAR PREHIUN DIVID ADDS R/ADDS TERH INS THOUSND YR END YR END YEAR 

21 9619 15536 152053 tteeo 336867 1920 5.70 218445 339509 . t 008000 
22 9619 17096 175256 11088 313665 2389 7.36 238735 371 135 t 000000 
23 9619 18693 199686 11880 289235 2736 9.46 242920 404220 1000800 
24 9619 20325 225301 11080 263628 3192 12.11 255018 438781 1008008 
25 9619 21981 252083 f t 080 --236837 3650 15.41 267008 474886 1000000 

26 9619 23696 280406 118B8 208514 3872 18.57 278950 512826 t 000000 
27 9619 25588 310524 11888 178396 3968 22.24 298505 552818 1000888 
28 9619 27463 342837 11880 14608:i 3868 26.48 381898 595128 f 000080 
29 9619 29606 377913 11080 ti 1008 3478 31 .33 312930 640196 1000000 
30 96f9 31966 416504 11088 72416 2670 36.87 323590 688573 1 000808 

31 9619 34588 459511 11088 29410 1268 43.13 333870 741047 t 000000 
32 9619 37222 506959 11988 0 e ,o.n 343815 797713 1017938 
33 9619 40077 557018 11080 8 0 57.96 353495 857467 1068097 
34 9619 42988 609994 11088 0 0 66.53 362990 920515 1121073 
35 9619 45928 665750 11880 0 8 75.86 372445 987131 t 176829 

36 9619 •8897 724243 11080 0 0 85.87 382005 1057668 1235323 ~ 
37 9619 51903 785438 11080 8 0 96.51 391855 t 132573 t 296509 ,,::. 
38 9619 54916 849210 11080 0 0 187.77 402210 1212l80 1360290 .... 
39 9619 57941 915475 11088 8 0 119.59 413320 1297819 1426555 
40 9619 61095 984115 11088 0 8 131 .95 425390 t 389652 1495195 

41 9619 64280 1055110 11080 0 0 144. 19 438465 1488467 1566190 
42 9619 67668 1 I 28555 11880 0 0 159.22 452535 1594696 1639635 
43 9619 71257 t 204386 11088 0 8 174.27 46"1418 1707351 Ht5465 
44 9619 73978 t 281495 11080 0 0 189.09 483205 t 020682 t 792575 
45 9619 69914 1352788 11888 8 8 350.00 5GOOOO 1936 764 t 063868 

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED SHEETS WITH IHPORTANT FOOTNOTES 

SUHHARY AT 20 YRS 

TOTAL PREHIUHS: 197383 
(~ESS) TOTAL CASH VALUE: 309312 

<CUARANTEED) 206035 
<VALUE OF DIVIDENDS) i03277 

DIFffRENCE -111929 
AVERAGE OIFFERENCE PER YEAR -5596 
AVERAGE DEATH BENEFIT 1004589 

5% INTEREST ADJUSTED COSTS( 1>: 
AT 10 YEARS 5.31 
AT 20 YEARS 1 .85 

5% INTEREST ADJUSTED PAYHEHTS: 
AT 10 YEARS 18.10 
AT 20 YEARS 13.72 
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.. ILLUSTRATIONS H PAGE 7 OF 7 

PAEPARCD ON 05/30/91 

THIS ILLUSTRATION 19 BASED ON THE PLAN, FACE AHOUHT, DIVIDEND OPTION AND 
UNDERWRITINC CLASS SPECIFIED DY THE AC.ENT. HOWEVER, RESULTS BASED OM DIVIDENDS 
ARE BASED ON A HODIFIED SCALE. THE INTEREST RATE FACTOR OF THJO DIVIDEND SCALE 
IS ASSUHED TO BE A LEVEL 8.80%, DUT OTHER COHPONENTS OF THIS SCALE ARE 
IDENTICAL MITH THE 1991 DIVIDEND SCALE. THIS ILLUSTRATION 19 INTENDED TO SIIOW 
WHAT TERH INSURANCE AHOUNTS AND COSTS UOULD DE IF THE DIVIDEND SCALE DECREASES 
HATERI/\LLY DUE TO A REDUCTION IN INTEREST RATES. 

GUARANTEED CASH VALUES AS SHOWN ON THIS ILLUSTRATION ARE ONLY AVAILABLE IF 
ALL PREHIUHS HAVE l!EEN PAID. THE ANNUAL RATE OF INTEREST UNDERLYINC THE 
COMPUTATION OF THESE GUARANTEES 19 4.00%. 

I\LL CASH VALUES SHOUN ARE END OF YEAR VALUES. 
ALL ILLUSTRATIONS FOR IHDIVIDUAL LIFE 'INSURANCE PRODUCTS ARE TESTED 

FOR THE: POSSIBILITY OF CLASSIFICATION AS A KODIFIED ENDO!JHENT FOR THE PURF'OSIES 
OF FEDERAL INCOH£ TAXATION. THIS TEST APPLIES TO POLICIES EHTERED INTO AFTER 
JUNE 20. 19R:1 AND HAY NOT DE USED FOi\ POLICIES IN FORCE DEFORE THA-T DATE. 

THE ILLUSTRATED OUTLAYS SHOWN ON THIS ILLUSTRATION WOULD NOT CAUSE IT TO 9E 
CLASSIFIED AS A HODIFIED ENDOWHENT. THIS TEST IB NOt (I GUARANTEE THAT A 
PARTICULIIR POLICY WILL NOT DE CLASSIFIED AS A HODIFIED ENDOWHENT IN THE FUTURE. 

FIGURES DEPENDING ON DIVIDENDS ARE NEITliER ESTJHATED HOR GUARANT~ED, BUT ARE 
BASED ON A HYPOTHETICAL DIVIDEND SCALE. 

ACTUAL FUTURE DIVIDENDS HAY DE Hl!C:HER OR LOWER THA!1 THOOE ILLUSTRATED 
DEF'ENDING ON THE COMPANY'S ACTUAL FUTURE EXPERIENCE. 

THE COST OF THE ABOVE POLICY OVER A PERIOD OF YEARS CANNOT BE DETERHINED 
WITHOUT TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE INTEREST THAT WOULD HAVE DEEN EARNED HAD THE 
f'REHIUHS BEEN INVESTED RATHER THAN PAID TO THE INSURER. 

NET DEATH BENEFIT ON ALL PERHANENT PLANS HEANS THE FACE AHOUNT Pl.US RIDERS, IF 
ANY• PLUS THE END OF YEAR DIVIDEND LESS POLICY- LOANS. A FULL DIVIDEND 19 NOT 
GENERALLY PAID UPON DEATH DURING THE POLICY YEAR. OTHER VARIABLES ARE 
POS91DLE. YOUR AGENT UILL DEFINE THE RULES UPON REQUEST. 

THE POLICY LOAN INTEREST RATE SHOUN ON YOUR ILLUSTRATION 18 PAYABLE IN ADVANCE 
AT A DISCOUNT RATE EQUIVALENT TO AN ANNUAL RATE OF 8.88%. DIVIDENDS ARE 
AFFECTED BY POLICY LOANS. TO THE EXTENT THE DIVIDEND SCALE IS BASED ON AN 
INTEREST RATE GREATER THAN 7.oox. IN ANV GIVEH POLICY YEAR THE GREATER THE 
AHOUNT OF LOAN• THE SHALLER THE DIVIDEHD. 

THE ILLUSTRATION .19 CALCULATED ASSUKING THAT TH£ POLICY SPLIT OPTION 19 
INCLUDED. THE POLICY SPLIT OPTIOtl JS INCLUDED IN A POLICY IF IT INSURES nm 
LIVES HARRIED TO EACH OTHER. YOUR AGENT CAN SUPPLY DETAILS ON THE 
IHPORTANCE OF THIS FEATURE AND DETAILS REGARDING ITS EXERCISE:. 

THE DEATH BENEFIT 19 -PAYABLE ONLY WHEN DOTH INSUREDS HAVE DIED. 
THE TARGET ADDITIONAL AHOUNT SHOWN IN THIS ILLUSTRATION IS ONLY AVAILABLE IF 

PUA/PUI PAYNENTS AND OYT PREHIUHS ILLUSTRATED ARE PAID. IF PAYHENTS ARE NOT 
HADE, THE TARCET AHOUNT HAY BE REDUCED. 

THE DEATH BENEFITS IN THIS ILLUSTRATION, PARTICULARLY IN THE LATER POLICY 
YEARS, ARE SENSITIVE TO THE SCHEDULE OF PUA OR PUI DEPOSITS AS WELL AS THE 
CURRENT DIVIDEND SCAt.t. IF THE SCHEDULE OF DEPOSITS IS NOT NAINTAtNED, OR THE 
DIVIDEND SCALE JS DECREASED, THE DEATH BlNEFIT· HAY HOT BE HAINTAINED,. 

( t ) INTEREST ADJUSTED COST JNDICIES ARE BASED ON THE POLICY EXCLUDING RIDERS 
AND ARE USEFUL IN COHPARING POLICIES OF SIMILAR TYPES. 

WHILE. IT HAY BE POSSIBLE TO EXCLUDE THE PROCEEDS Of THIS POLICY FRON THE 
INSUREDS• ESTATES, LEGAL ADVICE SHOULD DE ODTAINED FROH QUALIFIED COUNSEL. 

IN THIS ILLUSTRATION HUST DE ACCOHPANIED DY THE FOLLOWING 
SUPPLEMENTAL ILLUSTRATIONS. 

"' X 

~ 
"' '.:; 
.0 

~ 
~ 
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AppendixIIl 
Summary of Comments on the Preliminary Report 

The Task. Force received a number of comments on the preliminary report, 
both in writing and at the open forums. These comments are summarized 
below. The Task Force carefully reviewed these comments in the 
development of our conclusions. Copies of all correspondence will be made 
available to the AAA and CIA for their consideration. 

A;eplicability to Variable Life 
Several commenters noted that the alternatives identified were·not 
appropriate for variable life policies. 

The Task Force agreed that our report. focused on the illustration practices for 
General Account policies. The first section was changed to exclude variable 
life policies from the scope of our research, other than as an altefllative 
illustration model. 

Define the problem and the role of the actuar.y 
Several commenters suggested the need to define the problems with 
illustrations at an earlier point in the report and the role of the actuary in 
solving these problems. 

The Task Force agreed and added these points to the first section. 

Research Methodology . 
Many commenters suggested that our research should include consumer 
interviews or focus groups. 

The Task Force discussed this approach with market researchers associated 
with LIMRA. They indicated that focus groups would tell us how they think 
they should have used illustrations during the sales process, as opposed to 
how the illustration was actually reviewed ~d considered by the buyer. For 
this reason, we did not pursue this methodology. 

What data should be on the illustration 
One commenter noted that our Task Force does not define the data that every 
consumer should have available on the illustration. 
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Appendix 111 - Page 2 

The Task Force used current regulations to define a starting point. We 
recommended changes as we deemed necessary and appropriate . 

. Valuation 
One commenter suggested that the underlying problem in the U.S. is its 
conservative valuation procedures. 

The Task Force believes the revision of valuation procedures is beyond the 
scope of our research. 

Concerns with current practices 
Several commenters brought what they considered unique .or questionable 
illustration practices to our attention to ensure that the final report would 
encompass these practices. 

The Task Force considered these comments in developing our conclusions. 

Alternatives to Type B Usage 
Many commenters agreed with the conclusion that illustrations cannot be 
used for Type B analysis in toqay's environment. Those who disagreed 
argued that consumers require a tool to measure relative performance. 
Among their comments were: 

• it should be possible to provide reasonable estimates of 
future performance based on credible ~sumptions . 

• sensitivity analysis or the range approach should help the 
consumer determine variation· · 

• illustrations. are the best indicator until some better 
measure is developed 

The Task Force acknowledges that a methodology for measuring and 
comparing products should be developed. We have added a 
recommendation that the SOA continue research in this area. We strongly 
support sensitivity analysis and the use of reasonable, credible assumptions 
but that still does not address the variation among companies regarding 
relative conservatism in the choice of underlying assumptions. 
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Appendix Ill - Page 3 

Concerns ·with alternative practices 
Many commenters pointed out concerns and problems with the suggested 
alternatives in the areas of implementation, helpfulness to the co_nsumer, 
and potential for abuse. 

The Task Force considered these comments in restructuring the alternatives 
and developing conclusions on each. 

Disclosure and Standards 
Many commenters stated a preference for solutions involving improved 
disclosure or standards of practice, rather than increased regulati9n. Some 
even provided sample disclosures for the illustration. 

These comments will be passed on to the CIA and AAA, for their 
consideration in developing an implementation plan for changes to 
illustration practices. · · 

Limited control by actuaries 
Several commenters noted that the illustration practices are set by company 
management, with input from the actuaries. Further, neither the actuaries 
nor management are present when the agent meets with the buyer. 
Therefore, there is little that actuaries can effectively do to change industry 
-practices. 

The Task Force acknowledges the fact that the role of the actuary in the 
illustration process does not provide our profession with complete control. 
However, the actuary has a role in identifying short-comings of current 
practices for management and others, and in developing appropriate and 
ethical standards of practice for the profession. 
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Senator METZENBAUM. Our last witness is Mr. Geoff Rips, direc
tor of public information, Office of Public Insurance Counsel, 
Austin, TX. 

We are happy to welcome you, Mr. Rips. 

TESTIMONY OF GEOFF RIPS 

Mr. RIPS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for having me. I am the 
public information director of the Texas Office of Public Insurance 
Counsel. It is a State agency representing the interests of insur
ance consumers in Texas. 

In May, our office conducted a survey of consumer complaints 
about life insurance that were filed over the past year. We found 
that complaints making their way to the Texas Department of In- · 
surance often involved real or perceived deception on the part of 
an agent or company. But for every instance of deception, there 
were hundreds of cases of misunderstanding, inadequate knowl
edge,· and just plain vulnerability on the part of consumers when 
faced with the wall of numbers and language that constitute the 
life insurance market. It is an institutional obfuscation that char
acterizes the industry. 

Consumer ignorance is bliss for the life insurance industry. Of 
the more than 1,800 complaints received by the Texas Department 
of Insurance over the last year, the largest grouping came from 
people who didn't get as much cash value for their policies as they 
had expected. 

For instance, an agent. convinced Lynn Gant of Houston to invest 
more than $87,000 in a life insurance policy in which she was 
promised that her cash value would be a tax-free investment equal 
to the premiums, plus interest, and would remain liquid at all 
times. She, of course, had been deceived. 

The great majority of consumers complaining about their life in
surance policies, however, are not necessarily victims of false repre
sentations by agents. In many cases, the product itself is built and 
marketed in such a way that it will not deliver what the consumer 
believes he or she is buying. 

We are talking about hard-working, middle-class Americans here 
who are trying to do right by their families. They are being sold 
great expectations, and somehow thousands each year in Texas, 
through no fault of their own, are getting trapped into spending 
and sometimes wasting their hard-earned money for life insurance 
policies that don't provide what they need. . 

Vincente Martinez from Houston was persuaded to buy life in
surance as a college savings plan for his daughter, Elsa. Mr. Marti- . 
nez was under the impression that he could borrow on the policy at 
any time, but after spending more than $1,'700 in premiums,· Mr. 
Martinez found he had no cash value after 7 years. Even after 18 
years, the so-called college savings plan would have accumulated 
only $525 in cash value. Mr. Martinez therefore stopped paying the 
premiums and the policy was canceled. 

Deliberate misrepresentation, however, is not the source of the 
vast majority of.consumer problems in dealing with life insurance, 
particularly whole life. Basically, it is not necessary. Instead, the 
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fault rests with the complex and arcane language and calculations 
involved in virtually every whole life policy. 

A large number of consumers walk away with a whole life policy 
without understanding the critical difference between cash value 
and face value. As a result, 20 percent of the cash value policies 
lapse within 2 years and more than half fail to be extended beyond 
10 years. 

Melvin Heinsohn of Columbus, TX, had parents who paid for 20 
years on a $500 life insurance policy in Melvin's name. He is now a 
65-year-old veteran. He wrote the company to collect the cash 
value on the policy and he found that the policy's cash value was 
only $56.10. In 1976, when Heinsohn had received no more bills for 
the policy, he stopped making payments. The company then began 
using the policy's cash value to pay for extended term insurance. 

Consumers face other problems when it comes time to collect on 
life insurance policies. Sometimes, death benefits are denied for 
policies that never should have been sold. The most egre~ous ex
ample we found involved a lif~ insurance policy sold to Rosa Bal
derrama of San Antonio, who had Down syndrome and was unable 
to answer any of the questions on the application. The agent filled 
out the application himself. The form was signed with an "X." 
When Ms. Balderrama died and her beneficiary tried to collect on 
the policy, the company denied the claim, saying Ms. Balderrama 
misrepresented her medical· condition. 

Companies can and do deny claims simply because consumers 
cannot provide proof that they bought a policy. That happened to 
Gary Fox of Wichita Falls, TX. Consumers find themselves paying 
huge surrender charges and huge fees to transfer their policies 
from one company to another. While these fee schedules are usual-

. ly right there on the paper, they are rarely understood when the 
policy is purchased. 

And then, of course, there is a problem that has been talked 
about about illustrations and projection charts. Most of the com
plaints that we got involving life insurance involved whole life poli
cies. Companies like whole life policies because they are simply 
more profitable. These companies, therefore, try to make sure that 
the motivation is also there for the agents selling the insurance. 

The commissions on whole life policies generally run 5 to 10 
times higher than those on term policies. In addition to that carrot, 
some companies also carry a big stick. Recently, a number of 
agents have contacted our office claiming their companies penalize 
them for not bringing in enough revenue from life insurance poli
cies by taking away their right to buy into auto insurance until 
they have boosted their sales of life policies. Under this kind of 
pressure to make a sale, agents may not be as frank as they need 
to be when describing policies to their customers. 

While part of the solution to these problems is to better educate· 
consumers about what they are buying, such efforts alone will not 
solve the problems consumers face. Only regulatory reform can 
transform the life insurance marketplace into one in which con
sumers understand the product they are buying, buy what they 
need, and get what they pay for. We have a few recommendations 
that I have included in the written testimony. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Rips follows:] 
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Statement 
by 

Geoff Rips 
Public Information Director 

Texas Office of Public Insurance Counsel 

Before the 
Oversight Hearing on Life Insurance 

Subcommittee on Antitrust, Monopolies and Business Rights 
Committee on the Judiciary 

United States Senate 

June 23, 1992 

am Geoff Rips, Public Information Director for the Texas 

Office of Public Insurance Counsel. The Office of Public Insurance 

Counsel represents consumers as a class in· rate hearings, rule 

changes, and other matters in~olving all lines of insurance regulated 

· by the Texas Department of Insurance (TDI). Our office is unique in 

that it is the only state agency in the nation created specifically for 

the purpose of representing the interests of consumers on insurance 

issues. Our mandate includes addressing consumer concerns about 

life insurance. 

While we do not directly receive individual consumer 

complaints regarding insurance, we do monitor the complaints 

received at the Texas Department of Insurance in order to ascertain 

whether a pattern emerges that necessitates a public policy 

response, through rule changes, legislation or enhanced enforcement. 

In May we conducted a survey of consumer complaints about life 

insurance filed between January 1991 and February 1992. I am here 

today to discuss some of the problems we found individual 
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consumers facing in purchasing and collecting on life insurance 

policies. 

Introduction 

Each year, Americans spend billions of dollars on life 

insurance in an effort to provide some level of financial protection 

for their families in the event of unexpected death. 

If purchasing life insurance were that simple and 

straightforward, I would not be here today to testify before this 

committee. 

But as anyone who has tried to purchase it knows, buying life 

insurance is anything but. simple. 

In Texas, life insurance is for all intents and purposes 

unregulated, as it is in almost every state. Texas consumers are 

confronted with a marketplace · in which products and sales practices 

vary widely. In Texas, nearly 850 life insurance companies compete 

for a market that generated $4.1 billion in premiums in 1990 alone. 

Texas currently operates on a "file and use" system, under which 

insurers simply file the forms they plan to use with the Texas 

Department of Insurance. Last year alone, the Department approved 

1,709 new individual life insurance forms. In the past decade, 

28,950 forms were approved for use. 

Most insurance companies dealing in personal lines find life 

insurance .to be far more profitable than auto and homeowners 

insurance, for example. Our office has had a number of agents tell 

us their companies often use auto and homeowners insurance to 

reach potential customers for life insurance. Many of these 
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companies use both the carrot and the stick to prod agents to 

increase life-insurance revenues. The carrot is the high initial 

commission. The stick on occasion has been a threatened loss of job 

or the inability to bind customers for property and casualty 

insurance until l!fe insurance premiums increase. 

Most consumers depend on life insurance agents to steer them 

through the maze of products and projections. Few realize that the 

person they are depending on for advice and counsel has strong 

incentives to sell them coverage they may not need. Few also 

realize that their agent may not entirely understand the product he 

or she is selling, often may not explain the product fully and, in 

some cases, may misrepresent the product altogether in order to 

clinch a sale. 

Confusion and misrepresentation have led to many of the 

problems that Texas consumers are experiencing with life insurance. 

Of the 1,829 complaints received by the Texas Department of 

Insurance last year, the largest grouping of complaints involved 

letters from people who did not get as much cash -value for their 

policies as they had expected based upon their company's 

illustrations or their agent's projections. (Exhibit B) Many reported 

that they were told they would receive a certain high rate of return 

and later found this not to be the case. Or they were told they would 

receive the policy's face value within a certain period of time, and 

when that time arrived they received much less. 

Deliberate misrepresentation, however, is not the source of 

the vast majority of consumer problems in dealing with life 

insurance, particularly whole life. Instead, the fault rests with the 
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complex and arcane language and calculations involved in virtually 

any whole life policy. A consumer walking into an agent's office 

seeking a basic, fair life insurance policy will walk out hoping that 

is what she got. A consumer holding a variable life policy, for 

instance, who finds out he must pay premiums for three or four 

years beyond what he had figured on, will go on paying, all the while 

kicking himself for not having understood what he was getting into. 

Part of the solution to these problems is to better educate 

consumers about what they are buying. The Office of Public 

Insurance Counsel is working to help Texas consumers become more 

knowledgeable about buying life insurance. . These efforts alone, 

however, will not solve the problems consumers face. Only 

regulatory reform will transform the life insurance marketplace 

into one in which consumers understand the product they are buying 

and get what they pay for. 

High Commissions Provide Agent Incentives for Whole Life 

Most of the individual problems that arise in life insurance 

involve whole life policies, which link insurance protection with 

savings accounts, known as "cash val~e." In general, insurance 

companies selling personal lines are much more interested in selling 

life insurance than auto or homeowners insurance. And they are 

more interested in selling whole life than term life. They, 

therefore, make sure that interest is transferred to the agents 

selling their insurance. 
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The commissions on whole life policies generally run five to 

ten times higher than those on term policies, which provide only 

insurance with no savings features. 

With a typical cash-value policy, anywhere from 50 to 100 

percent of the first year's premium goes to the agent, while the 

company takes 20 to 45 percent to cover selling expenses. In the 

second through tenth policy years, the agent usually collects about 5 

percent or more of the annual premium. 

This means that for selling a $100,000 policy to a 35-year-old 

non-smoking male, an agent collecting a 55 percent commission will 

earn $605 of a $1,100 first-year premium for selling a whole life 

policy but only $132 of a $240 · premium for selling the same amount 

of coverage in annual renewable term insurance. These hefty 

commissions provide a powerful incentive for agents to sell whole 

life policies, even though they may not offer the right coverage for 

the customer. 

Commissions aren't the only means insurance companies use to 

encourage agents to promote whole life insurance. Recently, a 

number of agents have contacted our office claiming that their 

companies penalized them for not bringing in enough revenue from 

life insurance policies by taking away their right to sell auto 

insurance until they boosted their sales of life policies. Under this 

kind of pressure to make a sale, agents may not be as frank as they 

need to be when describing policies to their customers. 

An agent convinced Lynn Gant of Houston to invest $87,200 

with his company with the assurance that it would be a tax-free 

investment that would remain liquid at all times. Ms. Gant believed 
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that all the money she had invested, plus 10 percent interest,. would 

be returned to her .any time she requested it, as it would were it in a 

savings account. After investing the. money, Ms. Gant learned that 

she had bought a universal life policy that only paid cash value. 

Fortunately, Ms. Gant's attorney was able to retrieve all her money 

because the agent had engaged in deceptive trade practices in selling 

her the life insurance policy. 

The great majority of consumers complaining about their life 

insurance policies are not necessarily victims of false 

representations by agents. In many cases, the product itself is 

marketed in such a way that it will not deliver what the consumer . 

believes he or she is buying. 

Vincente Martinez, also from Houston, was persuaded to buy 

life insurance by a sales pitch commonly used, promoting it as a 

college savings plan for his daughter, Elsa. Mr. Martinez was under 

the impression that he could borrow on the policy at any time. But 

after seven years of paying premiums of $252 per year, Mr. Martinez 

was told that the policy's cash value was only $100. Mr. Martinez, 

claiming that he was misled him into buying a policy he did not 

want, requested a refund of the premiums. The company said he 

knew what he was buying and refused his request. Mr. Martinez then 

stopped paying premiums, and it was eventually cancelled. 

The seven years in premiums Mr. Martinez paid add up to 

$1,764. Had he put his money in a savings account paying five 

percent interest, after taxes he would now have $2, 154 put aside to 

pay for college for Elsa. Instead, he now has nothing. 
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By putting aside the same premiums for eighteen years, he 

would have been able to save $7,444 · after taxes. Our review of the 

illustration that was presented to Mr. Martinez to explain the policy 

values shows that his "college savings" policy would have paid just 

$525 after 18 years. 

A Texas family that bought insurance for a child as an 

investment in the future learned the hard· way what the return on an 

investment in life insurance can prove to be. For 20 years, Melvin 

Heinsohn's parents paid premiums on a $500 life insurance policy in 

Melvin's name. When Melvin, a· 65-year-old veteran living in 

Columbus, Texas, wrote to the company to c.ollect the cash value on 

the policy, he discovered that the policy's cash value was only 

$56.10. In 1976,· when the Heinsohns stopped making payments, ·the 

company began using the policy's cash value to pay for extended term 

insurance .. Heinsohn, 65, wrote the company again: " ... you don't 

understand. This was a 20 year paid up policy and· my parents were 

poor but they paid every month and it was taken out when I was 

small, and when I got married I paid every bill they sent me. When 

they quit sending a bill, I was sure it was paid in full.• But Mr. 

Heinsohn was out of luck. He had not read or understood the fine 

print. This is a fairly common provision in insurance policies but 

clearly not what the Heinsohns and other policyholders understood 

they were purchasing. (Exhibit A) 

The emphasis on life insurance as a savings tool is a common 

sales tactic. Employees of Jake Harris & Sons in Deer Park, Texas, 

were persuaded to buy life policies that were presented as a "salary 

deferred savings program.• Employees were told they could get all 
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or part of their money any time they wanted, and, according. to the 

employees, the words "life insurance" were never mentioned. The 

"salary savings plan" turned out to be universal life· insurance. 

Sometimes death benefits are denied for policies that never · 

should have been sold. The most egregious example we found 

involved a life insurance policy sold to Rosa Balderrama of San 

Antonio, who had Down's syndrome and was not capable of answering 

any of the questions on the application. The agent filled out the 

application himself. The form was signed by Ms. Balderrama with an 

"X." (Exhibit A.) When Ms. Balderrama died and her beneficiary tried 

to collect on the policy, the company denied the claim, saying that 

Ms. Balderrama misrepresented her medical condition. After the 

Texas Department of Insurance intervened, the company decided to 

pay the claim. 

One of the most common misunderstandings consumers have 

about whole life policies is the difference between the policy's cash 

value and its face value. Many of the complaints TOI· receives are 

from consumers who expected the policy's cash value to be the same 

as the face value. While most agents do not try to mislead theirw 
~j 

clients, a large number of consumers walk away with a whole life 

policy without understanding the critical distinction between cash 

value and face value. 

Darnell Wilson bought a life policy in 1952 with a face value 

of $500 and paid a premium of $2.03 a month for .38 years. When he 

had paid $925.68 in premiums, almost double the face value, he was 

told that the cash value of the policy was $130. After Mr. Wilson 
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complained to TOI, the company told him that the policy would 

mature in 1995, and the correct cash value was $378. 

Insurance Companies Benefit from Great Expectations 

Most consumers don't have a clue how their policies work, 

what they guarantee and what risks are involved. Consumers do not 

know that, before any of their money goes to work for them, their 

premiums are used to pay often exorbitant agent commissions and 

company fees. Many are not told that the rosy projections of how 

much cash value their policy will earn are simply projections -

almost always overly optimistic - and not guarantees of what cash 

value, or in some cases premiums, will. be in future years. 

Most of the projections insurance companies provide include 

cautionary language, but it is usually written in language that is 

inaccessible and difficult for consumers to understand. 

The problem of inflated expectations has grown in the past 

decade as insurance companies have introduced new variations of 

whole life policies with such features as vanishing premiums. 

These are policies in which interest earnings are used to pay for 

future premiums so buyers can "pay up" the insurance portion of 

their policies rather than paying premiums for their whole life. 

But consumers often do not understand that the size and 

duration of these payments depends largely upon interest rates and 

the success of company investments. If interest rates . drop, a buyer 

could be paying on a policy for much longer than expected. 
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Consumers face other problems when it comes time to collect 

on life insurance policies. Companies can, and do, deny claims 

simply because insureds cannot provide proof that they bought a 

policy. Texan Gary Lee Fox, for example, had been paying premiums 

on a life insurance policy since 1957. The company had cashed Mr. 

Fox's checks, but when he requested a certificate of assumption for 
I 

the polity, the company told him it had no record of the policy and 
\ 

would not honor his request unless Mr. Fox provided proof of the 
i 

policy's \existence. 
i 

Pa*ricia and John Wells decided to cash in their whole life 

policy, which showed a cash value of $1,682. They received only 

$802, and the company kept $880 as a surrender charge. The 

company reminded the Wells of the table of surrender charges that 

was part of the original contract. Upon review, the Wells found the 

table in question to be incomprehensible, as it would be to most 

consumers. 

George· Bodman transferred a life insurance policy from one 

company to another. The assuming company took $2,096 from the 

cash value for fees and charges. Mr. Bodman said he was not told 

about these charges, but the company claims that the information 

was in the contract. 

Confusion about what is in a life insurance contract - or any 

insurance policy for that matter - comes as no surprise to most 

Americans. But life insurance policies are particularly daunting. 

Illustrations and projections, disclaimers and footnotes are 

difficult enough, but the sheer number of life insurance forms on the 

market make it virtually impossible to compare policies. Texas has 
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no plain language requirement for life insurance forms. Even the 

most diligent consumer is hard put to decipher what the language in 

many of these forms really means. 

Recommendations 

As I mentioned earlier, many of the problems consumers face 

with life insurance can be addressed through regulatory changes 

aimed at making the life insurance market more accountable to its 

customers, These changes include: 

•Requiring plain language for all policy fprms. 

•Limiting the number of life insurance forms to standard 

forms with approved interchangeable parts for different 

types of policies. 

•Requiring prominent warnings on all projections or 

illustrations of premium cost or cash-value growth that 

these are strictly company projections and not guarantees of 

future premiums or value. 

•Requiring all projections or illustrations to show what 

premiums would amount to if invested elsewhere at five 

percent. The SEC prospectus for variable life insurance 

includes this requirement. 

•Requiring companies to provide a table of "guaranteed values" 

showing the most a policyholder will have to pay and the 

lowest values or benefits he or she might receive. 

•Limiting agent's fees and requiring companies to disclose 

what portion of premiums go to paying agent's fees. 
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•Providing consumers with simple information they need to 

know to make an informed ~hoice about what they buy. This 

could be part of the policy or a separate pamphlet that agents 

would be required to provide consumers. Our office has just 

published a pamphlet aimed at helping people shop for life 

insurance, but, without regulatory intervention, life 

insurance consumers will still not be guaranteed that they 

will receive the information we think they need to make 

informed decisions. 

•Requiring life insurance companies to have the burden of 

proof as to whether or not a consumer has a policy. 

•Publishing basic comparative price information about life 

insurance policies so consumers can become better 

participants in the marketplace. 

One last point I'd like to mention is that the tax incentives for 

whole life insurance are an important part of the sales pitch agents 

use. This is an important lever the federal government has in 

dealing with the life insurance market. 

Conclusion 

I have discussed some of the confusion and deception 

consumers encounter when buying individual life insurance policies. 

The complaints making their way to the Texas Department of 

Insurance often involve deception or perceived deception on the part 

of an agent or company. 
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But -for every instance of deception, -there are hundreds of 

cases of misunderstanding, inadequate knowledge and just plain 

-vulnerability on the part of consumers when faced with the wall of 

numbers and language that constitute the life insurance market. 

Plain language requirements, simplified forms and full 

disclosure of the information consumers need to make reasoned 

choices would go a long way toward addressing many of these 

problems. There are, of course, a host of other problems confronting 

consumers and the industry, but the reforms that I am discussing on 

behalf of the Texas Office of Public Insurance Counsel would be a 

good place to start. 

As consumers become more educated about life insurance, the 

market is beginning to respond with low-load policies, rebating of 

agent's commissions and other features that should make life 

insurance a better investment. But we cannot depend solely on the 

insurance marketplace to act in the interests of its customers as 

.long as it profits so handsomely from their ignorance. The Office of 

Public Insurance Counsel is working with the Texas Legislature to 

introduce many of the reforms I have mentioned today. Our office 

looks forward to working with you at the Federal level to address 

problems facing life insurance consumers. 

Thank you. 
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Exhibit A 
Examples of life-Insurance C . onsumer Problems 

Ideal Concrete 
AECEIVED 12 Houstwfi~ 

·. . SEP 2 ' 1990 713 ,,N.J,..l:IVED 
STA~a:l~: INS. MDC SEP 2 4 1990 

STATE BOARD Of :!'":))-:,\;ICE 
IDElfTIN. TEr ... 5 
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Melvlo aolooobo 
1311 Pcalrle at 
COlaellllo ft 781H 

Dear 11r. Beinaobo1 
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=--
Septlllbec 12, 1990 

o'fO 
Mlor IIUallw1 OOOlUlHO 
Zlla9sNt MlYiD Beiooobo -

TIile le ln ceaponee to your letter of .Jui7 13, lttO, c:oncernin9 tbe 
· above policy, lie apolooaiae for tile dela7. · 

Durin9 eatenelve ce•earcb of our recorde, ve find tllat tbe D110unt 
you received vao correct, tour policy provided for an en.S-nt at 
tbe a9e of. 65, prnldl119, tllat prealuu vere paid up to tllat Uu, 
aecauao pr•i- nre oot paid lo 1976, tllD cull ••lua vao used to 
puccllaH ntended-ftna Jneurance under tllD aon•forfeltuce proviaion 
of rour policy, fllie providN t • ra lnaura- until .June 22,1990. 
fte r-lnln9 cull value vu ... t to you. 

on .January u. 1111, you c1q11uted a cull .. 11&0 qgote, and ve • tated 
tllat lt vu ,sa.10 at tllat tiae, on April 21. HIO, a letter vu 
Hot not1fyln9 you t11at tlle 00ftra9e wu tolllt to teralute on 
.Ju• u, _ lHO vltll DO f11nllar value, . 

I bope tllle lnfonaauoa bllpll eaplalD tba -•t ol! tbe c:beck ln 
q,autlon. _ . - . · : . . . .-_ 

lllsabotb.llebop ,-11 Pou_., senice 
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SaPtember !4, 1990 

State Beard cf Insurance 
•;0mp!a1nt Oepa,-tment 
111121 San Jacinta 
Austin, Texas 7B7B6 

'Dear ':irs1 
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MY'.- & Mrs. Augustin BaldaY'rama Jr. 
191216 HamaDY'CIOk o,-. 

Houston, Texas 17Gl:SS 
<7l:?l 947-'?485 

RECEIVED 
MDC SEP191990 

srm BOARD Of IIISURAIIC£ 
AIISllll. 'IWS 

On March 7, 19B9 "'"• Antonie Sedano sold my sietaY' an insurance pol:iocw 
tar $1121,1211218. l'1V sistaY' had Dawn Swndrama and avan thoueh she wa• -
cbvicuslv retarded and incapable at answar1ng anw questions, Mr. 
Sodano Pracaadad to complete an applicati~= for insuranca on ha,-. 
~•· ans1&1&red all tha medical questi::ins .for haY' ,and even made ,.,;, an 
occupat10n fo,- ha,-. My sister was i;,eapable at working. ~e had her 
ogiqn the application which sna mar!<ed .,ith an <X>. He tack her 
~r•m1um ana a palicw ~a• issuea • 

.,,, parents do not read, write or c:;ider•tanc 5:nqlish, ,hay were not 
•=a;:1a0.1e at r9aain9 01'" an• 111ar1ng- a.r:~ :7"-· .a:-he =casticns on t'~• 
&PPl1cat10n eitheY', Whan my father ~cld me that thaw had ocueht 
insurance for Ro••• I didn't think ta chack with the agent, : t,-ustad 
that. he was.ca11&bla cf doing his Job p,-apa,-lw •. ·Therefore, my mind was 
a't ••••• 

My sistltl" diad on J'une 12, 1990 and American National is now retu•ing 
tc Pay tha taca value ct this Policy. As you can sea ~w ~ha attached 
~•Per,s .:~,• V ar• ,a,ccusin9 us of' misrap-rws•n-rat-ian. It is vt:11•y hard ":·o 
m1•~•aresan~ a P•~•an wha at ~irst sieht it 1s obviaus sh• is 
.::!·aaalad. .~ail:a 2-ald• l"f'ama w•• incapable 6-t .misrePr9s• n"t:.~c; ?"l•1"s•lf 
~•c•~•• •~• wa• incapable af :omrnur.~cation. 

"!',/ 0,11\"er.ts ar• both eldarl•, ;,eopla and cc ,-,ct hava the 'i'ir.anc1al mean~ 
-:w ;.;a;; =-or a tun• ral. ihar• T'are. wr,en ·m~ s:.s1:ar c1ad ,ta-e ·····'"'anc.1a ... 
~urdan was ~ut en ma and ~Y tamilw, 

~l.d ::.m•r1can Natl.anal train Mr. Sadana ta 1ual1fy prosr:1ec~s •~~ 
~nsurance. !t is vary obvious ~o ma that c:artain madic:a! ::;•Jesticns 
·.:tal.!!.:i ·ae enaueh tc qualify a. garwcn tor 1n• urance. 'Sut t•: lwok a't .a 
~own S~ndrcm• P• Y'son and stil! ~roc:e• d to write insurance on her 
.1.•em• •·~ ::l• a d•• P@1"'ate =~mm1sa:1:n •ale en "::-.e Part ct t"".a -;1.:;:ent. 

?laasa saa what you can do gat ~his mattaY' straivhanad out sc that 
l\me.,..~;z~ ~!•t"ional will ~•Y 'l"I~ ~-atr,i!:; ~!"'la .c.aca value ,o~ ~":.: -=»ol!.c~ 
':~dli; M:ili .;~Ut;i"•t :.,, 900C ~:s.:.:,· • 

~i"'Olft Amar:.i:an Nat10nal, .a :0Pw 

""• & "'"•• ~e:ln BaldaN'ama J'r. · 

,r • --.. •· ..... ~--.&. 
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· AIIERICAN NA110NAL INSURAN«:a COMPANY 
ONEMOODYP!.AZA 
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77S!I0-7999 
•09/7-881 

August: \ o, 1990 

2-202 Debit tt 

268 

•,· 

Claim C249321 - Rosa Balderrama - Pol Icy IH19752BB 

This claim ha~ heP.n carefully r~vieved hut unfortunately it cannot he 
approved for payment. 

This policy was issuP.d on March t6, \98.9 on the basis of the 
representations given to the Company on the application signed by. 
Rosa Balderrama on March 7, 1989. We are attaching a c~AQPP¥¥--AAif------
pertlnent parts of the policy Including a copy of the application. As 
you can sP.e, there Is nothing to Indicate any adverse health history, 
treatments, hospitalizations or anything of that nature. 

Attached you will find copies of records Indicating medical history 
prior to the application for this policy. You will note that some of 
t.hP. pertinent points on t.hese reproductions have been underlined, 
A copy of the death certificate Is attached for your Information. 

Tf the Company had been given cnrrect information on the application 
as It should have been It would not have Issued the policy. 
Furt.hermore it doe:!'I not ·appear that the jnsured was in the required 
good health on the effective date of the policy. The beneficiary 1·s 
~ntit:led to return of all premiums paid In the total amount of 
$355.20, plus interest. 

Please explain this very carP.fully to Augustin Balderrama and then 
pre~P.nt him with the enclosed check for $404.92. 

AddnN lleplJ to Writer; lle&r to Claim Number: Name of Iaaured: Policy Numberi•t and Date 
. of thill Lotter. 
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AMERICAN NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY 
ONE MOODY PLAZA 
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77550-7999 
409/753-4681 

269 

Vnu ~hnuld Also P.xplain t.hat if t-.he henefici<1ry does not agree with our 
Company, or if the mP.dtca\ information we now have is in any way 
ineompletP. or incorrP.et we wilt be glad to consider any and all 
additional Information that the beneflc~ary would like to furnish. 

Pl~a~e promptly \P.t tJS know the results of
0

your h<1ndling. 

Kttnnessy 
Claim Department 

P o !lox I 840 
Galveston TX 77553-1840 
F.K/hf. 

Address Reply to Writ.er: Refer to C1aim Number: Name of Insured: Policy Numbert1t: and Date 
of this Letter. - -
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Pagel PARf ONE - APPUC.VlON FOR INSURANCE 
AMERICAN IIA110NAL INSURANCE COMPMY 
GA~ TEXAS - "- Slntce DIYlsloa 

!Print ,n black ink • no not use ditto mart<sl 

last PROPOSED INSURc-0 

~~• Bo I :O nroMO 
Name Boso 
~ He,ght(Fl/ln) W!iglt SOdaJ Seamty No. 
F s-" oh 1 7 s '-I s ,, -1 :z. -q ., •r s 

270 

Residence address . County 
B-r 9 Gax q64 Bl.:x:.e:1r 

City, State Zip 

Soy'\ AnTDbio, :trxgs 7 Z 1-:L t 

0045695 

Work Phone 

Years at this address 
31 Y!'.-C-\~ 

Former address (Past 2 )UIS) Occupation 
Som e, Haust. KE.& p; n 6 15mm4· 

Job uqeiduties (Be ceecmc) Employed by and kind of business d ) 
~Jt:nuos \'io,5,5 /$reno$ tY<,s SUE ~IYlPlove. 

Business address City/State·. • Zip Date of employmen~ ... • 
Bt q ?zo;x. 46<{ So"' 4mo\i'iP•, +x. 7 ~;.;n '3 19 ~~ 

2 
2. AOOffiONAL PERSON PROPOSED FOR INSURANCE 
Last 

BIRTH PLJC':/BIRTH SWE DATE OF DIRTH 1Mo-0..vn AGE 

~~ --------------M.1.------------
Name Marital Status Has proposed insured used tobaa:o in any Yes No 
f~ Hetghl(FUln) Weight Rela!ionship Mar Sing Div Wrd Sep form during the Past - monthS'I 

Residence address Occupation ··- Date of employml?nti,., ~ 

City, State Job tine/duties (Be spec1fic) 

Zip Err4>loyed by and kind of business 

3. CHILDREN PROPOSED FOR INSURANCE R~ationsl!rp Age weight Sex 
!USl:Hvnl.fim~.Mnl.YII {M/fl 

Has the name of any child under 18 been omitted? Yes (Explain) No 

Is any chrld not living at the same address with the Prnposen Insured? · Yes (Explain) No 

4. S-,,kwficiary 

"P/teo., lo '.Bokkc:o.roo Whu: Ag, 

1' 
s. Ownar t1t otner tna:n Prooosea lnSln:ll Mctrm 

lfa5.l,, ______________ M.I. -------,,--,,--,--.,,..--,,...-----------

~m.e______________ Contingent Owner (if any) Name 
Relationsnrp Social Security No. 

Relationship _____________ _ 

1900 
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1'111 a IN_.. __ OF N -A l'MI' GF AN APPUCAIION 19 
AIIEIIIM·UTIIIIAL IIIIUIWICE COIIIWIY, UIIEll1III, TEXAS-

14. Has any proposed insulld(s}: 
(al An,-....,....._ &B 7 J o, 

IS ........ ___,....__ 
mentor tlllill9 .... ., .,,, imld'I · 

(bl Ever had a SU1QiC11 operalian or - lldvised to 
have an ope111ian Which was not perfOrmetl? 

(C} EverlladmtX-flll• • • i.llllmotUlile 
111tor alhlrlallcnlalYlld If "'t'es", S1all wt,y, 
when. whel9, and b'f wham. 

(di Ever made claim far or l9CIMd any insmance 
benefit. compensadon or pension, QIMlllmental 
or other-wise. on accaunt al any injury orSiclallss'I 

Yes No 
(h) Ever rec:eiwd c:ounseing or treatmenl ,eganling the 

use of afcollol or drugs'/ 

(ii Ever had or- tteated !or high or tow IIIOOd pres
gn, d1eSI pain, for sugar in the.Uline. or for cancer 
in any form? 

01 Ever been 1111d he or she had an lmlrlme Delicien
C/ ~ AIDS. Ille AIDS Rslatld Complex (ARC) 
artist ltlSlllls indicalino lllq)OSUII ID dw AIDS virus? 

(k) Everconsullld or been treated or eaiined by any 
·im,sician or practi1ioner for any cause not previ
oUSly mentiOned in 1llis IPPlic:allon? 

Yes 

(e} A/fllmpainNntofsigtllorhearinQt 

(I) Ever 111• 1 lnllr-•-- or - In any 
_., sanillnum, clllll: or .-11a11111 

X 

X. 
.x 

(I) Are all pl'OIIOS8d imullds now in good health? X 
(m) ~ ii any proposed insured is under 1 year of 

{g) Ever used bartJilule, unpl1elanlnes. hatlucina-
10,Y druvs, heroin, opillls or Olhlr nan:atics, 111<· 
cept as prescribed by a pnysicialO X 

age. 

• Birth 1Mllght: lb. oz.·. 

V. birth abnormal or prema1Uf11 

15. Give full detailS lmow of all "Yes." ~ ID queslion 14 (aHlcl & (m) and II ,,,_ is "NO'' on 14 (I). 

Person Dues. "-'· COlllitl0n Dall OeQINof Nlml anti address of_ attending phySidans 
No. diRm. or injury, etc IICIMIY (Street. City, Stall) 

k lri~ If 
l- - , 

A1'PUCATION DB:UMl10III & AIIRIEIIEll1S 
Each of the undersigned decfarls tor themselves. and all other intlllSl• I pa:Ues. that al al Ille answers in the 3 pages of this application ant 
supplemems to it are full, compllt9 anti true to Ille best Of their lalalitldge anti befill. They also agree that: (11 these answers as wntten: 11) 
giwn to induce tne Company to issue a Palley; and (ii) shal form Ille basis tor and become a pan of any Policy ISSUed on this app1tcat1on: (21 e: 
as otnel\Yise Provided in the Condittonal Rea,ipt With the same serial number as this IPlllielliOn, no Policy w,11 be effletiv9 unhl it is: (ii isf 
(ii) deliwreCI to the applicant and {iia1 the full first premium paid, all during the lifetime and good healtn of the insulld(s}; (3) tne Company 
issue a Policy different from 11111 SIIICified in this IIIPliCalion by llstinO Ille dlfferlnce(s} on the Policy Data Page, and ICCel)lance of such diff, 

~i=~~~n:::nu:saw:==::nt:..r-:n.:=:i~~mJilf"an:..~:v~ihO:r(~t:r. 
to anyone concerning anyfllOIIOS8d insulld(S) II not in writing in this IIIPlicallorl or any SUflllllmenl to It; and (51 only the Presid.ent or a Vice Pres 
or the Sectetary of the CGmllanY has the IUtllarily to WIMI any al the Company rigllts or requirements or to WIMI or alter any of tne prov,, 
at. (~ this appticatlon; or (Ii) any ~ issuld on 1llis appticalion. ( 114r 57'J 110 t'vAsj 

Dated a1 .So1a B1:rio?:1 ,o . ZL:;co..S .. D==,.,::X.~===c===,-------
c;i, f - --ol--ldlQl16«-i 

this _ _.7'---_ day of Mm-d . 19~ . _.., ___ ,.,_IUSI .. Soousefeml....,.,_ 

Witnessed by _ _..fl ......... §:-~--SL----- Cl ~ ( f"<£r Sl{jno-(v,U) 

Print Agent's Name ,4,.,,ta,,.,;a ~"'" 
SIGIWURE REQUIRED IF CONDITIONAL RECEIPT 10 BE DETACHED "' 

I hereby certify that t hM read and recaiwd the ConClitionaJ f!eceipt, and aaree to Its tem11. I undemand that the Coffll)IIIV will not perrmt accept 
of my dl!IOSit or~ of 1f1e Condlllonal l!IClipt unless 1llis lllllnnl is true. • 
0 X l I/a ~,eht,,n,~c J IL ,x I~ s,91ttAirl1t1eJ 
Sign-.ot--~11111•ar- Siglanot--
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Exhibit B 

Categories of Individual Life Insurance Complaints 

Received by the Texas Department of Insurance 
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Other 

Cash. Value 

Refund of Premium 

Delays in Claims 
Handling 

Delays in 
Policyholder Service 

Premium 
NoticeiBilling 

Denial of Claim 

Agent Handling 

Misrepresentation 

Unsatisfactory 
Settlement/Offer 

Misleading 
Advertising 

Coverage 

Cancellation/Non
Renewal 

Information 

0.00% 

273 

1991 Individual Life Complaints 
Total - 1,827 

21% 

5.00% 10.00% 15.00% 20.00% 25.00% 
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Other 

Cash Value 

Delays in Oaims. 
Handling 

Denial of Qaim 

Refund of Premium 

Misrepresentation 

Coverage 

Delays in 
Policyholder Service 

Information 

Unsatisfactory 
Settlement/Offer 

Agent Handling 

Cancellation/Non
Renewal 

Refusal to Insure 

Misleading 
Advertising 

0.0% 

274 

1992 Individual Life Complaints* 
Total-430 

5.0% 10.0% 15.0% 20.0% 25.0% 
. •1m figures are not for a full fiscal year, 

figures are from9/1/91 thru 2/4/92 
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Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Rips, you are like a breath of fresh 
air this morning. I very much appreciate your testimony and I will 
come back to you with some questions subsequently. 

Mr. Hunt, you made a statement that concerns me greatly. You 
said in the 1980's, replacement life insurance policies began to pro
liferate. Insurance companies are encouraging their policyholders 
to cash in their life insurance to buy new and often less secure 
products with the proceeds. This activity has the effect of causing 
policyholders to lose the savings component in the replaced poli
cies. Many years will go by before they can again accumulate sav
ings they could retrieve should they cancel the policy before they 
die. I would assume that they would also lose the commission that 
had been paid on the first policy and get no credit for it with re
spect to the second policy. 

Why are so many policyholders cashing in their life insurance 
and buying new products? 

Mr. HUNT. Well, as I noted, I have been around a long time and 
when I first came into the business, there was a definite ·opinion 
held, I think, by most companies and their agents that replacement 
was. a bad thing, and it was discouraged, and I don't think the 
problems were severe back then, particularly if you look at the ter
mination rates. 

In the early 1980's, two things happened. Interest rates skyrock
eted and the universal life form was brought out by many compa
nies. It has been said that universal life was the perfect replace
ment vehicle because you could take the cash value of the existing 
policy and dump it in the new policy, and you couldn't do that with 
whole life insurance that preceded universal life. · · 

So the combination of those things created a climate, and even 
financial writers got caught up in it by calling universal life better 
than whole life; which it wasn't. In fact, it was worse. I think that 
that is the reason why we have had such a great· wave of replace
ments. It became more socially acceptable within the industry as a 
result of what I have mentioned. · · 

Senator METZENBAUM. I remember a time when people relied on 
the savings portion of their life insurance. They thought it was a 
nest egg that they could cash in if they needed to, and they felt 
that they were not only buying insurance on their life, but they 
were also providing a savings portion. 

Now, you are telling us that people are giving up that security 
and getting less than they had for their effort. Do you think they 
would be doing. so if what was happening were fully disclosed to 
them? 

Mr. HUNT. Well, I would hope not. In my work-and I have re
ferred in my prepared testimony to 1-year rates of return that 
could easily be disclosed by companies, but which they have failed 
to do. It is quite possible that if a person surrenders a policy in the 
early years, if he only kept it one more year, because of the manip
ulation of cash value patterns, he might get a 30-percent return in 
the next year. But he gives it up and he gets a negative return by 
buying a new policy. This happens all the time, and some means 
has to be found· to help life insurance commissioners-consumers 
who are beset by the wave of replacement artists within the busi
ness. 
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Senator METZENBAUM. You mentioned by a slip of the tongue life -
insurance commissioners, and you answered Senator Specter that 
you weren't so sure that Federal intervention is needed. Do you 
think the States are doing an adequate job, the insurance commis
sioners? 

Mr. HuNT. I am certainly impressed with what insurance com
missioners are doing today as compared to when I was one. I think 
they are much more attuned to consumer needs and responsive to 
the difficulties, and I think they have i'esponded well to the wave 
of insolvency troubles. 

With respect to life insurance, as others have commented, the 
life insurance industry does what it wants to. It is not regulated by 
the State insurance commissioners in any consumer sense. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I think that is the sum and substance of 
it. They are just not regulated. It is an industry that is on its own 
and does what it wants to do. Is that pretty much true? 
· Mr. HuNT. Well, I think that is why they are not here today. 

Why bother? 
Senator METZENBAUM. When policies are replaced as you say, do 

the companies and their agents enjoy a windfall of new commis
. sions and charges that they can collect on the new policies? 

Mr. HUNT. Well, in certain respects, one should not assume that 
the money transferred over earns the full commission. The money 
transferred over is subject to a deduction that might be as low as, 
say, eight percent, but the new premiums are subject to first-year 
commissions. In general, what happens is that people often give up 
policies that are very good, now that they have had them 3 or 4 
years, looking ahead, for policies that are lousy, looking ahead 5 
years. It happens all the time. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Very few buyers actually realize that 
there are now a variety of products that purport to act like savings 
or investment vehicles. Some policies tie savings buildup to a set 
interest rate, something like a passbook account at a bank. Other 
policies accumulate interest based on the insurance company's own 
investment portfolio, paying the policyholder's account based on its 
own success or failure, like a mutual fund. 

One of your great concerns, as I understand it, has been that 
consumers aren't able to determine what their yield will be. Some 
illustrations have guaranteed and projected rates of return, but 
still don't give policyholders what they need to make an informed 
choice on what their premium dollars will yield in savings buildup. 

I understand that no State has passed the NAIC model regula
tion for yield indexes that would require companies to give them 
that information. In your opinion, why don't the insurance depart
ments require that they get those things? 

Mr. HuNT. Well, I think life insurance is another thing for insur
ance -commissioners. They are too busy with auto insurance, medi
cal malpractice insurance, workers compensation insurance, and 
perhaps the overriding aspect is that life insurance is one of the 
few unregulated lines as to price and therefore there is a certain 
lack of leverage that the insurance commissioners have over the in
dustry, or an historic need to work on other things rather than life 
insurance. I think life insurance goes by default. 
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Senator METZENBAUM. In my opening statement, I indicated, and 
questioned the first panel, that companies are dipping into policy
holders' savings components without policyholders' consent or 
knowledge to pay themselves premiums after the insured stops 
paying them. There are clauses in the policies that allow them to 
do that, according to my understanding of the facts. 

What I don't. understand is why there is no State requirement 
that a company notify and get permission from the policyholder 
before funds are transferred from the policy's cash value for the 
payment of premiums. Why don't insurance departments require 
insurers to notify the policyholders before they raid the policyhold
ers' savings? 

Mr. HuNT. Well, there are some technicalities in your question, 
Senator. I think, in general, life insurance companies would not do 
that without permission. I think what you are referring to is either 
automatic policy loan provisions that the customer has signed up 
for perhaps unknowingly or certain other technical aspects. 

For example, in universal life it is not well understood that if 
you don't pay premiums, the company will keep your policy in 
force and your cash surrender value will eventually deplete. But I 
would not want-at least it is not known to me that somehow they 
are doing this surreptitiously. It may be lack of understanding on 
the part of the policyholder of the provisions of his policy. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I think Mr. Rips actually cited such an ex-
ample, didn't he? . 

Mr. HUNT. Well, if I understood Mr. Rips' testimony, he might 
have been referring to what we might call a low-value policy with 
an extremely small face amount in which the premiums are 

. mainly expense dollars rather than savings dollars, and a great 
deal more was paid in than ultimately resulted, but it could also 
have been the extended term provision of a whole· life policy that 
caused it to terminate. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much. 
Ms. Faucett, first of all, let us make clear what the American As

sociation of Actuaries-is that the title? 
Ms. FAUCETT. There is the Society of Actuaries and there is the 

American Academy of Actuaries. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Yours is the
Ms. FAUCETT. I am with both of them. 
Senator METZENBAUM. You are with both of them, OK. 
Ms. FAUCETT. However, I am here today with the American 

Academy of Actuaries. 
Mr. HUNT. So am I, Senator, with both of them. 
Senator METZENBAUM. OK. Query: Do either of the actuarial soci

eties have any special relationship with the insurance industry 
other than that you do work for them? 

Mr. HUNT. Generally, most of us are employed in some respect 
with the insurance industry, but we have no special relationship 
with the insurance industry. We are professional organizations. 

Senator METZENBAUM. So that when you come to a conclusion as 
a group of actuaries, you are actually a group of people who are, in. 
the main, working for insurance companies, but are finding fault 
with some of their practices, as indicated by your earlier testimony. 
Is that a fair-- · 

SA-7?n _a?_ ,n 
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Ms. FAUCETT. We are presenting the facts that we found during 
the course of our research, yes, sir. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Very good. Your association did a report 
that outlined many of the problems consumers are encountering 
with policy illustrations. You have told. us that most of the compa
nies responding to your survey admitted that there is a need to im
prove sales illustration practices. You also said State regulations 
haven't kept up with changes in the industry. So questionable prac
tices, such as some we have discussed here today, are not illegal, 
but nothing prevents life insurance companies from voluntarily 
doing the ethical and honest thing even if they don't have a regula
tory requirement to do so. 

Why don't they do that? I mean, these are not highbinders. 
These are not con artists. These are very proper men and women. 
They belong to the best clubs. They are oftentimes very active in 
the United Way and community activities. Why is it, when it 
comes to their business practices, that-why don't they conduct 
themselves ethically and honestly in dealing with their policyhold
ers? 

Ms. FAUCETT. Well, I think they do choose to act in an ethical 
fashion with their policyholders. The products and the policy fea
tures that are causing us trouble today are ones that have arisen 
over the last 5 to 10 years, and perhaps we didn't realize the full 
implications of what the consumer needed to understand at point 
of sale in order to really be able to make an intelligent decision 
about the purchase and to understand fully what they were buying. 

Based on our research, we now know that there are things that 
consumers do not understand about the illustration, and that per
haps we should be doing a better job of portraying to them, and 
that is what the work of our task force has attempted to do is to 
identify those areas where we do need to make improvement to · 
better communicate with the consumer. 

Senator METZENBAUM. And what do you think the timetable on 
that is? 

Ms. FAUCETT. Well, a group of us from the society task force were 
just rolled into a committee of the American Academy of Actuar
ies, and I am very hopeful that we can have at least a framework 
for changes that need to occur within illustration practices, say, 
during the next 6 to 9 months. 

Senator METZENBAUM. The next what? · 
Ms. FAUCETT. The next 6 to 9 months, as to all of the things that 

need to occur, and to begin working with the regulators and the 
industry groups to try to effect positive change that will help the 
consumer. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Have you had any of the insurance com
panies come forward and say, tell us what we need to do, we would 
like to conduct our business in a manner that is proper? 

Ms. FAUCETT. Yes, sir, I have. Actually, the response from the in
surance community and from the agents has been very supportive. 
All of them are very interested in doing a better job with the con
sumer. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Has any one company that you know of 
made a change yet? . . 

Ms. FAUCETT. Not to my personal knowledge, sir. 
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Senator METZENBAUM. Now, you make some recommendations in 
your report for educational efforts, disclosure, and professional 
standards of practice. For those recommendations to be implement
ed industrywide, the NAIC would need to approve a model regula
tion, which in turn would need to be passed in each of the 50 
States. Or there could be an alternate. Companies would have to 
mutually agree to a standard in which they fully. disclose informa
tion not specifically required. 

Since they are exempt from the antitrust laws, which, as you 
probably know, I don't agree with, they certainly could at this 
moment join together this afternoon and agree to do the things 
that the Society of Actuaries has concluded should be done. Why 
don't they move more rapidly? 

Ms. FAUCETT. I think it is possible that they might, sir. Just so 
that you understand, the Society of Actuaries is an actuarial orga
nization that is responsible for research and education. Our report 
is a research report and it identifies a number of alternatives to 
current practice. It is the American Academy of Actuaries that ac
tually takes that research and then determines how best to go 
about implementing changes, whether they be standards of prac
tices, which would be regulations that would be promulgated 
within the actuarial organizations, or whether they would be regu
lations or disclosures that would go through the NAIC. 

So in some sense, we are just getting to the group that can go 
about and develop a framework for change. We have done the re-

. search. Now, we need to develop an implementation plan, and my 
hope is that we can get a number of companies to agree that the 
path that we are defining is the right one to follow and that they 
will voluntarily move in that effort before the NAIC actually acts 
on it, as long as there is an indication from the NAIC that they 
agree with the changes that we are recommending. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Do you think these things are going to 
happen soon? 

Ms. FAUCETT. Well, I certainly hope they are going to happen in 
my lifetime. 

Mr. HUNT. Which is a long time. [Laughter.] 
Senator METZENBAUM. That really is very reassuring, and I am 

sure that. the American people are going to be ecstatic to know 
that you hope it will happen iil your lifetime. 

Ms. FAUCETT. As you know, actuaries are very conservative. 
Senator METZENBAUM. I hope you have a long lifetime, .but I sure 

hope that the insurance industry moves a lot faster than that, and 
I am not even talking about my lifetime. I think yesterday was too 
late. I think that for this industry to be guilty of such reprehensi
ble practices and to sit on their hands and do nothing-I just be
lieve it is incredible. 

The only reason they don't do something about it is because the 
American people don't know about it. I am hopeful that as a result 
of these hearings they will know more, but I am a realist enough to 

. know that 1 day's news story or commentary, or whatever, with re
spect to radio or TV does not cause these impregnable companies 
to move very rapidly. I think it is shameful. 

In your professional opinion, will this situation get worse for con
sumers if your recommendations are not adopted by the industry? 
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Ms. FAUCETT. I don't know that it will get worse, but certainly it 
will not get any better. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much. Your testimony is 
very refreshing and we appreciate it very, very much. 

Ms. FAUCETT. Thank you. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Rips, you testified that last year the 

largest group of complaints that you received about life insurance 
came from people whose policies didn't have the amount of cash 
value that they had been told and were shown. I am talking about 
illustrations like those on the charts in this room. 

You say that part of the solution to this problem is better con
sumer education, which your office is now doing. Mr. Rips, frankly, 
wouldn't it be in the companies' best interests to better educate 
consumers so that they know what they are buying and don't end 
up complaining to you about being ripped off? 

Mr. RIPS. Well, I guess in a perfect world, but I think there is too 
much profit to be made from consumer ignorance. 

Senator METZENBAUM. From consumer what? 
Mr. RIPS. Ignorance. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Ignorance. 
Mr. RIPS. And so it is difficult for me to see the motivation for 

companies to clear these things up by themselves. In terms of in
dustry public relations, what happens with a life insurance policy 
happens one family at a time. A lot of people just walk away from 
their policies. A lot of people think it is their fault because they 
haven't understood what has happened to them. 

So there isn't really an up-swell of popular opinion to bring down 
the life insurance industry, as there might be with taxes or utility 
rates going up, or even auto insurance rates going up all at once. It 
happens one family at a time, so I don't think the industry has to 
worry about the public perception of life insurance that much. 

Senator METZENBAUM. What are the essential things that a cus
tomer needs to know in order to make an informed decision about 
buying life insurance with a savings component? 

Mr. RIPS. Well, most of the essential things are what most cus
tomers don't know at this time. I mean, it involves the-

Senator METZENBAUM. Say that again. Most of the things that 
they should know they don't know? 

Mr. RIPS. They don't know, and have a hard time finding out. I 
mean, they should know the rate of return. They should know 
what the commissions do and what the administrative charges do. 
They need to know how the surrender charges work. They need to 
have bells and whistles around the cash value charts and other il
lustrations. 

They need to know about comparing renewable term insurance 
to life insurance and how much insurance they are buying with 
their whole life. They need to know a lot of things because the idea 
of competition i&--eompetition doesn't really work if the consumer 
isn't informed. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Now, you testified that regulatory 
changes are needed to assure that consumers get the information 
that you just told us was essential. The reforms you suggested in
cluded requirements that policy forms be in plain language, that 
there be prominent warnings on all company-projected illustra-
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tions, and that companies provide a table of guaranteed values as 
part of their illustration. 

You also heard Ms. Faucett testify that her association has pub
lished·. a report criticizing some of the industry practices that you 
are concerned about and calling for specific reforms, which she 
very knowledgeably said she hopes will occur during her lifetime. 

It sounds to me as though you are not confident the industry will 
adopt these reforms voluntarily. Is that correct, and if· not, why 
not? 

Mr. RIPS. That is right. In Texas, at least, we haven't had much 
luck with companies regulating themselves, or with their good in
tentions. We had insurance reform legislation that went through 
the legislature last year which included plain-language require
ments. We were able to pass that for the property and casualty in
surance industry, but there was a lot of fight from the life, health, 
and accident industry, who said that they would begin doing some 
of this themselves. So it was not included in the insurance reform 
package. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Do you have any evidence that they have? 
Mr. RIPS. No. Today, there is none. Not only that, but the legisla

tion did include two sentences to be included in every life, accident, 
and health policy saying if you have a complaint or question, call 
this 1-800 number, and we had a number of the life and health 
companies fighting the inclusion of that in their policies on the 
deck page because they said it was just too great an expense. So 
even where some of these things are required, we are still fighting 
them. 

Senator METZENBAUM. What did you do before you held this posi-
tion, Mr. Rips? 

Mr. RIPS. Well, I worked for the State comptroller of Texas. 
Senator METZENBAUM. State comptroller? 
Mr. RIPS. Yes. 
Senator METZENBAUM. I think you are one of the most straight

forward State officials in the insurance departments that I have 
met. That doesn't say that all of them have not been able and 
straightforward, but there have been some strong disappointments, 
certainly, from the NAIC. 

Mr. RIPS. Well, may I say that, actually, my independence de
rives from the fact that, as of September 1, we are an independent 
agency solely representing--

Senator METZENBAUM. You are what? 
Mr. RIPS. We are an independent State agency solely represent

ing the consumers in Texas, and so we are not beholden to inter
ests that the Department of Insurance may be beholden to. I think 
we are the only State with an agency specifically devoted to repre
senting insurance consumers. 

Senator METZENBAUM. How did that come about? 
Mr. RIPS. It was part of this insurance reform legislation that 

Governor Richards helped pass this last year. I think it definitely 
at least becomes a burr under the saddle for both the industry and 
other State agencies, and I think it serves an important function. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I think it is great and I think you are 
trying to do a good job. I am very thankful to this panel. 
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Now, I want to say if there is anybody from the insurance com
panies who is in the audience and wishes to come forward to make 
a statement on behalf of themselves or their company, the floor is 
open to them. This subcommittee will- hear them. We had indicated 
previously we tried to get testimony from the insurance industry. 

If there is somebody who feels that they are just bursting with 
information they would like to share with us, and they represent 
the company and have an authority to speak for the company, we 
will hear them. 

Will you state your name, please, sir? 
Mr. DEPALO. I am Armand DePalo, the chief-
Senator METZENBAUM. Pardon? 
Mr. DEPALO. Armand DePalo, the chief actuary of Guardian Life 

Insurance. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Which one? 
Mr. DEPALO. Guardian Life. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much. 
Mr. DEPALO. Senator, just to clarify the record, at your request I 

did attend this meeting and I have no prepared remarks, as· I told 
your office, but I was totally willing to come here at any time and 
answer any questions directed at me. So I am here to represent the 
Guardian, and my statements not only represent my own opinion, 
but it will represent those of the company. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Why don't you get closer to the mike? I 
am having trouble hearing you. 

Mr. DEPALO. Is this better? 
Senator METZENBAUM. First of all, would you be good enough to 

stand? Do you solemnly swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, 
and nothing but the truth, so help you God? 

Mr. DEPALO. Yes, sir. · 
Senator METZENBAUM. And will you state your name, please? 

TESTIMONY OF ARMAND DePALO, CHIEF ACTUARY, GUARDIAN 
. LIFE INSURANCE CO. OF AMERICA 

Mr. DEPALO. It is Armand DePalo, chief actuary of Guardian 
Life Insurance Company of America. 

Senator METZENBAUM. And will you bring the mike a little closer 
to you, please? 

Mr. DEPALO. I will try. Is this better? 
· Senator METZENBAUM. That is good. Thank you. 
Mr. DEPALO. OK. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Happy to have you with us. Now, you in

dicate that you are willing to answer any questions, but you dori't 
care to make a statement? · 

Mr. DEPALO. Well, Senator, since I did not really know the 
format of your presentation, it was very difficult to prepare any
thing, not knowing what questions or desires you had. Since I 
heard some of the testimony of others, I will make some very short 
introduction remarks, and then I am more than glad to address 
any questions that you may have. · 

Of interest here is the life insurance industry has been complex 
not only for the last couple of years, but well over a century. In 
fact, in 1905, there were many issues that were addressed by the 
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Armstrong administration through their investigations that set the 
stage of many of the laws that are now the foundation of New 
York State insurance regulation, which is probably a very con
sumer-oriented set of laws. 

Life insurance can't be explained simply, and that is one of the 
problems, and I think the key problem that you are addressing 
today-and it really has to be made clear to everybody-is no illus
tration under any circumstance is a representation of future re
sults. The question then becomes why, then, is an illustration used 
at all, and the only viable use of an illustration is to help a con
sumer understand how the policy may function under a set of as
sumptions. 

The only thing that a consumer can really look at is his own in
surance needs. Does he have a need for insurance? If he doesn't 
have a need for insurance, he should not be buying it. And then, 
second, how has that company performed for other existing policy
holders that they currently have in force? And, yes, sir, there is a 
variance in experience between companies. 

Mutual companies have, as a group, been able to deliver more to 
their consumers than stock companies. There are good stock com
panies, there are bad stock companies. There are good mutual com
panies, there are bad mutual companies. But I think, as an indus
try, the industry's officers, the company officers, try to deliver good 
value to the consumer, and I think what we are faced with today is 
technology that is growing very rapidly. 

And I think the industry, though, is addressing technology. I 
think industry groups, not only through the Society of Actuaries, 
but also the Society of CLU's, who represent a large group of well
trained agents, are trying to find better ways to get a handle on 
disclosure and understanding of the contracts. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Tell me how that is being done. You say 
they are trying. What have they done? 

Mr. DEPALO. The Society of CLU's also has a committee that is 
working right now that is trying to do an educational study, and 
the educational study is trying to gather information from a wide 
number of companies as to what their practices are and keep this 
as an educational resource of the Society of CLU's so that their 
membership can research what the practices of individual compa
nies are. 

I had no prepared remarks, Senator, but I am more than glad if 
you have any directed questions. . 

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. DePalo, do you believe your company 
and others are fully and fairly disclosing to customers what they 
need, the information that is needed for them? 

Mr. DEPALO. I think my company, in particular, is. We try very, 
very hard to get as much information as we can go the consumer. 
Can I certify to you that every consumer understands every piece 
of information given to him? That is a hard question to answer. 
Guardian, in particular, does put the consumer first, and we do try 
very hard on that point. 

The industry, in general-I can't speak for other companies, and 
I will guarantee you, Senator, there is a wide variety from compa
nies that have a stance such as the Guardian's to those that do not 
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put. the consumer as high up on· their importance as the Guardian 
does. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, would you agree with your state
ment in the Wall Street--

Mr. DEPALO. If I made a statement-and I have made statements 
in several public records, Senator. I stand behind every statement 
that I will allow to be printed publicly. Those do represent my 
statements as Armand DePalo, an individual, not Armand DePalo 
as an officer of the Guardian Life Insurance Co. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, you are quoted here as the chief ac
tuary of Guardian Life Insurance Company of America. 

Mr. DEPALO. That is correct. 
Senator METZENBAUM. They don't say it is personal or whether 

you are speaking for the company. You say, "Illustrations are not a 
prediction of the future. They just, 'give you some understanding of 
how the policy may operate under one scenario.' " 

Well, now, I am a policyholder and I see these predictions, I see 
these numbers up there. Isn't it reasonable for me as the prospec
tive purchaser of the policy to think that those figures that are on 
the policy-that I have a right to assume that those are not just 
scenario, but what the company expects to happen? Wouldn't you 
do that if you saw that? 

Mr. DEPALO. I think, Senator, you are addressing where the 
problem lies, but not what the person should have a perspective of 
understanding. I think there is a strong amount of disclosure in 
many ways given to a policyholder that that is not true, from the 
footnotes on the illustration to information that is given with the 
policy that refers to the guarantees. 

The problem is that the consumer does also bear part of the re
sponsibility because they probably discount some of the informa
tion given to them, such as, yes, you are telling me that it is not 
guaranteed, but I want to-and this is the problem; they want to 
believe that those values are more a prediction of the future than 
they can be, because they are not a prediction of the future. 

Senator METZENBAUM. But don't you think the consumer says, 
well, if this big company, Guardian Life Insurance, prints it and 
shows it to me as a projection-the average person thinks that the 
company truly expects that to be the case. Yet, we have had earlier 
testimony that in the filings with the insurance departments, the 
same company has said we have no· chance of making those projec
tions. Now, how do you explain that? 

Mr. DEPALO. What is illustrated, as you mentioned earlier, is 
what the current payments-or at least what it should be is what 
the current payments of the company are, and that actually has 
very strong value, but it is not a value of the prediction of the 
future. Let me try to give you an example to try to explain--

Senator METZENBAUM. Wait a minute. Do you think that all com
panies, and does yours, show what the current payments are, or do 
you show what the projections are? Do you show the actual current 
payments? . 

Mr. DEPALO. My illustrations, which are not projections, are 
linked directly to what is currently being paid to policyholders. So 
there is no gap between what is illustrated in the Guardian versus 
what is currently being paid to policyholders. I do not know, and I 
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do not believe that it is necessarily true for all policies or all types 
of policies. 

Senator METZENBAUM. You show here total dividend, net premi
um, cumulative premium, guaranteed cash value at yearend, net 
cash value at yearend, increase in ~tal cash value, cumulative pre
mium less value, death benefit, net paid-up insurance. How many 
of those figures could the policyholder expect were realistic? · 

Mr. DEPALO. There are only-which ones are realistic or which 
ones are guaranteed? 

Senator METZENBAUM. Which ones are guaranteed? 
Mr. DEPALO. As far as guarantees of a whole life policy are con

cerned, the only things that are guaranteed are that if you paid 
your premium in every single year, you would have the death bene
fit of the policy guaranteed to you, as well as the column called 
"Guaranteed Cash Values." All other columns are dependent on 
the current ability of the company to pass through to the consumer 
excess earnings that the company has been able to earn. And what 
is critical to the consumer is not what is being illustrated, but how 
fairly that company chooses to pass through the excess earnings of 
that company if they are then available. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, you say here the guaranteed cash 
values are only available if the premiums have been paid. The 
annual rate of interest underlying the computation of these guar
antees is 5 percent for the first 25 years and 4 percent thereafter. 
These figures up here are not related to 5-percent and 4-percent re
turns, are they? 

Mr. DEPALO. The guaranteed cash values under a traditional life 
insurance contract have a formula that works off .of a net premium 
that is-while not directly related to the gross premium, is similar. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I don't understand what that means. Now, 
tell me what that means. 

Mr. DEPALO. Traditional insurance, which is what this is
Senator METZENBAUM. No. I just want you ·to answer my ques

tion. Are these figures based upon the 5-percent guarantee for the 
first 25 years and--

Mr. DEPALO. The column called "Guaranteed Cash Values" are. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Are? 
Mr. DEPALO. Are. The column called "Total Cash Values" are de

pendent on the yearly crediting of dividends. 
Senator METZENBAUM. So, now, I am an ordinary joker and I buy 

a policy, and they show me guaranteed cash value and then they 
show me net cash value at year-end. And I say to my insurance 
agent, what is the difference? Can you tell me? 

Mr. DEPALO. The difference is one is what you will receive if the 
company paid you no dividends and you chose to pay your premi
um in every single year to continue your coverage. The other 
column is what you would get on this particular illustration if you 
paid your premiums in every year and the company was crediting 
its current dividend scale in all future years.. . 

Dividend scales change yearly in many companies, including my 
own, and can go both up and down, and more important than that, 
will go up and down as the actual experience of the company 
changes. So once again, Senator, I must stress that the issue here is 
not the value of the illustration, but getting the message through 
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to the consumer that the illustration is a tool to understand the 
dynamics of the contract, but not a prediction of the contract. 

Senator METZENBAUM. And how many agents do you think do 
that, get the message through to the consumers? Do you think your 
agents do that? 

Mr. DEPALO. I think many agents do, and I am sure, Senator, 
many agents have failed at doing that. I know from my own com
pany that we have for the last decade-because illustrations with 
the introduction of universal life have really heated up the market
place for illustrations, the industry changed from a needs-selling 
environment to, in many respects, universal life created the day of 
the illustration selling. 

Guardian stresses to its agents, and we are stressing it right now, 
sell the needs. If you cover the needs-it is wonderful if the divi
dends are there, but the need is what you sell from, and we are 
making a major effort in my own company to make sure that our 
agents understand needs-selling and we have extensive training 
tools on both_ needs-selling, estate planning tools, and other tools; 
that the insurance is planned because there is a need for the insur
ance, not because the illustration looks good to a particular client. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Do you think the average insurance policy 
purchaser realizes that that policy up there which calls for an 
annual premium of $5,206-that the buyer would pay $5,206 in the 
first year as sales commission? 

Mr. DEPALO. Only about half of that is sales commission. The 
other half does go to expenses, but I think, in particular-

Senator METZENBAUM. Whose expenses? 
Mr. DEPALO. The expenses of the company. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Of the company, OK. 
Mr. DEPALO. Some of that may be selling expenses. Some of that 

is home office, but it is clear from that illustration, Senator, that 
there is no value to the consumer if that contract terminated in 
the first year. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Does the company pay 100 percent com
mission to the agent in the first year? 

Mr. DEPALO. No, the company does not. New York State law re
quires that a commission not exceed 55 percent. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Fifty-five percent. 
Mr. DEPALO. And there is an expense allowance that can be paid 

for the running of the agency. So under New York State law, a 
company is limited to a total commission, plus expenses of the com
pany, of somewhat less than 100 percent. 

Senator METZENBAUM. But the agent under New York law gets 
55-percent commission, plus the expenses of running his agency? 

Mr. DEPALO; It is normally paid to the manager of the agency, 
and normally consumed by clerical and other staff expenses of that 
agency, so it is not income to the individual. 

Senator METZENBAUM. And so the total amount runs 100 percent 
ofthe total premium. Is that what you are saying? 

Mr. DEPALO. I would say slightly less, but it is not a-it is a sub
stantial percentage of the premium. 
. Senator METZENBAUM. Would you agree that 98 percent of the 
people who buy insurance don't know that? 
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Mr. DEPALO. No. I think most people do know that agents who 
sell life insurance do make a large commission on the sale of life 
insurance. I think most people have a family member some place 
that has sold life insurance, and I think there is a fair understand
ing that an agent does make a large front-end compensation on the 
selling of life insurance. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I understa.i7.d a large commission, but the 
fact that they get all of it in the first year? Do you think that they 
know that? 

Mr. DEPALO. I think they have a good feeling that that is true. I 
don't think they are ignorant of the fact that the large-or the ma
jority of the first-year premium is going to the agent or to the com
pany. That is the intent of why it is so important to illustrate and 
disclose to the consumer surrender values and not just accumulat
ed values. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Now, your policy fails to disclose the 
buyer's life expectancy, the annual cost of the death benefit, the 
amount of the expenses that the buyer will pay that will be with
held if he or she cancels. It provides no way to calculate the cash 
value. Projected premiums and values end at age 7 4, when we 
know the average ages are going beyond, and the fact that the com
pany's interest crediting rate decreases in 1991-none of that is dis
closed to the buyer. Is that right, Mr. DePalo? 

Mr. DEPALO. I believe you can get an illustration out to any age 
that the agent chooses to run. I believe the reason you only have 
age 7 4 there is that is what-I believe that is all that fits on that 
one page. Our illustrations do run to age 100 and can be run--

Senator METZENBAUM. But other than that, none of that informa
tion is disclosed, is that right, all the other items I mentioned? 

Mr. DEPALO. Most of what is disclosed is what is on your chart 
up there. Life expectancy is an estimate. Anyone can choose a life 
expectancy. We are more than glad to give you our estimate of a 
life expectancy for your particular age. As we all know, life expect
ancy-some will live longer, some will live shorter. 

Senator METZENBAUM. But there are averages and there are pro
jections. 

Mr. DEPALO. That is correct. 
Senator METZENBAUM. And you use them in your actuarial calcu-

lations, don't you? . 
Mr. DEPALO. Of course we do. 
Senator METZENBAUM. And you have changed them within 

recent years as life expectancy has increased, but you haven't nec
essarily adjusted your rates accordingly, have you? 

Mr. DEPALO. We have increased our dividends for improvement 
in mortality as our experience develops. Our dividend scale is 
based on a calculation of actual experience over a prior period of 
approximately 5 years, and as mortality improves, we pass the vast 
majority of those improvements on to existing policyholders. And 
the mortality assumptions used in our new business illustrations 
are linked to be the same assumption that is being used for pay
ment of dividends to recent issues. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, Mr. DePalo. We 
appreciate your coming forward. 

Mr. DEPALO. A pleasure. 
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Senator METZENBAUM. Is there anybody else who wishes to be 
heard from the insurance companies? 

[No response.] 
Senator METZENBAUM. If not, this hearing stands adjourned. 

Again, I will repeat our doors are open to the ACLI or any and all 
insurance companies. 

· [Whereupon, at 11:58 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned.] 
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I WHAT CONSUMERS AREN'T TOLD I 
-.J 
N Essential Information not Disclosed in Policy Sales llustrations 0 

45 Year Old Male Non-Smoker $300,000 coverage 

ID 

~ ~ II ~ N 

I 

I-' 
~~211 6 TheGuardian• PACIFIC MUTlJAL I-' 

""°""""""1 ........ loNIComs-, ra!HAR1FORD 
Annual Premium Annual Premium Annual Premium Annual Premium Annual Premium 

$2,334 $5,206 $5,387 $4, 769-5,603 $6,800 

1. Polley Not Guaran- 1. Buyer Pays 1. Buyer pays over 1. Buyer Pays 1. Buyer Pays $6,800 
teed after Age 57 $5,206 In First $4,578 In First $4,769 In First In First Year Sales 

2. Buyer Pays over Year Sales Com- Yaar Sales Com- Year Sales Commissions > 
$1,400 In First mission missions Commissions 2. Annual Cost of "t! 

Year Sales Com- 2. Buyer's Life 2. Buyer's Life 2. Annual Cost of Death Benefit "t! a i:,:J mission Expectancy Expectancy Death Benefit withheld z 3. Buyer's Life Ex• Withheld Withheld Withheld 3. Buyer's Life Ex-
pectancy Withheld 3. Annual Cost of 3. Annual Cost of 3. Amount of pectancy Withheld t:i -4. Annual Cost of Death Benefit Death Benefit Expenses 4. Amount of Ex- >l 
Death Benefit Withheld Withheld Buyer Will Pay penses Buyer WIii 
Withheld 4. Amount of Ex- 4. Amount of Ex- Withheld Pay Withheld 

5. Amount of Ex- penses Buyer penses Buyer 4. Some Premium 5. No way to calcu-
penses buyer win Will Pay Withheld Will Pay Withheld and Polley late cash value 
pay withheld 5. No Way to Calcu- 5. No way to calcu- Values not 6. Company's Interest 

6. No way to calcu- late Cash Value late cash value Guaranteed crediting rate 
late cash value 6. Projected Premi- 6. Cancellation 5. Noway to decreased in 1991 

7. Featured Rate of urns and Values Charges Not calculate cash 
Growth Not Guar- EndatAge74 Disclosed value 
anteed 7. Company's inter- 7. Company's inter-

8. Company's Inter- est crediting rate est Crediting 
est Crediting Rate decreased in Rate Decreased 
Decreased in 1991 1991 in 1991 
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ALEXANDER HAMILTON LIFE 
IRRESISTIBLE NEWLIFE II 

FLEXIBLE PREMIUM ADJUSTABLE LIFE INSURANCE {FORM NO. 76360) 

INITIAL SPECIFIED AMT: 300,000 
MALE AGE 45 PREFERRED 

A 
G 
E YR 

45 1 
46 2 
47 3 
48 4 
49 5 

50 6 
51 7 
52 8 
53 9 
54 10 

55 11 
56 12 
57 13 
58 14 
59 15 

60 16 
61 17 
62 18 
63 19 
64 20 

65 21 
.66 22 
67 23 
68 24 
69 25 

70 26 
71 27 
72 28 
73 29 
74 30 

YEARLY 
NET 

OUTLAY 

OPTION A: LEVEL DEATH BENEFIT 

-------~CURRENT CHARGES--------- ------GUARANTEED CHARGES------
CURRENT INTEREST GUARANTEED INTEREST 

OF 7.500%# OF 4.000% 

ACCUMU
LATION 

VALUE 

CASH 
SURRENDER 

. VALUE 
DEATH 

BENEFIT 

ACCUMU- CASH 
LATION SURRENDER 

VALUE VALUE 
DEATH 

BENEFIT 
---- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- --------- ----------

2,334 
2,334 
2,334 
2,334 
2,334 

2,334 
2,334 
2,334 
2,334 
2,334 

2,334 
2,334 
2,334 
2,334 
2,334 

2,334 
2,334 
2,334 
2,334 
2,334 

2,334 
2,334 
2,334 
2,334 
2,334 

2,334 
2,334 
2,334 
2,334 
2,334 

1,564 
3,188 
4,872 
6,610 
8,401 

10,239 
12,121 
14,042 
.15,999 
17,984 

20,086 
22,220 
24,377 
26,550 
28,727 

31,047 
33,375 
35,701 
38,010 
40,282 

42,700 
45,062 
47,339 
49,497 
51,496 

53,286 
54,814 
56,012 
56,806 
57,103 

0 
854 

2,538 
4,510 
6,534 

8,605 
10,720 
12,875 
15,065 
17,284 

· 19,620 
21,986 
24,377 
26,550 
28,727 

31,047 
33,375 
35,701 
38,010 
40,282 

42,700 
45,062 
47,339 
49,497 
51,496 

53,286 
54,814 
56,012 
56,806 
57,103 

300,000 
300,000 
300,000 
300,000 
300,000 

300,000 
300,000 
300,000 
300,000 
300,000 

300,000 
300,000 

.300,000 
300,000 
Joo;ooo 

300,000 
300,000 
300,000 
300,000 
300,000 

300,000 
300,000 
300,000 
300,000 
300,000 

300,000 
300,000 
300,000 
300,000 
300,000 

1,501 
2,331 
3,077 
3,731 
4,273 

4,690 
4,950 
5,024 
4,876 
4,465 

3,760 
2,720 
1,312 

0 
0 

743 
1,630 
2,406 

3,056 
3,549 
3,857 
3,942 
3,765 

3,293 
2,486 
1,312 

300,000 
300,000 
300,000 
300,000 
300,000 

300,000 
300,000 
300,000 
300,000 
300,000 

300,000 
300,000 
300,000 

PRESENTED BY: AHL UL PAGE 1 OF 8 
AHL030492G THIS IS AN ILLUSTRATION, NOT A CONTRACT 
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ALEXANDER Bl\MILTON LIFE 
IRRESISTIBLE NEWLIFE II 

FLEXIBLE PREMIUM ADJUSTABLE LIFE INSORANCE (FORM NO. 76360) 

INITIAL SPECIFIED AMT: 300,000 
MALE AGE 45 PREFERRED 

OPTION A: LEVEL DEATH BENEFIT 

--ctlllRENT CHARGES ------GUARANTEED CHARGES------
CURRENT INTEREST GUARANTEED INTEREST 

OF 7.500%# OF 4.000% 

A YEARLY ACCUMU- CASH ACCUMU- CASH 
G NET LATION SURRENDER DEATH LATION SURRENDER DEATH 
E YR OUTLAY VALUE VALUE BENEFIT VALUE VALUE BENEFIT 

75 31 2,334 56,797 56,797 300,000 
76 32 2,334 55,760 55,760 300,000 
77 33 2,334 53,838 53,838 300,000 
78 34 2,334 50,848 50,848 300,000 
79 35 2,334 46,563 46,563 300,000 

80 36 2,334 40,712 40,712 300,000 
81 37 2,334 32,955 32,955 300,000 
82 38 2,334 22,876 22,876 300,000 
83 39 2,334 9,954 9,954 300,000 

# In policy years 11-15, 16-20 and 21 and thereafter, the current interest 
rate is illustrated with an additional 1/2%, 1% and 1 1/2% respectively. 
This is in accordance with the 1/2% improvements to the Twindex in years 11, 
16 and 21, as indicated on the interest rate endorsement. 

This report is not valid without the ADDITIONAL BENEFITS AND INFORMATION report 

PRESENTED BY: AHL UL PAGE 2 OF 8 
AHL030492G THIS IS AN ILLUSTRATION, NOT A CONTRACT 
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·ALEXANDER HAMJ:LTON LIFE 
:IRRESISTIBLE NEWLIFE II 

FLEXIBLE PRElmJII ADJUSTABLE LIFE INSURANCE (FORM NO. 76360) 

INITIAL SPECIFIED AMT: 300,000 
JIALB AGB 45 PREFERRED 

OPTION A: LEVEL DEATH BENEFIT 

VALUES REFLECT CURRENT MORTALITY CHARGES AND CURRENT INTEREST OF 7.5001# 

INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN UPON· SURRENDER OR DEATH 

A BEFORE-TAX SURRENDER AFTER-TAX DEATH 
G ANIIUALIZBD CIJIIULATl:VE 
B YR OVTLAY OtJTLAY VALUE l·RETURN BENEFIT I RETURN --------

45. 1 2,334 -2,334 0 -100.00 300,000 12,753.47 
46 2 2,334 4,668 854 -71.52 300,000 984.83 
47 3 2,334 .7,002 2·,538 -42.77 300,000 367.27 
48 4 2,334 9,336 4,510 ~21.06 300,000 205.85 
49 5 2,-334 11,670 6,534 -18.74 300,000 137.39 

50 6 2,334 14,004 8,605 -13.78 300,000 100.78 
51 7 2,334 16,338 10,720 -10.55 300,000 78.39 
52 8 2,334 18,672 12,875 -,8.33 300,000 63.43 
53 9 2,334 21,006 15,065 -6.73 300,000 52.80. 
54 10 2,33, 23,340 17,284 -5.55 300,000 -44.91 

55 11 2,334 25,674 19,620 -4.56 300,000 38,84 
56 12 2,334 28,!)08 21;986 -3.79 300,000 34.04 
57 13 2,334 30,342 24,377 -3.18 300,000 30.16 
58 14 .2,334 32,676 26,550 -2.82 300,000 26.97 
59 15 2,334 35,010 28,727 -2.52 300,000 24.30 

60 16 2,334 37,344 31,047 -2.21 300,000 22.04 
61 17 2,334 39,678 33,375 ,-1.95 300,000 20.10 
62 18 2,334 42,012 35,701 -1.74 300,000 18.43 
63 19 2,334 44,346 38,010 -1.57 300,000 16.97 
64 :io 2,334 46,680 40,282 -1.43 ·300,000 15.68 

65 21 2,334 49,014 42,700 -1.27 300,000 14.55 
66 22 2,334 51,348 45,062 -1;15 300,000 13.53 
67 23 2,334 53;682 47,339 ~1.06 ·300,000 12.63 
68 24 2,334 56,016 49,497 -1.00 300,000 11.81 
69 25 2,334 58,350 51,496 -0.98 300,000 11.07 

70 26 2,334 60,684 .53,286 -0.98 300,000 10.41 
71 27 2,334 63,018 54,814 -1.01 300,000 9.80 
72 28 2,334 65,352 .56,012 -1.08 300,000 .9.24 
73 29 2,334 67,686 56,806 -1.19 300,000 8.73 
74 30 2,334 · 70,020 57,103 -1.35 30·0,000 8.26 

PRESENTED BY: AHL UL PAGE 3 OF 8 
·JIIIL030492G THIS IS AN ILLUSTRATION, NOT A.CONTRACT 
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ALEXANDER HAMILTON LIFE 
IRRESISTIBLE NEWLIFE II 

FLEXIBLE PREMIUM ADJUSTABLE LIFE INSURANCE (FORM NO. 76360) 

INITIAL SPECIFIED AMT: 

OPTION A: LEVEL DEATH BENEFIT 

300,000 

VALUES REFLECT CURRENT MORTALITY CHARGES AND CURRENT INTEREST OF 7.500%# 

INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN UPON SURRENDER OR DEATH 

A BEFORE-TAX SURRENDER AFTER-TAX DEATH 
G ANNUALIZED CtlMULATIVE 
E YR OUTLAY OUTLAY VALUE % RETURN BENEFIT "' RETURN 

---------75 31 2,334 72,354 56,797 -1.56 300,000 7.82 
76 32 2,334 74,688 55,760 -1.84 300,000 7.42 
77 33 2,334 77,022 53,838 -2.21 300,000 7.05 
78 34 2,334 79,356 50,848 -2.71 300,000 6. 70 
79 35 2,334 81,690 46,563 -3.40 300,000 6.38 

80 36 2,334 84,024 40,712 -4.39 300,000 6.08 
81 37 2,334 86,358 32,955 -5.98 300,000 5.80 
82 38 2,334 88,692 22,876 -9.03 300,000 5.53 
83 39 2,334 91,026 9,954 -18.99 300,000 5.28 

THIS ILLUSTRATION REFLECTS VALUES BASED UPON CURRENT MORTALITY AND CURRENT 
INTEREST RATES AND IS NOT VALID WITHOUT THE GUARANTEED VALUES. 

# In policy years 11-15, 16-20 and 21 and.thereafter, the current interest 
rate is illustrated with an additional 1/2%, 1% and l 1/2% respectively. 
This is in accordance with the 1/2% improvements to the Twindex in years 11, 
16 and 21, as indicated on the interest rate endorsement. 

This report is not valid without the ADDITIONAL BENEFITS AND INFORMATION report 

PRESENTED BY: AHL UL PAGE 4 OF 8 
AHL030492G THIS IS AN ILLUSTRATION, NOT A CONTRACT 
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ALEXANDER HAMILTON LIFE 
IRRESISTIBLE NEWLIFE II 

FLEXIBLE PREMIUM ADJUSTABLE LIFE INSURANCE (FORM NO. 76360) 

INITIAL SPECIFIED AMT: 300,000 
MALE AGE 45 PREFERRED 

OPTION A: LEVEL DEATH BENEFIT 

VALUES REFLECT CURRENT MORTALITY CHARGES AND CURRENT INTEREST OF 7.500%# 

PRESENT VALUE ANALYSIS AT 5.00% UPON SURRENDER OR DEATH 

A 
G ANNUALIZED CUMULATIVE 
E YR OUTLAY OUTLAY 

45 1 
46 2 
47 3 
48 4 
49 5 

50 6 
51 7 
52 8 
53 9 
54 10 

55 11 
56 12 
57 13 
58 14 
59 15 

60 16 
61 17 
62 18 
63 19 
64 20 

65 21 
66 22 
67 23 
68 24 
69 25 

70 26 
71 27 
72 28 
73 29 
74 30 

2,334 
2,223 
2,117 
2,016 
1,920 

1,829 
1,742 
1,659 
1,580 
1,505 

1,433 
1,365 
1,300 
1,238 
1,179 

1,123 
1,069 
1,018 

970 
924 

880 
838 
798 
760 
724 

689 
656 
625 
595 
567 

2,334 
4,557 
6,674 
8,690 

10,610 

12,439 
14,181 
15,839 
17,419 
18,924 

20,357 
21,721 
23,021 
24,259 
25,437 

26,560 
27,629 
28,648 
29,618 
30;541 

31,421 
32,259 
33,056 
33,816 
34,540 

35,229 
35,886 
36,511 
37,106 
37,673 

BEFORE-TAX SURRENDER AFTER-TAX DEATH 

PRESENT P.V. 
VALUE DIFFERENCE 

0 
775 

2,192 
3,710 
5,120 

6,421 
7,619 
8,714 
9,711 

10,611 

11,471 
12,243 
12,928 
13,410 
13,818 

14,223 
14,561 
14,835 
15,042 
15,182 

15,327 
15,404 
15,412 
15,347 
15,207 

14,986 
14,682 
14,288 
13,801 
13,212 

-2,334 
-3,782 
-4,481 
-4,980 
-5,491 

-6,018 
-6,562 
-7,125 
-7,708 
-8,313 

-8,885 
-9,479 

-10,093 
-10,849 
-11,619 

-12,337 
-13,068 
-13,813 
-14,576 
-15,359 

-16,094 
-16,854 
-17,644 
'-18,469 
-19,333 

-20,243 
-21,204 
-22,223 
-23,305 
-24,461 

PRESENT P.V. 
VALUE DIFFERENCE 

285,714 
272,109 
259,151 
246,811 
235,058 

223,865 
213,204 
203,.052 
193,383 
184,174 

175,404 
167,051 
159,097 
151,521 
144,305 

137,434 
130,889 
124,656 
118,720 
113,067 

107,683 
102,555 

97,672 
93,021 
88,591 

84,372 
80,355 
76,528 
72,884 
69,413 

283,380 
267,552 
252,477 
238,121 
224,448 

211,426 
199,024 
187,213 
175,964 
165,250 

155,047 
145,330 
136,076 
127,262 
118,868 

110,873 
103,260 

96,009 
89,103 
82,526 

76,262 
70,297 
64,615 
59,204 
54,051 

49,143 
44,469 
40,017 
35,778 
31,740 

PRESENTED BY: AHL UL PAGE 5 OF 8 
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296 

ALEXANDER HAMILTON LIFE 
IRRESISTIBLE NEWLIFE II 

FLEXIBLE PREMIUM ADJUSTABLE LIFE INSURANCE (FORM NO. 76360) 

INITIAL SPECIFIED AMT: 300,000 
MALE AGE 45 PREFERRED 

A 
G 
E 

75 
76 
77 
78 
79 

80 
81 
82 
83 

OPTION A: LEVEL DEATH BENEFIT 

VALUES REFLECT CURRENT MORTALITY CHARGES AND CURRENT INTEREST OF 7.500%# 

PRESENT VALUE ANALYSIS AT 5.00% UPON SURRENDER OR DEATH 
BEFORE-TAX SURRENDER AFTER-TAX DEATH 

ANNUALIZED CUMULATIVE PRESENT P.V. PRESENT P.V. 
YR OUTLAY OUTLAY VALUE DIFFERENCE VALUE DIFFERENCE 

---------31 540 38,213 12,516 -25,698 66,108 27,895 
32 514 38,728 11,702 -27,025 62,960 24,232 
33 490 39,217 10,761 -28,457 59,962 20,744 
34 467 39,684 9,679 -30,005 57,107 17,423 
35 444 40,128 8,441 -31,687 54,387 14,259 

36 423 40,551 7,029 -33,522 51,797 11,246 
37 403 40,954 5,419 -35,535 49,331 8,376 
38 384 41,338 3,583 -37,756 46,982 5,644 
39 366 41,704 1,485 -40,219 44,744 3,041 

THIS ILLUSTRATION REFLECTS VALUES BASED UPON CURRENT MORTALITY AND CURRENT 
INTEREST RATES AND IS NOT VALID WITHOUT THE GUARANTEED VALUES. 

# In policy years 11-15, 16-20 and 21 and thereafter, the current interest 
rate is illustrated with an additional 1/2%, 1% and 1 1/2% respectively. 
This is in accordance with the 1/2% improvements to the Twindex in years 11, 
16 and 21, as indicated on the interest rate endorsement. 

This report is not valid without the ADDITIONAL BENEFITS AND INFORMATION report 

PRESENTED BY: AHL UL PAGE 6 OF s· 
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ALEXANDER HAMILTON LIFE 
IRRESISTIBLE NEIILIFE II 

FLEXIBLE PREMIUM ADJUSTABLE LIFE INSURANCE (FORM NO. 76360) 

INITIAL SPECIFIED AMT: 
MALE AGE 45 PREFERRED 

·MODAL PREMIUM: 

OPTION A: LEVEL DEATH BENEFIT 

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS AND INFORMATION 

ANNUAL 

300,000 

MINIMllM FIRST YEAR (ANNUALIZED) PREMIUM 
GUIDELINE SINGLE PREMIUM 
GUIDELINS LEVEL PREMIUM 
MODIFIED ENDOWMENT PREMIUM 

2,334 
68,467 
6,219 

16,719 

THIS ILLUSTRATION IS VALID IN ALL STATES EXCEPT NEW YORK, MASSACHUSETTS, 
NEW JERSEY AND MONTANA. 

UPON WRITTEN NOTIFICATION TO ALEXANDER HAMILTON LIFE, THE MATURITY AGE 
CAN BE EXTENDED BEYOND THE CURRENT MATURITY AGE OF 95 DEPENDING UPON 
STATE APPROVAL. 

TWINDEX 

ALEXANDER HAMILTON LIFE USES A TWINDEX SYSTEM FOR DETERMINING THE GUARANTEED 
MINIMUM INTEREST RATE ON IRRESISTIBLE NEWLIFE II. THIS TWIN INDEX FOR 
DECLARING INTEREST GIVES POLICYOWNERS EARNINGS TIED TO THE GREATER OF SHORT 
OR LONG TERM MONEY RATES ON THE EQUITY/ACCUMULATION VALUE OF THEIR POLICIES. 

THE TWINDEX WORKS AS FOLLOWS: 

.AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH CALENDAR QUARTER THE COMPANY COMPARES THE LATEST 
YIELD RATE FOR 13-WEEK U.S. TREASURY BILLS TO THE 3-MONTH AVERAGE YIELD 
FOR 10-YEAR U.S. TREASURY NOTES. THE GREATER OF THESE RATES MINUS 1 1/2% 
(POLICY YEARS 1-10), 1% (YEARS 11-15), 1/2% (YEARS 16-20) AND 0% 
(YEARS 21+) IS THE TWINDEX RATE FOR THE NEXT QUARTER ON THE EQUITY/ 
ACCUMULATION VALUE IN EXCESS OF POLICY LOANS. THE GUARANTEED MINIMUM 
INTEREST RATE PAYABLE BY THE COMPANY IS THE TWINDEX RATE OR 4%, WHICHEVER IS 
GREATER. IF EITHER OF THE INDEXES EQUALS OR EXCEEDS 15%, THE GUARANTEED RATE 
PAYABLE BY THE COMPANY WILL BE 15% MINUS THE APPLICABLE PRESCRIBED FACTOR. 
THE COMPANY MAY STILL DECLARE A RATE HIGHER THAN THIS IF DEEMED APPROPRIATE. 

***ADDITIONAL BENEFITS AND INFORMATION CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE*** 

PRESENTED BY: AHL UL PAGE 7 OF 8 
AHL030492G THIS IS AN-ILLUSTRATION, NOT A CONTRACT 
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ALEXANDER HAMILTON LIFE 
IRRESISTIBLE NEWLIFE II 

FLEXIBLE·PREMIUM ADJUSTABLE LIFE INSURANCE (FORM NO. 76360) 

INITIAL SPECIFIED AMT: 300,000 
MALE AGE 45 PREFERRED 

YEAR 5 
YEAR 10 
YEAR 15 

AGE 65 

OPTION A: LEVEL DEATH BENEFIT 

CONTINUATION OF ADDITIONAL BENEFITS AND INFORMATION 

COST AND PAYMENT INDEXES 

----:NET PAYMENT INDEX---- .SURRENDER COST INDEX-------
CURRENT CURRENT GUARANTEED CURRENT CURRENT GUARANTEED 

CHARGES AND CHARGES AND CHARGES AND CHARGES AND CHARGES AND CHARGES AND 
CURRENT ILLUSTRATED GUARANTEED CURRENT ILLUSTRATED GUARANTEED 

INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
OF 7.SOOt# OF s.ooot OF 4.000t OF ,.soot# OF s.ooot OF 4.000t 

7.78 
7.78 
7.78 

7.78 

7.78 
7.78 

7.78 
7.78 

4.03 
3.42 
3.55 

3.91 

6.29 
6.68 

6.40 
6.83 

THESE INDEXES ARE COMPUTED BY THE FORMULAE AS PRESCRIBED BY THE NATIONAL 
ASSOCIATION OF INSURANCE COMMISSIONERS; AND REFLECT THE TIME VALUE OF 
MONEY AT 5. 00 PERCENT. . 

THESE INDEXES INCLUDE THE COST OF ADDITIONAL BENEFITS. 

# In policy years 11-15, 16-20 and 21 and thereafter, the current interest 
rate is illustrated with an additional l/2t, lt and 1 1/2t respectively. 
This is in accordance with the 1/2t improvements to the Twindex in years 11, 
16.and 21, as indicated on the interest rate endorsement. 

PRESENTED BY: AHL UL PAGE 8 OF 8 
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't); l'.U()(,.ii!;..\fl/CI,~:·; L[rl:F"L.AN JLLU'.?lk.',rilJf~:~ F'i!,C!-:. , t,;-

11ALE AG£ ,15 

:300,000 WIIOLE LIFE. PO UP !l 100 

1)GE AT 
Sl"ART 
OF Yll 

1 45 
::! ·16 
3 47 
4 •113 
5 49 

6 50 
7 51 
8 52 
9 5,3 

10 54 

11 55 
, :.? 5,":> 
13 '.:>7 
14 '.)3 
15 S•i' 

16 60 
17 ,:01 
18 6~ 
1 <;· 63 
20 64 

::~, 65 
:'.2 bl 
:.~; 67 
24 68 

._:.9 

::'.6 i") 
~;: 
2::1 

73 
:::v 74 

f'll[FEHHEO NDti·-SMOt:ER 
DIVITIENJ>S TO PAID UP ADOS 

(I) en (3) 

TOTAL NET CUl1 
DIVID f•Rt::MIUM f'REl-HUM 

( 4) 
GU'1R 
C,-'.\Sl-1 

W1LU[ 
YR END 

(5) 

NE f 
C,~,SI-I 

W1UJ£ 
'rR END 

0 
0 

15 
151 
319 

500 
746 

1131 
1565 
204? 

25B4 
3165 
37'.51 
4390 
5077 

5801 
6616 
7478 
F.H5i 
9•194 

10636 
\4•116 
1605i 
1 i'86\ 
19605 

::!1859 
~ 111.~3 
267:)-3 
~~9::, !.-1 
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5206 
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105594 
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1 :~0951 
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133449 
139,S74 
I 45890 
15:;09•1 

0 

" 4672 
10275 
16226 

2~605 
2954'7 
37738 
46645 
56333 

66879 
78311 
90730 

1 04204 
118818 

133774 
150013 
16"1673 
1 86854 
207694 

230]64 
25•!975 
'.."!817'..!0 
31 0777 
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,, • UJHI(() IAN/G lAC LlFEPI..AN , Il..1..lJSTflAT IONS ** F·AGE ;.i OF 3 

HlJMM,.\R Y fl'r 20 't P.8 

J'tlTAL F'REM:CUMB: 
ILE8SI TOTAL CAffli VALUE: 

I 1:ut,RAHTE[O > 
!VALUE rn• DIVlDENDSl 

l)] 1-FEl,F:liCE 
t,VUl,,l;E lHFFEllEIICE PER YEi-)1'\ 
i-WElli'1(;[ l>[ATII f:EHEFIT 

51 !NlEREST ADJUSTED COSTSIII: 

1 '.!05"151 
0.:,7•12 

3.39557 

AT 10 YI..ARB 3.36 
AT 20 YEARS -.70 

51 INTEREBI ADJUBILD PAYHENTB: 
AT 10 YEARS 
AT 20 YEARS 

I '.i.12 
1 o. '11 

Si EWUIVALENT LEVEL ANNUAL OIVIDENDS: 
AT 10 YEARS 2.23 
AT 20 YEARS 6.44 

PREPARED OH 05/26/92 

10,1 I 24 
2<)""/6?] 

-1,:.}:3~)6S' 
··'.ii 'lB 

~ 
"""' 
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•tt GUARDJ~H/CJ/\C LIFEPLAN JLLUBTRATIOHG *" F'i'.',f. E :, OF ,, 

F~EPARED UN 05/26/92 

ClJhHt,:-1l'fcFD CMill VAI..LIUi AS SHUWN ON THJ.S. 11..LUSTRAllOM hflE Cll·!L'l". ,W/'\11.(,BI...E l.F 1>1..1.. 
l"i\E:11 fl!Mf; 1-1/\V~: E:EEN f"AI\), THI:: AIHilJ,,,L RA'H: DF rtHLl<FGT UlmEIU .. YlMI; TIIF 
COM1:•ur1H ION OF THESE GU(,flhNTEE.8 HI 57. FOfl THE FHIST '.,?O YEMlS /\Ml) ;I c llff.llE1W HJ\

i-\!..I.. L'.hf;1-1 i/i'1LUl::S SH(Jl.:N Ar(E nm IJF YEAfl VALUE!). 
i1LL 1..1.Ff-TIJ,N H .. 1..UBTHr\TlONS HIH Ii'll)IVll)IIAI.. Ll:FE INSUflt\ilCE F'IWDUCTS i',HE TE.EHi> 

FUii. TIii: F·l.•SbU:ILilY l.lF CLt\!iGJF"ICATIDIJ Mi (l Mtlfl.lFH.I) El·'.DDl,JMENT FOi< HIF l'UP.F'U!;E:3 
l1F l'EI>f.R/JL HICUHE ThXhTlDIL TlllS TEliT AF-'F'L.IES TO POLJ:CHS Uf!EflE:11 INTO r\FH:n 
. .JUIIE }0, 1'."i.113 /1I·!)') M(,Y m,r DE U!,EO FOl'l F'OLICHS IH FURCE DETUHL Tll1YI .l•(dF .. 

ll IE ILL U'.i'I HA'I Fil lilllU\YS 8110\IM OM Hirn ILLUBI H/\T Illl1 IIOLJLI) /!OT C?\USE 11 l () I:E 
l_'.1..,-\!)~;ffJEl) nn f\ HIJDli'"IEi) ENJ)Olvl1ENL Tllrn TEST 1B NDT (1 GIJ/\l'(f\l.lTU. Tll()l r\ 
F•hflTIClJU\1\ POLICY IHLI.. MOT BE CI..ABSIFIED r-\S A HUDIFIU) EPiiOvJMENT Ill TIIE FUTUPE. 

FJC!Ji\l:.B D[T'E:t;i>Hh; rn; OI\ilOENllfl Ail[ NEJ lll[H ESl'IMAl[l) NUil Gl!r\flAl,!lEI::!), i::1n eil!.E 
L</>'.H'l;, UN THE 1?'?2 lllVlllE)ID SC/ll..E: •. 

,'1CTl.i/1I Fl.lfUI\E D.l.'/11/FNllf:: IMY HF HIGlll::ll 011 UJl.,!1::1( Tll/-lll Tl·IIJBE !l.LlJ!HlltclTl) 
lil:-f'l::i'H:• l:ilG 0:1 Tl IE COl·IP(,/IY 'S hCTll/ll.. FUTllflE l::XFE:fl lEtlCE. 

1111:: ('[)(, I 1.lF THE 1H:OVE l''Ol...lCY IJVEI\ A PDLIDO OF Yt=:/Hlb C11Ni!Ol f:[ l>FlUi1·1IJ;/.l1 ~ 
\,)l j 1101.JT H,1011(, IHTO ACCOI.INT lllE INTEREST THrH WJULI) II/WE IJE[N Et,[U!E.D 11(\11 n:E 0 
r·1t1:1·:11u:s f:l::Et: Hl'll::!rlE!J RhlHER Tlli~H F'AID Tll HIE INGUllER. t¢ 

UET l:oFAlH BENEFIT OM Ill.I .. F'EHMM!ENT PL/\Nti ME:AMH THE F/-lC:E AMO\INT l'·'L.U8 f!.11)1:.1\::i, lF 
i'll/Y, F"LlJH TIIE f?i'IJ) OF YicM( l)l'J{[)[Nll L.ES\1 F'IJUCY L.IJAIHL '" FULL Dl\/.llo[f'.)) :rn 1-:ur 
\;u:r::.1l1'cl .. l..Y !''All> llf"ON DEATH J>UHHIG Tl-IE POLICY YEAH, OlllF.f\ V/\lll/\BLUi IW.E 
l'l>H,,H:U. YC<tm A(;i::rn J.J:(LL. DF:i'"INE THE RULES IJF'IJU REC)U[SL 

I Ill:. r·u1..10 Ul,,H Ii··nEHUiT H(,TE Si 101,JN OM YOUR lLL.llSTH/)TlUil Hi P/1Y,,,1.<LE J.M ()))'Jt.i'!t:E. 
(Cl t, lll,;(.':(IUi·H RriTE E(i!.J:i\'(ll .. U-n TO r-\N AIHHJ()I.. Rf\TE OF D.(:)OX. DlVTDl.:l-:J1\:i rW.E 
1',FF/:1:1rn BY hil..lCY UlhN(L LINl)Efl CllllflF.i'IT ECD/!OMIC CUNl!ITION!:l, IM M!'i' GIVE'.! 
l''!J!.lCY YU11( lllE l;REATEH HIE: !\IIIJlllH OF LOAN, THE BM,~l..lEI\ THE Dl'IH:•l::NP. ( llll!l 
PUE'.'i nt)T /;F'f-'LY Hl ECUMOIHX Tl:.flM, ,JI-IICH I-IAS MO LOAN VALUE;). 

Till, NO f·t1Jl1 UP lN,,Ul\/\l!CI:: SHIJl,111 JB THI: MllllJNT TllrYI CAN E<E F"l.111Cili-\fiEI) l.JITI-I HIE 
Ltll) (JF YEi',R NET CllSl-1 W,l..UE (flEM!\lNDEfl AFTER 1..ClJ'iN Hr\S BEEN REF'l~ID). Sli'JCE 
l<El''tiYMEi'f'i llF Till'. L llt,1, AT TIII F; TIME M,W 1-1/lVE TAX CUIHlEl;pJENCE!3, YOU E:IIDllL.ll 
l:Ui·!:il.JI.. T YlllW AC[NT FOH /ll..TEIHl1YI IVES. 

( I l 11-rn:llrsr M>.Jll!HEll CO!:;'! ltlDICJES AIU: BA!lU) 1m THE l'"Dl..lCY EXCI..UL'.l1\:F l< . .ll)[J(!, 
;\,•I) t)flE U1il:.FUI. IN COHF-'/lHil!r; POLICIES llF SIMIL.Ml lYPEG. 

,·,, i,l!-li!LI:_ I.. ITT F'lll.lCY I,! lll I D l FTERENT PRF.MJIJM!o AIU) V/)LUES Hli'l!-1 Tl IE F'L i1U 
Il.1..JJSIH:Ylrn IS AL.SO /lVr-\l.l.i',[<I..E F(Jfl SN.E [tY lliE Gllt)HDIAN. /\HI( YOUR (;Ur)(l[>IMI 
;q:yp_1:!lEt·!TATl 'IE 10 E KPL.,~rn ,JHICI) F·LAII E:E:r,r MlcETS YIJIJI\ 1-;E:E!llL 

I..IFFPL.r.1.1 11..1..llBTP.r,rrnw; -- r)r;Ellt:Y: r:·:, ACF.J!T: ~59 S1iVE llhl'iE ··· 
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304 ,. 

ti AR l F ORD LI FE JNSURAWCE COMP AN Y L INTEREST SENSITJVE LIFE INSUA:ANCE POI.ICY ILLUSTRATION 

INITIAL FACE NOJNT: 1300,000 D:r HAIITFOIID 

INSURED: ISst.E AGE/SEX : 45/M STAG SERIES 

AGENT: 

POL 

TR 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 

15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

PRENILlt CLASS : PREFERRED 

CURRENT (NON-GUARANTEED> VALUES 

························································ 
.. oss DEATII ACctlJMT CASH INTEREST 

PREMIUM BENEFIT VALUE VALUE RATE 

5,387 ,56 300,000 1,211 0 8.000,:: 

5,387.56 300,000 5,961 261 8.000% 

5,387.56 300,000 11.012 5,501 a.ooox 
5,387.56 300,00C 16,457 11,143 a.ooox 
5,387.56 300,000 22,297 17,190 8.IIOOX 

5,387.56 300,00C 28,599 23,707 a.ooox 
5,387.56 300,000 35,347 30,681 8.000X 
5,387.~ 300,000 42,580 38,150 8.000% 

5,387.56 300,000 50,347 46,164 e.ooox 
5,387.56 300,000 58,698 54,774 8.00<a 

c.oo• 300,000 62,262 58,609 8.00IIX 
o.oo• 300,000 66,031 62,661 a.ooox 
0.00- 300,000 70,079 67,007 8.000% 
0.00* 300,000 74,381 71,623 8.000X 
0.00- 300,000 78,990 76,561 a.ooox 

0.00- 300,000 83,909 81,828 8.000: 

0.00- 300,000 89,150 87,436 •·= 
0.00- 300,000 94,790 93,616 8.000X 
0.00- 300,000 100,825 100,238 8.000% 

o.oo• 300,000 107,393 107,393 8.000X 

GUARANTEED VALUES 

································· 
GROSS DEATH CASH 

PREMJI.II BEN!FIT VALUE 

5,387.56 300,000 
5,387.56 300,000 
5,387.56 300,000 4,104 
5,387.56 300,000 8,860 
5,387.56 300,000 13,m 

5,387.56 300,000 18,839 
5,387.56 300,000 24,056 

5,387.56 300,000 29,419 
5,387.56 300,000 34,919 
5,387.56 300,000 40.553 

5,387.56 300,000 46,316 
5,387.56 300,000 52,209 
5,387.56 300,000 58,235 
5,387.56 300,000 64,390 
5,387.56 300,000 70,667 

5,387.56 300,000 77,059 
5,387.56 300,000 83,557 
5,387.56 300,000 90,293 
5,387.56 300,000 97,125 
5,387.56 300,000 103,990 

I····"'•"'" CURRENT (NON•GUARANTE£D) VALUES ••••••••• I I·········· CUARANTEED VALUES ·····•-·-·I 
POI.ICY i'OTAL TOTAL CASH 5% ADJUSTED INDEXES PER S1000 lOTAL .... 

rw PREMllJII NET COST VALUE SURRENDER PAYMENT SURRENDER PAYMENT PREMll.14 VALUE 
5 26,938 9,748 17,190 e.oa 17.96 10.05 17.96 26,938 13,m 

10 53,876 ·898 54,774 4.13 17.96 r.n 17,96 53,876 40,553 
15 53,$76• --~,685 76,561 Z.10 13.36 7.56 17.96 80,813 70,667 
20 53,876• -53,517 107,393 0.82 11.13 7.97 17.96 107,751 103,990 

AGE 

65 53,876• ·53,517 107,393 107,751 103,990 

• turl"fflt valun au~ election to pay no pnaiun after tt,e 10th year. ff~, .,..,.a,n:eed vat~ nal.lM cantlnuinv 
pr-emit111 pe~ts. · 
CUl"l"fflt values are bnecl on tht CCIIPW'IY'S CUl"l"tnt cost of insur-ar-ce and credited interest rates, These rates are not 
gual"anteed, and are sLOject to c:hqe by the CCIIIIP8f'1Y. Cur-rent credited tnurest, fil"st year and thereafter, fs a.OOl. 
The guara."ltffd mini- intffnt l"ate Is 4.00% In any policy year, and 5.00X C\lll.llatl..,.. 

SL 2 
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Ill! YORI LIFE IISIJRAICE Cl!PAIY 
PROPOOALPAGE 

Salple Illustration 

306 

lodified Preli111 lihole Life 
J!ale 45 Ledger 
Issued in RY 
====== IIODmDl PREll!lll lllOLE LIFE====== 
Ron-Smoker $300,oouace bo1lnt 

Annllal Payert: 

Paid Up Mditions 
TaX Bracket = 28.00t 

illTIAL PRll!I1lll 

OLTJIIATE PR!ll, 

7 PAY LIIIIT 
Jill OPP PRll!I1lll 

Annllally 
$4,769.00 

$5,603.00 

$13,905.00 
$9,136.00 

OVner is Insured 

Selli,AnnUally 
$2,419.00 

~ly 
$1,243.50 

$2,878.00 $1,459.50 

$6,952.50 $3,476.25 
· $4,503.50 $2,232.75 

C-0-1! 
$419.00 

$491.00 

$1,158.75 
$739.75 

Dividends are not guaranteed. ror ezplanation refer to Forl 11939. 
l!lis illustration was prepared for Bill YORI LIFE IISOmCE Cl!PAllY using ISIS. 

ISIS Ver, I.L, 5,6190!ll 2·29-92 Page 1 of 3 
Illus COde: lllll lllll .lllll lllll 11lll lllll lllll 11lll 

NYLIC 
Kay 27, 1992· 3.a.v. 
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11111 YOIIK LIPB IBStll!AICE aJIPARY llay 27, 1992 
Prepared by Salple Illastration · 

l!Odified Prai111 lihole Life 
lale 45 Ledger 
Issued in IY 

l!lllimll PRJmilll lillOIB LIPB 
lon-Sder $300,000 Face Amant 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Allmlal 

Policy cash let cash Face Ket 
Het cash Value of cash Value Amunt of Death 

m AGE Prai111 Value Adds Value Increase Adds Benefit 

1 45 4769 0 0 0 0 . 0 300000 
2 46 4769 0 240 240 240 0 300000 
3 47 4769 1800 739 2539 2299 803 300803 
4 48 4769 6000 1519 7519 4979 2384 302384 
5 49 4769 10200 2624 12824 5305 4723 304723 

6 50 5603 15300 4076 19376 6552 7872 307872 
7 51 5603 20700 5791 26491 7115 11800 311800 
8 52 5603 26100 7805 33905 7414 16184 316184 
9 53 5603 31500 10i60 41660 7755 21065 321065 

10 54 5603 37800 12909 50709 9049 26497 326497 

11 55 5603 44400 16460 60860 10151 32549 332549 
12 56 5603 50700 20876 71576 10716 40146 340146 
13 57 5603 57000 26223 83223 11617 49281 319281 
14 58 5603 63600 32577 96177 12954 59944 359944 
15 59 5603 70500 40019 110519 1042 72146 372146 

16 60 5603 77100 48654 125754 15236 85903 385903 
17 61 5603 84000 58578 112578 16824 101279 401279 
18 62 5603 90900 69914 160814 18235 118311 418311 
19 63 5603 97800 82793 180593 19779 ll7085 437085 
20 64 5603 104100 97363 201463 20870 157709 457709 

21 65 5603 110700 113544 224244 22781 180298 480298 
22 66 5603 117000 131458 248458 24214 204561 504561 
23 67 5603 123600 151219 274819 26361 230568 530568 
24 68 5603 129900 172921 302821 28002 258371 558371 
25 69 5603 136500 196705 333205 30384 287982 587982 

- fl1is policy has been checked for all years and is not a IIIJdified endonent, 
Any future prai111 or rider changes could affect this. see fOIJ 11939. 

-Values reflect prai1111 payients within ll days following policy anniversary. 

Dividellls are not guaranteed. !'or explanatiuu refer to rori 11939. 
fl1is illustratiuu was prepared for 1!11 YOIIK LIPB IISORAICE aJIPARY using ISIS. 

ISIS Ver, W.L. 5,619DIII 2-29-92 Page 2 of 3 
Illus Code: lllll lllll lllll lllll 11111- lllll lllll lllll 
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l!lli YORK LIFE IHSUR.ll!CE ca!PAHY Kay 27, 1992 
Prepared by Salple Illustration 

l!odified Prailll Whole Life 
J!ale 45 Ledger 
Issued in IIY 

l!ODIFI!ll PRl!Ill! li!!OLll LIPE 
Ion-Sloter $300,000 !'ace AI01mt 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Ammal 

Policy cash Ret cash Face Net 
let cash Value of cash Value · Aslunt of Death 

YR AGE Prailll Value Adds Value Increase Adds Benefit 

26 70 5603 142800 222749 365549 32343 319,492 619492 
27 71 5603 149400 251263 400663 35115 353059 653059 
28 72 5603 155700 282503 438203 37539 388917 688917 
29 73 5603 162000 316769 478769 40566 427374 727374 
30 74 5603 168000 354291 522294 43525 468801 768801 

SlmRY 
20 64 5603 104100 97363 201463 20870 15n09 457709 
21 65 5603 110700 lll544 224244 2,781 180298 480298 
26 70 5603 142800 222749 365549 32343 319492 619492 
LE 79 5603 196200 598199 794399 62274 728077 1028077 
55 99 5603 300000 3582497 3882497 354140 3323711 3623711 

ffl=AVERAGE= 
Death Benefit at Life Expectancy (age 79) $1,028,077 $501,305 
cost of a Dollar at Life Expectancy (age 79) $0.190 $0.380 

• '!his policy bas ~ checked for all years and is not a IOdified endowaent. 
/,Jrf future prl!lilll or rider changes could affect this, See fon 11939, 

• Values reflect prai111 payients vi thin 31 days follom;J policy anniversary. 

Dividends are not guaranteed. For explanation refer to Fon 11939, 
'!his illustration vas prepared for IEI YORK LIFE IIS1lRAIICE a!PAHY using ISIS. 

ISIS Ver. lf.L, 5.6190lli 2·29-92 Page 3 of 3 
Illus Code: - lllll l!lll lllll l!lll l!lll l!lll llll! l!lll 
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REif YORK LIFE IHSURARCR O!PAMY 

l'oII 11939 (Boll to Read a Life Insurance illustration). 

lihf Rev York Life. &ev York Life Insurance Colpany bas been in 
enstence for over 145 years. Rev York Life and its subsidiary, Hev 
York Life Insurance and Ammity Co~ation, are two of a handful of 
COlpanies which have achieved the highest ranking f!Dll the three IIOSt 
proainent industry evaluators (A.M. Best, standard • Poor's, and 
J!oody's Investor services). 

Sole IJportant Rotes About Illustrations. An illustration is not part 
of a policy and is not a contract. '!'he i!IIOunt of proceeds payable 
depend on the tms of the policy and any riders. 

An illustration shows relationships !Jet.wen prelillllS, guaranteed cash 
values and illustrative dividends or illustrative cash values based on 
current rates. 

An illustration 11ay depict a use of a policy, such as financing college 
tuition, a hypothetical side fund investment, such as a certificate of 
deposit, or a concept, such as 1ortgage acceleration, which is not part 
of the policy. It llilY also COIIJ)are two types of policies, such as Ten! 
vs. libole Life, based on current or stated assuaptions. If so, that 
use, side fund, investllent, concept or C011parison will be listed and 
described on the proposal page. You should consult your own legal or 
tax advisor to review your own needs and circllllStances in evaluating the 
concept or use of the policy depicted and the efficacy of the 
assumptions for the illustration, in addition to looking to those 
advisors for the preparation of additional docUlents necessary to 
implement your plans, All tax related issues should be reviewed with 
your tax advisor. 

Alrf figure or any statement in this iliustration is based on the current 
dividend scale or the current excess interest crediting rate and asslllles 
that current rates of investllent return, aortality, expense experience, 
charges for contingencies, and current tax laws continue in the future. 
Changes in these experience factors from the levels reflected in 
current illustrations llilY lead to changes in dividend scales or excess 
interest rates in the future. illerefore, dividends or excess interest 
rates are not estimates or ptlllises of foture results, and are not 
guaranteed. Dividends or excess interest actually payable 11ay be higher 
or lover than illustrated. The allllUnts and calculations illustrated 
ilSS1lle that all \11:eiillllS are fully paid for the period shown. If the 
premllll is not pa1d, those i!IIOunts will change. 

Page 1 ISIS Ver. N.L. 5,6190ll!I 2-29-92 
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lrni YORK LIFE JJIS!IR.l.RCE COOAIIY 

Yom 11939 (lkri to Read a Life Immnce Illustration). 

Hw York Life is the CODpany You Keep - For a LifetiJe and Beyond: 
Let's look at a silple illustration for Rw York Life's lihole Life 
product. 'lllere will US11ally l:E a ProjXlSil Page which highlights the 
basic pameters 1J!X)n which the proposal is based, i.e., sex and age 
of proPJSed insured, initial face aJOU!lt, SllOker or non-sicker status, 
and any applicallle riders. 'Ille illustration itself will l:Egin on the 
following page in the fom of a ledger with colmms. A brief explanation 
of the IIOSt frequently used colUE1S will help you understand how your -
praiun dollars work in the policy. 

Net Preniun 'Ille Net Prenillll collllln represents the arount of dollars _ 
you 111St pay each year to keep the policy in force. It 1ay l:E less 
than the annual poliC¥ preniun in certain years. 'lliis happens when 
policy l:Enefits (dividends, paid-up additions, policy loans) are used 
to pay part or all of your prenillll. If it is 110re convenient, you can 
pay part of your preniun seni-annually, quarterly, or 1onthly from 
your checking account. 

Policy cash Value 'llle Policy cash Value collllll represents the 
mnoo cash value produced by your preniun dollars. This aJJOunt is 
guaranteed as long as the policy's prenillll is paid each year. As one of 
the policy's lifeilie benefits, cash value is available to you as a 
loan at a coapetitive rate. 

cash Value of Adds 'llle _ cash Value of Adds collllln represents the 
cash value of your paid-up insurance additions that your dividends 
!ll!chased. lllese values iay l:E different because the actual dividends 
paid in the future my l:E different from those we illustrate today. 
You can also !ll!chase paid-up insurance by using the OPP Rider (Option 
to Purchase Paid-Up Additions). 

Ret cash Value 'llle Net cash Value collllln is simply the Policy cash 
Value and the cash Value of Adds combined. 

Annual cash Value Increase Based on the guaranteed cash value, 
pren\lllS and dividends illustrated, the Annual Cash Value Increase 
collllln shows how lllch your cash value increases each year. 

Pace ADlunt of Adds Divideoos credited to your policy or generated 
by_ OPP rider paYJents 1ay he used to bl!)' additional paid-up insurance. 
The Pace ADlunt of Adds is the total arount of additional insurance 
your dividends and OPP rider paYJents have imchased. lllese additions, 
as well as your base policy, can in turn generate further dividends 
that will also increase hoth the death l:Enefit and cash value of your 
policy. 

- Net Death Benefit Ille Net Death Benefit collllln shows your total 
death benefit after paid-up additions, termination divideoos and/or 
dividend-aCCIIIUlations have Ileen added. 

Page 2 ISIS Ver, i.L. 5. 619O1!li 2-29-92 
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IIDi YORK LIFE IIISURAIICE Ca!P.l!IY 

Fo111 11939 (llo'i to Read a Life Insm.nce Illustration), 

A Word .!bout Dividends Dividends play an iiportant role in 1any values 
shown on a life insurance illustration, Dividends are a return of your 
preai1111 and are based on investlent earnings, expenses, persistency 
(how llilllY policies stay in force), 110rtality experience, and charges for 
contingencies attributed to a class of policyovners with siailar 
characteristics, '!'hey are not guaranteed. 

SUDary cash Value life insurara:e, like lihole Life, is really an easy 
concept to understand. A lihole Life policy has both living and death 
benefits. PreliUIIS and annual dividends can help both the cash value 
and death benefits grow. Cash Values grow tax deferred and are. 
available to you during ynur lifetiie as a loan if the need should 
arise, · 

A Final Rote ttii.s overview was designed to ialce you feel 10re 
confortable with looking at an illustration and evaluating the purchase 
of a policy, It is one step in understanding the policy and the CO!lpany, 
Your Hew York Life agent can further assist you in understanding our 
products, nur Coapany, and the services we provide, Just ask! 

Page 3 ISIS Ver, 1.L, 5,619IJIII 2-29-92 
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Ill! YtllK LIFE IISIIRAICII tmAIY 

Fon 11939 (ll!Ti to Read a Life Insurux:e illllStration). 

10 Years 20 Years 

let Pa}'lellt Cost Ilxlex 
Sorrender Cost Ilxlex 

$14.28 
$4.74 

Page 5 !SIS Ver. W.L. 5,6!90Ml! 2-29-92 

$10.55 
$0.56 
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CLJ:ENT VBRSA-J'LU J:U - GPT 
NON-SMOKBR DLB AGB 45 PRESENTED BY PACJ:l'J:C M1IT1JAL 

LBDGBR J:LL1JS'1'JIATJ:ON 

•·······················--· Projected Values et 8.SOX •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

ANN'L INCi EIID Of YR END OF YR Ell) OF YR 

AIINUAL IN ACQII AcaNJlATBI SURRENDER DEATH 
YR AGE PREMIIII VALUE VALIE VALIE BENEFIT 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

1 45 6,800 4.719 4,719 831 300,000 
2 46 6,800 4,984 9,703 5,971 300,000 
3 47 6,800 5,563 15,267 12,001 300,000 
4 48 6,800 6,052 21,319 18,519 300,000 
5 49 6,800 6,585 27,904 25,571 300,000 
6 so 6,800 8,185 36,088 34,222 300,000 
7 51 6,800 8,880 44,968 43,568 300,000 
8 52 6,800 9,643 54.611 53,678 300,000 
9 53 6,800 10,468 65,079 64,613 300,000 

10 54 6,800 13,696 re,m re,m 300,000 

TOTAL 68,000 78,m 

11 55 6,800 13,078 91,853 91,853 300,000 
12 56 6,800 14,225 106,078 106,078 300,000 
13 57 6,800 15,458 121,536 121,536 300,000 
14 58 6,800 16,791 138,327 138,327 300,000 
15 59 6,800 18,272 156,599 156,599 300,000 
16 60 6,800 19,856 176,455 176,455 300,000 
17 61 6,800 . 21,694 198,149 198,149 300,000 
18 62 6,800 23,749 221,898 2?1,898 300,000 
19 63 6,800 26,047 247,946 247,946 307,453 
20 64 6,800 46,826 294,771 294,771 359,621 

TOTAL 136,000 294,771 

21 65 6,800 33,649 328,421 328,421 394,105 
22 66 6,800 36,660 365,081 365,081 434,447 
23 67 6,800 39,934 405,015 405,015 477,918 
24 68 6,800 43,475 448,490 448,490 524,733 
25 69 6,800 47,319 495,809 495,809 575,139 
26 70 6,800 51,496 547,305 547,305 629,401 
27 71 6,800 56,204 603,509 603,509 681.965 
28 72 6,800 61.406 664,915 664,915 738,056 
29 73 6,800 67,201 732,116 732,116 798,007 
30 74 6,800 73.651 sos.1,1 805,767 862,171 

TOTAL 204,000 805.767 

PAClFIC"MJTUAL LIFE lNSIJRANCE COIPANY 
VERSION 6.3 • 3.00 THIS ILLUSTRAT10N IS NOT VALID UNLESS.PRESENTED VITH SUMMARY PAGE 
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OLJ:Bll'r VBRSA-FLU·J:J:J: - GP\\' 

11 11011-SKOm Dr.B AGB 45 PRBSIDITBD BY l'ACDJ:C Kn11AL 

SIIHlmRY l'AGB 

<•••••••• PROIECTED •••••••••> <•••••••• GUARAIITEED ••-•·•-•> 
IET IET NET NET 

Amll'D -·· DEATII Amll'D -·· DEATII 
Allllloll.lZED VAi.iE VAi.iE IIEIIEFIT VAi.iE VAi.iE IISIEFIT 

YEAR PRENIIII (EOY) (EOY) (EOY) (EOY) (EOY) (EOY) 

1 6800.00 4719 &JI 300000 4183 295 300000 
2 6800.00 9103 5971 300000 8J43 ~,, 300000 
3 6800.00 15267 12001 300000 12574 9308 300000 
4 6800.00 21319 11519 300000 16876 14077 300000 

5 6800.00 ffl04 25571 300000 21242 18909 300000 
6 6800.00 36088 :M222 300000 26667 24801 30000D 
7 6800.00 44968 '3568 300000 32185 30786 300000 

a 6800.00 ~,, 53618 300000 37189 36856 300000 
9 6800.00 65079 64613 300000 43465 42998 300000 

10 6800.00 18775 18775 300000 49239 49239 300000 
15 6800.00 156599 156599 300000 18750 18750 300000 
20 6800.00 294m 294m 359621 109122 109122 300000 
25 6800.00 495809 495809 575139 138423 138423 300000 
30 6800.00 805767 805767 862171 164473 164473 300000 
35 6800.00 1288718 1288718 1353153 181420 181420 300000 
40 6800.00 2021908 2021908 2123003 177603 177603 300000 
45 --00 3lt3208 3113208 3268869 89102 89102 300000 

50 6800.00 4789622 4189622 4837518 ., ., ., 

ff ADOITICIIAL CIJTLAYS REQUIRED TD MAINTAIN REGUESTED IISIEFITS. 

ALL VALUES EXCEPT PREMllllS, t.OAIIS, LOAN INTEREST, AID VITtl>RAUALS ARE VALUES AT THE END OF THE POLICY YEAR. THE 'NET 
llltREll)ER VAUE1 IS EQUAL TO THE ACalllLATED VALUE, LESS Alff POLICY DEBT AND LESS ANY SURRENDER CHARGES. THE •MET 

DEATH BENEflT• IS THE POLICY DEATH BENEFIT LESS MY POLICY DEBT. 

TIIE PRENIIII NODE ASStlED IN THIS IUUSTIATIDN IS AIIIIUAL. 

INITIAL IIJIDELIIE SINGLE PREIIJIII: $ 76,212.20 

INITIAL IIJIDELINE LEVEL PREMIIII: S 6,920.10 
IIITIAL SEVEN PAY PRENJ\11: S 16,689.23 

TIIIS JS AN ILLUSTRATION Alm MOT A CONTRACT. ALTHOUGH THE INFalNATION COIITAIIIED IN THIS ILLUSTRATION IS BASED ON 
CERTAIN TAX AND LEGAL ASSlll'TtONS, IT IS IOT IIITEMDED TO BE TAX OR LEGAL ADVICE. SUCH ADVICE SHOULD BE OBTAINED FROM 

APPLICANT'S C111 COUNSEL OR OTHER EXPERT. 

·•· TAX BRACKET ··• 
START EllO -T 
1 50 31.00 

THE 0.IRREIIT INTHEST AID NORTALITY CHARGE RATES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE. POUCY VALUES UILL VARY FROM THOSE ILLUSTRATED 
IF.ACTUAL RATES DIFFER Ft0II THOSE ASSUMED. mutEIIT MCIRTALln CHARGE RATES ARE BASS> <II ~T flORT~ITY EXPERIENCE AND 
ARE NOT DEPEll)Elff UPON fU'R.IRE INPROVENENTS IN UNDERLYING flORTALITY. 

VERSICII 6.3 • 3.00 
PACIFIC 1IITUAL LI FE UISURANCE COMPANY 

stllWlY PAGE CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE DATE: 4·30·199: 
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,VERBA-FLEX III - GP'l' 
PRBSEJITBD BY PACIFIC KUTUl\L 

PllCMECllD VALID Ill! IIAIID GI GIIIIEJIT IIIITALllT mstS MJ DECLARED . lfflREST AS S1llloW BEi.Oii, THE IIIIIGIIARAIITEED PORTIOII 
0, TIE IIIYEIEIT ·IMS Im.ICED UIEII IIECESIAft TO REFLECT•ADOJTUIIAL a>srs ARISING FRCII THE OAC TAX. , POLICY VAUES 
fUUY IEFLECT TIE EffEC1' OF TIE DAC TAX. AT THE Ell) OF YEAR 1D, AN EXTRA MCUIT (EQUIVALENT TO O.SS FOR .EACH YEAR 
DICLMB) IITEIEST EXCEEDS G> ti ADDED TO TIE CASI VAllE. AT THE EID OF YEAR 20, Ml EXTRA AN0UtfT (EQUIVALENT TO All 
ADDITICIUL o.n RII EACII YEM DECLARED INTEREST ~ 6S) IS ADDED TO THE CASH VALUE. 

••• PIICMtCTED DECLARED IIITDUT RATES ·•• 
STAil £111 

50 -a.so 

GIIARAIITEED VALIU Ill! IIAIID OI IWIIIUI IIIITALllT COSTS ·AIID GIIARAIITEED IIITEREST Of 4,00X. 

· •-•- DEATH IEIIEFlT OPTICII ••--
STMT Ell> OPTJCII 

1 50 tEYEL 

••· BASE POLICY FACE NUIIT ---
START Ell) NICUIT 
1 50 1S0,000 

-- YARIABl.E ADDED PROTECTltll TAIGET MOUNTS ··• 
START Ell) MCUIT 
1 SO 150,000 

, IIEI TIE DEATI .. FIT JS GIEATD TIWI TIE FACE AIDIIT DIE TO CASH YAUE GROIITH, PAYMENT OF ADDJTIDIW. PREMILN WILL BE 
SUIJECTTO-AL, 

lll8 aalEIT FIDIUL TAX LAIi, DJS f'OLICY WILL IIIALlff AS LIFE IIISUWICE ONLY IF THE SIii OF PREMI\ICS PAID AT ANY TIME 
DCIES 1111T IEXCEED"JIE GIEATEI OF~TIE GUIDILIIE SUIGLE PREMIUM OR THE !?11 OF THE QJJDELJNE LEVEL PREMllllS AT SUCH TIME. 
TE GUJDEt.llE~Plan• UIU CUIGE 111E11EVER THERE IS A CIWIGE-11 THE FACE AM:UIT Of INSURANCE OR IN OTHER POLICY 
IIEIIEFITS, 

IIASED a TIE ASIUNPTIClll ,11 TIii lll.USTIATIC*, TRIS POLICY WClllD IIDT BECXIE A NODIFJED ENDOWMENT CONTRACT (NEC). THE 
FIDERAt IIICCIIE TAX CDIIECIEICES Of A IEC CM BE SllillflCAIT. cmsuu nut TAX ADVISOR ,ca FWTHER DETAILS • 

. AU. V.W.S ASUE· PIBIUIIS MIi LOM JIITDEST ME PAID UHEII DUE. U A PAYMENT IS RECEIVED UJTKCIIT BEING DESIGNATED AS A 
PIBIUII PA'flUT Cl LCM PAYIEIIT, NII> TIRE II M OSl'STAll>IIG LOM, TIE PlYNENt UJLL BE APPLIED AS A PREMJlll PAYMENT. 

Tllll 1u.ununm IN P1tEPMED fCI PRESEIITATICII II THE STATE OF CALIFORIIIA. 

VDSIOI 6,J • J,00 
PACIFIC IIIT1ML LIFE IIISURAICE CXIPAIIY 

EID OF SIIIWtT PAGES DATE; 4•30·1992 
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New York Life Insurance Company 
51 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10010 
212 576-5069 

George J. Trapp 
Senior Vice President 

June 30, 1992 

817 

The Honorable Howard K. Metzenbaum 
Chairman, subcommittee on Antitrust, 

Monopolies and Business Rights 
Committee on the Judiciary 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. c. 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Re: Testimony of Harold G. Mercer before 
the Subcommittee on Antitrust, 
Monopolies and Business Rights, 
June 23, 1992 

I am responsible for New York Life Insurance company's Human 
Resources Department, including its benefits and compensation 
program. 

Following your Subcommittee Hearing on June 23, I had an 
opportunity to read the written testimony of one of our 
agents, Mr. Harold G. Mercer. I would like to correct a major 
error in that testimony, namely: 

• The life insurance plan on executives, described by 
Mr. Mercer at pages 17-19, was never purchased by 
New York Life and was, in fact, rejected as 
inappropriate. 

Contrary to his statement, the plan actually adopted by the 
Company does not compromise policyholder interests. The fact 
is that the Company recovers the entire cost of the portion of 
the premiums it pays on the lives of key executives, plus 
interest (at approximately eight percent). Furthermore, 
standard underwriting procedures and principles were used at 
all times in the planning, implementation and placement of 
this plan (a substantial portion of the benefits are reinsured 
with a non-affiliated reinsurer which had to be satisfied with 
the validity of the underwriting) • 

... for 
Financial Products & Services 
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The Honorable Howard K. Metzenbaum 
June 30, 1992 
Page 2 

I respectfully request that this letter be included in the 
record of these-hearings in order to correct what I believe is 
a significant error in the record. My correction of this 
limited aspect of Mr. Mercer's testimony should not be 
interpreted as implying agreement on behalf of New York Life 
with any other specific aspects of his testimony. 

Thank you. 

I . -K -1 n /·1 / 
Sincerely, J' 

fYotr"Y-l/ i 

cc: SenaMs DeConcini, Heflin, 
Hatch 

Mr. Harold G. Mercer 

0 

Sim.on, Thurmond, Specter and 

58-720 (324) 
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